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Abstract 

Mortality rates in England are higher during the winter period (December-March) compared 

to other seasons. Most excess winter deaths are caused by respiratory and circulatory 

conditions, which are exacerbated by cold temperatures. Excess winter mortality rates vary 

between areas and years. This research investigated spatial and spatiotemporal variations in 

excess mortality across small areas of England in relation to winter season, cold weather and 

other explanatory factors. 

A systematic review was undertaken, which identified factors associated with modified risk of 

specific types of winter- and cold-related adverse health and social outcome, and assessed the 

effectiveness of interventions on reducing these adverse impacts. Evidence-based pathway 

models were developed of associations between winter season or cold exposure and 

circulatory and respiratory health outcomes, in relation to explanatory factors.  

Secondary data were identified to represent variables from the pathway models in analyses. 

Poisson regression models were implemented using a Bayesian approach to evaluate spatial 

and spatiotemporal variations in observed-to-expected mortality ratios from circulatory and 

respiratory conditions in relation to covariates, across English Local Authorities and between: 

winter seasons, periods of cold and warmer weather and months of the year. 

Climatic factors were associated with spatiotemporal variations in mortality ratios between 

winter periods, but were less important determinants of excess mortality across the year. This 

supports the use of weather forecasting services to alert health and social care providers to 

predicted adverse weather conditions, in order to support individuals with circulatory and 

respiratory conditions during the winter period. The effects of social factors were similar for 

circulatory and respiratory conditions and were predominantly non-seasonal. Thus, 

interventions could be developed to reduce spatial variations in excess mortality from both 

condition groups on a year-round basis. Further research using morbidity outcome data could 

provide information to reduce spatial variations in excess medical consultation rates across 

England. 
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Chapter One. 

Winter- and cold-related excess adverse health and social outcomes in 

England: Introduction and Contextual Overview 

1.1 Background 

1.1.1  Introduction 

Morbidity (disease occurrence) and mortality rates are higher during the winter period 

(generally defined as December-March in the Northern Hemisphere and June–September in 

the Southern Hemisphere), compared to other times of year in England and many other 

countries (1, 2). Excess winter mortality (EWM) rates vary across England and between 

winter seasons.  However, the causes of these variations are not fully understood. Political 

interest in addressing the causes of winter- and cold-related adverse health and social 

outcomes has increased over recent decades, particularly in England and other UK countries.  

Knowledge regarding the causes of spatial (between areas) and temporal (time-related) 

variations in excess winter deaths and illnesses could enable the development of interventions 

to reduce geographical inequalities in, and the overall magnitude of, these adverse health 

outcomes.  

In this introductory chapter, I explain key terms used to describe and measure winter- and 

cold-related excess mortality and illnesses. I also provide descriptive information about the 

spatial and temporal characteristics of EWM and the proportional contribution of different 

medical condition groups to this outcome. I then describe the English legislative framework in 

relation to addressing winter-and cold-related excess adverse health and social outcomes. 

Subsequently, I outline the aims and research questions for this PhD. Finally, I provide an 

outline of the structure of this thesis.  

1.1.2  Defining excess winter morbidity and mortality 

Excess winter morbidity is usually measured and defined in relation to healthcare utilisation, 

as the number of increased hospital admissions and general practitioner consultations during 

the winter period, compared to other seasons (3, 4). Excess Winter Mortality refers to the 

number of deaths that occur during the winter months minus the average number of deaths 

occurring during the preceding and subsequent four months (5). The definition of the winter 

period as the months December to March (in the Northern Hemisphere) was introduced in the 
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late 1800s. This was based on historical observations that mortality rates tend to be highest 

during this period (5), which led to a recommendation by the Statistical Society of London in 

1881 to aggregate the four months starting in December to assess the seasonality of mortality 

(6). However, the use of excess winter morbidity and mortality to measure the adverse health 

impacts of cold weather is problematic. This is due to the fact that extreme cold weather can 

occur outside of the winter period, particularly in countries like the UK, comprising England, 

Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland, which experiences variable climatic conditions 

throughout the year due to geographic and meteorological factors. Consequently, the months 

from December to March are often not the coldest (4). In addition, extreme climatic events 

that occur at other times of the year, including summer heat-waves, artificially reduce excess 

winter morbidity and mortality rates. Predicted future climate change, potentially causing 

uncharacteristic weather patterns throughout the year, is likely to further reduce the validity of 

seasonal measures of cold-weather-related adverse health outcomes (7).  

1.1.3  Spatial and temporal variations in EWM rates 

Excess winter mortality rates vary spatially, within and between countries (8).  The ‘paradox 

of Excess Winter Mortality’ refers to the positive trend for the association between mean 

winter temperatures and EWM rates (8). An example of this paradox is the generally higher 

rates of EWM in the UK compared to other countries that are located at the same and more 

northerly latitude and experience colder mean winter temperatures (8). In addition, Southern 

European countries generally have higher EWM rates than the UK. Figure 1.1 shows the 

positive association between mean winter temperatures and coefficients of seasonal variation 

in mortality, calculated as the number of excess winter deaths divided by the average number 

of non-winter deaths, across 14 European countries (8).  
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Figure 1.1: Mean coefficients of seasonal variation in mortality in relation to mean winter environmental temperatures (0C) across 14 European 

countries with best fit line, based on data from 1988-97. Graph produced using data from (8). 
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A more recent analysis calculated Excess Winter Mortality Indices (EWMIs), by multiplying 

coefficients of seasonal variation in mortality by 100, using data from thirty-one European 

countries (9). The results indicated that the mean Excess Winter Mortality Index (EWMI) for 

the period 2002/2003–2010/2011 in the UK was 15.8% (9). This was the highest out of ten 

Northern European countries that were included in the analysis.  It was also the sixth highest 

out of thirty-one European countries for which data were obtained in this study. The average 

EWMI across all countries in the analysis during the period 2002/2003–2010/2011 was 

13.9%. 

Variations in EWM rates also occur within countries, including between English regions, and 

through time. The mean number of excess winter deaths in England is approximately 28,642, 

based on data from 1991/2-2014/15 (5)*. However,  the actual number of excess winter deaths 

varies between years, for example, from 21,740 in the winter of 1997/98 to 45,650 in winter 

1999/2000 (5). Figure 1.2 illustrates spatial and temporal variations in the EWMIs between 

English regions and across winter seasons from 1991/2-2014/15. 

                                                           
* Note that the excess winter mortality data for the winter season 2014/15 are provisional and were adjusted 
by the Office for National Statistics to account for late death registrations between April and July 2015. 
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Figure 1.2: Graph to illustrate spatial and temporal variations in excess winter mortality indices across English regions and winter seasons from 

1991/2-2014/15. Graph produced using data from (5)*. 
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1.1.4  Nature of winter- and cold-related adverse health and social outcomes 

Most deaths that occur during the winter period in the UK are caused by conditions of the 

cardiovascular and cerebrovascular systems, which are subdivisions of the circulatory system 

and transport blood and nutrients to the abdominal organs and the brain, respectively. 

However, heart disease is currently the biggest single cause of death in the UK on a non-

seasonal basis (7). In terms of their proportional contributions to EWM from all causes, most 

excess deaths that occurred in England and Wales across the winter seasons 1991/2-2014/15* 

were attributed to respiratory diseases (mean proportional contribution 40%), followed by 

circulatory diseases (mean proportional contribution 37%) and Dementia and Alzheimer’s 

(mean proportional contribution 7%) (5). In relation to mortality from specific condition 

groups, mean average EWMIs across the winter seasons 1991/2-2014/15* indicated that there 

was greatest seasonality with a winter peak for respiratory conditions (average EWMI 55.8), 

followed by Dementia and Alzheimer’s (average EWMI 31.1), circulatory conditions 

(average EWMI 18.3) and Injury and poisoning (average EWMI for the winter seasons 

1991/2-2013/14 was 6.9).  However, these are primary, direct causes from death certification, 

which tend to hide underlying and contributory causes in some cases. For example, seasonal 

influenza is acknowledged to be major contributor to EWM, even outside of epidemic 

periods. However, the effects of seasonal influenza on EWM rates are underestimated due to 

the fact that influenza-related deaths may be recorded on patient records as being caused by 

respiratory or circulatory diseases without identification of, or reference to, the influenza 

infection (10). 

Cancer causes approximately 25% of annual deaths in England and Wales, but research 

suggests a lack of seasonal pattern for these deaths (5). In addition, official statistics indicate 

that less than 1% of excess winter deaths in developed countries are caused by clinical 

hypothermia (11), where body temperature drops below 350C (12). Hypothermia deaths are 

likely to be under-reported due to difficulties diagnosing the condition, because the 

temperature of a deceased individual has often changed by the time that the body is 

discovered and also due to the fact that hypothermia can cause other illnesses, which are more 

likely to be recorded as the primary cause of death (13). One percent of excess winter deaths 

across the winter seasons 1991/2-2013/14 in England and Wales were attributed to injuries 

and poisoning (5).  

Indirect health impacts that have been associated with exposure to cold housing include 

impaired child development, exacerbation of allergies, nutritional deficiencies and mental 

health problems (14). Spatial and temporal variations in EWM rates do not occur equally 
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across demographic or medical condition groups (5). In addition, the prevalence of various 

winter-and cold-weather-related adverse health impacts varies between geographical areas, 

through time and between population sub groups, particularly in relation to age groups, sex 

and income level (1). Cold weather could therefore contribute to health inequalities, which are 

defined as differences in health status or the distribution of health determinants between 

individuals or groups (15). 

The physiological pathways that mediate associations between cold weather, illnesses and 

deaths, are not well understood (7). The key mechanisms by which cold weather is considered 

to increase the risk of circulatory illnesses and deaths are through increased blood clotting 

potential, leading to heart attack and stroke (16). In relation to respiratory conditions, cold 

exposure causes constriction of air passages, a condition called bronchospasm, which can 

cause breathing difficulties, particularly amongst individuals with existing respiratory 

diseases (16).  

Excess deaths from injuries during the winter period are likely to be caused by increased slips 

and falls indoors amongst older persons due to reduced mobility in relation to cold exposure. 

Outdoor slips and falls on cold and icy surfaces occur most commonly amongst individuals 

below pensionable age, and result in injuries rather than deaths. Increased deaths due to 

poisoning over the winter period generally occur because of carbon monoxide poisoning 

attributable to poorly maintained boilers, stoves and heaters, which are used more over the 

winter compared to other seasons (17). 

A plausible explanation for the increased number of deaths from dementia and Alzheimer’s 

disease over the winter period is that increased blood pressure in relation to cold exposure 

increases the risk of vascular dementia. However, there is evidence that less than 25% of 

excess winter dementia deaths are caused by the vascular sub-type (18). It has been suggested 

that the use of psychotropic drugs by individuals with dementia can diminish thermal 

perception, in terms of one’s ability to detect coldness, and subsequent energy behaviours (18) 

(e.g. in terms of heating usage).  

Wider social impacts of exposure to cold weather and housing include economic costs 

associated with increased healthcare utilisation and reduced economic productivity, caused by 

work absenteeism due to cold-related illnesses (19). Exposure to cold housing has also been 

associated with social exclusion, truancy, educational under-attainment (14, 20) and criminal 

and anti-social behaviour (21). However, the extent and nature of the associations between 

exposure to cold housing and many adverse social outcomes are not well understood (21).  
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1.1.5  Historical overview of legislation, policies and guidelines to address winter- and cold-

related adverse health and social outcomes in England 

The four nations of the UK have relatively well developed legislative frameworks to address 

social factors associated with excess cold-weather-related adverse health and social outcomes, 

compared to other countries. Political interest on these issues gained prominence during the 

1970s, when fuel poverty, broadly definable as the inability to afford adequate warmth at 

home, came to be recognised as a distinct social issue rather than simply as an aspect of 

general deprivation (22). This change in political thinking occurred in relation to the oil crises 

of 1973 and 1979, when Western countries experienced severe oil shortages due to political 

tensions with the Middle East (22). This impacted on the ability of households to afford 

adequate home heating (23). These events highlighted the potentially limited nature of fossil 

fuels, and energy conservation policies were subsequently developed by the UK government. 

It was at this time that the government officially recognised the inferior insulation standards 

of UK housing compared to other European countries. The government set out plans to 

introduce basic levels of insulation in public sector homes where it was lacking and new 

homes were required to conform to specified standards of loft insulation (24). In addition, 

home insulation grants were provided for the first time, to older people (aged over state 

pension age), individuals with disabilities and long term health problems, and low income 

households, funded by central government (25). 

Christmas Bonus payments were introduced in 1972, under Edward Heath’s Conservative 

Government. These one-off tax-free payments, made just before Christmas, were intended to 

help pensioners and individuals who claim certain welfare benefits to cope with increased fuel 

costs over the winter period. These payments are still made today but have not increased in 

line with inflation (26). 

The UK experienced several exceptionally cold winters during the 1980s. It was during this 

decade that ‘Exceptionally cold weather payments’ were introduced to help offset increased 

heating costs of people over state pension age during periods of severe cold weather. 

However, these payments were administered at the discretion of local government, which 

meant that the payments were being sanctioned in some areas but not in other, sometimes 

colder, areas (27). An amendment to the Supplementary Benefit Regulation in 1986 led to the 

introduction of a new system, in which exceptionally cold weather payments of £5 per week 

were made to householders aged ≥65 years, where average local temperatures fell below -

1.5°C (28). Cold weather payments of £25 are now paid more widely, to individuals who are 

in receipt of certain welfare benefits, when local temperatures are recorded or forecast to be 
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an average of ≤0°C for seven consecutive days during the period between 1st November and 

31st March (29). 

Interest in fuel poverty increased from the early 1990s. In 1991, Oxford University graduate, 

Dr Brenda Boardman, published her book entitled ‘Fuel Poverty’, based on her doctoral 

research (30). In her book, Dr Boardman distinguished between general poverty, caused by 

low income, and fuel poverty, which, she presented evidence to suggest, is additionally driven 

by high energy prices and thermally inefficient housing (30). Based on data from the 1988 

Family Expenditure Survey, Dr Boardman defined fuel poverty as the situation where a 

household needs to spend more than 10% of its income after tax on fuel to maintain a 

satisfactory heating regime (30). Also during the early 1990s, the South East Public Health 

Observatory started to investigate fuel poverty, before other Public Health Observatories 

expressed an interest (31).  

Fuel poverty policies have developed in England and elsewhere alongside environmental 

policies, which are aimed at reducing greenhouse gas emissions, including carbon dioxide, 

which are generated from sources including household energy use. In 1992, the United 

Nations held its second conference on Environment and Development in Rio de Janeiro, 

Brazil, at which discussions took place in relation to the impact of international economic 

development on environmental degradation (32). It was at this time that an international 

convention was developed to address climate change (32). This convention was extended in 

1997, in the Kyoto protocol, which specified legally binding targets for member states of the 

United Nations to reduce carbon emissions (33). Household thermal inefficiency was 

recognised as contributing the most to greenhouse gas emissions. Consequently, improving 

the thermal efficiency of domestic housing in the UK was recognised as fulfilling a dual aim 

of reducing fuel poverty and carbon emissions.  

The extent to which government policies can balance climate change and fuel poverty is 

subject to debate. This is due to the fact that climate change is associated with greenhouse gas 

emissions arising from the use of non-renewable forms of energy, whereas fuel poverty is 

often associated with the underuse or excessive cost of household energy (34). However, 

climate change mitigation policies that were later established in the UK, during the initial 

years of the twenty-first century, specified a requirement to have regard to ‘the desirability of 

alleviating fuel poverty’(cited in 35, p.3).  

Following the election of the Labour Government in 1997, the Health Secretary, Frank 

Dobson, invited England’s former Chief Medical Officer, Sir Donald Acheson, to produce 

recommendations on reducing health inequalities in the UK, including recommendations 
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relating to fuel poverty. Following  the lead of the Black Report in 1980, a second review on 

health inequalities (the “Acheson” Report) was published in 1998 (36). The Acheson report 

concluded that health inequalities were fundamentally socioeconomic in nature and should be 

addressed across government departments by tackling the social determinants of health, in 

relation to income, education, housing, diet, employment and working conditions. Acheson 

identified the link between poor quality housing and poor health, and recommended “Policies 

to improve insulation and heating systems in new and existing buildings in order to reduce 

the prevalence of fuel poverty” (36, p.78). Subsequently, the UK Department of Health issued 

a white paper ‘Saving Lives: Our Healthier Nation’, which identified two overarching goals 

for public health, namely to improve health and reduce health inequalities (37).  

In 1999, the Winter Fuel Payment was introduced as a non-means-tested, tax-free annual cash 

payment, made usually in December, to households containing a person over state pension 

age to help with heating costs. The Winter Fuel Payment is currently worth about £169 per 

case on average (6) and is paid to households containing individuals aged ≥62.5 years. A 

recent economic evaluation attributed almost half of the reduction in EWM since 1999/2000 

to the Winter Fuel Payment (6). 

Following the recommendations of the Acheson Report on reducing fuel poverty, the Warm 

Homes and Energy Conservation Act 2000 was passed (35), which formally defined fuel 

poverty using the definition proposed by Boardman in 1991. The Warm Homes and Energy 

Conservation Act 2000 made it a legal requirement for the UK Government to publish and 

implement a strategy to eliminate fuel poverty and to set targets for the implementation of that 

strategy in England (35). The first official UK Fuel Poverty Strategy was released in 2001, 

and set a target of ending fuel poverty, based on the definition developed by Dr Boardman in 

1991, in “vulnerable” households, defined as those containing elderly persons, young children 

or individuals with long term sickness or medical problems, in England by 2010, and the 

eradication of fuel poverty in all households by 2016 (38). 

The UK Fuel Poverty Strategy 2001 aimed to achieve its fuel poverty reduction targets and to 

contribute to government goals relating to climate change, using national and area-based 

measures. These measures aimed to tackle the three underlying causes of fuel poverty that Dr 

Boardman identified in 1991, namely high energy prices, low household income and 

thermally inefficient housing (20).  

The Warm Front Scheme was the main tool through which the UK Government aimed to 

eradicate fuel poverty in England. This was a tax funded programme that provided home 

maintenance grants to increase thermal efficiency in low income households. Additional 
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measures to reduce fuel poverty included increasing the accessibility of natural gas supplies to 

off-grid communities and negotiating fuel tariffs with energy suppliers (38). 

Various additional climate change and energy policies were introduced during the decade 

from 2000-10, all of which were supposed to have regard for the alleviation of fuel poverty 

(35). In 2008, the Climate Change Act set a target of reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 

80% by the year 2050 (39). 

In 2007, the UK economy was affected by the global financial crisis and entered an economic 

recession in 2008. Between 2008 and 2010, the impact of the recession on household incomes 

was initially offset by factors including increased social welfare payments (40). However, 

after initial buffering from the impacts of the economic recession on household incomes in 

2008 and 2009, household incomes started to fall, by 0.8% in 2010 (40). This was due to the 

impacts of austerity, which involved public sector job cuts and withdrawal of financial 

benefits amongst certain demographic groups, including working families and working-aged 

individuals with disabilities and long term health problems, and a rise in the ‘working 

poor’(40). Reduced access to borrowing and high inflation also reduced income spending 

power. The associated fall in national household incomes was the first since 1981 and the 

largest since 1977 (40).  

Despite a reduction in fuel poverty levels that occurred between 1996 and 2003, the number 

of fuel poor households subsequently increased and the government target to eradicate fuel 

poverty in vulnerable households by 2010 was not attained. This was attributed to increased 

energy prices from 2004/05 and reduced household incomes associated with the current 

recession (41). 

In 2011, the Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change, Chris Huhne, commissioned a 

review of fuel poverty. The Hills review (2012) concluded that the widely used definition of 

fuel poverty was inadequate, due to factors including that it included many wealthier 

households that could afford to spend ≥10% of their income on fuel without experiencing 

financial hardship (20). Subsequently, fuel poverty was officially re-defined in England in 

2012, as a situation where a household’s income falls below the official poverty threshold, or 

below 60% of median national household income, after having fuel bills of above the national 

median level, based on household composition and size (42). The Government argued that 

this would enable resources to be targeted where they are most useful. However, National 

Energy Action, a national fuel poverty charity, identified that this would reduce the number of 

households officially defined as being in fuel poverty without improving their circumstances 

(43).  
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Also in 2011, The Warm Homes Discount Scheme was introduced, which required domestic 

energy suppliers to provide £1.13 billion support for fuel poor customers over four years (44). 

The ‘core group’ who automatically receive this intervention are financially less well-off 

pensioners (45). However, low income non-pensioner households, including working age 

individuals with disabilities and chronic health problems, are assisted to a lesser extent under 

this scheme (45).  

In 2012, the Warm Front Discount Scheme was phased out and replaced by the Green Deal, 

which aimed to reduce carbon emissions through improving thermal efficiency of private 

housing. Home improvements which are made under this scheme are paid for through 

household energy bills. It has been argued that this initiative will have adverse impacts on 

individuals from vulnerable households, as it involves the removal of non-repayable tax 

funded grants that were provided by the Warm Front Discount Scheme to improve thermal 

efficiency in low income households (46).  

The Energy Company Obligation was introduced in 2013 and sets out an obligation for large 

energy suppliers to deliver energy efficiency measures to domestic energy users. This 

operates alongside the Green Deal and is intended to focus on low income and vulnerable 

households and hard-to-treat homes (47). However, there is lack of guaranteed support for 

low income households under this scheme (48).  

The Fuel Poverty Regulation (England) 2014 set out a legal commitment to address fuel 

poverty, by improving the energy efficiency ratings of domestic properties. Energy 

performance of domestic and commercial properties in the European Union is measured using 

Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) ratings. This gives an energy efficiency rating from A 

(most efficient) to G (least efficient) (49). The Fuel Poverty Regulation (England) 2014 also 

specifies that all domestic properties will achieve a minimum energy efficiency standard of 

band C by 2030. This regulation also includes interim targets to ensure that as many homes as 

practicable attain energy efficiency standards E and D by 2020 and 2025, respectively. 

In March 2015, the Conservative and Liberal Democrat Coalition Government published 

‘Cutting the Cost of Keeping Warm: A Fuel Poverty Strategy for England’ (50). This includes 

plans for implementing The Fuel Poverty Regulation (England) 2014. Reflecting the target 

specified in The Fuel Poverty Regulation (England) 2014, the current fuel poverty strategy 

specifies that ‘as many homes as reasonably practicable will be improved to an [EPC] E 

rating by 2020, to a D rating by 2025 and to a C rating by 2030’(50, p.6). Criticisms of the 

new legislation include lack of clarity over the meaning of the term ‘reasonably practicable’, 

in relation to the targets for improving thermal efficiency of domestic properties. In addition, 
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concerns have been raised about how the programme will be resourced in this period of 

reduced public spending. Also, it has been highlighted that thermal efficiency improvements 

are not keeping pace with energy prices increases; and that opportunities for incentives to 

improve thermal efficiency performance of households (e.g. the Renewable Heat Incentive) 

are not available to everyone.  

Recent policy changes around fuel poverty have occurred in the context of government plans 

to reduce carbon emissions in line with the Climate Change Act 2008, in relation to the 

Energy Market Reform 2013(51) by switching to renewable energy sources. 

In addition to the economic and political events that have occurred since 2007, climatic 

factors have influenced guidelines for addressing the health and social impacts of cold 

weather since 2011. After Europe experienced two excessively cold winters between 2009/10 

and 2010/11, the UK Department of Health developed a Cold Weather Plan for England in 

2011 (52), which has subsequently been published on an annual basis. The structure and 

scope of the Cold Weather Plan for England is similar to that of the Heat Wave Plan for 

England, which has been published annually since 2004, following the 2003 European heat 

wave.  

The Cold Weather Plan for England aims to increase resilience against the adverse health and 

social impacts of extreme cold-weather conditions, by increasing public awareness and 

providing guidelines on how members of the public and relevant organisations should prepare 

for, and respond to, cold-weather events. The plan includes activities that should be 

completed on a year-round basis, during the winter period, in relation to predicted cold 

weather events and when cold weather events actually occur.  The plan was developed in 

collaboration with the Met Office, and different levels of cold weather alert are cascaded 

down through relevant organisations (53). A preliminary evaluation of the Cold Weather Plan 

for England has suggested that the plan has the ability to reduce adverse health impacts and 

the burden on the English NHS of cold weather events (54). A more informative assessment 

can be delivered in the future, when data from more years are available to evaluate the 

effectiveness of the Cold Weather Plan for England.  

The Cold Weather Plan for England is subject to an annual review by Public Health England 

and the Department of Health, including using information including data from the Public 

Health Outcomes Framework. This provides data on various public health indicators, 

including excess winter deaths and fuel poverty prevalence for England as a whole and for 

English Local Authority areas. It can be used to compare performance of English Local 

Authorities for reducing these cold-weather-related adverse outcomes (52). 
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In March 2015, the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) published 

guidelines for health and other public sector staff to identify and support vulnerable children 

and older people from excess winter mortality and illness (17). Also, in March 2015, NICE 

published a quality standard, to prioritise areas for preventing excess winter deaths and illness 

associated with cold homes.    

Most policy interest around risk factors for cold-weather-related adverse outcomes has 

occurred in England, Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales. International policies have been 

developed by the European Commission and members states of the European Union (EU) to 

tackle fuel poverty, although implementation of the recommendations from these policies has 

varied between countries (55). A report that was recently published by UK Fuel Poverty 

Charity National Energy Action, set out proposals to develop an EU-wide understanding 

about the nature of fuel poverty, changes to the current EU-legislative framework to support 

the long term eradication of fuel poverty and for binding targets for energy efficiency 

standards in low income households across the EU (56).  

In New Zealand, research interest around EWM and fuel poverty began in the early 1990s. 

Despite having a temperate climate, like the UK, New Zealand has high levels of EWM, 

excess winter morbidities and fuel poverty (57). This has been linked to the thermally 

inefficient housing stock of the country, caused by a history of poor housing regulations. 

Also, the main heating source for housing in New Zealand is electricity, a relatively expensive 

fuel, and the country has a largely unregulated energy market which has led to rising 

electricity prices (57). Political interest around the problems associated with thermally 

inefficient housing began in 2004 and this issue has also been identified in subsequent 

government documents, but unlike in the UK and the EU, there has been no legal 

commitment to reducing fuel poverty in New Zealand (57). 

1.2 Study rationale, aims and research questions 

Despite having a relatively well developed and evolving legislative framework for reducing 

excess adverse health and social outcomes compared to other countries, average EWM indices 

across winter seasons remain high in England compared to other Northern European countries 

(5, 9). Excess winter mortality indices are also highly variable from one year to the next, 

although relative geographical synchrony in EWMIs between English regions each year 

indicates that systematic factors drive variations in EWM (see figure 1.2). Increased 

knowledge regarding mechanisms that influence health and social outcomes in relation to 

winter season and cold weather, could improve interventions to reduce EWM and other 
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adverse impacts, including cold-related health and social inequalities between geographical 

areas and population sub-groups.  

The aims of the research presented in this thesis are (i) to identify a comprehensive range of 

factors associated with adverse health outcomes in relation to winter season and cold 

exposure, (ii) to investigate pathways between cold weather and adverse health outcomes in 

relation to these explanatory factors and (iii) to define and explore the nature of associations 

between cold weather, other explanatory factors and spatial and temporal variations in winter- 

and cold-weather-related excess morbidity and mortality rates.  

 Specific research questions are: 

1. What are the key social factors that affect vulnerability to excess winter- and cold-

related adverse health and social outcomes, according to current research? 

2. What are the mechanisms by which the factors identified from the answer to question 

one moderate winter- and cold-weather-related morbidities and mortality? 

3. Which of the factors identified from question one are associated with spatial and 

temporal variations in winter- and cold-weather-related morbidity and mortality rates?  

4. Does the same combination of variables drive spatial and temporal variations in cold- 

weather-related morbidity and mortality rates?  

5. What are the implications of the answers to questions 1-4, for policy interventions to 

reduce winter- and cold-weather-related morbidity and mortality?  

6. What further research is needed to identify ways to reduce winter- and cold-weather-

related morbidity and mortality? 

1.3 Geographical scope of the research 

The current research will focus on the situation in England. This is because the nature of 

excess adverse health outcomes that occur in relation to cold weather and winter season is 

likely to differ between countries to a greater extent than within countries as a result of 

international differences in factors including climatic conditions, policies and adaptation to 

prevailing weather. Focusing on one country may therefore produce more accurate and useful 

information about the potential causes of excess winter- and cold-weather-related adverse 

health outcomes and of ways to reduce them. However, the outcomes of this research may 

have relevance to the other devolved nations of the UK as well as internationally. 

1.4 Outline of the thesis 

This thesis comprises nine chapters.  In this first, introductory chapter, I have provided a 

contextual overview of the nature of winter- and cold-weather-related excess adverse health 
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and social outcomes in England and described social policies and guidelines to address this 

issue. I also identified the aims, research questions and scope of the project. In chapter two, I 

present the first part of a systematic literature review, which synthesises evidence from 

studies that identify factors associated with increased vulnerability to different winter- and 

cold-related adverse health and social outcomes. Subsequently, in chapter three I identify 

evidence from studies that evaluated the effectiveness of interventions for reducing the 

adverse health and social impacts of cold exposure. In chapter four, I consider the 

mechanisms by which factors identified from the systematic review in chapters two and three 

influence cold-related morbidity and mortality. In chapters five, six and seven, respectively, I 

present the methods to identify, link and analyse health and social data, to explore 

associations between aspects of cold weather, other exploratory factors and spatial and 

temporal variations in adverse circulatory and respiratory health outcomes. I present the 

results from these analyses in chapter eight. Finally, in chapter nine, I discuss the results and 

examine the extent to which is has been possible to address the research questions posed and 

the extent to which it is possible to make recommendations for policy interventions and 

further research in this important field of study.  
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Chapter Two. 

 Social moderators of associations between winter season, cold exposure 

and adverse health and social outcomes: a systematic literature review of 

aetiology studies 

2.1 Introduction 

Cold weather is associated with various adverse health and social outcomes. There is a 

positive association between mean winter temperatures and EWM rates, between English 

regions and internationally (5, 9) (see section 1.1.3). This indicates that factors in addition to 

low environmental temperatures modify the risk of winter- and cold-related adverse health 

outcomes. 

Research has identified various demographic (e.g. age), clinical (e.g. pre-existing illnesses), 

environmental (e.g. meteorological parameters), biological (e.g. circulating infections), 

socioeconomic (low income) and housing (thermal inefficiency) factors associated with 

increased risk of winter- and cold-related adverse health and social outcomes (1). Behavioural 

factors, including active smoking, have shown less consistent associations with illnesses and 

deaths in relation to cold weather and the winter season (1).  

In recent years, two systematic reviews (1, 58), have been published, one of which was my 

own (1), which summarise the current state of knowledge in relation to the potential causes of 

winter- and cold-related adverse health and social outcomes. However, the evidence presented 

in these reviews was limited in terms of the range of study designs from which evidence was 

included, risk factors investigated and time periods of study. A more comprehensive review 

was completed by researchers from the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine in 

2014, to support the development of guidelines to reduce excess winter deaths and illnesses in 

elderly and vulnerable persons, commissioned by NICE (59). However, this did not consider 

evidence in relation to the aetiology of specific outcomes.  

The aim of the systematic literature review in this chapter is to present a comprehensive 

summary of the literature on the aetiology of different winter- and cold-related adverse health 

and social outcomes. This information, and the results from the systematic review of 

intervention evaluation studies presented in chapter three, is used to conceptualise the 

mechanisms by which explanatory factors can influence the risk of morbidity and mortality 

from specific medical condition groups, in chapter four.   
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2.2 Methods 

Systematic methods were used to locate, evaluate and synthesise evidence from quantitative 

and qualitative observational studies that explored the potentially modifying effects of 

socioeconomic, housing or behavioural factors on health or social outcomes in relation to cold 

exposure or winter season.  

2.2.1  Search strategy  

Electronic searches were conducted in October 2012 in Medline, PsychInfo, PubMed, Scopus 

and Web of Science, using combinations of Medical Subject Headings and keywords relating 

to climatic, socioeconomic, housing and behavioural exposures and outcomes of interest. 

Searches were restricted to human studies published in English language, where this facility 

was available (See appendix A for the electronic search strategies used to locate literature). 

No geographical, date or other restrictions were placed. Search alerts were created, which 

enabled new literature to be integrated into the review up until May 20th 2014. At this point, 

it was decided that a sufficiently large number of studies had been retrieved. Expert advisors 

from UK and international universities and third sector organisations provided additional 

references. Reference lists from relevant systematic reviews were also searched to locate 

additional, relevant studies (1, 3, 58, 60).  

2.2.2  Inclusion and exclusion criteria 

Figure 2.1 shows the flow of studies at each stage of the review process. Included studies had 

to be conducted on human participants, published in English and to quantify or qualify the 

effects of behavioural, socioeconomic or housing factors of contemporary relevance to 

England, on winter or cold-related health or social outcomes. Full details of the inclusion and 

exclusion criteria, including details of exposures and outcomes considered relevant to this 

review, are specified in appendix B. Titles and abstracts (where available) of located 

references were screened against the review inclusion criteria. The full texts of any references 

considered potentially eligible for inclusion were obtained in full. Exclusion reasons were 

recorded during the second screen. Unobtainable references were excluded.   

Included studies were then separated based on whether they: i) investigated the effects of 

factors which influence vulnerability to winter- or cold-related health and social outcomes or 

ii) evaluated the effects of interventions on winter- or cold-related health and social outcomes. 

The current chapter includes evidence from vulnerability studies only. A review of the 

evidence from intervention evaluation studies is presented in chapter three.  
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2.2.3  Data extraction and appraisal 

Details about the characteristics of each included study and their results were extracted onto 

standardised summary tables. The following data were extracted: author names and date of 

publication, country of origin and dates during which the study took place, study design, 

participant characteristics and study setting, exposures of interest, outcomes investigated, 

confounders and effect modifiers that were controlled for in the study design or analysis, 

name of the tool used to assess study quality and associated appraisal score.  

Most of the studies in the review had a quantitative epidemiological design. These studies 

were appraised using the Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies (61). This is a 

generic tool for assessing the risk of bias of quantitative epidemiological studies in relation to 

the following dimensions: selection bias, study design, confounders, blinding, data collection 

methods, withdrawals and drop-outs. This tool has been found to have good inter-rater and 

test-retest reliability (62, 63); this is likely to be due to provision of a dictionary, which 

enhances robustness of the appraisal process (64). This is particularly important given that the 

systematic literature review presented in chapters two and three of this thesis, was undertaken 

by one person (the author). A limitation of this appraisal tool is the lack of questions 

pertaining to specific research designs, due to its generic nature. However, there is no well-

designed and validated tool to appraise all study designs in this review, including cross-

sectional studies (65) and case-series. Consequently, I was unable to use different tools to 

appraise studies that employed specific methods. Use of the Quality Assessment Tool for 

Quantitative Studies tool enabled broad comparability of study quality in relation to aspects 

that are likely to affect the ability to make causal inferences regarding associations between 

exposure and outcome variables, across the heterogeneous studies in this review.  

A wide number of tools exist to appraise qualitative research, although the application of 

quality criteria to these studies is widely debated (66). In particular, there is a lack of 

agreement over which criteria can be used assess the quality of qualitative research (66). The 

Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP) tool for qualitative studies was used to appraise 

the four qualitative studies in this review (67). This tool is recommended by the Cochrane 

Collaboration Qualitative Methods group for reviewers with little experience of qualitative 

research (Hannes, 2011 cited in (68)). CASP appraisal tools contain sub-questions, which 

enable the reader to assess the degree to which each study meets each specific criterion (69).   

2.2.4  Data synthesis 

A narrative approach was used to synthesise data from included studies. Meta-analysis was 

not possible nor would yield meaningful findings due to heterogeneity in study designs, 
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populations, risk factors and outcomes. However, quantitative results are reported in the 

narrative synthesis, in section 2.3.3. 
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Figure 2.1: Flow of included and excluded studies. Diagram source: (70). 

 

2.3 Results 

2.3.1  Number and characteristics of studies 

The number of unduplicated studies identified from searches was 5368. Eighty-seven met the 

inclusion criteria for this systematic literature review of aetiology studies. Thirty studies came 

from the UK, eleven from the USA, six were from Finland, five from Ireland, four each from 

Sweden and Australia, three each from New Zealand and China, two pan-European studies 

and two studies from each of Austria, Brazil, Canada, the French territories, South Korea, 

Taiwan and one each from Estonia, Germany, Israel, Japan, Norway, Portugal and Romania. 

Study designs included twenty-six ecological studies, twenty-two cross-sectional studies, 

twenty-one cohort studies, ten case-series, four qualitative studies, three case-control studies 

and one case-cross-over study.  

2.3.2  Study quality 

Eighty three studies used quantitative epidemiological designs. Forty three of these studies 

received a weak global rating using the Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies, 

thirty five were rated as being of moderate quality and five were rated as being strong. Scores 

for qualitative studies, assigned using the appropriate CASP tool, ranged from six to nine out 

of ten.  
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2.3.3  Study results 

The main results from the eighty seven studies investigating associations between exposures 

and winter- or cold-related adverse health or social outcomes are presented in this section, in a 

narrative synthesis. The evidence is grouped by outcome. Many of the included studies 

examined the impacts of multiple exposures, often each in relation to more than one outcome, 

and therefore appear multiple times in the narrative synthesis below. 

i. Studies investigating factors associated with modified risk of winter- or cold-related 

mortality from all causes 

The following information summarizes the evidence in relation to the effects of 

socioeconomic, housing and behavioural factors on non-condition-group-specific mortality, in 

relation to winter season and cold exposure.  

Effects of socioeconomic factors 

Six studies examined associations between composite deprivation indices, which are used to 

assess the level of deprivation at area level, and all-cause mortality. Two of these were 

ecological time series analyses from England, conducted at small area-levels, which found 

non-significant associations between EWM rates and Townsend Deprivation Index scores 

across census super output areas (71) and enumeration districts (72). The Townsend 

Deprivation Index assigns a normally distributed deprivation score based on an equal 

weighting of the proportions of the population who are: unemployed, non-car owners, non-

home owners and live in over-crowded accommodation, from UK Census data. 

Another study, also from England, investigated the association between Carstairs Deprivation 

Index and risk of winter death (73). The Carstairs Deprivation Index assigns deprivation 

scores to small areas using census data on household overcrowding, male unemployment, 

belonging to social classes 4 or 5 and non-car ownership. Participants were a cohort of people 

aged 75 years and over who were registered with one of 106 general practitioner (GP) 

practices in England. A deprivation score was assigned to each participant, based on the 

enumeration district in which they lived. The risk of winter death was not significantly higher 

for participants from the most socioeconomically deprived areas compared to those from the 

least socioeconomically deprived areas when taking the 95% CI into account (winter to non-

winter mortality ratio: 1.02, 95% CI 0.87-1.19). The assignment of area level deprivation 

scores to study participants involves making the assumption that individuals conform to the 

average level of deprivation for their area of residence. This is particularly problematic when 
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the areas of interest are known to be socially heterogeneous, which is the case for census 

enumeration districts.  

Townsend and Carstairs deprivation indices were developed during the 1980s, using census 

data, and may no longer be accurate predictors of socioeconomic deprivation. There is 

evidence, for example, that car ownership may be a stronger indicator of socioeconomic 

deprivation in urban compared to rural areas (74). This is likely to reflect the increased 

reliance on cars amongst individuals from geographically remote areas, regardless of 

socioeconomic position, in order to increase their access to facilities. In support of this, data 

from the 2010 UK National Travel Survey indicated that 90% of rural households had access 

to a car compared with 57% of households from London (75). In addition, the right to buy 

scheme was introduced during the 1970s, which enabled social housing tenants across the UK 

to purchase their home at a discounted price (76). This potentially reduces the validity of non-

home ownership as an indicator of socioeconomic deprivation because home ownership has 

increased amongst the more socioeconomically deprived groups.  

Two ecological time series studies from New Zealand found non-significant associations 

between small area level score on the New Zealand Deprivation Index, which comprises two 

measures of income and one measure of each of the following variables: employment, transport, 

support, qualifications, home ownership and household occupancy level, based on data from the 

New Zealand Census, and EWM (77, 78). As with other deprivation indices, the New Zealand 

Deprivation Index has been criticised for its simplicity, as it provides a measure of 

‘deprivation’, which is a complex issue, across a small number of domains in relation to 

theoretical considerations as to what constitutes appropriate measures of this construct (79).  

One of the studies from New Zealand (77) used data from four Regional Health Authorities 

(North, Central, Midland and South) and found a lack of seasonal variation in mortality 

between regions (p = .93). The analysis of geographic variations in seasonal mortality is 

valuable in studies that use data from a country with significant climatic variations between 

constituent areas. New Zealand, for example, comprises North and South Islands, which have 

mean annual temperatures of 16°C and 10°C, respectively (80). Variations in topography and 

altitude within New Zealand also create temperature differences across the country. However, 

as noted by the authors of study (77), the use of four Regional Health Authorities is a 

relatively insensitive way of assessing the impact of geography on seasonal mortality, as this 

approach does not account for climatic variations within regions, or potential urban-rural 

differences. The second study from New Zealand (78), assessed urban-rural variations in 

EWM, but did consider additional sources of geographical variations in temperature.  
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Another ecological time-series study analysed potential modifiers of cold-weather-related- 

mortality in administrative districts of Sao Paolo, Brazil, using daily counts of deaths from 

1991-94 (81). The results of this study indicated a small effect of socioeconomic deprivation 

on warm-weather-related deaths, but not on cold-weather-related deaths. A composite, area-

level measure of socioeconomic deprivation was used in this study, which comprised data on 

mean income level, average level of education and percentages of homes with an adequate 

sewerage system, with piped treated water services and of overcrowded households. The 

study authors did not discuss the validity of these measures as being the most suitable 

available indicators of socioeconomic deprivation in the study area.   

An ecological time-series study from Japan (from 2002-7) investigated income as a potential 

modifier of the temperature-mortality association, using data from six cities that are located 

from the North to South-West of the country. In relation to exposure to cold weather, an 

increased risk of mortality of 3.47% (95% CI 1.75%–5.21%) was found, based on 

comparisons between the first and tenth temperature percentiles (82). Evidence of 

acclimatisation was also found, with populations from the climatically colder north of the 

country appearing to adapt more effectively to low temperatures. However, average income 

did not significantly modify the association between cold weather and mortality risk in this 

study (p>.10).  

Three studies from the UK, including two ecological time series studies and one cohort study, 

investigated occupational measures as potential risk factors for cold-weather-related mortality 

(83-85). None of the studies found significant associations between occupational group and 

seasonal mortality risk.  

Another ecological time series study examined education as a potential modifier of the 

association between temperature and all-cause mortality across seven cities in the USA, from 

1986-93 (86). The following cities were included in the analysis: Denver, Colorado; Detroit, 

Michigan; Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minnesota; New Haven, Connecticut; Pittsburgh, 

Pennsylvania (for 1986–1993); Chicago, Illinois, and Seattle, Washington (for 1988– 1993). 

Mean temperatures in these cities across the study period ranged from 7.4-10.3°C. Pooled 

results across all cities showed an increased rate of heat and cold-related deaths in areas with 

higher proportions of black (African American) (compared to white) people and in areas 

where educational attainment was lower. City-specific effects also showed increased effects 

of cold weather on mortality in relation to black compared to white racial groups, except in 

Detroit and Minneapolis, where effects were approximately equal. The generally increased 

effects of cold weather on mortality rates in areas with higher proportions of black persons 
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may reflect health and social inequalities between racial groups in the USA, with black people 

having lower average educational attainment and worse health outcomes overall (non-

seasonally), compared to white Americans. Interestingly, the study found higher cold-

weather-related death rates amongst individuals aged <65 years compared to persons aged 

≥65 years. This is contrary to most evidence, which suggest that older people are most 

susceptible to cold- weather-related mortality. However, the association between older age 

and reduced cold-weather-related mortality in this study may have been due to confounding of 

the association between age and mortality by medical access. This is because the USA does 

not have a nationalised healthcare system, but most individuals aged ≥65 years are eligible for 

free national healthcare insurance.  

Another ecological time series study, which used data from eleven large metropolitan cities in 

the Eastern USA,  examined the proportion of houses with air conditioning in the south and 

heaters in the north, which are indicative of socioeconomic status of the city populations in 

the study area, as potential modifiers of the association between cold weather and mortality 

risk (87). Data from the following areas were included in the analyses: Chicago, Illinois; 

Boston, Massachusetts; New York; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Baltimore, Maryland; 

Washington DC; Charlotte, North Carolina; Atlanta, Georgia; Jacksonville, Tampa and 

Miami, Florida. These areas were selected for the analyses as they incorporate a broad 

geographical coverage, with climatic variations between areas. It was found that older age 

(percentage of the population aged ≥65years) was associated with a significantly increased 

mortality risk in relation to cold weather. The temperature-mortality association varied in 

relation to latitude, as the effects of cold weather on mortality risk were stronger in generally 

warmer cities, which are located further south, whereas climatically colder cities, located 

further north, had an increased risk of mortality in relation to warmer temperatures. This may 

reflect biological and / or cultural adaptations to cold temperatures amongst populations from 

more northern, colder areas. In relation to cultural adaptations to cold weather conditions, the 

percentage of the population with heaters in the north was associated with a non-significant 

reduction in the steepness of the cold-weather-related mortality slope.  

Two ecological time-series studies investigated independent associations between multiple 

indicators of socioeconomic deprivation and mortality risk. One of the studies, from the UK, 

found that older people, particularly those in nursing and care homes, were most vulnerable to 

the effects of temperature (88). The study also found that vulnerability to either heat or cold 

was generally not modified in relation to individual area-level measures of deprivation, 
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including employment, income, housing and health. However, in rural populations, adverse 

cold effects were slightly stronger in more deprived areas.  

A different study, from the USA, found increased susceptibility to cold-weather-related 

mortality amongst older people and that vulnerability to either heat or cold was not modified 

by indicators of deprivation (89). This study used data from 107 communities, which 

comprised individual counties and groups of adjacent counties, across the following seven 

regions of America: industrial Mid-West, North-East, North-West, Southern California, 

South-East, South-West and Upper Mid-West. Indicators of deprivation that were used in the 

study included median household income and percentages of the population who were (i) 

unemployed, (ii) did not have a high school degree or (iii) commuted using public 

transportation. Communities with a higher percentage of Black/African Americans had higher 

cold-weather-related mortality rates. It was also found that the effects of cold weather on 

mortality were increased in Southern (climatically warmer) compared to Northern 

(climatically colder) regions. Conversely, the effects of heat on mortality rates were generally 

larger in the Northern compared to Southern regions. This may reflect biological and / or 

cultural adaptations of the study population to their regional climate.  

 

 Effects of housing-related factors 

A small area level ecological time series study (electoral ward level, 1986-96) from England 

found no significant associations (based on 95% CIs) between EWM and (i) the proportion of 

owner-occupied homes containing one or more residents of pensionable age (OR 0.995, 95% 

CI 0.987-1.003), and (ii) the proportion of privately rented households containing one or more 

residents of pensionable age (OR 1.003, 95% CI 0.995-1.010) (90).  

A study from New Zealand found that compared to home owners, people living in rented 

accommodation were at significantly higher risk of winter death (OR 1.05, 95% CI 1.01 to 

1.10) (78). However, this study did not compare winter mortality between tenants of privately 

and socially rented housing. In addition, this study did not consider potential geographical 

variations in relation to the effects of explanatory variables, including housing tenure, on 

winter mortality rates across the country.  

Two ecological time-series studies from the UK did not find significant associations between 

rural dwelling and cold-weather-related deaths (88) or EWM (91). However, one study found 

slightly stronger effects of deprivation on cold-weather-related mortality rates in rural, 

compared to urban areas (88). A study from New Zealand, found that urban dwellers were at 
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increased risk of winter mortality compared to rural populations (OR 1.056 (95% CI 1.015-

1.097)) (78). It is likely that different factors increase the risk of cold-weather-related 

mortality between rural and urban locations. For example, rural areas generally have 

increased cold exposure and higher rates of fuel poverty; whereas urban areas have higher 

levels of air pollution, which can cause and exacerbate cardiovascular and respiratory 

conditions. 

 Effects of lifestyle-related factors 

The aetiology of obesity is complex. Genetic and metabolic issues have been identified as 

causes of obesity (92). However, lifestyle factors, including an energy imbalance between 

calorific intake and expenditure, are considered to be major contributors to obesity prevalence 

(92). Body Mass Index (BMI), which is a ratio of weight to height, is the most widely used 

indicator to classify individuals as being underweight, normal weight, overweight or obese. 

Obesity is defined by the World Health Organization as the situation where a person’s BMI is 

greater than or equal to 30 (93). An ecological time series analysis found a borderline 

significant association between national obesity rates and coefficients of seasonal variations in 

all-cause EWM between 14 European countries (regression coefficient=0.30, p=0.05) (8). 

Obesity could increase the risk of cold-weather-related cardiovascular mortality, due to 

increased blood pressure and strain on the heart amongst obese individuals. However, 

ecological studies provide weak evidence of causal associations between exposures and 

outcomes due to the ecological fallacy, whereby associations that exist between exposures and 

outcomes at area level are wrongly assumed to exist for individuals within the population 

under investigation. For example, where obese individuals are assumed be at high risk of 

dying during the winter due to living in a country where obesity and EWM are correlated.  

Also, like other observational (non-experimental) studies, ecological investigations are prone 

to confounding, which refers to a situation whereby a third (extraneous) variable is 

independently related to an explanatory and dependent variable in a statistical model, 

potentially causing misinterpretation of the nature of association between them. For example, 

countries with higher obesity rates may have increased rates of general deprivation and 

associated risk factors for adverse health outcomes.  

Two studies investigated smoking as a potential risk factor for all-cause mortality during the 

winter season (8, 84). One of the studies was a pan-European ecological analysis, which 

found no significant association between smoking rates and relative EWM across 13 countries 

(8). The other study found no significant association between a multivariable risk score, 
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which included data on the participants’ smoking status, and seasonal mortality; however, the 

independent effects of smoking status were not assessed in this study (84). 

Summary of evidence – studies investigating factors associated with modified risk of winter- 

or cold-related mortality from all causes 

Composite and most individual measures of socioeconomic deprivation were not 

independently and significantly associated with mortality in relation to cold weather or winter 

season. There was some evidence that socioeconomic deprivation is associated with a slight 

increased risk of cold-related mortality in rural populations (88). Rented housing tenure and 

urban dwelling were associated with significantly increased risk of winter mortality in a study 

from New Zealand (78). Vulnerability factors, including older age (81, 87-89); younger age 

(<65 years) and black ethnicity in the USA (86), and the presence of medical complications 

(73), were independently and significantly associated with increased risk of cold-weather-

related mortality. Lifestyle-related factors, including active smoking and obesity, were not 

significantly (at p<0.5 level) associated increased risk of all-cause mortality in relation to 

winter season or during periods of cold weather. 

ii. Studies investigating factors associated with modified risk of circulatory illnesses and 

deaths in relation to winter season or cold exposure 

In this section, I present evidence pertaining to the effects of socioeconomic, housing and 

behavioural factors on winter- and cold-related risk of illness and mortality from circulatory 

conditions.  

 Effects of socioeconomic factors 

Two ecological time series studies examined associations between composite deprivation 

indices and cold-weather-related cardiovascular risk (94, 95)  One of the studies found that 

health regions of Quebec with a significant excess of winter Ischemic Heart Disease (IHD) 

hospitalisation rates had higher social or material deprivation index scores (p<0.01), 

calculated using census variables (94). Smoking and other behavioural factors could have 

mediated the association between aspects of deprivation and IHD hospital admissions. The 

other study (95), which included data from 349 townships located across mainland Taiwan 

(i.e. excluding Taiwanese islands), found that a composite measure of ‘social disadvantage’, 

comprising percentages of uneducated population, single-parent families and aboriginal 

population, was associated with a significantly increased risk of cardiovascular mortality 

following extreme cold-days (social disadvantage OR 1.038, 95% CI 1.112-1.075). However, 

a second indicator termed ‘lack of economic opportunity’, which included unemployment rate 
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and percentage of labourers working outside the county of residence, was not significantly 

associated with cardiovascular mortality rates after extreme cold days (OR 0.996, 95% CI 

0.977, 1.016) (95). Taiwan is a country with relatively mild winters, although geographical 

variations in temperature exist between urban and rural areas. Study (95) used data from 

townships across Taiwan. However, the effects of rurality on cardiovascular mortality were 

assessed (see section on the effects of housing-related factors on circulatory health outcomes, 

below).  

An ecological study from the UK found no clear association between socioeconomic 

deprivation, which was measured using ‘A classification of Residential Neighbourhoods’, and 

excess winter rates of finished consultant episodes for IHD. The data for this study were 

collected for the summer and winter (defined as May-August and November-February, 

respectively) periods of the years 1990-91 and 1991-92 (96). However, summer morbidity 

rates were higher amongst less affluent groups. The authors of this study attributed these 

findings to the seasonality of differences in healthy lifestyles between socioeconomic groups. 

For example, more affluent individuals are likely to have increased opportunities for outdoor 

recreation and associated cardiovascular health benefits during the summer months, compared 

to less affluent groups. During the winter months however, individuals from more affluent 

population groups have more restricted opportunities for outdoor exercise due to adverse 

climatic conditions; this reduces their health advantage over individuals from more deprived 

areas.   

A classification of Residential Neighbourhoods assigns a 5-point deprivation index to UK 

postcodes based on associated social and lifestyle characteristics of different types of housing 

based on census and other administrative data (96). However, as with other indices, the 

socioeconomic classification of areas over a limited range of categories fails to capture social 

heterogeneity within areas. 

Four other studies, from England (including data from all English regions), Sweden, the USA 

(Massachusetts) and rural Northern China, found non-significant effects of the following 

variables on cold-weather-related cardiac risk: occupational group (83); prevalence of manual 

workers, unemployment rates and proportion of low income earners (97); income poverty (98) 

and educational attainment (99). 

 Effects of housing-related factors 

Seven studies examined associations between aspects of housing and winter- or cold-related 

cardiovascular outcomes. A small area level ecological time series study from England, linked 
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cardiovascular deaths that occurred from 1986-96 with data from the 1991 English House 

Condition Survey (83). The results showed that older age group, female gender, private rented 

or owner occupied housing tenure, housing region (no obvious north-south trend was 

observed), older property age, housing dampness, lack of central heating, low household 

thermal efficiency rating and colder hall temperature were associated with significantly 

increased risk of excess winter cardiovascular mortality (p values for trend all ≤0.05).   

A cohort study from England found that living room temperature was significantly inversely 

associated with winter total cholesterol concentrations, based on a sample of 96 community 

living participants aged between 65-74 years (regression coefficient -0.03, CI -0.04 to -0.008, 

p = 0.005) (100). A cross-sectional survey from the UK found that residing in an area with 

colder climatic conditions plus indicators of worse quality housing, based on measures of age 

and condition of properties, were associated with significantly increased risk of diastolic 

hypertension (OR 1.25, 95% CI 1.01-1.53), using data from the Health and Lifestyle Survey 

(101). A case-series of 18,388 cardiac hospital inpatients during a winter period in Portugal 

found that high proportions of patients reported being exposed to cold housing conditions 

prior to admission (102).  

An ecological study found that relative excess winter mortality from cardiovascular disease in 

Ireland was 2.1 times that in Norway, despite the fact that Ireland has a warmer climate (103). 

The study authors attributed this to better household thermal efficiency standards in Norway 

compared to Ireland. However, the two countries differ in terms of other factors which are 

likely to influence EWM rates, potentially including biological and cultural adaptation to cold 

weather conditions, a stronger social welfare system and generally superior housing standards 

in Norway compared to Ireland.  

A pan-European cross-sectional survey found that out of four measures of cold-housing, only 

a measure of indoor damp and mould, which is caused by cold indoor environmental 

conditions, was related to self-reports of doctor diagnosed cardiovascular conditions in older 

people (104). An ecological study which included data from townships across mainland 

Taiwan, found that rural dwelling was a significant predictor of post-cold-surge 

cardiovascular mortality (4.8% average increase in risk per one quartile increase in rurality 

score) (95). This is possibly attributable to reduced healthcare access in rural compared to 

urban populations of Taiwan. 
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 Effects of fuel poverty 

An English cross-sectional study found that using less fuel due to worry about fuel costs was 

significantly associated with the presence of cardiovascular disease (CVD) (p≤0.05), after 

standardising for various factors, based on 7,461 interviews (105). 

Effects of lifestyle-related factors 

An ecological study from Quebec, Canada, described in the section on socioeconomic 

deprivation and circulatory health outcomes, found hospital admission rates for IHD during 

the winter season were higher in health regions that had higher smoking rates (94). However, 

these areas may also have had higher levels of other deprivation-related risk factors for 

cardiovascular disease (e.g. obesity, diabetes and hypertension), which were not included in 

the analyses. In addition, the study also found excess IHD hospital admissions in some 

regions with moderate or low levels of smoking.  

A cohort study from California, the USA, investigated the effects of exposure to tobacco 

smoke on  sympathetic nerve activity using the cold-pressure test, in which the hand of active, 

passive and non-smokers were submerged in ice cold water for a short period of time in order 

to stimulate sympathetic nerve activity (106). It was found that mean sympathetic nerve 

activity (total activity per minute) responses to the cold-pressure test were significantly 

greater, by approximately 100%, in passive smokers compared to current, former or never 

smokers (all p<0.01). This was regardless of menstrual phase in women, which influences 

sympathetic nerve activity. The authors of this study suggested that exposure to tobacco 

smoke could increase cardiac risk through altered sympathetic nerve activity. However, 

sympathetic nerve activity response to the cold-pressure test did not differ significantly in 

current smokers compared to past smokers and never smokers, possibly due to physiological 

tolerance to the effects of nicotine amongst active smokers.  

Four studies, which came from rural Northern China, Finland, Norway and South Korea, and 

investigated the potential modification effects of smoking on cold-weather related 

cardiovascular health outcomes, found only non-significant associations (99, 107-109). Four 

additional studies found that a high proportion of cold-weather-related cardiac hospital 

admissions were active smokers, but significance was not assessed due to the small number of 

cases examined and the lack of control groups in these studies (98, 110-112). 

The inconsistent associations between tobacco cigarette smoking and measures of cardiac risk 

between studies may reflect a lack of seasonality in relation to the adverse cardiovascular 

health impacts of smoking.  
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A cross-sectional study from rural Northern China found that alcohol consumption was 

significantly, positively associated with diastolic blood pressure response to the cold pressure 

test (regression coefficient = 1.810, p = 0.04) (99). Another study found no significant 

association between alcohol consumption, assessed using information on patient medical 

records, and IHD hospitalisations during cold-periods (107); however, data on alcohol 

consumption were missing for 12% of participants in this study. 

Five studies investigated synergistic associations between cold weather or winter season, 

dietary intake and cardiovascular disease risk (99, 100, 109, 113, 114).  One of these was a 

case-control study, from South Korea (109). It was found in this study that that older age, 

cold-exposure severity and self-reported milk intake were associated with significantly 

increased risk of hypertension in cold-exposed workers, whose odds ratios were 5.204 (95% 

CI 1.440-18.812), 2.674 (95% CI  1.080-6.618) and 0.364 (95% CI  0.141 – 0.942), 

respectively. 

A cohort study from Israel found that a winter increase in dietary intake of saturated fat was 

significantly correlated with an increase in serum total and low density lipoprotein cholesterol 

and body mass index (BMI) during the winter period (p<0.05), in a sample of 94 male 

industrial employees (113). Serum cholesterol and BMI are both risk factors for 

cardiovascular disease. 

A cohort study from Austria found that cardiovascular disease risk profiles improved with 

seasonal change (from winter to summer) in women who had Polycystic Ovary Syndrome 

after a 20-week lifestyle intervention, which included a low calorie diet with and without 

physical activity (114). However, this improvement was also found in a group that started the 

intervention during the summer and finished in the winter, which indicates a lack of 

seasonality of the effectiveness of the intervention. An English cohort study found that 

participants had an increased intake of saturated fat during the winter (100). However, this did 

not contribute significantly to increased serum cholesterol level, which is a risk factor for 

heart attack. 

Five studies investigated measures of physical activity as potential modifiers of the 

association between cold-exposure and cardiac risk (99, 110-112, 115). A cohort study from 

Quebec, Canada,  investigated associations between physical activity and seasonal blood 

pressure changes in a sample of individuals with type 2 diabetes (115). Results of the study 

showed that step counts averaged at a sedentary level in fall (autumn)/winter (mean 4,901 

steps per day) and at a low active level in spring/summer (mean 5,659 steps per day). Also, 

systolic blood pressure was higher in fall/winter than spring/summer. However, the fall/ 
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winter increase in systolic blood pressure could have been caused by other seasonal factors, 

including exposure to winter climatic conditions and seasonal weight increase during the 

winter period. Physical activity is known to have beneficial effects on the cardiac system. 

However, intensive physical activity amongst unfit individuals could increase cardiac risk, 

especially when exposed to cold-environments.  

Three case-series found that intense physical activity in cold weather conditions was 

associated with increased cardiac risk.  One study, from the French Alps, found that 76.3% of 

patients hospitalised after experiencing a heart attack experienced this outcome within one 

hour of heavy physical activity, mainly during or after skiing (110). Two other studies, one 

from Virginia and the other from Detroit, both located in the USA, which investigated risk 

factors in patients hospitalised for cardiac events after snow shovelling, found that patients 

tended to have multiple cardiovascular risk factors. These included previous occurrence of 

acute myocardial infarction, family history of heart disease, smoking, obesity, having high 

cholesterol, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, being habitually sedentary and shovelling 

between 6 and 8am (the coldest time of day) (111, 112). This research indicates that cold 

exposure and strenuous physical activity could trigger cardiac events, especially amongst 

individuals with other cardiac risk factors.  However, significance of the association between 

strenuous physical activity and cardiac risk in cold weather conditions was not assessed, due 

to the small number of cases in each study and the absence of control groups. Also, the effect 

of cold exposure was unclear from these studies as there was a lack of comparison between 

heart attack rates for individuals in relation to physical activity in warm environments. 

A cohort study from rural Northern China found that self-reported level of physical activity 

was significantly, inversely associated with systolic blood pressure response to the cold 

pressure test (regression coefficient −0.101, P = 0.01) (99).  This study also found that higher 

BMI was associated with higher maximum systolic blood pressure responses to the cold 

pressure test (regression coefficient = 0.132, P = 0.04) (99). 

A study from Finland, described in the section on alcohol consumption and cardiac risk, 

investigated risk factors associated with intra-cerebral haemorrhage (ICH) hospitalisations 

amongst patients treated at the same hospital (107). Untreated hypertension was associated 

with a 3.6-fold increased risk of ICH hospitalisation during the cold-period (OR 3.60, 95% CI 

1.27-10.21, P = 0.016). Other factors, including having diabetes, medication use, alcohol 

consumption, sex and age, were not associated with significantly increased risk. However, 

data on smoking and alcohol consumption were missing for 15% and 12% of participants, 

respectively. 
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A cross-sectional study from Finland investigated associations between cold exposure, 

measured using the number of cold days where mean daily temperature fell below zero 

degrees centigrade in the respondents’ locality and weekly number of hours spent in the cold 

during the winter period, and coronary symptoms (116). This study found a significant 

increase in chest pain by 6% for every additional 10 cold days (risk ratio 1.06, 95% CI 1.02-

1.09), weighted in relation to the number of hours spent outdoors; and a significant increase in 

chest pain by 7% for every additional 10 hours spent outdoors (risk ratio: 1.07, 95% CI = 

1.05-1.09). Both of the analyses included age and sex as explanatory variables. It was also 

found that men and younger subjects experienced less chest pain compared to women and 

older subjects, after adjustment for the level of cold-exposure. However, younger participants 

and males tended to have more cold-exposure than females and older persons, which meant 

that they tended to experience the most chest pain compared in analyses where level of cold 

exposure was not controlled for.   

Summary of evidence - Studies investigating factors associated with modified risk of circulatory 

illnesses and deaths in relation to winter season or cold exposure 

Socioeconomic deprivation was inconsistently associated with cold- related circulatory risk. 

Various housing factors, including private rented or owner occupied housing tenure, housing 

region, older property age, housing dampness, lack of central heating, low household thermal 

efficiency rating and colder hall temperature, were associated with increased risk of cardiac 

mortality (83). Low living room temperature was also significantly associated with total 

cholesterol concentrations during the winter (100). Using less fuel due to worry about fuel 

costs, was significantly associated with the presence of cardiovascular disease (105). 

However, the associations between these measures of cold housing and circulatory disease 

risk and occurrence may have been confounded by other aspects of deprivation (e.g. 

smoking). Rural dwelling was a significant predictor of post-cold-surge cardiovascular 

mortality according to one study from Taiwan (95). 

Untreated hypertension was associated with significantly increased risk of hospitalisation for 

intra-cerebral haemorrhage (107). Several behavioural factors, including active smoking 

(106), alcohol consumption (99), dietary factors (99, 100, 109, 113, 114), physical inactivity 

(115) and outdoor exposure (116), were associated with cardiac risk factors, or symptoms, in 

relation to cold weather. Older age was associated with increased risk of cardiovascular 

mortality (83) and with cardiovascular problems amongst individuals who were exposed to 

household mould, which is associated with cold and damp housing (104). This indicates that 
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factors which modify the effects of cold weather on adverse cardiovascular health outcomes 

may vary between age groups.  

iii. Studies investigating factors associated with modified risk of respiratory illnesses and 

deaths in relation to cold exposure or winter season 

The following section integrates evidence from studies investigating the effects of 

socioeconomic, housing and behavioural factors on winter- or cold- related respiratory health 

outcomes.  

 Effects of socioeconomic factors 

Five studies investigated possible associations between composite measures of deprivation 

and cold-weather-related respiratory health outcomes (4, 72, 117-119), based on several 

different small area-based indices. Townsend Deprivation Index scores were not associated 

with a significant increase in winter respiratory hospital admissions at individual (117) or area 

(4, 72, 117, 119) levels.  

A small area level ecological time series (2001-11) study from Scotland found that hospital 

admission rates for Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) were highest during the 

winter season in small (Census Super Output) areas located in the most deprived quintile of 

the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (118). This deprivation index includes measures of 

employment, income level, crime, housing, health, education, and access to services. The 

study found that 19.4% (95% CI 17.3% to 21.4%) of admissions were attributable to 

season/deprivation interaction, 61.2% (95% CI 59.5% to 63.0%) to deprivation alone, and 

5.2% (95% CI 4.3% to 6.0%) to winter alone. In addition, this study found that lower average 

daily minimum temperatures over a month were associated with higher admission rates, with 

stronger associations evident in the more deprived quintiles. However, the significance of 

these Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation -cold-weather effects on COPD hospital 

admissions were not assessed and climatic data were based on national, rather than local 

measurements. 

Three studies investigated associations between household income and respiratory health 

outcomes in children. A cohort study from Connecticut, the USA, found that overall mean 

annual incidence of paediatric influenza-associated hospitalisation was significantly higher in 

high versus low poverty census tracts (p<0.05) for six out of seven seasons studied (120). 

However, overall mean annual incidence of paediatric influenza-associated hospitalisation 

was also found to be significantly higher in neighbourhoods with high versus low levels of 

household crowding. This may indicate that the association between poverty and influenza 
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incidence could be mediated by increased potential for infections to spread between children 

whom live in crowded households and therefore have more contact with other children.  

A study from Southern Brazil found a significant association between middle ear infection, 

which is associated with the aftermath of respiratory infection, and low income, with a winter 

peak (121). This association between low income and middle ear infection could also be 

explained by household crowding, which increases the potential for infections to spread. 

Exposure to second hand tobacco smoke is a risk factor for respiratory infections and may 

have confounded the association between household income and middle ear infection for 

children in this study, as smoking prevalence is higher in low income communities (122).   

A cohort study from Melbourne, Australia, found a higher winter rate of Influenza-like-Illness 

(ILI) episodes, based on subjective reporting by parents, amongst children from higher 

income families (annual household income ≥$56,000 = 0.57 rate of ILI episodes per month 

compared to 0.36 in the reference group with annual household income ≤$56,000; rate ratio 

for the association between annual household income and ILI episodes = 1.57 (0.98-2.53)) 

(123). However, this study also found that younger age was a risk factor for ILI in children, 

which is likely to be due to the reduced maturity of the immune systems of younger children. 

Age was not controlled for when analysing the association between income level and 

childhood ILI incidence in this study. Consequently, it could have been that children in the 

high income group had a younger age profile, which caused higher paediatric ILI incidence in 

this group, compared to the lower income group. This study also found that fewer people 

residing in a household and structured exposure to other children outside the home were also 

risk factors for ILI.  In relation to this finding, the study authors hypothesized that children 

from higher income households may have less contact with other children at home, due to 

living in less crowded households. Consequently, these children may have had less immune 

stimulation and therefore, subsequent exposure to infections carried by unrelated children in 

structured childcare settings, may increase the susceptibility of these children to contracting 

ILIs. Alternatively, it could be that parents with higher incomes were more likely to report 

episodes of ILI, as a result of recall or reporting bias.  

Three studies investigated potential associations between educational attainment and 

respiratory health outcomes. A cross-sectional study from Northern Taiwan found that 

parental education (≥13 years or <13 years) was non-significantly, inversely associated with 

allergic rhinitis (nasal allergy) in children (winter subtype) (124). A cross-sectional study 

from Finland found marginal increased risk of respiratory symptoms during the winter period 

in relation to lower educational attainment (and active smoking, a possible confounder of this 
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association) in an adult population (125). An ecological study from the USA, which included 

data from Denver, Colorado; Detroit, Michigan; Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minnesota; New 

Haven, Connecticut; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Chicago, Illinois, and Seattle, Washington, 

found an increased  respiratory mortality rate amongst individuals with less education in hot 

and cold temperatures. In addition, stronger adverse effects of cold weather on mortality rates 

occurred in individuals aged <65 years (86).  

 Effects of housing-related factors 

A cross-sectional study from Scotland examined the association between indoor temperatures 

and respiratory health in COPD patients (126). The study found that poorer respiratory health 

status was significantly associated with fewer days with nine hours of warmth at 210C in the 

living room,  independently of age, lung function, smoking status and outdoor temperatures, 

(p = 0.01).  A sub-group analysis conducted in the same study found that patients who 

smoked experienced significantly more adverse respiratory health effects compared to non-

smokers (P<0.01). A pan-European cross-sectional study found that self-reported respiratory 

problems in seniors aged ≥65 years were more prevalent if their house was cold in winter (OR 

1.97, 95% CI 1.03 – 3.76) and if the individual was dissatisfied with the level of insulation in 

their household (104). No significant associations were found between self-reported 

respiratory problems in adults (aged <65 years) and problems with housing, which indicates 

that the association between cold housing and adverse respiratory health outcomes may be 

stronger with increasing age.  A cohort study from South Auckland, New Zealand, found that 

cold housing was significantly associated with increased incidence of asthma (adjusted OR 

1.73, 95% CI 1.10–2.71), based on self-reported exposure and outcome data (127). 

Three studies examined associations between central heating access and respiratory health 

outcomes. An ecological time series study (enumeration district level, 1993-6), which 

modelled factors associated with number of hospital admissions for respiratory diagnoses in 

the London Borough of Newham, did not find proportion of houses with central heating to be 

significantly associated with  the number of respiratory admissions (128). An English case-

control study found that self-reported home heating status (fully heated, partly heated or not 

heated) had little effect on risk of hospital admission for respiratory disease in a univariable 

analysis (p = 0.130) (117). However, the drop-out rate in this study was high, which may have 

introduced bias into the results. A pan-European cross-sectional survey found self-reported 

problems with central heating were associated with increased prevalence of respiratory 

problems in children (OR 2.1 95%, CI 1.0-4.38), but not in adults (104). 
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Two studies examined associations between measures of household thermal efficiency and 

respiratory health outcomes (103, 128). An ecological study from Ireland modelled risk 

factors associated with emergency respiratory hospital admissions amongst older people in the 

London Borough of Newham between 1993 and 1996 (128). The best fitting model for being 

an emergency respiratory hospital admission in this study included winter season (defined as 

November–February), fuel poverty risk, older age, male sex, being a pensioner and low 

household thermal efficiency, measured using SAP ratings (128). Another ecological study, 

previously described in the section on general mortality, and which was conducted at national 

level, found that relative excess winter mortality from respiratory disease was 1.4 times higher 

in Ireland compared to Norway, despite the fact that Norway has a colder climate than Ireland 

(103). The study authors attributed this finding to superior insulation standards in Norway, 

but the authors did consider the various other social and environmental factors which differ 

between countries and are likely to influence EWM rates.  

Three studies, involving the same authors, assessed the association between composite 

measure of fuel poverty and respiratory health outcomes (4, 119, 128). All three of the studies 

had ecological designs and were conducted in England, based on data from the population of 

the London Borough of Newham who were aged ≥65 years. The authors of two linked studies 

developed a Fuel Poverty Risk Index, comprising enumeration district level Census data on 

percentage of households with low energy efficiency (based on 1991 standards), receipt of 

council tax benefit (a measure of low income), proportion of households with householders of 

pensionable age and proportion of under-occupied households. The first study, which acted as 

a pilot for the second, found that fuel poverty risk was significantly positively related to 

winter respiratory disease morbidity counts for two of four years studied (1993: OR 1.7, 95% 

CI 1.1-2.7; 1996: OR 1.6, 95% CI 0.9-2.8) (4). The second study also found that morbidity 

counts rose with increasing fuel poverty risk in winter (defined as November – February, 

because this was deemed to be the coldest period of the years of study), with a notably large 

effect in December. Morbidity counts in winter were 2.0 times higher for the 75-84 year old 

age group and 4.8 times higher for 85+ years, compared with ages 65-74 years (119).   

Another investigation, described in relation to the effects of household thermal efficiency on 

respiratory health, found that winter season (also defined as November to February) and fuel 

poverty risk score was included in a best prediction model of being a respiratory hospital 

admission amongst older people in the London Borough of Newham, based on data for the 

period between 1993 and 1996 (128). Analyses also showed that the combined effects of 

winter season and fuel poverty risk were over and above the effects of winter season alone. 
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Fuel poverty could modify the association between cold-weather and respiratory health 

outcomes by exposing individuals, who are unable to maintain sufficiently warm housing 

conditions, to cold and damp indoor environments.  

A pan-European cross-sectional survey found that self-reported respiratory problems in 

children were four times less prevalent in households where the respondent reported being 

dissatisfied with draughts (OR 0.25, 95% CI 0.13 – 0.49) (104). This could attributable to 

reduced spreading of infectious respiratory agents in households with increased ventilation.  

Two studies investigated associations between household occupancy and the occurrence of 

respiratory illnesses in relation to cold housing or winter season. One study, from 

Connecticut, the USA, found that the overall mean annual incidence of paediatric influenza-

associated hospitalisations was significantly higher in high versus low poverty and high 

versus low crowding census tracts (p<0.05) for six out of seven seasons studied (120). A 

different study, from Melbourne, Australia, found that children from households containing 

fewer other children had more ILI episodes, but this was based on self-reported data (123). 

These contradictory findings between studies may indicate that different mechanisms mediate 

associations between cold-weather and adverse respiratory health outcomes between 

population groups with different levels of socioeconomic deprivation.  

Effects of lifestyle-related factors 

The authors of a study from Scotland investigated whether specific health outcomes, 

including wheezing, were significantly related to the extent and duration of domestic heating 

usage, either directly, or indirectly, via the possible mediating effect of internal environmental 

conditions (129). Heating usage was not directly significantly associated with any respiratory 

health outcomes at the p≤0.01 level (the significance threshold of p≤0.01 was selected to 

reduce the probability of making a type 1 error, due to the large number of significance tests 

performed in this study). However, significant associations were found between reduced 

heating usage and internal environmental problems relating to dampness, mould and 

condensation in the home and between internal environmental problems and wheezing at the 

p≤0.01 level (129). 

Six studies, described in the following five paragraphs, investigated the impacts of active 

smoking on cold-weather-related respiratory outcomes in adult populations and one study 

investigated the effects of passive smoking on respiratory health in children.  

One study found active smoking was significantly associated with cold-weather-related 

adverse respiratory outcomes, including COPD hospital admissions amongst respiratory 
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patients aged ≥65 years (OR 3.2, 95% CI 1.8 to 5.8 for current relative to non-current 

smokers) (117).  

Two linked large scale cross-sectional surveys that were undertaken during winter periods, 

one of which included data on the adult populations of Northern and Southern Finland, the 

other included data only on the population of Southern Finland, investigated associations 

between smoking status and respiratory symptoms and morbidities. The first study found that 

current or ex-smokers were at significantly increased risk of chronic productive cough (ORs 

2.44 and 1.38 for current and ex-smokers relative to never smokers, respectively) (130). The 

second study found that prevalence of shortness of breath was significantly higher among 

current smokers than for ex-or non-smokers (131). Other vulnerability factors identified by 

these studies included older age, having a family history of obstructive airway disease or 

allergy, and working outdoors.  

A different cross-sectional study of cold-related respiratory symptoms in 6591 adults aged 25-

74 years from six areas of Finland, found only marginal effects of smoking status on cold-

related respiratory symptoms (125). Unlike the two linked studies described in the last 

paragraph (130) and (131), this investigation asked participants about symptoms experienced 

in relation to the temperatures at which the symptoms started. A limitation of this method, 

acknowledged by the study authors, was that it may have been difficult for participants to 

remember or accurately estimate the temperature of onset for each self-reported respiratory 

symptom.  

A cross-sectional survey from Northern Taiwan found passive smoking was not a predictor of 

seasonal allergic rhinitis (winter sub-type) in children (124). The effects of second hand 

smoking on risk of adverse respiratory health outcomes in asthmatic children during the 

winter season was investigated in a cohort study from the USA (132). The study, which 

included participants from eight asthma research centres that were located in major urban 

areas with similar climatic conditions from the North-Central and North-East regions of the 

United States,  found no seasonal effects of environmental tobacco smoke exposure, based on 

subjective and objective measures, on the incidence of asthma symptoms (P >.86). 

Three case-series investigated a potential association between obesity and severe 

complications of influenza (133-135). One of the studies, from Romania, found that the 

following factors were significantly associated with fatal outcomes in severe acute respiratory 

infection patients: pregnancy (OR 7.1, 95% CI 1.6-31.2), clinical obesity (OR 2·9, 95% CI 

1·6-31·2), and having an immune-compromising condition (OR 3.7, 95% CI 1.1-13.4) (134). 

However, a study from China that used national data, found no statistically significant 
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difference in the proportion of obese individuals between severe and moderately ill cases of 

H1N1 influenza (17.9% versus 16.9%, respectively) (133). A study that assessed risk factors 

for influenza in three French Territories found that obesity in adults, as well as medical and an 

ethnic factors, were frequently observed in severe cases and deaths from influenza A (H1N1), 

but significance was not assessed (135).  

Possible mechanisms by which obesity could increase the risk of severe or fatal influenza 

include mechanical impairment of lung function caused by abdominal adiposity and possible 

immune dysregulation caused by obesity. However, obesity related medical complications are 

likely to be a major contributor to the association between obesity and the occurrence of 

severe and fatal influenza. 

Summary of evidence - Studies investigating factors associated with modified risk of respiratory 

illnesses and deaths in relation to winter season or cold exposure 

Composite deprivation indices were not significantly associated with adverse respiratory 

health outcomes in relation to cold weather or winter season. Low household income was 

associated with adverse paediatric health outcomes linked to the respiratory system in two 

studies (120, 121). This association may be due to aspects of socioeconomic deprivation, such 

as exposure to second hand smoke and overcrowded housing conditions, which are associated 

both with low income and respiratory morbidities. Another study found that higher household 

income was associated with paediatric influenza symptoms reported by parents (123). This 

may have been due to confounding by reduced immunity, caused by younger age or lack of 

exposure to other children, amongst children from high income households. A study from the 

USA found that lower educational attainment was a significant predictor of cold-related 

respiratory mortality (86).  

The effects of cold housing on respiratory health outcomes varied between age groups (104) 

and in relation to factors including smoking status (126). Fuel poverty, which is associated 

with factors including low household income, high fuel prices and thermally inefficient 

housing, predicted respiratory hospital admission risk amongst individuals aged ≥65 years in 

three studies (4, 119, 128).  

Household dampness and condensation relating to under-usage of central heating, was found 

to be significantly associated with respiratory illness in one study (129). Active smoking was 

inconsistently associated with adverse respiratory health outcomes (124-126, 130-132). 

Obesity, pregnancy and having a compromised immune system were significantly associated 

with increased risk of fatality in patients with severe acute respiratory infection (134). 
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iv. Studies investigating factors associated with modified risk of hypothermia in relation 

to cold exposure or winter season 

The following section integrates evidence from studies investigating the effects of 

socioeconomic, housing and behavioural factors on hypothermia occurrence.  

Effects of socioeconomic factors 

Two studies investigated associations between socioeconomic deprivation and hypothermia 

incidence. One of these was a case control study from Ireland (136). This study found that the 

interaction between lower local mean air temperature on the day of admission and higher 

deprivation level was a significant predictor of hypothermia in individuals aged ≥65 years, 

who were admitted to a large hospital in Dublin between 1st January 2002 and 31st December 

2010 (OR 1.03, 95% CI 1.01-1.06, P=0.033). Deprivation was measured in this study by 

allocating individuals a score on the 2006 Irish National Deprivation Index, which comprises 

weighted scores for unemployment, social class, housing tenure and car ownership, based on 

the electoral ward in which each participant lived.  

A study from Scotland found that patients aged ≥65 years who attended an accident and 

emergency department over a 2 month period between October and December 2009 were 

more likely to be hypothermic (with a core body temperature of ≤350C) if they lived in a 

relatively deprived area (79% of hypothermic patients lived in a relatively deprived area), 

based on Carstairs Deprivation Category Score (137). However, significance was not assessed 

in this study. 

It is possible that an association between deprivation and hypothermia could be mediated by 

factors including increased rates of fuel poverty, lack of adequate clothing protection and 

possibly greater harm attributed to alcohol, amongst the most deprived population groups.  

 Effects of housing-related factors 

A cohort study compared the incidence of symptoms of cold stress in response to exposure to 

an identical cold environment between healthy young males from two areas of China. Thirty-

one participants were from Beijing, Northern China, where indoor heating facilities are 

available during the winter, and 26 were from Shanghai, Southern China, where indoor 

heating facilities are not available during the winter. The study found that the participants 

from Beijing were more likely to complain about thermal discomfort and to display 

physiological indications of cold-stress compared to participants from Shanghai (138). This 

was interpreted by the study authors as indicating that the participants from Shanghai were 
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more acclimatised to cold-exposure; however, climatic temperature differences between the 

two Chinese cities were not controlled for in the analysis.   

A case-series from Ireland found that low population density (i.e. rural dwelling) was 

associated with an increased risk of hypothermia (139). This may be explainable in terms of 

the fact that rural areas are generally colder than urban locations and housing in rural areas 

tend to be less thermally efficient, which increases exposure to cold indoor and outdoor 

environments.  

Effects of fuel poverty 

A cross-sectional study from Ireland found that fuel poor households were more likely to 

display behavioural risk factors for ill health relating to diet, smoking, physical activity and 

indoor and outdoor cold-exposure leading to shivering. This indicates that behavioural factors 

could mediate associations between deprivation, fuel poverty and cold-weather-related 

adverse health outcomes (140).  

Effects of lifestyle-related factors 

Alcohol and drug consumption are acknowledged risk factors for hypothermia, due to their 

widening effects on blood vessels which encourages heat loss. Five studies investigated 

associations between alcohol or drug consumption and hypothermia symptoms, incidence or 

death (139-143). However, none of the studies assessed significance of these associations, due 

to the small number of hypothermia cases and lack of control groups.  

A study from Finland found that outdoor occupation and inadequate clothing protection were 

associated with reduced manual dexterity, increased risk of frostbite and body cooling (144). 

A study from Ireland also found an association between outdoor cold exposure and shivering 

(140).  

Summary of evidence - Studies investigating factors associated with modified risk of 

hypothermia in relation to winter season or cold exposure 

There was some evidence that deprivation is associated with significantly increased risk of 

hypothermia incidence (136). Other factors that were found to be associated with hypothermia 

were rural dwelling (139), alcohol and drug consumption (139-143), indoor and outdoor cold 

exposure (140, 144). However, significance of the associations between potential 

vulnerability factors and hypothermia were generally not assessed due to the small number of 

cases in each study. One of the studies found that older age was associated with hypothermia 

incidence (139), which is possible due to declining thermal perception with increased age. 
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Other factors associated with hypothermia included being single (139), dietary factors and 

reduced physical activity (140), possibly due to increased risk of fuel poverty amongst single 

people, and amongst individuals with poor diet and who are physically inactive who are likely 

to have reduced household income.  

v. Studies investigating factors associated with modified risk of arthritis in relation to 

cold exposure 

One study investigated the association between cold housing and the occurrence of arthritis. 

This was a cross-sectional, pan-European analysis which found that self-reported arthritic 

problems were 1.92 times more prevalent in houses reported cold by older people (OR 1.92, 

95% CI 1.16-3.16) (104). 

vi. Studies investigating factors associated with modified risk of slips and falls in relation 

to cold exposure or winter season 

Slips and falls are more prevalent in cold weather conditions. This is likely to be largely 

attributable to slippery outdoor surfaces and stiffness caused by cold exposure, which reduces 

mobility and increases the risk of falls.  

A study from Sweden examined the association between footwear protection and tendency to 

slip or fall during the winter / cold period October-April (145). Based on results from a self-

reported questionnaire completed by 52 outdoor workers in Sweden, the study reported that a 

high proportion of the participants did not think that their professional footwear provided 

enough protection against slips and falls (145). 

A longitudinal study from Australia found significant variations in a measure of blood serum 

levels of vitamin D, physical activity levels, ankle strength and hours spent outside over the 

course of a year (p<0.001), with the highest values for each of these variables occurring in 

January and February (mid-summer) (146). Low mean ankle strength was associated with 

increased incidence of falling (p = 0.047). This indicates that reduced vitamin D, due to 

factors including reduced sunlight exposure and reduced physical activity, could mediate the 

association between winter season and increased incidence of falls. Although the area within 

Australia in which this study was conducted was not provided, the authors noted that the data 

were collected within an area located at 41° south and that the same results may not be found 

at alternative latitudes.  Another study (147), from Sweden, found that bone mineral density 

levels were associated with time spent outdoors in winter, although the association was non-

significant (p = 0.079). 
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Summary of evidence – Studies investigating factors associated with modified risk of slips and 

falls in relation to winter season or cold exposure 

There is evidence from one study that low mean ankle strength is significantly associated with 

increased incidence of falling (146). This may be associated with reduced vitamin D synthesis 

during the winter period, due to factors including reduced physical activity and sunlight 

exposure, but more evidence is needed to support this possible association. There is a lack of 

strong evidence to assess the association between footwear and the propensity to slip or fall 

during periods of cold weather.  

vii. Studies investigating factors associated with modified risk of vitamin deficiencies in 

relation to winter season or cold exposure 

Effects of socioeconomic factors 

A national, cross-sectional survey from the USA, which linked monthly household 

expenditure data with weather data, and analysed nutritional data in relation to season, found 

that increased fuel expenditure during periods of cold weather were associated with 

significant reductions in food consumption and calorie intake by income poor families. Cold-

weather-related increased fuel expenditure was also associated, non-significantly, with 

increased prevalence of vitamin deficiencies and anaemia during the winter for children and 

for adults with children in income poor families (148).  

 Effects of lifestyle-related factors 

A nationwide cohort study from Great Britain found that the amount of time spent outdoors 

during winter did not influence the risk of vitamin D deficiency (P≥0.18) (149). This is 

potentially because vitamin D levels are affected by many different factors and because 

reduced sunlight hours during the winter period may reduce the protective effects of outdoor 

exposure on vitamin D synthesis. A cohort study from Estonia found that vitamin D 

supplement usage during the winter period (p = 0.07), along with sunbathing habits (p < 

0.0001) and smoking (p = 0.008), were significant determinants of winter vitamin D levels 

and explained 12% of the variance in vitamin D levels in multiple regression analyses 

(correlation coefficient = 0.12) (150). A cross-sectional study of 125 healthy, pregnant 

women from Beijing, Northern China, found that the concentration of serum vitamin D was 

lower in women with shorter duration of sun exposure compared to women with longer 

duration of sun exposure during the winter season (p = 0.003). Women who reported taking a 

multivitamin supplement had significantly higher vitamin D concentrations compared with 

non-supplement users (p < 0.001) (151). 
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Summary of evidence – Studies investigating factors associated with modified risk of vitamin 

deficiencies in relation to winter season or cold exposure 

There is evidence from one study that increased fuel use during periods of cold weather is 

significantly associated with reduced food consumption amongst low income families, but 

there is a lack of evidence that this reduced food consumption contributes significantly to 

vitamin deficiencies (148). There is some evidence that lifestyle factors, including sunbathing 

habits, smoking and physical activity significantly affect vitamin D levels during the winter 

(150).  

viii. Studies investigating factors associated with general non-condition-group-specific 

health outcomes in relation to winter season or cold exposure 

Effects of socioeconomic factors 

A cross-sectional survey of 333 people from fuel poor households in the North East of 

England found that an income measure of poorer socioeconomic status was associated with 

poorer self–assessed health (increase in odds of poorer self-reported health per £100 decrease 

in household income = 1.00, 95% CI  1.00-1.00, p = 0.04) (152). Other measures of 

socioeconomic deprivation, including a wealth measure, based on the household not owning 

their own home or having use of a private vehicle, and occupation, were only significant 

predictors of worse self-rated health when income was excluded from the analysis. Additional 

factors that were significant predictors of poorer self-reported health in the logistic regression 

model were older age, being a current smoker and lower household thermal efficiency rating. 

A second logistic regression model showed that subjective measures, including lower mastery 

score, was a significant predictor of poorer respondent self-assessed health (odds 2.89, 95% 

CI 1.74–4.80, p < 0.001). Mastery was defined as the extent to which the individual feels in 

control of their life outcomes. Lower satisfaction with home heating, older age and lower 

household thermal efficiency rating were also predictors of worse self-assessed health. 

Socioeconomic measures of income, wealth and occupation were still significant when taking 

the subjective measures into account, but were not included in the final logistic regression 

model. This work provides evidence to support pathways illustrating the potential 

mechanisms through which socioeconomic factors may be associated with self-rated health.   

  Effects of housing-related factors 

Three cross-sectional surveys from the UK, one of which was described in the section above 

on socioeconomic factors (152), investigated associations between measures of indoor 

temperatures and general, self-reported health (105, 152, 153). One of the studies, from 
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England, found that a lower household energy efficiency score was associated with 

significantly worse self-rated health (odds 1.03, 95% CI 1.01-1.05 per units worse in 

household energy efficiency score, p<0.01) (152). This study also found that demographic 

factors, indicators of deprivation and subjective measures were also included in the regression 

model of predictors of self-rated health. This indicates that complex pathways mediate 

associations between exposure to thermally inefficient housing and adverse health outcomes. 

Another cross-sectional survey of households in England found that people who reported 

having a doctor-diagnosed physical health condition were significantly more likely to inhabit 

a cold home containing mould, and to have reduced their use of domestic fuel in the past year 

due to worry about cost, compared to those without a physical health complaint. In a 

multivariable regression model, the following measures were significantly associated with 

poorer predicted health: presence of mould in the home, self-perceived cold-housing, cutting 

back on fuel usage due to cost and fuel related debt or disconnection (105). Additional factors 

that were significantly associated with poor physical health were: being a social renter, living 

in an urban (rather than rural) area, being older than 24 years, being female and being of white 

ethnicity. A study from Wales found that feeling cold at home and spending longer periods of 

time at home significantly predicted poorer self-reported health status, even when controlling 

for age, gender and housing tenure (153). 

A cross-sectional study from Wales found that without including other housing problems in 

the analysis, living in private rented accommodation predicted worse self-rated health (153). 

However, this was no longer significant when other aspects of housing relating to energy 

efficiency were also included in the analysis.  This supports a potential causal pathway by 

which living in privately rented accommodation is associated with worse self-rated health as 

this type of accommodation in the UK tends to be less thermally efficient compared to 

socially rented and privately owned dwellings.  

A cross-sectional survey, already discussed in the above sections on socioeconomic 

deprivation and housing, found that active smoking was a significant predictor of poorer self-

reported respondent health amongst individuals from fuel poor households (odds 2.34, 95% 

CI 1.38-3.96, p<0.002) (152). In addition to the numerous direct health impacts of active 

smoking and associated lifestyle behaviours that are likely to occur more commonly amongst 

active smokers, the association between active smoking and other forms of deprivation, 

including socioeconomic inequalities such as fuel poverty, are likely to provide several 

mechanisms which explain the association between active smoking and adverse health 

outcomes.  
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Summary of evidence – Studies investigating factors associated with general non-condition-

group-specific health outcomes in relation to winter season or cold exposure 

There is some evidence that low self-reported income, lower household energy efficiency, 

older age, low self-mastery and smoking, are associated with significantly worse self-reported 

health amongst individuals from fuel poor households (152). This indicates that the 

epidemiology of self-reported health amongst individuals living in fuel poverty is likely to be 

complex and mediated by environmental and behavioural factors.  

ix. Studies investigating factors associated with modified risk of adverse mental health 

outcomes in relation to cold exposure or winter season 

Effects of socioeconomic factors 

A study from South Korea investigated educational attainment as a potential moderator of the 

association between daily temperature and suicide mortality (154). It was found that suicide 

counts for those with less education increased at temperatures <200C, but decreased at 

temperatures of ≥200C.  

 Effects of housing-related factors 

Four studies investigated associations between housing factors and cold-weather-related 

adverse mental health outcomes. A study from Auckland, which is located in the North Island 

of New Zealand, found that cold housing was significantly associated with probable 

depression (p <0.01; adjusted OR 1.57, 95% CI 1.14–2.15) in a cohort of 1376 mothers of 6 

week old infants (127).  

A cross-sectional study from England found that cold housing was consistently associated 

with indicators of poor psychosocial health, measured using the Short Form Health Survey 

(SF-36) dimensions relating to quality of life. Participants with low social functioning, a 

measure of mental health that refers to the extent to which an individual performs normal 

social activities without interference due to physical or emotional problems, were a third more 

likely to live in cold homes (OR 1.36, CI 0.94–1.97) as were those with a low mental-health 

score (OR 1.38, CI 0.96–1.99).  

Another study found that cold housing was associated with high scores on the GHQ12 scale 

(OR 1.21, CI 0.83–1.76), which measures psychological morbidity, and with anxiety and 

depression, measured using the appropriate dimension on the EuroQol health outcome 

measurement instrument (OR 1.58, CI 1.11–2.26) (155).  
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A pan-European cross-sectional survey found that amongst children, beliefs that any existing 

mental health problems were related to their dwelling was 7.7 times less prevalent in children 

who reported being dissatisfied with insulation in their household (OR 1.67, 95% CI 1-2.81). 

Amongst adults, beliefs that any existing mental health problems were related to their 

dwelling were 1.79 times more prevalent if their house was cold in winter (OR 1.79, 95% CI 

1.07-2.98), 1.67 times more prevalent if dissatisfied with insulation (OR 1.67, 95% CI 1-2.81) 

and 1.82 times more prevalent dissatisfied with heating system (OR 1.81, 95% CI 1.14-2.91). 

No associations were found between aspects of housing condition and mental health problems 

related to dwelling in seniors (104). This indicates that whereas the physical impacts of cold 

housing may be more prevalent in older people, younger adults may be more susceptible to 

the mental health impacts of living in cold housing. A cross-sectional survey from England 

found increased risk of common mental disorder associated with being unable to adequately 

heat the home in winter (OR 1.85), presence of mould in the home (OR 1.52) and for using 

less fuel due to worry about costs (OR 1.77) from multivariable analyses. However, the 

association between fuel debt and common mental disorder from the simple regression model 

was no longer significant in this multivariable model (105). 

  Effects of lifestyle-related factors 

A study from Germany found that children with abnormal emotional symptoms exhibited 

reduced physical activity, particularly in winter (OR 0.60) (156). However, this was a cross 

sectional study and the direction of the association between abnormal emotional symptoms 

and reduced physical activity was unclear.  

Summary of evidence – Studies investigating factors associated with modified risk of adverse 

mental health outcomes in relation to winter season or cold exposure 

There was some evidence that exposure to cold housing is associated with adverse mental 

health impacts (104, 127, 155), particularly amongst individuals below pensionable age (104).  

x. Studies investigating factors associated with modified risk of social inequalities in 

relation to winter season or cold exposure 

Effects of socioeconomic factors 

A cross-sectional survey from England found that 63% of low-income households had cut 

their energy consumption in the previous winter and 47% had experienced a cold home (157). 

Respondents from this study also reported reduced food consumption (reduced range and 

quality of food). A cross-sectional, national study from the USA, which used nationally 

representative datasets on household expenditures and nutrition, found that poor families 
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significantly reduced food expenditure and calorie intake during cold temperature shocks and 

calorie intake during winter months, whereas richer families increased food expenditures 

during cold periods (148). A cross-sectional survey of 421 older persons (age 70 years+) who 

lived in rural Wales, found that none of the respondents with incomes >£240 per week needed 

extra clothing during the day to keep warm, whereas around 20% of respondents with 

incomes <£240 per week were unable to keep warm during the day without putting on extra 

clothes (correlation coefficient .177, p<0.01) (153). 

 Effects of housing-related factors 

A cross-sectional survey of 421 older people (aged 70+) living in rural North Wales, found 

that the presence of roof insulation, draught proofing and double glazing were individually 

associated with significantly fewer reports of participants feeling cold at home or needing to 

wear extra clothing to keep warm (p≤0.05) (158). A different cross-sectional survey, of a 

representative sample of 1,500 from Ireland, found that a higher proportion of fuel poor 

households reported sub-optimal thermal comfort in rooms of the house compared to 

households not in fuel poverty. Levels of thermal discomfort were also found to be higher 

among the over-65s than for other households; this may be attributable to less efficient 

thermo-regulatory mechanisms in older people and because older people are likely to spend 

longer periods of time at home compared to younger people (140). 

 Effects of fuel poverty 

Three qualitative studies, from Austria, England and Wales, found that fuel poverty was 

associated with adverse impacts, including reduced consumption of food and luxury items; 

financial concerns, social withdrawal, wearing extra clothes and only heating one room of the 

house (159-161). 

 Effects of lifestyle-related factors 

A qualitative interview survey of 64 householders from England, Scotland and Wales, 

incorporating 58 home owners and 6 private renters who were aged over 60 years, found that 

frugality, in terms of not turning on heating during the day, and opening windows, were  

identified as contributing to living in cold homes (162). This illuminates possible pathways 

between cold weather and adverse health outcomes which are mediated by attitudinal and 

behavioural factors and may operate independently of socioeconomic status, which might 

explain the lack of consistent association between socioeconomic deprivation and winter 

mortality.  
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Summary of evidence – Studies investigating factors associated with modified risk of social 

inequalities in relation to winter season or cold exposure 

Cold weather was associated significantly with reduced food consumption and calorie intake 

in low income families (148) and with increased clothing protection to keep warm amongst 

elderly persons (158). The presence of roof insulation, draught proofing and double glazing 

were identified as factors which protected against older persons feeling cold at home or 

needing to wear extra clothing to keep warm (p≤0.05) (158).  

2.4 Summary 

This review synthesised evidence from 87 studies that investigated associations between 

social factors and vulnerability to winter- or cold-related health and social outcomes. It 

expands the findings of previous reviews (1, 58, 59), by integrating evidence on a 

comprehensive range of potential risk factors and outcomes and by synthesising evidence in 

relation to specific outcome groups. Most of the evidence related to factors associated with 

all-cause mortality and with circulatory and respiratory health effects in relation to cold 

exposure or winter season.  

In general, measures of thermally inefficient housing, low income, existing (poor) health 

status and age were most consistently associated with adverse health outcomes in relation to 

cold weather and winter season. Lifestyle factors, including smoking and aspects of diet, were 

least consistently associated with the adverse outcomes analysed. This is possibly due to the 

lack of individual level, longitudinal studies which are needed to accurately assess the long 

term health impacts of these factors. Also, as expected, there was evidence that certain 

lifestyle factors exert non-seasonal effects on health.  

This review illuminates the scale of the adverse health and social impacts of cold weather and 

also provides information about the aetiology of each of the health and social outcomes 

identified. A major weakness of this review, and of the review of intervention studies 

presented in chapter three, is that it was completed by one person. This was due to the lack of 

availability of a co-reviewer to complete the required tasks, including selection, data 

extraction and appraisal of the large number of studies retrieved from initial search results, 

and from subsequent search alerts used to locate new literature during the first two years of 

my PhD. My decision to complete the review independently enabled a greater body of 

literature to be considered for inclusion. This allowed me to undertake a more comprehensive 

review of potential risk factors for, and interventions to reduce, winter and cold-weather-

related morbidities and mortality. The lack of a second reviewer potentially introduces bias 
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into the review, as different results could be produced if independent researchers were to 

follow the described methodology for the review. Differences could arise due to subjectivity 

in decisions regarding which studies meet the inclusion and exclusion criteria, what data 

should be extracted from included studies and about study quality.  However, my inclusion 

and exclusion criteria were explicit and I checked searches to ensure that all ‘key papers’ that 

appeared in all related systematic reviews had been identified,  which reduces the risk of bias 

in relation to study inclusion.  

Another limitation was that meta-analysis was not performed due to the heterogeneous nature 

of included studies, in terms of populations, exposures and outcomes of interest. Also, due to 

the vast amount of literature on this topic, it was not possible to broaden the search strategy to 

include environmental and biological factors associated with winter season, cold weather and 

adverse health outcomes, including air pollution and infectious diseases.  

Strengths of the available evidence include the large, expanding evidence base and wide range 

of research designs which have been employed to investigate the epidemiology of winter and 

cold-weather-related adverse health and social outcomes. This is useful for the development 

of policies to reduce the adverse health and social impacts of cold weather. 

Limitations of the available evidence include that there is less information about factors 

associated with outcomes other than all-cause mortality and circulatory and respiratory 

illnesses and deaths. Although some evidence identified factors associated with cold-weather-

related slips and falls, none of the studies investigated possible risk factors for the increased 

prevalence of deaths from dementia and Alzheimer’s disease during the winter period.  

Additionally, there were relatively few individual level cohort studies which generally 

provide the strongest observational evidence of potential causal associations between 

exposures and outcomes, by indicating the correct temporal relationship between variables 

(i.e. the assumed exposure causes the effect, rather than vice versa). The greatest proportion 

of studies identified in this chapter had an ecological design, whereby associations between 

exposure and outcome variables are measured using aggregate data. Ecological studies 

provide weak evidence of causal associations between exposures and outcomes due to the 

ecological fallacy, whereby associations that exist between variables at area level are wrongly 

assumed to exist for individuals within the population under investigation. 

 Evidence has focused on the impacts of certain exposures, particularly measures of cold 

housing. Research around fuel poverty and cold housing has been stimulated by social and 

environmental issues within western countries. However, a broad range of factors are likely to 
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affect health in relation to winter season and cold weather. There is, for example, strong 

evidence that social isolation is a powerful predictor of adverse health outcomes, particularly 

amongst older people (163), but this has not been studied in relation to cold 

weather/temperatures or winter season.   

An additional limitation is that several studies investigated seasonal or cold-weather-related 

health outcomes using national data (e.g. (78)). This is problematic as many countries 

incorporate regional and sub-regional variations in climatic conditions and it is possible that 

populations in climatically colder areas are biologically and culturally better adapted to cold 

weather conditions, compared to the inhabitants of generally warmer areas. People 

accustomed to warmer weather conditions may therefore be at greater risk of adverse health 

outcomes in relation to even temperate winters, which may have less impact on morbidity and 

mortality rates in colder areas. 

This review supports associations between low income, fuel poverty, aspects of cold housing 

and personal factors, including age, sex and medical vulnerabilities and winter / cold-weather-

related adverse health and social outcomes. These findings are consistent with the results from 

other reviews on this topic (1, 58, 59), demonstrating coherence and reliability of these 

conclusions across time and between different research groups. Differential impacts of cold 

weather and other exposures were identified between population groups, which could create 

cold-related health inequalities. 

In chapter three, I present a systematic review of the literature which evaluates the 

effectiveness of interventions for reducing the adverse health and social impacts of cold 

weather. The information from chapters two and three will be used to conceptualise the 

mechanisms by which explanatory factors can influence condition-group-specific mortality 

and morbidities in chapter four. 
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Chapter Three. 

Social moderators of associations between winter season, cold exposure and 

adverse health and social outcomes: a systematic literature review of 

intervention evaluation studies 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Evidence from epidemiological observational studies has identified a range of environmental, 

social and clinical factors that are associated with modified susceptibility to adverse health 

and social outcomes in relation to cold weather and the winter season. 

Policies that aim to ameliorate the adverse impacts of cold weather in England and many 

other countries have focused on increasing the thermal efficiency of the housing stock, which 

also contributes to reducing greenhouse gas emissions in line with international targets. In 

addition, other legislation (e.g. the Winter Fuel Payment and Cold Weather Payments) has 

focused on reducing EWM and illnesses amongst vulnerable groups, particularly the elderly.  

Policy developments that have occurred over recent decades, have led to the implementation 

of various interventions aiming to reduce winter- and cold-related adverse health and social 

outcomes. There is a growing body of literature evaluating the effectiveness of interventions 

for reducing the adverse health and social impacts of cold weather and housing. Elements of 

this evidence base have been synthesized over recent years. A Cochrane Review published in 

2013, included evidence about the socioeconomic and health impacts of housing 

interventions, including thermal efficiency improvements (60). A different, unpublished 

review investigated associations between behavioural responses to severe cold weather and 

health risks (3) in order to develop an evidence-based intervention to reduce the health risks 

of severe winter weather among older people in the UK. A further systematic review was 

commissioned by NICE to support the development of its guidance for reducing mortality and 

illness amongst elderly and vulnerable persons, comprised an evidence synthesis of the 

efficacy of interventions aimed at reducing excess winter deaths and morbidity as well as the 

health risks associated with cold housing (164).  

The systematic review presented in this chapter aims to extend the findings of these earlier 

reviews, by integrating a more comprehensive range of evidence identifying the health and 

social impacts of socioeconomic, housing and behavioural interventions on reducing winter- 

and cold-related adverse health and social outcomes. The evidence will be synthesized in 
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relation to different outcome groups, which could provide evidence to inform the 

development of interventions that are more effective for addressing specific outcomes in 

relation to cold exposure and during the winter period.  

3.2 Methods 

Systematic methods were used to locate, evaluate and synthesise evidence from quantitative 

and qualitative studies that evaluated the effectiveness or perceived impact of socioeconomic, 

housing or behavioural interventions on reducing adverse health or social outcomes in relation 

to cold exposure or winter season.  

3.2.1  Search strategy  

The same search techniques were used as in chapter two, section 2.2.1 (See appendix A for 

the electronic search strategies used to locate literature). 

3.2.2  Inclusion and exclusion criteria 

Figure 3.1 shows the flow of studies at each stage of the review. Included research had to be a 

primary study, conducted on human participants, published in English and which quantified 

or qualified the effects of behavioural, socioeconomic or housing interventions of 

contemporary relevance to the UK, on health or social outcomes in relation to winter season 

or measures of cold exposure. Full details of the inclusion and exclusion criteria, including 

details of exposures and outcomes considered relevant to this review, are specified in 

appendix B. Titles and abstracts (where available) of located references were screened against 

the review inclusion criteria. The full texts of any references considered potentially eligible 

for inclusion were obtained in full. Exclusion reasons were recorded during the second screen. 

Unobtainable references were excluded.   

3.2.3 Data extraction and appraisal 

Details of the characteristics and results from included studies were extracted into 

standardised summary tables. The same data were extracted as in chapter two, section 2.2.3, 

except that details about interventions rather than exposures were extracted in this review of 

intervention evaluation studies.  

Quantitative intervention studies were assessed for risk of bias using the Quality Assessment 

Tool for Quantitative Studies (61).  This appraisal tool is recommended for systematic 

reviews of intervention studies by the Cochrane Public Health Review Group (Armstrong et 

al., 2008; cited in (66)) and was also used to appraise studies in a different review, which 

assessed the health impacts of housing improvements (165).  
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The appropriate CASP tools were used to appraise economic impact studies (n=8) and 

qualitative (n=4) studies in this review (67).  

3.2.4  Data synthesis 

A narrative approach was used to synthesise data from included studies. As with the previous 

review of observational studies (chapter two), meta-analysis was not possible due to 

substantial heterogeneity in study designs, populations, risk factors and outcomes, but 

quantitative results are reported in the narrative synthesis, presented in section 3.3.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Flow of included and excluded studies. Diagram source: (70). 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1  Number and characteristics of studies 

Forty-eight studies were included in the review. Twenty-seven studies were from the UK, 

eight were from New Zealand, four from the USA, two each from Finland, Sweden and Japan, 

and one each from Australia, Germany and Greece. Hence, the number of countries which the 

studies in this review derived from was fewer compared to the review of aetiology studies 
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presented in chapter two (see section 2.3.1). Studies were published between 1975 and 2013. 

Sixteen studies were randomised controlled trials (RCTs), fourteen were non-randomised 

studies conducted at individual level, five were ecological before-and-after studies, nine were 

economic impact studies and four used qualitative methods.  

3.3.2  Study quality 

Of the sixteen RCTs included in this review, five were rated as being of strong quality, seven 

were rated as moderate and four as weak.  The five ecological before-and-after studies were 

rated as: moderate (n=2) and weak (n=3). The fourteen non-randomised individual level 

studies were rated as being of strong (n=3), moderate (n=4) and weak (n=7) quality. Scores 

for the four qualitative studies, based on CASP system, ranged from 6.5 to 8 out of 10. The 

nine economic studies received CASP scores ranging from 7 to 9.5 out of 12.  

3.3.3  Study results 

The main results from included intervention studies are described here, classified into groups 

by outcome, and sub-groups, based on the type of intervention investigated (i.e. related to 

behavioural, socioeconomic or housing factors). Each study is reported in a standardised way, 

with details of study design, country of origin, population studied, follow-up time periods, 

type of intervention, results and critical appraisal score given for each. Many of the included 

studies examined the impacts of an intervention on several outcomes and therefore appear 

multiple times in the narrative synthesis below. 

i. Studies evaluating the effectiveness of interventions on reducing all-cause mortality in 

relation to cold exposure or winter season 

An ecological before-and-after study from England, investigated the effectiveness of a fuel 

poverty reduction scheme on reducing EWM rates in the London Borough of Newham (166). 

The ‘Warm Zone’ scheme involved door-to-door assessments of eligibility for heating 

improvement grants to local residents. This study assessed whether EWM indices decreased 

for people aged ≥65 years in this area following implementation of the Warm Zone scheme 

compared to all of London, using data for a 12 year time period (1993-2005) from before and 

throughout the scheme. The results of the study indicated some small associations between 

the implementation of the scheme and reduced EWM rates amongst individuals aged ≥65 

years in the London Borough of Newham. However, no conclusive trends were found in the 

data for the study period investigated. Lack of control for potentially confounding factors, 

including the possible implementation of alternative thermal efficiency schemes in other parts 
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of London during the study period, is a possible limitation acknowledged by the study 

authors. 

ii. Studies evaluating the effectiveness of interventions on reducing adverse circulatory 

health outcomes in relation to cold exposure or winter season                                                                        

            Impact of interventions to improve indoor environmental conditions                                                                                                                       

Four studies examined the effects of interventions aimed to increase household warmth on 

cardiovascular health (167-170). An ecological study from England investigated changes in 

EWM rate from cardiovascular disease for the whole population from 1964 to 1984, the 

period during which central heating installation in English homes increased from 13% to 69% 

and domestic fuel use increased. EWM rates from cardiovascular disease did not reduce 

significantly over this period. This was despite a decline in the number of influenza 

epidemics, and reduced cigarette consumption and saturated fat intake, which also occurred 

during the study period (167). However, the adverse effects of active smoking and saturated 

fat consumption on cardiovascular deaths tend to occur over decades (i.e. with a substantial 

lag). Consequently, the increase in smoking rates and saturated fat consumption that occurred 

in population of England during the decades before the time period considered in this study 

may have counteracted the protective health effects of central heating uptake and domestic 

fuel consumption. In addition, central heating ownership does not necessarily reflect its usage.  

A non-randomised controlled study from Scotland examined the effects of improving the 

thermal quality of housing on blood pressure, amongst social housing residents in the Easthall 

community of Glasgow (168). The ‘Heatfest’ intervention involved the installation of 

insulation, draught proofing, gas central heating, solar panels, a dual-purpose heat recovery 

system and front and back verandas in 36 flats. Another 36 flats in the same community, 

which did not receive the intervention, were approached as a control group. Blood pressure 

readings were taken from participants in the intervention and control groups before the 

housing improvements were delivered and at least one year post-implementation of the 

intervention. In the intervention group, diastolic and systolic blood pressure readings fell 

significantly at the one year follow-up compared to baseline readings (P<0.001). A significant 

rise in diastolic blood pressure (p=0.011) and non-significant increase in systolic blood 

pressure readings (p=0.396) were found in the control group. There were no significant 

differences in baseline blood pressure readings between intervention and control group 

participants. In addition, none of the intervention or control group participants had made 

conscious changes in smoking habits, diet or exercise and there had been no changes in job 
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status between pre- and post-intervention readings. Participants and outcome assessors were 

not blinded to the exposure status of participants. 

An RCT from Japan examined the influence of indoor temperature on blood pressure among 

146 healthy participants aged 18-60 years (169). Ambulatory blood pressure was measured 

while the participants stayed in single experimental rooms from 9 pm until 8 am. Intervention 

group participants (n=70) were exposed to intensive room heating (mean temperature ± SD: 

24.2±1.7°C), whilst control group participants (n=26) were exposed to weak room heating 

(mean temperature ± SD: 13.9±3.3°C). Participants who were exposed to intensive room 

heating had significantly lower systolic and diastolic morning and evening blood pressure 

readings compared to the control group (p≤0.01). However, the results also indicated that 

night-time blood pressure readings did not differ significantly between groups (p>0.05). The 

analyses were adjusted for differences in age, gender, BMI and current smoking status 

between intervention and control groups. However, it was unclear whether participants were 

representative of the healthy adult population of Japan.  

A non-randomised controlled study from Scotland, compared health outcomes between 1281 

households that had received a modern central heating system, energy advice and an optional 

check of state benefit entitlement as part of the Scottish Central Heating Programme and non-

recipient households (n=1084) (170). Results were reported from participant interviews that 

occurred shortly before receipt of the intervention and two years later. Recipients of the 

programme were significantly less likely to report a first diagnosis of heart disease (OR 0.69, 

95% CI 0.52-0.91, p=0.01) or high blood pressure (OR 0.77, 95% CI 0.61-0.97, p=0.02) 

compared to control group participants. The significance threshold used for these findings was 

p≤0.05. This is problematic, as noted by the authors, due to the large number of outcome 

measures under investigation (n=30) means that, statistically, 1.5 of these outcomes would be 

expected to yield a spuriously significant result by chance using a 5% probability threshold.  

Summary of evidence – Studies evaluating the effectiveness of interventions on reducing 

adverse circulatory health outcomes in relation to winter season or cold exposure 

Four studies examined the impacts of thermal efficiency interventions on circulatory health. 

These included one ecological study (national level) (167) and three individual level studies, 

one of which was an RCT (169) and two were non-randomised controlled studies (168) and 

(170). All of these studies received a Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies global 

rating of moderate. Consistent evidence was found that household warmth and thermal 

efficiency interventions were associated with significant reductions in blood pressure. 
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However, evidence in relation to the positive impacts of household warmth measures on 

circulatory diagnoses, was mixed.  

iii. Studies evaluating the effectiveness of interventions on reducing adverse respiratory 

health outcomes in relation to cold exposure or winter season 

Impacts of interventions to improve housing conditions 

An English ecological before-and-after study, described in the section on circulatory health 

(167), found that from 1964 to 1984, use of central heating increased from 13% to 69% of 

households and domestic fuel consumption increased. Also during this period, EWM from 

respiratory diseases for the whole population declined by 69%, even when adjusting for 

summer mortality and varying coldness of winters. However, this improvement was partly 

explained by a decline in influenza epidemics that occurred during the time period of the 

study.  

An individual level before-and-after study from England investigated the effects of central 

heating installation on respiratory symptoms amongst 72 children who lived in damp homes 

and had previously been diagnosed with asthma (171). Assessments of housing conditions 

and respiratory symptoms were carried out before receipt of the intervention and at least 3 

months after the intervention was received. The intervention was associated with energy 

efficiency improvement by a mean of 2.1 on the National Home Energy Rating scale (95% CI 

1.68-2.47, P<0.001). All respiratory symptoms measured were significantly reduced after the 

intervention, with the greatest reduction being in nocturnal cough from a median score of 3 

(most nights) to 1 (on one or several nights) (P<0.001) in the previous month. There was no 

control group in this study, which means that factors including seasonal effects on respiratory 

health were not controlled for.  

A non-randomised, controlled before-and-after study from Scotland, already described in the 

section on circulatory health (170), compared health outcomes between 1281 recipients and 

1084 non-recipients of the Scottish Central Heating Programme. This intervention involved 

installation of a modern central heating system and advice in relation to energy usage and, 

optionally, of state benefit entitlement. Self-reported health data were collected before the 

intervention and two years later. Recipients were significantly more likely to report having a 

first diagnosis of nasal allergy compared to non-recipients (OR 1.52, 95% CI 1.05-2.20, p = 

0.03). Reduced nasal allergy may have been expected amongst heating recipients, assuming 

that the intervention resulted in increased household temperatures, reducing dampness, mould 

growth and spore release. There were no significant differences in other respiratory outcome 
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measures between intervention and control groups at the p<0.05 threshold. Intervention and 

control groups in this study were matched based on demographic, socioeconomic and housing 

factors. Smoking status at baseline and change in smoking status between pre- and post-

intervention measurements were also well balanced between intervention and comparison 

group participants. However, as previously stated, the large number of statistical tests 

performed on various health outcomes in this study, increases the likelihood that a proportion 

of statistically significant results will have occurred by chance (“multiple comparisons 

problem”). The authors of this study did not adjust for this problem in the analyses, or by 

increasing the accepted significance threshold (170).  

A single blinded RCT from New Zealand examined whether insulating existing houses 

increases indoor temperatures and improves occupants’ health and wellbeing (172). The study 

groups were 1350 un-insulated households (intervention group n = 679; control group n = 

671) containing 4407 participants from 7 low income communities in New Zealand. Each 

household had at least one person who reported having respiratory symptoms in the previous 

year. The intervention involved installation of ceiling insulation, draught-proofing windows 

and doors, and fitting sisalated paper beneath floor joists and a polythene moisture barrier on 

the ground beneath the house. Baseline data were collected in 2001, before the intervention 

was implemented, and follow-up data were collected in 2002. Receipt of the intervention in 

this study was associated with increased bedroom temperature during the winter (by 0.5 

degrees centigrade on average), decreased relative humidity (-2.3%) and reduced odds of self-

reported wheezing (OR 0.57, 95% CI 0.47-0.70), based on comparing change scores (follow-

up scores minus baseline scores) for health outcome measurements between intervention and 

control group participants. Respiratory hospital admissions were also reduced for intervention 

compared to control participants, but not significantly (OR 0.4, 95% CI 0.22-1.29, p=0.16). 

Baseline characteristics were well balanced between groups in this study. A limitation of this 

study is that participating households were drawn from across New Zealand and the 

proportion of households in the intervention and control groups from different regions was 

not indicated. If intervention and control groups contained different proportions of households 

from different areas of New Zealand (e.g. from the North and South Islands), this could 

confound the results, due to geographical variations in factors including temperature and 

levels of circulating influenza, which influence respiratory health.  

Another RCT investigated the effects of improved home heating on asthma in children (173). 

The study participants were 409 children aged 6-12 years with doctor diagnosed asthma from 

households in 5 communities of New Zealand. The intervention involved installation of a 
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non-polluting, more effective home heater before winter. Parents reported aspects of their 

children’s health before the intervention at the end of winter 2005 (baseline). The heating 

systems were installed prior to winter 2006. Follow-up data were collected after winter 2006. 

Installation of the intervention in the homes of children with asthma was associated with 

significantly increased bedroom temperatures, reduced pollution and significantly fewer 

reports of poor health and asthma symptoms in the intervention group compared to the control 

group. However, lung function did not increase significantly in the intervention group 

compared to the control group. It is unclear the extent to which the improvement in asthma 

symptoms among intervention participants were attributable to increased indoor temperatures 

or improved indoor air quality.  

Impacts of interventions to increase influenza vaccination coverage 

An ecological before-and-after study from Japan examined the impact on COPD mortality of 

a change in the Preventative Vaccination Law, which made municipalities legally obliged to 

offer influenza vaccinations to adults aged ≥65 years (174). The amendment was enforced in 

November 2001. COPD mortality data between January 1995 and December 2009 were 

included in the analyses. After the amendment, a statistically significant risk reduction was 

observed in January (RR 0.84, 95% CI 0.81–0.88), February (RR 0.85, 95% CI 0.81–0.89), 

and March (RR 0.92, 95% CI 0.88–0.96), but not for non-winter months, among the 

population aged ≥65 years. No statistically significant changes were found in the risk of 

COPD death among the population aged <65 years in any month after the amendment. The 

analysis controlled for gender, age, trend and seasonal variations in influenza prevalence.  

Another ecological before-and-after study from Connecticut, the USA, investigated the effects 

of an influenza vaccination campaign on hospital emergency department visits for respiratory 

diagnoses (175). The intervention was an influenza vaccination awareness campaign run by a 

local hospital in Stamford City in Fairfield County, Connecticut. Vaccination rates and 

emergency department visits for all respiratory diagnoses were compared between Stamford 

hospital and other hospitals in the same county over a 4-year period.  Vaccination rates in 

Stamford hospital increased by 150% over three winter seasons and there was a reduced rate 

of hospital emergency department visits for respiratory diagnoses compared to other hospitals 

in the same county.  

The main weakness of before-and-after studies is that they do not involve randomisation of 

participants to experimental or control groups, which means that there is greater likelihood of 

confounding by factors which are unequally distributed between groups, compared to RCTs.  
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Impacts of interventions to improve condition management  

The Met Office’s Healthy Outlook® service ran between November 2012 and June 2013 in 

the UK. This programme was designed to help patients with Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary 

Disease (COPD) to manage their condition using automated telephone calls alerting 

individuals when weather extremes were forecast that were likely to exacerbate COPD. The 

phone calls received by participating patients explained the expected weather conditions and 

referred the individual to an information pack which provided advice on how to keep well. 

Participants were also asked a series of questions in relation to medication and symptoms, 

which were passed on to their general practitioner.   

Mixed evidence was found in relation to the effectiveness of the Met Office Healthy 

Outlook® service. An RCT from England investigated the effectiveness of the service 

amongst 79 patients aged >40 years who had been clinically diagnosed with COPD and were 

recruited from 3 GP practices in Devon, South West England. Participants were randomised 

into two groups, one received alert calls (n=40) and the other acted as a control group (n=39) 

and did not receive alerts.  Forty alert calls were received by intervention group participants 

over a four month period. Baseline data were taken on smoking status, medication use, 

condition management training, general health and presence of viruses. Participants 

completed the Exacerbations of Chronic Pulmonary Disease Tool Patient-Reported Outcome 

questionnaire during the study, which evaluates the frequency, severity, and duration of 

exacerbations of COPD. No significant differences were found in COPD exacerbation 

frequency between patients who received alert calls compared to controls who did not receive 

the calls (0.95±0.27 v 1.17±0.29, respectively). Exacerbations were shorter and less severe in 

the intervention compared to the control groups, but none of these differences were 

statistically significant at the p<0.05 level (176). Researchers were blinded to the intervention 

status of patients, but patients were not. Lack of double blinding (of researchers and 

participants) is a weakness of many of the intervention studies in this review, but the obvious 

nature of the interventions made it impractical to blind participants to this information.   

An ecological before-and-after study from England compared COPD hospital admissions for 

patients aged ≥30 years from 87 general practices in the Bradford and Airedale Primary Care 

Trust (PCT) (West Yorkshire), between patients from practices in PCTs that used the service 

with those which did not (177). Comparisons were made over three periods: all winter 

(December to March), 7 days following an alert and 14 days following an alert over the winter 

period 2007-8. When accounting for the proportion of patients entered on the alerts system 

and the duration for which practices participated in the service, admission rate ratios for 
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practices fully using the service were 1.11 (CI 0.80–1.52), 1.22 (CI 0.73–2.04) and 1.21 (CI 

0.82–1.78) for the three corresponding periods. Limitations of this study, which were 

identified by the study authors, included that a relatively small number of practices took up 

the service, few of those that did entered most of their patients on the system and there were 

relatively few alerts during the periods being compared.  

An individual level before-and-after study from England examined the effectiveness of the 

Met Office alert service on healthcare utilisation amongst patients on the COPD Quality 

Outcome Framework registers from 3 primary care practices in Salford, North West England, 

UK, with mild-to-moderate airflow obstruction (178). One hundred and fifty seven (34% of 

target population) agreed to participate. These patients were aged around 71 years, (SD 9.7). 

Hospital admissions for acute exacerbations of COPD amongst these patients were compared 

between the intervention period (1 November 2008-31 March 2009) and the same period 12 

months earlier. Five weather alerts generated (first alert reached 150 patients; second reached 

146; third reached 138 patients; fourth reached 137 patients; and the fifth reached 125 

patients) during the intervention period. There was a non-statistically-significant increase in 

hospital admissions per patient from 0.07 to 0.076 (p = 0.83). The number of general practice 

visits per patient dropped from 4.9 to 3.8 (p = 0.001) and there was a drop in average number 

of visits to patients by out-of-hours services from 0.52 to 0.14 (p = 0.013). The average 

number of home consultations provided by general practice increased from 0.05 to 0.92 (p = 

0.001). Possible within participant changes between measurements, including condition 

improvement or deterioration in addition to climatic variation and influenza prevalence, could 

have impacted on the health outcomes for this study, but these were not controlled for in the 

design or analysis.  

A qualitative semi-structured interview study from Bradford, England, explored patients and 

health care staff perceptions and experiences of the Met Office’s cold weather alert service, 

their contribution to the management of COPD and implementation issues (179). Telephone 

interviews were undertaken with eighteen patients and six staff from five primary care centres 

in the Bradford area. Most patients were aged between 60 and 80 years, the youngest was 44. 

Some of the patients interviewed considered the telephone service to be an appropriate way to 

deliver information and to provide reassurance and useful medication reminders. However, 

several patients were indifferent or critical about the service and reported being sceptical 

about the reliability of the weather forecasts and felt that the service had little impact on the 

management of their condition. Primary care staff also interviewed in the study, considered 
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the service a success but some felt that it lacked participation by hard-to-reach groups, 

including non-English speaking patients and individuals with mild COPD.  

A cross sectional survey from England, explored the acceptability and utility of the Met 

Office’s Healthy Outlook® service to patients with COPD and its perceived impact on their 

behaviour and disease management (180). Participants who completed the survey were 3288 

COPD patients who were drawn from 189 general practices in England, Scotland and Wales 

at the end of the winter of 2007/8 (34% response rate). The study found that older people and 

men were significantly less likely to take any form of action following an alert call (p = 

0.0005 and 0.001, respectively). This study also found a strong, significant correlation 

between inactivity following an automated call and the degree of utility or reassurance 

reported (p<0.0005), which suggests that the forecasting service was most beneficial to those 

who were willing to change their behaviour in response to the warnings given. The results of 

these studies indicate that the service may increase health inequalities in COPD exacerbations, 

particularly between age groups and sexes. The authors identified that little is known about 

patients who opted out of the cold weather alert programme. The authors commented that, in 

order to provide a universal benefit to COPD patients, it is important to identify the reasons 

why some individuals decline to participate.  

Impacts of dietary interventions 

An RCT from Bethesda, the USA, investigated the association between ascorbic acid (vitamin 

C) supplementation and average number of colds during a winter (December – March) period 

amongst employees of the National Institute of Health, who volunteered to participate (181). 

Three hundred and eleven working-aged volunteers agreed to take 1gm of ascorbic acid 

(intervention group) or a lactose placebo (control group) in capsules three times per day for a 

period of 9 months. One hundred and ninety volunteers completed the study, which 

represented 44% of the treatment group and 34% of control participants. Average number of 

self-reported colds during the winter period (December to March) was 0.178 and 0.177 for 

treatment and control groups, respectively, in participants who completed the study. However, 

the results of this investigation may have been influenced by a break in the double blinding, 

as a post-trial questionnaire confirmed some participants had guessed their treatment status. 

There may also have been systematic differences between individuals who completed the 

study and those who did not, which may have biased the results. Data were not provided on 

the demographic profiles of intervention and control groups. However, the authors indicated 

that the distribution of these characteristics were not significantly different between groups. 

The lack of control for potential sources of bias, including differences in the baseline 
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incidence of colds between groups, may also have influenced the study outcome. Vitamin C 

has been hypothesized to reduce vulnerability to colds by enhancing immune function, but 

further research is needed to explore this potential association.  

Summary of evidence – Studies evaluating the effectiveness of interventions on reducing 

adverse respiratory health outcomes in relation to winter season or cold exposure 

Fourteen studies examined the impacts of interventions on respiratory health. These included 

five RCTs, eight non-randomised quantitative studies and one qualitative study. Study quality 

was mixed; two of the RCTs received a strong Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative 

Studies global rating score, one was rated as moderate and two as weak. Of the eight non-

randomised studies, three received a moderate rating and five were rated as weak. The 

qualitative study received a score of 8 out of 10 using the CASP system.  

Mixed evidence was found in relation to the effects of household warmth interventions on 

respiratory symptoms. Influenza vaccination was generally associated with reduced diagnoses 

of respiratory conditions and there was evidence that this intervention was most effective 

amongst older person aged ≥65 years (174). However, this was based on ecological evidence 

and publication bias is likely to inflate the apparent positive effects of influenza vaccination.  

The evidence in relation to the effects of the Met Office’s Healthy Outlook® service on 

healthcare consultations amongst respiratory patients was mixed. A qualitative study 

identified scepticism from some patients about the reliability of Met Office weather alerts and 

lack of uptake by minority ethnic groups (179). This may partly explain the quantitative 

results of mixed effectiveness of the service on patient outcomes, as some patients may not 

use the service to manage their condition.  

Evidence from an RCT suggested no effect of vitamin C consumption on improved 

respiratory health outcomes (181).  

iv. Studies evaluating the effectiveness of interventions on improving general health 

outcomes in relation to cold exposure or winter season 

Impacts of interventions to increase household warmth 

A qualitative semi-structured interview study from England investigated the impact of receipt 

of the Warm Front Intervention, which was a national scheme providing grants to enable 

individuals from vulnerable households to make thermal efficiency improvements to their 

home, and was available between 2001-2012 (182). Forty nine households from five urban 

areas (Birmingham, Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle-upon-Tyne and Southampton) 

participated in the study.  Each household had received the intervention, which comprised 
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installation, replacement or refurbishment of the heating system, insulation of the cavity wall 

or loft or both in some cases, and draught-proofing measures. The authors reported that most 

recipients who were interviewed reported improved and more controllable levels of warmth 

and hot water. Many of the interviewees also reported improved physical and mental health 

and several reported that chronic illnesses had been eased.  The lack of consideration of the 

likely effects of the researcher on participant responses is a limitation of this and most other 

qualitative studies in this review.  

A non-randomised controlled study from Scotland, described in the sections on circulatory 

and respiratory conditions, assessed the effect of a publicly funded domestic heating 

programme on self-reported health (170). Participants were 1977 households (no eligibility 

criteria other than receipt of the intervention) due to receive a modern central heating system 

under the programme. A control group not involved in the programme comprising 1872 

households was matched to the intervention group by tenure, household composition, 

socioeconomic group and location (postcode sector). Intervention and control group 

participants were interviewed in their homes before the intervention was provided and at a 

one and two year follow-up. Results, derived from the initial and final interviews, found 

mixed evidence of the effects of central heating installation on various measures of health, 

including significantly higher scores on the 36-item Short Form Health Survey physical 

functioning scale and general health scales by the intervention group relative to the control 

group (estimated differences respectively = 2.51 units (95% CI 0.67 to 4.37 units) and 2.57 

units (95% CI 0.90 to 4.34 units)). No significant effects were found for 25 other measures of 

health and wellbeing. However, as noted previously, the significance threshold used for these 

findings was p≥0.05, which is problematic due to the large number of outcomes measures 

under investigation (n = 30) which might be expected to produce 1.5 statistically significant 

results by chance.  

An RCT from New Zealand (described in section iii (above) on respiratory conditions), 

investigated whether installation of a standard retrofit insulation package increased indoor 

temperatures and improved occupants’ health and wellbeing (172). Participants (n=4407) 

were from 1350 households located in one of seven low income communities from across 

New Zealand. Baseline data were collected from intervention and control group participants 

prior to receipt of the intervention in 2001. Follow-up data were collected in 2002. The 

intervention was associated with increased bedroom temperature and decreased humidity and 

with reduced odds of poor self-rated health (OR 0.5, 95% CI 0.38-0.68). Lack of blinding of 

the participants in this study is a limitation as this may have influenced self-reported health 
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outcome responses, but the nature of the intervention made it unrealistic to perform double 

blinding.  

Impacts of interventions to increase clothing protection 

An RCT from Brisbane, Australia, investigated the effects of an intervention in which heart 

failure patients aged ≥50 years were randomised into an intervention group, which received 

two thermal hats and tops and a thermometer, or a control group who did not receive the 

intervention. Fifty five participants were randomised and data were analysed for 50 

participants, who completed the study (26 in the intervention group and 24 in the control 

group). Over 100 winter days, the intervention group were found to have fewer mean days in 

hospital during the winter period compared to the control group (with a mean difference of 

0.7, 95% CI -1.5 to 5.4), in addition to having 0.2 fewer mean number of GP visits (95% CI -

0.8 to 0.3) and higher mean improvement in self-rated health (by -0.3 points, 95% CI -0.9 to 

0.3, on a scale where 1 = excellent health and 5 = very poor health). Values for the 95% CIs 

indicated lack of evidence of a positive effect on these outcome variables in the study 

population. The authors reported that it was generally found that the thermal tops were well 

used by participants in the study, but the hats were only worn by 30% of participants, even in 

cold-temperatures (183). A limitation of the study is the use of self-reported health outcome 

data, which may have been influenced by receipt or lack of receipt of the intervention. 

Summary of evidence – Studies evaluating the effectiveness of interventions on improving 

general health in relation to winter season or cold exposure 

Four studies examined the effects of interventions on general health outcomes. These included 

two RCTs (Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies  global rating score = strong 

(172) and Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies  global rating score = moderate 

(183)); one non-randomised controlled study (Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative 

Studies  global rating score = moderate (170)) and a qualitative study (CASP global rating 

score = 6.5 out of 10) (182). Evidence from these studies indicated that interventions to 

improve household warmth were associated with improvements in some health outcome 

measures, but this was mainly from self-reports in studies where participants were not blinded 

to their intervention status.  
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v. Studies evaluating the effectiveness of interventions on reducing slips and falls in 

relation to cold exposure or winter season 

Impacts of clothing-related interventions 

Four studies examined the effects of footwear interventions on tendency to slip or fall (184-

187). These included a non-randomised controlled study from Sweden, which examined 

independent and potential interaction effects of footwear and type of icy surface on the 

tenancy to slip, which was assessed using average scores from objective and subjective 

measures, in a sample of 25 participants, including 15 males and 10 females aged 22-62 years 

(186). Four types of footwear and five types of icy surface were tested. The results indicated 

that there were no significant interactions between types of footwear and icy surface on 

propensity to slip (p>0.05). However, there were significant independent effects of footwear 

design and type of icy surface on the potential of participants to slip. It was found that 

participants were least likely to slip when they wore farmer’s boots, which contained lots of 

small ridges on their outsoles. Participants were most likely to slip whilst wearing boots that 

had smooth, flat outsoles and heels (p <0.05). The type of icy surface walked on by 

participants was also significantly associated with risk of slipping (p<0.01), with number of 

slips observed, from least to most, when participants walked on ice covered with: sand, 

gravel, salt, snow, and pure ice. All participants had over 5 months’ experience of walking on 

icy roads and had lived in the Nordic region for at least seven months. Consequently, these 

results may not be applicable to other populations.  

An RCT, also from Sweden, examined the effect of using anti-slip devices on prevention of 

slip and falls over one winter period (2007/8) (187). Participants were healthy, working aged 

adults aged 27-67 years old. These individuals were allocated to one of three groups. 

Participants in the intervention and control groups attended different information meetings in 

order to discuss problems and benefits from walking during the wintertime. Participants in the 

intervention group also received detailed information about the use of anti-slip footwear 

devices and were provided with one of three types of anti-slip devices: a heel device, a foot-

blade device or a whole foot device. Participants in a comparison group did not attend an 

information session and were informed that they were participating in a travel survey. Based 

on self-reported questionnaire data, from 61 participants, including 22 from the intervention 

group, 23 from the control group and 16 from the comparison group, from diaries kept by 

participants over the winter season, the number of falls per kilometre walked was slightly 

reduced for intervention group participants (falls per km = 0.00069) compared to individuals 
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from the control and comparison groups (falls per km = 0.00107).  However, these findings 

may not be generalisable to other populations, such as populations from other countries.  

An RCT from Wisconsin, the USA, examined the effects of a non-medical gait stabilizing 

device, the Yaktrax Walker, on the rate of injurious falls in fall-prone older people (185). 

Participants were community dwelling, fall prone people aged ≥65 years. These individuals 

were allocated to an intervention group, who wore the Yaktrax Walker over the footwear 

during the winter period 2003/4, or a control group, who wore their ordinary footwear. 

Participants from both groups kept diaries documenting their daily number of indoor and 

outdoor slips, falls and injurious falls over the study period. Diaries were available for 109 

participants (intervention group n = 55; control group participants n = 54) which provided 

data for 3,634 diary days for the intervention group and 4,274 for the control group. A 

comparison was made between the number of outdoor and indoor falls for each group. The 

relative risks of falling outdoors were generally significantly lower in the intervention group 

compared to the control group (p<0.05), even though the numbers of indoor falls were 

comparable between groups (185). There were no differences in baseline propensity to slip or 

fall (assessed based on indoor slip and fall rate) between groups. However, lack of blinding to 

the intervention may have influenced participant self-reported diary entries regarding their 

propensity to slip.  

Another RCT, from Dunedin, New Zealand, investigated whether wearing socks over shoes 

improves traction on icy footpaths (184). Thirty pedestrians travelled in a downhill direction 

on one of two icy footpaths wearing either coloured socks over their normal footwear (the 

intervention group) or just their usual footwear (the control group). Wearing socks over 

footwear was associated with a statistically significant improvement in traction. The 

difference in mean self-reported slipperiness scores between the control (n=15) and 

intervention (n=14) group was 1.3 (95% CI 0.4-2.3). In addition, agreement between self-

rated and observer-rated slipperiness was high (correlation coefficient =0.70). It was noted by 

the study authors that the improved traction in the intervention group compared to the control 

group may have been attributable to the fact that a higher proportion of the intervention group 

(71% versus 53%) appeared confident.  

A problem with studies examining the effects of footwear interventions on the risk of falling 

on cold-surfaces was the small sample sizes that were used, which reduces the statistical 

power (i.e. the ability to detect a true significant difference between study groups) of these 

experiments. This is because larger samples are generally more representative of the study 

population.  
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Summary of evidence – Studies evaluating the effectiveness of interventions on reducing slips 

and falls in relation to winter season or cold exposure 

Four studies examined the effects of interventions on the occurrence of slips and falls. Three 

were RCTs ((184, 185, 187), Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies global ratings 

= weak, moderate and weak, respectively) and one non-randomised controlled study ((186); 

Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies rating = weak). The most effective 

interventions appeared to be wearing shoes with ridged soles (187) and Yatrax Walker ice 

grips (185).  

vi. Studies evaluating the effectiveness of interventions on reducing vitamin deficiencies 

in relation to cold exposure or winter season 

Impacts of dietary interventions 

A non-randomised study from Finland investigated the effects of national policy on vitamin D 

fortification on vitamin D status among young Finnish men aged 18–28 years (188).  Serum 

vitamin D concentrations were measured in 96 participants in January 2003 and in a different 

sample of young males in January 2004. The Ministry of Social Affairs and Health 

recommended that vitamin D be added to liquid milk products and margarines from February 

2003. It was found that mean levels of serum vitamin D were higher in a sample of young 

males during the winter a year after the policy came into effect, compared to a different 

sample of males whose vitamin D levels were measured during the same month before the 

policy was implemented. The prevalence of vitamin D insufficiency in the sample who were 

measured a year after the policy was introduced, was reduced by 50% compared to levels 

observed in the pre-intervention group (188). However, baseline differences in serum vitamin 

D between groups were not adjusted for in analyses.  

An RCT from Greece investigated seasonal variations in vitamin D status amongst Greek 

postmenopausal women receiving dairy products enriched with calcium and vitamin D for 30 

months (189). Sixty-six postmenopausal women aged 55-65 years old were randomised into 

an intervention group (n= 30) or a control group (n=36). Intervention group participants 

attended nutrition and lifestyle counselling sessions and were advised to consume dairy 

products which provided a daily dose of 7.5 micrograms (μg) of vitamin D₃ for 12 months, 

increasing to 22.5μg for the remaining 18 months of intervention. Control group participants 

were simply advised to continue with their normal diet. Serum vitamin D levels were 

measured for both groups at baseline and at 6, 12 and 30 month follow-ups. After 30 months 

of intervention, during the winter period, serum vitamin D levels significantly decreased in 

the control group whilst remaining in the same high levels as in the summer period in the 
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intervention group. Also after 30 months of intervention, the prevalence of vitamin D 

insufficiency was significantly higher in the control group compared to the intervention group 

(60% versus 25.0%, P=0.006). There were no significant differences between groups at 

baseline regarding anthropometric (weight, height and BMI), physical activity, dietary intake 

and bone mass indices, which are related to vitamin D levels. In addition, mean serum vitamin 

D levels were higher in the control group compared to the intervention group at baseline. 

However, sunshine exposure and changes in lifestyle factors between groups during the study 

were not accounted for.   

Summary of evidence – Studies evaluating the effectiveness of interventions on reducing 

vitamin deficiencies in relation to winter season or cold exposure 

Two studies examined the effects of interventions on vitamin insufficiency in relation to 

winter months. One was an RCT (189) (Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies 

global rating score = moderate) and the other was a non-randomised study (Quality 

Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies global rating score = weak) (188). There was some 

evidence that vitamin D fortification of food was associated with reduced vitamin D 

insufficiency. However, many other factors also influence serum vitamin D levels (e.g. active 

smoking, ethnicity, physical activity) and it was unclear how much of the effect from each 

study was attributable to the dietary interventions of interest.  

vii. Studies evaluating the effectiveness of interventions on improving emotional health 

and wellbeing in relation to cold exposure or winter season 

Impacts of dietary interventions 

An RCT from England assessed the effect of vitamin D supplementation on the mental health 

of older women (190). Women aged ≥70 years were randomised to receive daily 

supplementation of 1000mg calcium and 800 International Units of vitamin D during the 

winter period, or no intervention. Baseline data, including mental component scores of the 12-

item Short Form questionnaire were collected from 2117 women (1205 and 912 in the control 

and intervention groups, respectively) during May-October and from 1621 women (941 and 

680 respectively, in the control and intervention groups) at a six month follow-up (i.e. during 

the months November-April, which incorporates the four ‘winter’ months). Comparison of 

the six month mean mental component scores between intervention and control group 

participants, adjusting for baseline mental component scores and age, showed there was no 

significant difference between the two scores (p = 0.262). Data on the proportion of eligible 

women who agreed to participate in the study were unavailable. Also, it is possible that 
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factors other than supplementation may have differentially affected the mental health of 

intervention and control groups between baseline and post-intervention measurements (e.g. 

causes of life stress; propensity of individuals to experience seasonal affective disorder).  In 

addition, a clearer indication of the effect of vitamin D supplementation on mental health in 

relation to winter season could have been ascertained by delivering the intervention before the 

winter period and taking follow-up measurements at the beginning of the following spring.  

 Impacts of interventions to increase physical activity and light exposure 

Another RCT, from Finland, examined the effects of an exercise and bright light intervention 

on mood and quality of life during the winter (191). Participants were 80 working-age adults 

who were randomised into one of three groups, respectively receiving an exercise intervention 

under bright light conditions (n=35), exercise intervention under normal light conditions 

(n=35) or relaxation training (n=28). The intervention lasted for 8 weeks and questionnaire 

data on mood and health-related quality of life were collected at study entry and at weeks 4 

and 8 and at a 4 month follow-up.  Physical exercise combined with bright or normal light 

conditions was associated with a significant reductions in scores for atypical depressive 

symptoms (p=0.005) and typical depressive symptoms (p<0.001) at 8 weeks compared to the 

control intervention (relaxation training). The intervention group who received physical 

exercise under bright light conditions also had significantly reduced scores for atypical 

depressive symptoms (p = 0.001) (191). The increased effectiveness of the physical activity 

intervention on under bright light conditions may be caused by neurological mechanisms that 

reduce the symptomology of seasonal affective disorder (sometimes referred to as “winter 

depression”), in response to increased light exposure amongst this treatment group. 

Limitations of this study, identified by the authors, include different levels of attrition of 

participants between groups and also possible selection bias, as participants were required to 

take some interest in fitness training, which may have appealed more to individuals with 

certain characteristics (e.g. persons in better health at baseline).  

 Impact of household thermal efficiency interventions 

Eight studies evaluated the mental health impacts of household thermal efficiency 

interventions, six of which came from the UK and one each from Germany and New Zealand.  

Three studies were from England. One investigation (Allen, 2005, cited in (192)) comprised 

two uncontrolled before-and-after studies, both of which evaluated the UK's Housing for 

Healthier Hearts project in Bradford. The intervention involved heating installation/repair, 

reroofing and replacement windows in households containing person(s) with serious coronary 
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disease. The first study in this evaluation found significant improvements in mental health, 

measured using the mental health component of the SF-36, following the intervention, based 

on outcome data from 32 households. In addition, scores on the Hospital Anxiety and 

Depression Scale indicated a significant reduction in depression following the intervention. 

However, anxiety scores on the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale did not improve 

significantly. In the second study, a significant reduction in mental disorder, measured using 

the GHQ-12 tool, was found following the intervention, based on outcome data from 16 

households. 

A different study from England (193) was an RCT which evaluated the Watcombe Housing 

Project, whereby 119 council owned houses (comprising 480 residents) in south Devon, UK, 

received household upgrades including central heating, ventilation, rewiring, insulation, and 

re-roofing. The intervention was delivered in two phases, between 1999 and 2000. Health 

impacts of the intervention were assessed using annual postal questionnaires, which were sent 

to intervention recipients and a control group in 1999 and 2000. The questionnaire included 

two measures of mental wellbeing, namely mental disorder, assessed using the GHQ-12 tool, 

and mental health, which was assessed using the SF-36. The results showed no statistically 

significant differences between changes in SF-36 or GHQ-12 scores in intervention group 

(n=49 households) compared to a control group (n=61) following the intervention. However, 

the authors of this study noted that health improvements may not have been evident due to the 

short time scale between receipt of the intervention and evaluation of its potential health 

impacts.  

A qualitative study from England (182), described in the section on general morbidities, 

investigated the effects of thermal efficiency grants provided to low income households under 

the Warm Front intervention scheme, on various health outcomes. A purposive sample of 49 

out of 3000 households which received home energy improvements under the scheme from 

five urban areas of England, stratified by area, household type and period since intervention 

(recent installation or installation in the preceding winter) was randomly selected for inclusion 

in the study. Data from semi-structured interviews indicated that many participants reported 

improved mental health and emotional well-being in relation to the intervention. This 

qualitative study comprised a relatively small number of individuals and it is not therefore 

possible to make generalisations at the population level from this work, although it is 

indicative of a positive effect, which would be a logical impact of such an intervention, but 

does not equate with a measureable and statistically quantifiable impact. 
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Two studies evaluated the health impacts of thermal efficiency interventions in Scotland. One 

study (194) used a controlled before-and-after design to evaluate the Scottish Central Heating 

Programme. This programme involved installation of central heating and thermal efficiency 

measures to households in the private rented sector which lacked central heating, and to 

privately owned households containing person(s) above pensionable age which lacked a 

functional central heating system. Data were collected from an intervention group and a 

comparison group, the latter of which comprised households that did were not part of the 

intervention programme, prior to receipt of the intervention and at one and two year follow-

ups, after the intervention was delivered. Data from the two year follow-up indicated that the 

intervention group (n=1,281 households) showed a statistically significant improvement in 

health-related quality of life, assessed using the SF-36 tool, compared to the comparison 

group (n=1,084 households). However, as noted by the study’s authors, the size of the 

difference between groups was small.  

Another study from Scotland (195) used a cross-sectional design to assess the effects of a 

housing regeneration project, which included insulation measures, on mental wellbeing 

amongst 3,911 residents from 15 deprived neighbourhoods of Glasgow. The results showed 

that mental wellbeing, measured using the Warwick-Edinburgh tool, was significantly 

positively associated with internal insulation (p = <0.001).   

A controlled before-and-after study from Northern Ireland (196) evaluated a fuel poverty 

reduction programme, which aimed to tackle fuel poverty in a rural context through 

improving household energy efficiency levels and increasing household income through 

encouraging increased uptake of social security benefits. Energy efficiency measures, 

including some central heating systems, were installed in 54 homes. Data were collected from 

households in the intervention group and from a control group before the intervention was 

delivered and at one-year post-intervention. Data from the post-intervention survey were 

collected from 54 intervention group households and from 46 control group households. The 

study found a non-significant reduction in the prevalence of stress/ mental illness at one year 

post-intervention in the intervention group, whereas the control group showed a significant 

increase in this outcome following the intervention.  

Another before-and-after study, from Germany, evaluated the health effects of the World 

Health Organization’s Frankfurt housing intervention project (197). The programme involved 

the provision of thermal insulation and the replacement of windows and heating systems in 

homes in which these features were inadequate. Initial data were collected in spring 2006 

before the intervention was delivered and follow-up data were collected following the 
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intervention, in spring 2007. Follow-up data were available from 235 households (n = 131 and 

n = 104 for the intervention and control groups, respectively).  The prevalence of depression 

(measured from self-reported sleep disturbance, loss of appetite, lack of motivation/interest 

and lack of self-esteem) decreased in the intervention and control groups following the 

intervention, whereas the prevalence of strong depression increased in both groups. The 

authors concluded these results are difficult to attribute to the renovation work and that further 

analysis of these data should control for factors including the age of the residents.   

A single blinded RCT from New Zealand (described in section iii in relation to respiratory 

health outcomes), examined whether insulating existing houses increases indoor temperatures 

and improves occupants’ health and wellbeing (172). The study groups comprised 1350 un-

insulated households (intervention group n = 679; control group n = 671) containing 4407 

participants from seven low income communities in New Zealand. Mental health was 

assessed using subscales from the SF-36 (namely role functioning physical, role functioning 

emotional, and social functioning). Participants in the intervention group had a significantly 

increased improvement on the role emotional scale (P<0.0001) and on the role physical scale 

(P<0.0001), relative to the control group.  

A limitation of the studies in this section is the short time period between implementation of 

thermal efficiency interventions and collection of data on health outcomes. In addition, the 

self-reported nature of the health data collected is a potential limitation, although mental 

health outcomes were assessed using validated tools in each study. 

Summary of evidence – Studies evaluating the effectiveness of interventions on improving 

emotional health and wellbeing in relation to winter season or cold exposure 

Ten studies examined the effects of interventions on emotional health and wellbeing during 

the winter period. One RCT (190) (Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies global 

rating = strong) found no significant effects of vitamin D supplementation on scores from a 

mental health questionnaire. Another RCT found some evidence that an exercise intervention 

under bright light conditions improved mental health ((191), Quality Assessment Tool for 

Quantitative Studies global rating = moderate)). A qualitative study found that recipients of a 

thermal efficiency intervention reported improved mental health and emotional well-being 

(182). Evidence in relation to the mental health impacts of household thermal efficiency 

interventions using data from quantitative studies showed mixed but generally positive results 

(Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies global rating = strong ((193), (195), (194), 

(197), (172)); Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies global rating = moderate 
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(196); Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies global rating = weak (Allen, 2005, 

cited in (192)).  

viii. Studies evaluating the effectiveness of interventions on reducing adverse wider social 

impacts of cold exposure or winter season 

Impacts of interventions to increase clothing protection  

An RCT from Queensland, Australia (183), already cited in the section on general 

morbidities, assessed the effects of providing coronary patients with two thermal hats and tops 

and a digital thermometer (intervention group) on healthcare utilisation. This can be 

considered a social outcome due to the economic costs to society of medical consultations. 

Fifty five participants aged ≥50 years were randomised into an intervention group, who 

received two thermal hats and tops and a thermometer, or a control group who did not receive 

the intervention. Fifty participants completed the study (26 in the intervention group and 24 in 

the control group). The mean number of days in hospital per 100 winter days was higher (2.5) 

in the intervention group compared to 1.8 in the usual care (control) group, with a mean 

difference of 0.7 (95% CI −1.5 to 5.4), although the intervention group had 0.2 fewer GP 

visits on average (95% CI −0.8 to 0.3) compared to the control group. The study reported 

greater usage of the thermal tops compared to hats by intervention group participants. The 

self-reported nature of outcome data is a limitation of this study.  

Impacts of housing-related interventions 

A qualitative study from Auckland, New Zealand, evaluated the impacts of the Healthy 

Housing Programme, which aimed to improve the housing circumstances of low income 

families who lived in social housing (198). Thematic analyses of semi-structured interview 

data from members of 30 recipient households indicated that the programme had strengthened 

social cohesion (198). Interviewers were ethnically matched to participants, to help build 

positive relationships during the interview process. The authors of the study acknowledged 

that participant responses to questions may have been influenced by the knowledge that the 

research was funded by the same organisation that provided the intervention.  

A single blinded RCT that was conducted in the following five communities in New Zealand: 

Porirua, the Hutt Valley, Christchurch, Dunedin and Bluff,  investigated the effects of 

installing a more effective, less polluting home heater on outcomes including school 

absenteeism (199). All households contained a child aged 6-12 years with diagnosed asthma. 

Households were randomised into an intervention group (n =200) whose homes were installed 

with a more effective heater before the winter of 2006. The homes of children in the control 
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group (n=174) were not provided with an intervention until the study follow-up data had been 

collected. Demographic and health information were collected before the intervention. Data 

on school absenteeism for study participants were obtained for the summer before the 

intervention was delivered or was likely to be in use and for the winter when the intervention 

was likely to be used. Outcome data, in terms of school attendance records, were collected for 

135 intervention group participants and 134 control group participants.  Results showed that 

installation of a more effective and less polluting home heating system in the homes of 

asthmatic children was associated with a 21% reduction in the number of days absent from 

school compared to children in the control group (p<0.02). Limitations identified by the 

authors of the study included that the study had more low-income households and more Maori 

and Pacific Islander households compared to the whole population of New Zealand, which 

reduces the generalisability of the study’s findings.  

Another RCT from New Zealand (172) (described in section iii on respiratory health), 

investigated the impacts of a household thermal efficiency intervention provided to low 

income households, using data from seven communities from across New Zealand. The study 

participants were from 1350 un-insulated households (intervention group n = 679; control 

group n = 671) containing 4407 participants from seven low income communities in New 

Zealand. Each household had at least one person who had reported respiratory symptoms in 

the last year. Baseline data were collected in 2001, before the intervention was implemented, 

follow-up data were collected in 2002. Insulation-related increased bedroom temperature and 

decreased humidity were associated with significantly reduced odds of self-reports of children 

taking a day off school (0.49, 95% CI 0.31–0.80, p=0.004), self-reports of adults taking a day 

off work (0.62, 95% CI 0.46–0.83, p = 0.0017) and self-reported general practitioner (GP) 

visits (0.73, 95% CI 0.62–0.87, p=0.0002) and non-significantly with GP visits according to 

medical records. Participant knowledge of their interventions status could have influenced 

their self-reported outcome data; however, it was not possible to blind participants to this 

information. 

A qualitative study from England (182), also described in the sections on general morbidities 

and mental health and wellbeing, evaluated the impact of the Warm Front thermal efficiency 

intervention scheme. Qualitative interviews were undertaken with a purposive sample of 49 

recipient households from 5 English cities. Intervention recipients reported an expansion of 

domestic space associated with the intervention, including an increased usage of kitchen 

areas, during the cold-months. Additional reported benefits included improved nutrition, 

presumably because of the increased ability for individuals to pay for better quality food due 
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to their reduced fuel costs attributable to improved household thermal efficiency. Qualitative 

studies are descriptive rather than analytical in nature and do not include samples that are 

representative of the study population. Consequently, they do not provide strong evidence of 

cause-effect relationships between exposures or interventions and outcomes and the results of 

qualitative studies cannot be generalised to the population level. However, evidence from 

these studies can be used to formulate hypotheses about disease mechanisms which can be 

tested quantitatively.  

A non-randomised controlled study from England, analysed existing survey data to assess the 

nature of the benefits of a thermal efficiency intervention performed in flats in 4 apartment 

blocks in a poor inner-city area of Sheffield, Northern England (200). The comparison group 

were residents of 3 unimproved apartment blocks, from the same inner-city area as the 

intervention group participants and who had similar socioeconomic circumstances. The study 

found that recipients of the intervention used financial savings from reduced fuel bills 

associated with the improved thermal efficiency of their housing to pay for additional home 

heating, thus increasing their level of household warmth. Reduced heating costs associated 

with the intervention also enabled recipients to purchase other ‘basic essentials of life’. This 

indicates that thermal efficiency improvements may help to reduce social inequalities, by 

enabling a better standard of living for recipients.  

An RCT from North East England evaluated the health and social impacts of a fuel poverty 

intervention (201). Two hundred and thirty seven households in full or marginal fuel poverty 

were randomised to an intervention group (n=129), who received an energy efficiency 

intervention package in year three of the study, or a control group (n=108) who received the 

intervention in year four of the study.  Receipt of a thermal efficiency improvement package 

was associated with improved household temperature and increased satisfaction with 

household warmth in the intervention group compared to a control group (p=0.02). Heating 

costs were not found to be reduced following the intervention (201). This suggests recipients 

used the financial savings from reduced fuel bills associated with the thermal efficiency 

interventions to pay for extra heating, thus financing their improved thermal comfort. 

Limitations of the study design include that it was not possible to blind participants to their 

intervention status.  

A non-randomised controlled study from England evaluated the impact of the Warm Front 

intervention on winter thermal comfort in low-income dwellings (202). Data were collected 

pre- or post-intervention from 2500 dwellings selected from five major urban areas in 

England over the winters of 2001/02 and 2002/03. The intervention included (i) insulation 
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only, (ii) gas central heating only or (iii) insulation and gas central heating. Data from 

households in the intervention group were compared with those collected from a baseline 

(control) group, before they received the intervention. Results indicated that the scheme led to 

an increase in the mean indoor temperature from 17.10C to 190C. In addition, each of the three 

intervention packages was associated with significant improvements in the level or thermal 

comfort and reduced clothing level compared to the group who were assessed at baseline 

(p≤0.05) (202). Comparison of different intervention and control groups during the periods 

controls for climatic factors (e.g. mean environmental temperature across the study areas 

during specific winter seasons). It was not clear whether factors that may influence thermal 

comfort and clothing requirements (e.g. age, sex and clinical factors), were balanced between 

groups, although only fuel poor households containing a vulnerable person, defined in terms 

of age and medical vulnerabilities, were eligible for the intervention. 

An economic study from Ireland evaluated the projected costs and benefits of a national 

thermal efficiency programme (203). The intervention involved retrofitting existing dwellings 

with various thermal efficiency technologies and heating improvements. The study valued the 

economic benefits of the programme, measured as improved levels of thermal comfort and 

reduced energy costs, at €461 discounted at 5% (i.e. what that value of money would be 

currently worth), over 20 years. Improved thermal comfort and reduced energy costs 

accounted for 21% and 79% of the total benefits of the programme, respectively. This was a 

computer simulation rather than an evaluation of an actual intervention and health outcomes 

were not assessed.  

A different economic study evaluated the costs and benefits of a thermal efficiency 

intervention in Greater Manchester, Northern England (204). The cost-benefit analysis 

considered Affordable Warmth Access Referral Mechanism interventions in 52 households, 

whose residents were 82 adults and 12 children. The interventions were mainly insulation 

(wall and loft) and heating improvements (boiler repair or new central heating). Scenarios 

were considered whereby benefits, in terms of change to anxiety and depression state 

measured using the EuroQol instrument, and quality-adjusted life year (QALY) gains over 

one and five year periods. A QALY is equal to one year of life in perfect health (205). In this 

study, QALY gains ranged from 1.67 to 31.16 depending on the scenario modelled. Life years 

gained from living longer were estimated to be 2.55 years, assumed to equal to 1.53 QALYs. 

The study authors cited that using the NHS threshold of £20,000 as the value of one QALY. 

The intervention in this project cost £88,800 and therefore must generate at least 4.44 QALYs 

to be cost effective. In the scenarios modelled, the value of the QALYs gained ranged from 
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£64,000 to £653,800. The authors acknowledged that the models are unsuited to use in 

specific populations, such as cancer patients who may gain more benefit from increased 

household warmth. 

A study from New Zealand evaluated the costs and benefits of retrofitting, in which the 

homes of asthmatic children from the lower North Island and the South Island were installed 

with a cleaner, more efficient heating system (206). Participants were randomised to either 

receive a new heater prior to winter 2006 or to receive the intervention after the outcome data 

had been collected (control condition). Of the 209 and 200 control and intervention group 

households, respectively, 174 and 175 were still part of the study at the end. During and after 

the winter of 2006, health and energy use data were collected. The ratio of health benefits, 

reduced energy usage and carbon savings against the costs of installing and running the new 

heater were 1.09:1 in a scenario which assumed that children from the intervention group 

experienced high rates of asthma over the duration of the expected lifespan of the new heater.  

In a second scenario, which assumed typical rates of asthma for children in the intervention 

group over the expected lifespan of the heater, the ratio of benefits to costs was 0.31:1. 

However, the authors indicated that the sample size used in this study was not large enough to 

provide sufficient statistical power.  

Another study, from regions across the North and South islands of New Zealand, evaluated 

the impact of an insulation retrofitting programme on healthcare utilisation (207). The data 

were based on 51,663 insulation retrofits installed in 2009-10 and 49,096 in 2010-11. Benefits 

were analysed over 30 years for the impact of insulation and ten years for the impact of clean 

heat. Annual health-related benefits (savings) per household treated (New Zealand dollars 

($)/house, for all homes) were estimated as follows:  hospitalisation and pharmaceutical use 

related benefits: $75.48, value of reduced mortality: $439.95, total health benefits: $563.18. A 

limitation of the study is that only metered data were used to estimate changes in energy use; 

the study did not include data on the impacts on other fuels, such as coal or wood. 

An economic study investigated the health co-benefits of four proposed greenhouse gas 

emission reduction strategies in the UK (208). The strategies related to food and agriculture, 

household energy efficiency strategy and two were in relation to urban transport. The 

household energy strategy involved improving insulation and ventilation of the housing stock 

to improve health and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The time period used to assess costs 

and benefits in this study was 20 years (2011–2030). The study found that health benefits 

(disease burdens in terms of Years Lost due to Disability and Years of Life Lost) enhanced 

the cost effectiveness of the thermal efficiency strategy only over the very long term (beyond 
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the 20 year time horizon of the study). This was a policy simulation rather than being based 

on an actual intervention. 

A study from Northern England evaluated the economic impact of a fuel poverty intervention 

(the ‘Kirklees Warm Zone Project’) on mental health and wellbeing (209). The intervention 

ran from 2007-2010 and provided energy efficiency improvements and other services, 

including home safety measures and benefit checks, to residents of the Metropolitan Borough 

(a local authority area) of Kirklees, in West Yorkshire. The intervention was provided to a 

range of households, specifically targeting privately owned homes due to their low thermal 

efficiency relative to social housing in the area. However, all residents of Kirklees received 

some form of intervention. The costs of the project were measured against health benefits, 

primarily in term of mental wellbeing, including a range of outcomes such as common mental 

disorder, anxiety and depression; physical health impacts were also included in the model. 

Estimates of the likely impact of the intervention on health outcomes were derived from the 

epidemiological literature and these were converted to monetary values using NICE’s QALY 

values. Using this method, it was estimated that a capital investment of £13.3 million to the 

scheme, would produce benefits to mental well-being and physical health that would recoup 

36p per pound of investment over a lifespan of likely impacts. Alternatively, a capital 

investment of £24 million in the project was estimated to produce a health benefit return of 

20p per pound of investment. Limitations of the evidence used to derive odds ratios for this 

study were identified by the study authors, including that data used to assess mental health 

impacts of interventions were predominantly self-reported.  

Another study assessed the health benefits versus costs of a thermal efficiency intervention 

from Northern Ireland (210). Northern Ireland’s Warm Zone Scheme ran from 2000-2008. 

The intervention involved retrofitting houses to improve thermal efficiency ratings. Estimates 

of cost-effectiveness were made over a 15 year time period, the estimated lifespan of the 

intervention. Health impacts were estimated in relation to the expected occupants of treated 

dwellings (including senior citizens, young adults and children). The total number of treated 

homes was 60,223; this figure was disaggregated by age of recipients for the purposes of 

analysis. The study estimated that with an investment of £109 million in the scheme, between 

23% and 42% of this cost could be offset against QALY gains from reduced household health 

hazards. Also, between 1% and 2% of this investment could be offset against NHS savings 

from treating fewer cold-related accidents and illnesses. The authors of the study identified a 

limitation in the method used to calculate cold-related health hazards, which focused on 

physical health impacts, presumably as mental health outcomes are more difficult to quantify.  
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A study from Wales calculated the health and social costs and benefits of interventions to 

reduce health and safety hazards related to cold housing (211). The authors of the study used 

the results of a national housing survey which estimates the prevalence of health hazards 

related to cold housing, based on the Housing, Health and Safety Rating System 

methodology. These health impacts were monetised using NHS data on the costs of treating 

the health conditions that are related to cold housing. The costs of reducing serious health 

hazards of cold housing were calculated using the estimated costs of remedial work. The 

results indicated that the installation of an efficient heating system, and upgrading of loft 

insulation in a home with serious cold-related health hazards, would raise the thermal 

efficiency rating of the property well above average. In addition, the potential costs to the 

NHS of treating cold-housing-related health hazards in the home would be recouped in 

approximately five years. Additionally, when annual fuel savings are added to the model, it 

was estimated that the cost of the improvement could be paid back in half of this time. The 

authors estimated that more advanced thermal efficiency improvements would produce fuel 

and carbon savings but not much impact on health. As acknowledged in a different study 

(209), the Housing, Health and Safety Rating System focuses on physical health impacts.  

A study estimated the public health and societal cost benefits of insulation retrofits in existing 

housing across the USA (212). The study was based on modelled emission reductions from 

insulation retrofits in single-family homes (n=46 million) in the United States. Concentration-

response functions for morbidity and mortality from PM2.5 were derived from the 

epidemiological literature, and economic values were assigned to health outcomes based on 

willingness to pay studies. It was estimated that the insulation retrofits would result in 3,100 

fewer tons of PM2.5, 100,000 fewer tons of nitrous oxides, and 190,000 fewer tons of sulphur 

dioxide per year. These emission reductions equated to 240 fewer deaths, 6,500 fewer asthma 

attacks, and 110,000 fewer restricted activity days per year. The authors of the study 

acknowledged uncertainties related to the interpretation of PM2.5 health effects and other 

dimensions in their model.  

A qualitative focus group study from England investigated the value to recipients of two cold-

weather-related fuel subsidies (213). The Winter Fuel Payment is a tax-free payment provided 

to recipients of the state pension or certain other social security benefits in the UK. The Cold 

Weather Payment is a benefit provided during periods of cold weather to individuals in 

receipt of certain benefits. Three categories of focus groups were used to collect qualitative 

data from different types of participants, they were: pensioners (n=18 participants); 

individuals living with household members with a disability (n=8 participants); or individuals 
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from a household containing a child who was under the age of 5 years (n=5 participants). 

Findings of the research indicated that the Winter Fuel Payment is considered to provide a 

significant and valuable contribution to older households and to lessen worry and stress 

associated with high energy bills and increased heating usage. Also, winter fuel payments 

received by older households and Cold Weather Payments received by younger vulnerable 

households may act as a prompt for households to think about budgeting for fuel. The Cold 

Weather Payment was valued by those who received it, but only during the occasions when a 

payment has been triggered. Finally, for those eligible for the Cold Weather Payment, a need 

was identified among some households for additional financial assistance during the winter 

period. This was particularly pronounced in the cases of mothers with young children and in 

low income households, a number of whom testified to missing out on meals in order to top-

up their prepayment meter, which is often a more expensive way of paying for fuel compared 

to monthly payments, and in the case of households where there is an existing disability or 

illness. Qualitative studies can provide useful insights regarding the utility of interventions for 

improving health.  

Summary of evidence – Studies evaluating the effectiveness of interventions on reducing 

adverse wider social impacts in relation to winter season or cold exposure 

Seventeen studies considered the effectiveness of interventions aimed at reducing the wider 

social impacts of cold weather. Four of the studies were RCTs (172, 183, 199, 201). Quality 

Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies global rating scores = strong, moderate, strong and 

moderate, respectively). The results of one study provided evidence that an intervention to 

increase clothing protection over the winter period was associated with reduced healthcare 

utilisation, but this was based on self-reported data. Results from the other RCTs indicated 

that household thermal efficiency interventions were associated with reduced school and work 

absenteeism, in addition to fewer GP visits. There was also evidence that the benefits of such 

interventions are used to improve thermal comfort in the home, rather than to reduce fuel 

usage and costs.  

In addition, there were two non-randomised controlled studies (202) and (200) (Quality 

Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies global rating scores = weak and moderate, 

respectively). The findings from these studies provided evidence that thermal efficiency 

interventions were associated with reduced heating costs and improved thermal comfort. 

Three studies used qualitative methods (182, 198, 213), CASP scores = 7, 7, and 6.5 out of 

10, respectively. The results from these studies indicated that thermal efficiency interventions 

could have positive impacts on social cohesion and improve the dietary quality of recipients. 
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Cold-weather-related fuel subsidies were found to be valuable to recipients, but a need for 

additional financial assistance was highlighted amongst those ineligible for the Winter Fuel 

Payment. 

Nine studies were economic impacts assessments (196-197, 199-205), CASP scores ranged 

from 7 to 9.5 out of 12.  These studies provided mixed evidence in relation to the economic 

benefits of thermal efficiency improvements, depending on the populations used in each study 

and parameters included in the models, particularly in relation to outcomes.   

3.4 Summary 

In this systematic review, I used a narrative approach to synthesise evidence from a 

heterogeneous range of studies which evaluated the effects of interventions on reducing 

winter- and cold- related excess adverse health and social impacts. Forty-one studies were 

included in the review, which came from the UK, New Zealand, the USA, Australia, Sweden, 

Japan and Finland. Only fifteen studies were RCTs, which are generally considered to provide 

the strongest evidence of cause-effect relationships between interventions and outcomes. A 

general limitation of the RCTs in this review was the lack of double blinding, which meant 

that participants were often aware of their intervention status. However, most of the studies 

used objective outcome measures, which may reduce potential bias in which intervention 

group participants are more likely to report that their health has improved after receipt of an 

intervention. 

Qualitative studies provided information regarding the processes underlying the effectiveness 

or ineffectiveness of interventions. Economic studies enabled societal costs of cold weather to 

be quantified. The cost-effectiveness estimates varied between populations and based on 

parameters included in the analyses. 

Most of the included studies evaluated the effects of interventions which aimed to increase 

household warmth using central heating installation or upgrades and improved household 

thermal efficiency standards. Several studies identified that individuals tend to take the 

benefits of thermal efficiency interventions to improve their level of thermal comfort, as 

opposed to reducing their fuel bills.  In relation to outcomes, proportionally most studies 

investigated the effects of interventions on reducing respiratory conditions. This is valuable, 

given that most cold-weather-related deaths and caused by respiratory illnesses. However, the 

effects of interventions on reducing cold-weather-related adverse health impacts in relation to 

other condition groups that contribute a large proportion of excess winter deaths and illnesses, 

was lacking.  
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The results in relation to the effectiveness of interventions on reducing cold-weather-related 

adverse health and social outcomes are summarised as follows. Household warmth 

interventions appeared to be effective at reducing blood pressure, which is a risk factor for 

cardiac disease, but evidence in relation to their effects on hard outcomes (i.e. cardiovascular 

diagnoses), which affect patients’ lives, were inconsistent. Influenza vaccination was 

generally associated with reduced diagnoses of respiratory conditions and there was some 

evidence that this intervention was most effective amongst older persons aged ≥65 years 

(174). However, publication bias, whereby research with statistically significant results is 

more likely to be submitted and published than work with null or non-significant results, is 

acknowledged to inflate the perceived positive effects of clinical interventions based on the 

literature (214). Healthy user effect, where uptake of an intervention, such as influenza 

vaccination, is more common amongst healthier individuals, may also bias the findings, by 

reducing the apparent effectiveness of interventions (215). 

Interventions to improve household warmth and personal clothing protection were generally 

associated with improved general health, but this evidence was mainly based on self-reported 

data. The most effective footwear interventions for reducing slips and falls of those 

investigated were wearing shoes with ridged soles (187) and Yatrax Walker ice grips (185). 

There was some evidence that vitamin D fortification of food can reduce vitamin D 

insufficiency in winter months, but the evidence was from studies which generally failed to 

control for a comprehensive range of factors that influence serum vitamin D levels. There was 

evidence that a thermal efficiency intervention and an exercise intervention that was delivered 

under bright light conditions in winter months had positive impacts on mental health and 

wellbeing (191).  

This review illustrates the range of interventions which have been used to reduce excess 

adverse health and social outcomes in relation to cold exposure and winter season. Unlike 

previous studies, this review integrated evidence in relation to the effects of interventions on 

different outcomes. The lack of a second reviewer is a likely source of bias in this review and 

the review presented in chapter two.  

Strengths of the available evidence include the evaluation of interventions which focus on a 

broad range of socioeconomic, housing and behavioural factors. However, there is less 

evidence on the effects of interventions in reducing cold-weather-related adverse health 

impacts caused by non-respiratory conditions.  

Most studies evaluated the relatively short-term health and social impacts of interventions in 

this review. Also, there was a lack of data collection in relation the potential adverse impacts 
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of interventions, particularly in relation to household thermal efficiency measures. There are 

stronger building regulations around household ventilation in Scandinavian countries. In 

Sweden, many new homes are equipped with heat recovery ventilation systems, which clean 

warm air generated within the house and feed it back into the property (216). Potential 

adverse health impacts of insulation measures include over-heating during summer where 

internal sources (e.g. cooking appliances) generate heat which is retained inside the property; 

and also the potentially increased incidence of respiratory conditions during colder months 

where ventilation levels are inadequate.  

It has been noted that the potential adverse impacts of households with high levels of thermal 

efficiency but inadequate ventilation are likely to have the most profound impacts on the 

health of individuals with existing respiratory conditions, even though their cardiovascular 

health outcomes are likely to be improved by increased household warmth (18). 

The results of this review indicate that interventions to increase household warmth may be 

effective at reducing a range of adverse health and social outcomes.  In chapter four, I 

consider the mechanisms by which the factors identified in chapters two-three could moderate 

associations between cold exposure and illnesses and deaths from specific condition groups in 

England. 
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Chapter Four. 

How do winter season and cold exposure lead to circulatory and respiratory 

morbidities and mortality? Developing evidence-based pathway models 

4.1 Introduction 

In chapters two and three, I systematically reviewed and synthesised evidence investigating 

associations between socioeconomic, housing and lifestyle-related factors and health and 

social outcomes, in relation to winter season and measures of cold exposure. Most studies 

investigated the effects of individual social factors which act directly upon biological disease 

pathways (downstream ‘proximal’ factors), on the risk of winter- or cold-related circulatory 

and respiratory health outcomes.  In this chapter, I consider the mechanisms by which these 

factors could moderate associations between cold exposure and circulatory and respiratory 

illnesses and deaths in England. I also consider some upstream (‘distal’) factors, including 

geo-climatic factors and the social determinants of health, which could indirectly impact on 

circulatory and respiratory health outcomes during the winter period and in relation to cold 

exposure, through their impacts on the proximal factors of interest.  

Improved understanding regarding the nature of associations between different factors and 

winter- and cold-related adverse health and social outcomes could help identify targets for 

intervention. It could also provide information to enable a coordinated response between 

government departments and stakeholder organisations, to reduce the adverse health and 

social impacts of cold weather.  

The conceptual work presented in this chapter provides information about the potential 

mechanisms through which various factors, identified in the systematic reviews in chapters 

two and three, could impact on circulatory and respiratory health, and may therefore influence 

morbidity and mortality rates, in relation to winter season and cold weather. This information 

is used to inform the analyses in chapter eight, concerning the relationships between 

explanatory factors and spatial and temporal variations in morbidity and mortality rates across 

England and between winter seasons.  

The outline of this chapter is as follows. In section 4.2, I explain how I have assessed the 

strength of epidemiological evidence, in terms of whether an association is likely to be causal 

(i.e. cause-effect relationship between exposure x and outcome y) or due to chance, bias, 
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confounding or reverse causality (effect-cause relationship between exposure x and outcome 

y). This information is used to indicate the strength of evidence in the pathways in figures 4.1 

to 4.6, based on the appraisals of studies presented in chapters two and three. 

In section 4.3, I discuss the purpose of conceptual models in public health and the scope and 

structure of the evidence-based pathway models, presented in figures 4.1 to 4.6.  

Subsequently, in section 4.4, I describe hypothesized mechanisms by which exposures from 

chapters two and three could impact on circulatory and respiratory health outcomes. In figures 

4.1 to 4.6, I present diagrams illustrating relationships between exposures, interventions and 

outcome variables based on evidence form chapter two and three.  

A chapter summary is presented in section 4.5.  

4.2 Epidemiology, ‘causality’ and the hierarchy of evidence 

Epidemiology refers to ‘the study of the distributions and determinants of health-related 

states or events in specified populations’ (217, p.S1015). Epidemiologists investigate the 

frequency of health and disease in populations in relation to potentially relevant factors (218). 

Epidemiological evidence can demonstrate that particular factors are associated with 

increased or decreased occurrence of a health outcome in a population that is exposed to those 

factors (219). It can, therefore, be used to identify ‘risk’ and ‘protective’ factors. Risk factors 

are attributes, characteristics or exposures associated with an increased risk of an adverse 

health or social outcome (220). Protective factors are associated with a reduced risk of 

negative health or social outcomes or an increased likelihood of positive outcomes (220).  

Epidemiological methods are used to monitor disease trends, by providing information about 

when, where and among whom particular health outcomes are likely to occur (218). However, 

epidemiological evidence alone cannot prove that a specific exposure causes a health or social 

outcome (221). 

Causation is a concept for which there is no single accepted definition within the 

epidemiological literature (222). According to deterministic criteria, a cause is a condition 

that is necessary or sufficient for an effect (e.g. a change in health or social outcome) to occur 

(222). A necessary cause is a condition without which the effect cannot occur, whilst a 

sufficient cause is a condition with which the effect must occur (222). These criteria are most 

applicable to the investigation of associations between variables in the physical sciences, 

particularly in situations where there this a pattern of one-to-one correspondence between 

causes and their effects (222). However, deterministic definitions of causality are less useful 

in the context of health and social sciences, in which most outcomes have complex 
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aetiologies. To exemplify this, there is strong, consistent scientific evidence, from 

epidemiological, clinical and laboratory studies, that tobacco smoking is strongly associated 

with lung cancer (223). However, tobacco smoking cannot be considered a cause of lung 

cancer using the necessity or sufficiency criteria, as lung cancer occurs amongst non-smokers 

and not all smokers develop lung cancer (222). Hence, there is no single cause of all lung 

cancers (223) and we can only conclude that smoking is associated with a substantially 

increased risk of lung cancer (221) using the necessity and sufficiency criteria.  

Factors can be associated with health and social outcomes in different ways. Predisposing 

factors are variables that do not cause the outcome but affect vulnerability to it (221). For 

example, heart attack occurs when the blood supply to the heart is interrupted (224). The risk 

of heart attack increases with age. However, increased age does not cause heart attack, other 

conditions must be present for this outcome to occur (221), such as thickening of the arterial 

wall due to atherosclerosis, which is more prevalent amongst older persons (225). Enabling 

factors facilitate manifestation of a health outcome (221). An example of this is the spread of 

influenza between persons due to indoor crowding which may promote an outbreak of the 

virus in a community. Precipitating factors are conditions that are associated with the 

definitive onset of a health outcome (221). An example of this would be cases of individuals, 

generally with cardiac risk factors, who suffer a heart attack during or shortly after strenuous 

exercise. Reinforcing factors aggravate a health state (221). For example, COPD patients are 

likely to experience exacerbation of their condition after repeated, daily exposure to cold, 

damp housing conditions.  

Although epidemiological studies cannot prove that relationships between exposure and 

outcome variables are causal, aspects of epidemiologic study design and analysis can be used 

to reduce the likelihood of observing an association between exposure and outcome variables 

that is attributable to factors other than causality (221). Causal associations between exposure 

and outcome variables can be indicated where there is sufficient, unbiased epidemiological 

evidence (226). Sometimes epidemiological evidence is the best available and is considered to 

provide sufficient evidence to act on a problem (e.g. in relation to the associations between 

folic acid deficiency in pregnant women and foetal neural tube defects; or between 

thalidomide consumption in expectant mothers and limb malformations in their offspring). 

Invalid (spurious) associations between exposure and outcome variables occur due to random 

or systematic error. The term ‘error’ refers to ‘the difference between the observed value of a 

measurement and the true value’ (227, p.228). Random error (chance) differs between 

samples. An example of random error is provided here, based on a text book example (228). 
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The scenario is a hypothetical investigation of the association between occupying a household 

with central heating and being obese, where there is no real association between the exposure 

and outcome variables of interest in the study population (e.g. adults from England). If a 

random sample of 200 (100 obese and 100 non obese) adults were randomly drawn from the 

study population in which 60% of adults occupy centrally heated households, we might 

expect approximately the same proportions of our obese and non-obese participants to live in 

a home with central heating. However, each sample that is randomly drawn from the study 

population will contain different numbers of individuals from centrally heated households. If, 

by chance, a greater proportion of obese individuals from our sample live in a household with 

central heating compared to the non-obese adults, we would observe a false positive 

association between central heating and obesity (i.e. a type 1 error) and we would reject the 

null hypothesis of a lack of association between living in a centrally heated household and 

obesity.  

Statistical significance tests are used to quantify the probability that an observed association 

between an exposure and an outcome variable occurs by chance. A probability (‘p’) value of 

≤0.05 from a significance test indicates that the probability of obtaining the observed or a 

more extreme association between variables (e.g. between occupying a centrally heated 

household and being obese) in the dataset by chance, is less than or equal to 5%. This is based 

on the proportion of samples with the same or more extreme association between exposure 

and outcome variables of interest, from a hypothetical infinite number of random samples 

drawn from the study population, when there is no real association between the variables 

(229).  

Spurious associations between exposure and outcome variables can also be caused by 

systematic error (bias), which refers to ‘deviation in one direction of the observed value from 

the true value of the construct being measured’ (230, p. 601). With random errors, the 

proportions of experimental and control groups with certain attributes (e.g. living in centrally 

heated housing) can be higher or lower than in the population from which samples are drawn. 

However, as these errors produce associations that are either above or below the true value in 

individual samples, they tend to cancel out over a sufficiently large number of observations, 

so that the mean for the error becomes zero. Systematic errors on the other hand, are always in 

one or the other direction of the population value and do not cancel out over repeated samples 

(231, p.217). 

There are various different types of bias. Selection bias occurs when individuals with certain 

characteristics are more likely to be included in a study. Hence, there are systematic 
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differences between the characteristics of study participants and non-participants (66). An 

example of selection bias is in a hypothetical study comparing the incidence of medical 

consultations over a given time period between children from households who received a 

thermal efficiency intervention compared to children from the general population. If 

participants in the study were non-randomly selected as, for example, they had an existing 

illness and it was considered that they would benefit more from the intervention compared to 

healthy individuals, then this could artificially reduce the perceived effectiveness of the 

intervention. This is because children who received the intervention may still require more 

medical care compared to healthy children due to their medical status, despite the effect of the 

intervention.  

Chance and bias occur when samples in a study are non-representative of the population from 

which they were drawn (232). Confounding refers to a situation whereby ‘an extraneous 

factor (a factor other than the variables under study) which is not controlled for, distorts the 

results’ (230, p.602). The extraneous factor must be independently associated with the 

exposure and outcomes of interest – it must not lie on the causal pathway between the 

exposure and outcome variables under investigation (e.g. cholesterol mediates, rather than 

confounds the association between saturated fat consumption and coronary heart disease 

(CHD)) (232). Chance and bias produce an association between exposure and outcome 

variables from data in study samples that is invalid (232) (i.e. it is different from the true 

association in the study population). However, confounding produces a real association but 

misattribution about which exposure is causing the effect (232). An example of confounding 

is a hypothetical association between social renting and the prevalence of coronary heart 

disease (CHD). Renting a home from a social housing provider does not cause heart disease, 

but individuals from socially-rented households are more likely have other CHD risk factors, 

including being active smokers, less physically active and to have a high saturated fat intake, 

compared to home owners. This is because social renting and lifestyle-related CHD risk 

factors may all be commonly associated with income deprivation.  Hence, CHD risk factors 

are independently associated with social renting and CHD (i.e. they are confounding rather 

than mediating factors).  

Various criteria have been proposed to assess the likelihood that an association between an 

exposure and health outcome is causal, based on epidemiological evidence.  However, most 

of these methods have been criticised for lacking applicability to modern health problems 

with complex aetiologies (221). The Bradford-Hill criteria, established in 1965, are still 

widely used to assess whether associations are causal, but are now generally considered as 
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guidelines, as most of the criteria are neither necessary nor sufficient for proving causality 

(233).  

Causality guidelines have largely been replaced in recent years by the concept of  ‘evidence-

based medicine’ (EBM), which refers to the integration of science into the practice of 

medicine (234).  EBM involves identifying the ‘best available evidence’ to inform clinical 

decision making. The evidence presented in chapters two and three of this thesis came from a 

range of study designs. Advocates of the EBM approach classify study designs according to 

their internal validity, which refers the extent to which we can infer that the observed effect 

(i.e. health or social outcome) is caused by the exposure or intervention being evaluated (66) 

rather than being due to bias or confounding.   

Using the EBM approach, a hierarchy (‘pyramid’) of evidence is used to depict the strength of 

evidence, in terms of the level of internal validity for different study designs. According to 

this approach, RCTs are considered to be the ‘gold standard’ of research design for their 

ability to infer causality and estimate the effects of interventions on health and social 

outcomes. This is because they generally have high internal validity, promoted by the 

practices of randomisation and blinding. Randomisation refers to the process of allocating 

participants to intervention or control groups using an unbiased method (235), such as a 

random number generator. Blinding refers to the concealment of participants’ allocation to 

intervention and control groups from participants (single blinding) or participants and 

researchers (double blinding). Where there is a sufficiently large sample size, randomisation 

reduces the likelihood of obtaining spurious results caused by chance and bias due to the 

disproportionate distribution of participants with certain characteristics between study groups.  

Blinding promotes internal validity in RCTs by reducing the likelihood of a ‘placebo effect’ 

whereby knowledge about participants’ intervention status may affect their outcomes (e.g. 

self-rated health) or the outcome assessor’s judgement (236). When all factors other than the 

intervention are considered equal between groups, stronger information about causal 

relationships between an intervention and health or social outcomes can be deduced (237).  

The RCTs from the systematic review in chapter three varied in quality. Some of the studies 

had small sample sizes (e.g. 183). This reduces the likelihood that the proportions of 

participants with characteristics that could influence the outcome are (i) balanced between 

intervention and control groups and (ii) reflect the proportions of individuals with those 

attributes in the study population. In addition, various studies did not (or were unable to) 

conceal allocation status from participants and, or assessors (168). In one study, it was 

revealed that some participants had guessed their intervention status (181). This is likely to 
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have compromised the validity of the results of the investigation, which assessed the 

association between ascorbic acid (vitamin C) intake and self-reported incidence of cold 

symptoms.    

The systematic literature review in chapter three also included intervention evaluation studies 

(e.g. 168), in which participants are allocated to intervention and control group via non-

randomised methods (66). Lack of randomisation increases the likelihood that observed 

results (associations between intervention and outcome variables) are caused by bias. This is 

because participants could be selected for inclusion in the treatment and control groups based 

on their characteristics, which could influence their health and social outcomes independently 

from the intervention. Lack of randomisation therefore reduces the ability to infer that a 

causal association exists between the exposure and outcome variables of interest. However, 

controlled non-randomised studies are generally considered to have higher internal validity 

compared to observational studies.  

Observational studies involve investigation of associations between interventions or 

exposures varying naturally between participants on health or social outcomes (66). These 

studies are generally considered to have low internal validity relative to experimental studies. 

This is because there is a lack of control over factors other than the intervention that could 

affect the outcome measures, which reduces the ability to make causal inferences from the 

research findings. However, observational studies are generally regarded as having higher 

external validity (i.e. generalisability of the finding to persons or situations beyond the 

specific research context) compared to experimental studies. External validity is important in 

relation to the conceptual work presented in this chapter. This is because the hypothesised 

mechanisms described in section 4.4, by which explanatory factors could impact on 

circulatory and respiratory health, and may therefore influence morbidity and mortality rates 

across England, in relation to winter season and cold weather, are developed based on 

evidence from studies presented in chapters two-three, which were conducted on various 

different populations.  

Cohort (follow-up) studies are observational studies in which individuals with different levels 

of exposure to a particular factor are followed in time to compare the incidence of health or 

social outcomes between groups (226).  For example, a hypothetical study that explores the 

association between child poverty and health and social outcomes across the lifespan, by 

recruiting individuals in childhood, measuring their household income and collecting follow-

up data on indicators such as adult employment grade and the incidence of heart disease. 

Cohort studies enable the researcher to determine that the assumed direction of association 
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between variables exists, whereby the exposure (e.g. child poverty) occurred prior to the 

outcome (e.g. occurrence of heart disease in adulthood) (238), rather than vice versa (reverse 

causality).  

Case-control studies involve comparing the characteristics of groups of individuals with 

(cases) and without (controls) a specific health outcome (e.g. food poisoning). This enables 

calculation of the magnitude of association between exposures and the outcome of interest 

(66). These studies can be conducted more rapidly and economically than cohort studies and 

are regularly used by health protection scientists to assess the occurrence of disease outbreaks 

in relation to infectious agents and environmental hazards.  

When conducting a non-randomised study, the effects of characteristics other than exposures 

under investigation that could influence the health outcome of interest could be controlled for 

in the design phase, by creating equal distributions of potentially relevant additional factors 

between groups (‘matching’), or in the analyses (e.g. using multivariable regression) (232). A 

case-control study from the systematic review in chapter two (109), which investigated milk 

intake as a predictor of hypertension amongst occupational workers from Taiwan, controlled 

for the effects of other explanatory variables, as follows. Cases (individuals with 

hypertension) and controls (individuals without hypertension) were all i) males and ii) cold-

exposed in their job (i.e. the groups were matched based on these characteristics, which could 

influence their risk of hypertension). The groups were not matched in relation to other factors 

that could influence their risk of hypertension. However, demographic, lifestyle-related, 

anthropometric and heredity factors that were significant predictors of hypertension in simple 

(univariable) analyses, were included in a multivariable model, along with milk intake, 

thereby controlling for their effects on the outcome variable (hypertension).  

Cross-sectional studies are a type of observational study involving measuring exposures and 

outcomes at a single point in time (238). These studies can be descriptive, used to assess the 

prevalence of disease and potential explanatory factors in defined populations (239), and / or 

analytical, whereby the relationships between exposure and outcome variables are quantified, 

based on comparison of the exposure status between individuals with and without a particular 

health outcome (239). Advantages of cross-sectional studies include that they can be 

relatively economical and can generate a large amount of data within a short time duration 

compared to other study designs. Unlike cohort and case-control studies, cross-sectional 

investigations are generally unable to demonstrate that the correct temporal association exists 

between exposure and outcome variables (238).  However, cross-sectional surveys can 

include retrospective questions concerning health effects experienced after or in conjunction 
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with a particularly exposure, or receipt of an intervention. For example, one cross-sectional 

study presented in chapter two asked if participants had experienced shortness of breath 

during cold exposure (116). 

Case-series involve description of a small number of individuals with an outcome who have 

all experienced the same exposure (238). For example, several studies from the systematic 

review in chapter two described an association between snow shovelling and cardiac risk 

factors amongst heart attack patients (e.g. 112). Unlike cohort and case-control studies, case-

series do not involve control groups (240). Consequently, these are descriptive rather than 

analytical studies and are typically used when the number of cases of an outcome is rare.   

Ecological studies examine rates of health or social outcomes in relation to exposures in 

populations rather than individuals (241) using aggregate data (e.g. comparing EWM rates of 

across English regions in relation to mean winter temperature and fuel poverty prevalence). 

Like other observational methods, ecological studies are prone to confounding. Also, as 

ecological studies use aggregate data, they generate average values for each area in the 

analysis. Associations that are found between exposure and outcome variables at a particular 

area (ecological) level (e.g. English regions) cannot be assumed to exist at other geographical 

levels (e.g. Local Authority Districts) or to provide information about the characteristics of 

individuals within a population (e.g. LAD x may have the highest smoking rates in England, 

but it cannot be assumed that an individual is an active smoker because they live in LAD x). 

Several studies from the systematic review in chapter two assigned area-level deprivation 

scores to individuals based on where they lived, in order to analyse the association with 

winter or cold-related adverse health outcomes (e.g. (73)). The assumption that individuals 

within these studies conformed to the average level of deprivation for their area of residence 

is termed the ‘ecological fallacy’. However, ecological studies are economical and are useful 

for developing hypotheses concerning relationships between a wide range of exposures and 

outcomes, which can then be tested using methods with the capability to provide stronger 

evidence of causality. 

Qualitative studies are descriptive studies that involve interviewing or observing participants 

to gain insights about particular issues. These studies do not involve the collection and 

statistical analysis of numerical data and therefore do not provide strong evidence of cause-

effect relationships between exposures or interventions and outcomes. However, evidence 

from these studies can be used in public health research to formulate hypotheses about disease 

mechanisms, which can be tested quantitatively.  
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Economic evaluation studies are used in public health to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of 

interventions aimed at improving population health. These studies do not provide strong 

evidence of disease causality, as they do not directly measure associations between 

interventions and health outcomes and are susceptible to bias, in relation to the parameters 

included in the economic models.  

4.3 Conceptual models in public health  

4.3.1 Conceptual models – definition, purpose and limitations 

Conceptual models are commonly used in public health to illustrate hypothesized 

relationships between exposure and outcome variables (242). They can be defined as:  ‘‘a 

...[system] of proposed causal linkages among a set of [variables] believed to be related to a 

particular public health problem” (243). Conceptual models provide a useful heuristic tool to 

guide policy decisions in relation to the development and implementation of public health 

interventions (243). They also enable the identification of knowledge gaps in the literature in 

relation to particular public health problems (244) and the generation of testable hypotheses 

about disease pathways. However, conceptual models simplify reality by reducing complex 

processes down to a small number of variables and variable interactions, thereby failing to 

adequately reflect the dynamic interplay of factors driving real world phenomena (e.g. EWM). 

Specific criticisms of published conceptual epidemiological models include the lack of clarity 

regarding hypothesized cause-effect relationships between included variables, the lack of 

specificity in relation to the outcome(s) whose aetiology the model aims to define and 

inadequate provision of accompanying text to explain pathways in the model (243, 244). The 

pathways from the models presented in figures 4.1 to 4.6 in section 4.4, indicate associations 

between exposures or interventions and outcomes based on evidence from quantitative 

epidemiological studies from chapters two-three. An accompanying narrative is provided to 

describe potential mechanisms by which different factors could impact on cold-related 

circulatory and respiratory illnesses and deaths.  

4.3.2 Epidemiological paradigms of disease aetiology 

A paradigm can be defined as a collection of assumptions that orientate thinking and research 

within scientific disciplines (245-247). Several paradigm shifts have occurred in the field of 

epidemiology over past centuries, driven mainly by changes in population disease profiles. In 

the current era, in which chronic diseases are generally the main causes of ill health in 

developed countries, a ‘black box’ paradigm is said to be dominant, in which epidemiologists 

study associations between exposures (‘risk factors’) and health outcomes, generally using 
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statistical methods, to generate evidence from which ‘laws’ of disease causation (248) can be 

inferred. This approach has been criticised for its simplicity and lack of attention to disease 

processes and interactions between different risk factors. In relation to the evidence base 

around the aetiology of cold-weather-related illnesses, there is a lack of knowledge regarding 

the mechanisms by which different factors interact to influence disease susceptibility through 

their effects upon mediatory biological pathways.  

During the 1990s, it was argued that we were entering a new era of ‘eco-epidemiology’, 

whereby consideration is given to interactions between different types risk factor, including 

biological and social influences, in relation to human health outcomes (246-248). The 

conceptual origins of this approach can be traced back in history. For example, John Snow 

identified that the 1854 Broad Street cholera outbreak was attributable to biological and 

environmental factors, in terms of the disease being caused by a water-borne agent (now 

known as the Vibrio cholera bacterium), and that the source of this outbreak was an infected 

water supply from a street pump in Soho (249, 250). 

The notion of multi-level disease causation was expanded throughout the 1900s, with 

increased consideration of the dynamic relationships between macro and micro level disease 

determinants (e.g. social policies and genetic mutations, respectively) (249, 250). Since the 

1990s, consideration of the interactive effects of biological and social influences on disease 

processes has increased. This is due to various factors, including developments in human 

genetic biology (e.g. the mapping of the human genome in 2003), which have improved our 

knowledge of molecular disease causing processes. There has also been increased recognition 

that many prominent health problems, including the 2014 Ebola outbreak in West Africa and 

the global obesity epidemic, are caused by biological and social factors. In addition, the 

development and application of novel approaches to public health research are providing new 

insights regarding disease aetiology (249, 250).  

Although the conceptual diagrams in figures 4.1-4.6  contain only proximal factors that were 

identified from the systematic reviews in chapters two-three, I relate these factors to geo-

climatic and societal (distal) factors, which are likely to influence the daily environmental and 

living conditions to which population groups are exposed (proximal factors). In turn, these 

proximal factors are hypothesized to act on biological pathways to influence susceptibility to 

illnesses and deaths from specific conditions during and following periods of cold weather. 

Consequently, the conceptual work presented in this chapter is more sophisticated than 
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alternative models on the topic of cold-related morbidities and mortality, which have focused 

on a small number of proximal factors (155).  

 

4.3.3 Scope of the evidence-based pathway models and hypothesized pathways described in 

section 4.4 

The discussion presented in section 4.4 aims to conceptualise the hypothesized aetiology of 

illnesses and deaths from circulatory and respiratory diseases in relation to cold exposure, 

moderated by other factors. Circulatory and respiratory diseases were studied as most excess 

winter deaths in England and Wales are caused by these condition groups (7, 251). Deaths 

from dementia and Alzheimer's disease show more seasonality than circulatory diseases and 

mortality from injuries and poisoning are also greater during the winter compared to non-

winter months. However, there is a lack of evidence regarding the potential causes of seasonal 

variations in mortality from these condition groups (252).  

The nature of cold-weather-related morbidity and mortality is likely to vary between countries 

due to differences in climatic, cultural, political, environmental, socioeconomic, housing, 

energy, healthcare, demographic and biological factors, which influence illness and death 

rates. England has a stronger political interest in modifiable causes of cold-weather-related 

adverse health and social outcomes compared to other countries (253). I therefore consider it 

to be most useful to focus on the situation in one country, and for the country of interest to be 

England. However, some of the evidence used to develop the evidence-based pathway models 

in figures 4.1 to 4.6 come from studies conducted outside of England, which means that some 

of the hypothesized pathways are likely to be relevant (i.e. externally generalisable) to other 

parts of the UK and internationally. 

4.3.4 Structure of the evidence-based pathway models in section 4.4 

The evidence-based pathway models presented in figures 4.1 to 4.6 were developed based on 

quantitative epidemiological evidence from the systematic literature reviews in chapters two-

three. The left hand columns contain social factors that were identified as being associated 

with a significantly increased or decreased risk of circulatory or respiratory outcomes. The 

middle column includes ‘soft’ outcomes, in terms of biological symptoms of, and risk factors 

for, disease. The right hand column contains ‘hard’ disease outcomes, in terms of condition-

group-specific diagnosable illnesses, hospital admissions and deaths. The numbers in text 

boxes refer to publications informing the pathway. 
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Associations between variables in the evidence-based pathway models in chapters 4.1 to 4.6 

are based on evidence from studies that found significant relationships (at p≤0.05 level) 

between the exposure and outcome variables shown. Exposure-outcome variable associations 

that were not shown to be significant are not included in the model as these associations could 

have occurred by chance. The level of evidence in support of the association between each 

exposure and outcome in the evidence-based pathway models in figures 4.1 to 4.6 is indicated 

and is based on the quality appraisal scores from the systematic reviews in chapters two-three. 

Associations between exposures and outcomes in the models are rated ‘strong’ if they are 

supported by at least one study with this rating from the system used to appraise the studies in 

chapters two-three. Associations are rated ‘moderate’ if they are supported by at least one 

study with this quality appraisal rating from chapters two-three, but where none of the studies 

that assessed the association between the exposure and outcome of interest were rated as 

‘strong’. Finally, associations are considered to provide ‘weak’ evidence of potential causality 

if they are supported only by studies classified as providing weak evidence, from the quality 

appraisals in chapters two and three.  A key for figures 4.1 to 4.6 is shown below.  

 

The reason for not using the hierarchy of study designs described in section 4.2 to assess the 

strength of evidence in relation to associations between exposure and outcome variables is 

that the studies from chapters two-three that were conducted using the same designs varied in 

quality. For example, a well conducted cohort study is likely to provide stronger evidence of 
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potential causality compared with a poorly conducted RCT (254) whereas some 

classifications would rate these two studies as being of similar weight.  

The evidence-based pathway models in figures 4.1 to 4.6 contain only factors from the 

systematic literature reviews in chapters two-three that were associated with significantly 

increased risk of circulatory and respiratory illnesses and deaths at proximal level of effect. 

However, in the narrative section (4.4), I expand on the potential disease pathways and relate 

the proximal factors from the evidence-based pathway models in figures 4.1 to 4.6 to wider 

environmental and social influences. This narrative incorporates evidence from qualitative 

studies presented in chapters two-three.  

4.4 Hypothesized pathways between winter season, exposure to cold and other factors 

and the occurrence of circulatory and respiratory illnesses and deaths.  

 4.4.1 Impact of meteorological factors on UK weather  

In order to conceptualise the causes of cold-weather-related adverse health outcomes in 

England, it is necessary to consider the climatic factors which create English weather patterns. 

The UK has a temperate climate that is characterised by generally cool but mild weather 

conditions, which vary throughout the year. England is a long country of approximately 686 

km in length (as the crow flies) from extreme southwest (Land’s End in Cornwall) to extreme 

northeast (Berwick-upon-Tweed) (255). Variations in climatic conditions across England are 

due to various factors, including regional differences in prevailing wind direction. The North-

East receives its prevailing winds from the arctic, which generally makes it the coldest part of 

England; the climate of the North-West is predominantly influenced by maritime winds which 

blow off the Atlantic Ocean, bringing relatively warm and wet conditions to this area; the 

South-East receives continental winds, which are cold in the winter, and the South-West 

receives relatively warm, tropical winds from the south (256). Topographical features, 

including mountain ranges, also create climatic variations between relatively close areas in 

England. For example, north-westerly winds bring damp weather to the North-West of 

England. However, via a process termed ‘orographic lift’, this moist air cools as it lifts over 

the Pennines (a mountain range in Northern England) and forms rain clouds. It subsequently 

rains, mainly on the upward side of the mountain range, leaving the north-eastern side (in 

County Durham), dryer (257).  Factors such as these give rise to considerable regional and 

sub-regional variations in weather conditions across England.  
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In relation to the country as a whole, the North Atlantic Jet Stream is understood to influence 

English weather patterns through its influence on prevailing wind direction across the country.  

The effect of the North Atlantic Jet Stream on English weather patterns will be considered 

briefly here. 

Mortality rates in England are higher during the winter period compared to other seasons 

(258). The winter period is generally the coldest time of the year, although non-winter months 

can sometimes be colder than the months December-March (251). Most excess winter deaths 

are caused by four main condition groups, including circulatory and respiratory conditions, 

which are exacerbated in cold weather conditions. English weather is influenced by prevailing 

wind direction, which is affected by variations in the position of the North Atlantic Jet 

Stream.  The North Atlantic Jet Stream is a narrow band of strong wind located in the high 

atmosphere over the Atlantic Ocean, at the boundary between low pressure cold air from the 

polar north and high pressure warm air from the south (259). These air pressure differences 

cause the North Atlantic Jet Stream, which flows across the Atlantic Ocean, from West to 

East, towards the UK, due to the Earth’s rotation on its axis (260). 

The position of the North Atlantic Jet Stream shifts northwards and southwards, seasonally 

(261). These positional shifts are measured by variations in the North Atlantic Oscillation 

(NAO) (262), which refers to air pressure differences over the ocean between Iceland and the 

Azores (263). The position of the North Atlantic Jet Stream over the UK affects its weather 

conditions. When north-south air pressure differences are strongest, the NAO is said to be in a 

‘positive phase’ and the North Atlantic Jet Stream flows along its usual trajectory, steering 

warm, wet weather from the south-west, off the Atlantic Ocean, towards the UK. 

Alternatively, when the North Atlantic Jet Stream’s position deviates south of the UK and the 

NAO is said to be in a ‘negative phase’, cold, dry air from the north-east prevails, sometimes 

bringing arctic conditions to the UK (264-266). 

The North Atlantic Jet Stream is just one of a number of interacting climatic factors that 

influence English (and UK) weather conditions. Along with other factors, the North Atlantic 

Jet Stream contributes to the mild but variable weather conditions that are experienced in 

countries of the UK throughout the year. The position of the North Atlantic Jet Stream, and 

NAO indices, are used by meteorologists to predict UK weather.  

There is evidence that NAO values are associated with weather conditions in England on an 

annual and on a monthly time scale (267). 
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4.4.2 Environmental and biological mediators of the association between cold weather and 

circulatory and respiratory illnesses and deaths 

In order for the risk factors described in this chapter to influence health outcomes, these 

associations need to be mediated by biological disease-causing mechanisms. Biological 

mediators of cold-weather-related illnesses and deaths are not well defined for many of the 

medical conditions that show increased prevalence in relation to cold exposure (7). It is 

necessary to consider the clinical disease pathways between exposure and outcomes, as this 

could provide useful information including targets for clinical intervention. Also, for 

statistical purposes, it is necessary to consider lag effects in order to accurately test 

associations between exposures and outcomes. The ‘flexion point’ refers to the point at which 

a change in an exposure variable is associated with a change in a biological disease causing 

mechanism (268). Many studies identified in the systematic review in chapters two-three used 

risk factors for, and symptoms of, circulatory and respiratory illnesses as outcome measures, 

rather than clinically defined health conditions (269). This is useful in the context of the 

research presented in this thesis as it provides information about the likely biological 

pathways that mediate associations between cold exposure, other explanatory factors and 

adverse health outcomes. The information in this section of the thesis (4.4.2) describes the 

known clinical pathways and hypothesized mechanisms based on evidence from the literature, 

by which circulatory and respiratory illnesses and deaths may show increased prevalence in 

relation to cold exposure.  

Evidence from a recent analysis indicates that most excess cold-weather-related deaths in 

England occur at modestly cold temperatures of around 4-80C (270). Death rates are markedly 

elevated in response to small (e.g.10C) reductions in temperatures below region-specific 

thresholds (270). Deaths from respiratory causes are most sensitive to reductions in 

temperatures below these thresholds (270). It is known that exposure to cold, dry air can 

induce contraction of the small to medium sized respiratory passages, a state called 

bronchospasm, which is characteristic of exacerbations of asthma and COPD (271). Another 

cause of cold-weather-related respiratory deaths are seasonal viral infections, which are 

responsible for annual epidemics that peak during the winter periods in temperate countries 

(272). Seasonal influenza affects all age groups but has the greatest health impacts on high 

risk groups (272), including young children, the elderly and individuals with disabilities or 

long term health problems. The causes of seasonality for influenza and other communicable 

respiratory diseases are not well understood. Some evidence suggests that it may be due to 

factors including the enhanced survival of pathogens and reduced immune function of human 
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hosts during the winter period or seasonal behaviour changes, including increased indoor 

crowding, which increases person-to-person contact rate and the ability for influenza to 

spread. More research is needed to improve understanding about the nature of the seasonality 

of infectious respiratory conditions (273). Deaths from respiratory causes can be delayed by 

3-3.5 weeks after a cold day.  

Circulatory deaths are also sensitive to temperature decreases below specific cold weather 

thresholds, which differ between English regions (270). Cold exposure is associated with 

increases in blood cholesterol, blood pressure and the risk of blood clots, which increases the 

risk of heart attack and the risk of stroke. Data indicate that there is a delay between the 

occurrence of cold days and increased mortality rate from all-causes. However, a recent 

analysis found that mortality rates start to increase the day after a cold day and that this early 

peak in deaths was attributable to circulatory conditions (270). 

It is possible that biological acclimatisation may increase resilience against cold-weather-

related adverse health outcomes amongst populations who live in colder areas of England. 

The policy relevance of biological acclimatisation effects would be to deliver interventions 

such as cold weather payments at milder cold temperature thresholds in warmer parts of 

England. Heat wave plans are triggered at different temperature thresholds by region in 

England to allow for acclimatisation. 

Studies that have investigated the nature of excess winter and cold-weather-related 

morbidities and mortality have focused on the effects of low temperatures. However, various 

weather conditions that are associated with low temperatures and occur most commonly and 

intensely during the winter period in England, may also contribute to increased morbidity and 

mortality rates. Associations between different meteorological factors and the occurrence of 

circulatory and respiratory medical conditions are not well understood and are likely to be 

confounded by other environmental factors. Increased knowledge regarding the relationships 

between different aspects of ‘cold weather’ and health outcomes could help to inform the 

development of early warning systems, and of health and social care interventions, to support 

individuals with clinical vulnerabilities in relation to anticipated and prevailing weather 

conditions. A short discussion of the potential impact of individual climatic factors on 

respiratory and circulatory health is presented below.  

Humidity could exacerbate respiratory conditions by making the air heavier and more difficult 

to breathe. Alternatively, as previously noted, low humidity caused by cold, dry air can induce 

bronchospasm (271). A study from the review in chapter three found that a thermal efficiency 

intervention was associated with reduced indoor humidity, which was associated with 
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significantly reduced odds of self-reported wheezing, amongst recipients of a thermal 

efficiency intervention from New Zealand (172) (evidence rating = strong). However, the 

association between reduced humidity and reduced self-reported respiratory symptoms in this 

study could have been attributable to increased temperatures in the households of intervention 

recipients.  

There is evidence of both positive and negative associations between humidity and heart 

attack risk. For example, a study from the wider literature (i.e. not presented in chapters two 

or three), found a positive relationship between humidity and the occurrence of heart attacks 

(274). However, this association, from a study that used data from Athens in Greece, could 

have been confounded by increased air pollution levels, which are independently associated 

with humidity and heart attack rates, but were not controlled for in the design or analysis of 

this study. Another study (275), from America, found that humidity was associated with 

reduced cardiac hospital admissions. However, humidity and temperatures were highly 

correlated in this study, which suggests the negative association between humidity and heart 

attack rates could have been confounded by increased temperatures in more humid areas.  

Wind speed could hypothetically exacerbate asthma, by making the air more difficult to 

breathe during exposure to strong winds. Alternatively, it has been suggested respiratory and 

cardiac events may be less prevalent in wet and windy weather conditions, as individuals may 

be more inclined to stay indoors and have less exposure to prevailing weather conditions 

(275). Vitamin D has been associated with increased cardiac risk (275). It is therefore 

possible, that reduced availability of, and exposure to, sunshine during the winter period may 

be associated with increased cardiac death rates (275).  

There is a lack of strong evidence concerning associations between climatic factors other than 

temperatures and circulatory and respiratory health outcomes, or of knowledge about the 

disease mechanisms which could mediate relationships between climatic factors and health. 

This undermines the development of informed, directional hypotheses regarding the statistical 

relationships between these variables.  

Air pollution, defined by the World Health Organisation (WHO) as ‘contamination of the 

indoor and outdoor environment by any physical, biological or chemical agent that modifies 

the natural characteristics of the atmosphere’ (276), is another factor which can mediate the 

effects of cold weather on health. Air pollution profile changes seasonally (277), due to 

changes in the sources of air pollution between seasons, which include seasonal changes in 

indoor energy usage, traffic flow, and meteorological factors that react with air pollutants.   
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Epidemiological evidence indicates that air pollution can exert negative health impacts, 

resulting in hospitalisations and deaths, in small concentrations and in relation to both short-

term and long-term exposure (278). Air pollution is a major public health issue, due to its 

association with many human diseases, including respiratory and circulatory illnesses (279). 

Particulate matter (PM) and ozone are two common UK air pollutants, which are thought to 

have greatest health impacts in relation to circulatory and respiratory diseases (280). PM is a 

mixture of solid particles and liquid droplets in the air and is composed of naturally occurring 

substances (e.g. dust and sea spray) and waste products from human fuel combustion (e.g. 

soot) (281).   

Recent evidence has also increased concern about the adverse impacts of oxides of nitrogen 

and sulphur dioxide on the circulatory and respiratory systems (282).  

Hypothesized mechanisms by which air pollutants exert their adverse circulatory and 

respiratory health impacts include that: (i) inhalation of small particles causes lung 

inflammation triggering changes in blood clotting, (ii) air pollutants affects the stability of 

fatty deposits (atheromatous plaques) found inside the arterial walls which supply blood to the 

heart and (iii) air pollutants trigger reflexes which initiate coughing and changes in the rhythm 

of the heart (278). However, more research is needed on these potential mechanisms. 

4.4.3 Impact of vulnerability factors 

The prevalence of different cold-weather-related adverse health and social outcomes differs 

between population sub-groups. Most cold-weather-related deaths occur amongst older people 

and individuals with pre-existing medical conditions. Although the reasons for this are not 

well defined, some possible mechanisms are discussed below, supported by qualitative 

evidence from the systematic reviews presented in chapters two-three.  

Older people are at increased risk of cardiovascular events, due to factors including age-

related build-up of atheroma inside arterial walls (283). There is also evidence that 

biochemical changes in the blood, which occur in response to cold exposure and increase the 

risk of cardiac events, take longer to return to normal levels in older people (269). Older age 

is also associated with the reduced function of thermoregulatory mechanisms (284) and 

generally with reduced mobility, both of which make it more difficult to keep warm. There is 

evidence that, as a population, older people tend to wear more clothing compared to younger 

adults (285) which may reduce personal cold exposure. However, there is also evidence of 

reduced thermal perception with older age, meaning that older people (in particular the very 

old – e.g. ≥85 years) may not perceive temperature changes effectively and adapt their level 
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of clothing protection, activity levels and household warmth, appropriately (269). Various 

factors are likely to increase vulnerability to cold weather and winter deaths amongst older 

people, including social isolation, although the nature of this vulnerability has not been 

investigated in relation to cold weather. 

Individuals with pre-existing circulatory and respiratory conditions are at increased risk of 

morbidity and death during periods of cold weather, as these medical conditions are 

exacerbated by personal cold exposure, via the mechanisms outlined in section 4.4.2. Elderly 

persons and individuals with disabilities and long term health problems may also be at 

increased risk of fuel poverty. This is due to factors including that these population groups are 

likely to have low household incomes compared to the population average and may also have 

increased energy requirements, due to spending longer periods of time at home, and in some 

cases, the need to use energy to operate medical equipment (45). Elderly female participants 

who were interviewed in a qualitative study from the review in chapter two identified low 

state pension as a cause of fuel poverty (161). In a different qualitative study, from the review 

in chapter three, the Winter Fuel Payment was identified as making a valuable contribution to 

the budget of older households (213). However, the qualifying minimum age for receipt of 

this benefit is 62 years. In addition, changes to welfare state benefits have occurred since the 

2010 election of the Conservative-Liberal Democrat Coalition Government, make working-

aged individuals with disabilities and long-term health problems ineligible for many fuel 

subsidies (45).  

There is also qualitative evidence that behavioural factors including window opening and 

frugality contribute to the occupancy of cold homes amongst some elderly persons (162, 213), 

even in situations where householders could afford additional fuel costs to increase internal 

household temperatures to thermally comfortable levels (286). Consequently, is it possible 

that cold-weather-related financial subsidies, which are provided as unconditional cash 

transfers with no obligation to spend any of it on household fuel (287), may not be used to 

increase household warmth amongst some pensioner households. However, there is evidence 

that recipients are more likely to spend a greater proportion of the Winter Fuel Payment on 

fuel, compared to if this was provided as an unnamed subsidy (287).  

The evidence in relation to vulnerability to cardiovascular and respiratory conditions 

associated with gender is mixed and likely to be confounded by age, given that most cold-

related deaths occur in older age groups and women generally live longer than men (59). 

Factors that could influence gender-related health disparities in relation to cold exposure 
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include that males are generally more physically active, and are therefore potentially more 

able to generate body heat through thermogenesis, compared to women. 

There is little evidence on vulnerability to cold-weather-related deaths in relation to ethnicity. 

A study from the systematic review in chapter three found that the African American 

population was more susceptible to cold-weather-related deaths compared to white people 

(86). However, this study was from the USA and the association between African-American 

ethnicity and cold-weather-related deaths is likely to be confounded by recognized higher 

levels of deprivation, and possibly deprivation-related-factors for poorer health, amongst 

Black-African compared to White Americans. 

4.4.4 Impact of lifestyle-related factors  

Models containing evidence-based pathways between lifestyle-related exposures and 

circulatory and respiratory outcomes in relation to cold weather or winter season, based on 

evidence from the systematic literature review from chapters two-three, are presented in 

figures 4.1 to 4.6.  

Evidence in support of the adverse health impacts of behavioural factors is substantial. Heart 

disease and respiratory illnesses are leading causes of illness and deaths amongst UK adults 

(288). Aspects of behaviour have been identified as key risk factors for these adverse health 

outcomes. It is therefore possible that behavioural factors exacerbate the adverse circulatory 

and respiratory health impacts of cold exposure. In this section (4.4.4) I discuss possible cold-

related circulatory and respiratory disease pathways in relation to the behavioural exposures 

from the evidence-based pathway models which are shown in figures 4.1 to 4.6, in relation to 

the wider determinants of health.  

There is evidence of a socioeconomic gradient in the prevalence of many adverse health 

behaviours in England, such as smoking prevalence, in addition to lifestyle-related risk factors 

for obesity, including reduced physical activity levels and increased intake of energy dense 

foods (289). The causes of socioeconomic gradients in the prevalence of health-related 

behaviours are not well understood. However, factors including increased access to unhealthy 

food (i.e. higher density of fast food retailers in deprived areas), lack of access to exercise 

facilities including green spaces (e.g. parks) and the relatively high cost of embracing a 

healthy lifestyle, may contribute.  

There is also a body of evidence about intermediate variables such as future orientation, in 

which socioeconomic deprivation is associated with increased hedonism and reduced 

engagement in health-promoting behaviours (290). However, in relation to season, evidence 
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from one study presented in the systematic review in chapter three found a reduced cardiac 

health advantage amongst less socioeconomically deprived groups in the winter compared to 

the summer (96). This was attributed to reduced engagement in health-promoting behaviours 

amongst more affluent groups during the winter period. Christmas and New Year are 

associated with increased circulatory and respiratory mortality rates (291), which could be 

attributable to excess food and alcohol consumption, which are likely to occur across all 

socioeconomic strata.  In addition, it is possible that winter weight gain is related to evolved 

mechanisms which promote energy storage during the winter period, in which food was likely 

to have been less abundant and energy needs greater in order to support thermogenesis to keep 

the body warm. Consequently, the socioeconomic gradient in health in relation to obesity-

related lifestyle factors may be more important during the summer period.  

Active smoking is associated with narrowing of the arteries, which increases the risk of 

cardiovascular disease, and with an increased risk of COPD (292). To a large extent, these are 

long-term effects that occur after decades of exposure, but there is also evidence of an 

association between smoking and cardiac events via short-term pathways. Experimental 

evidence has shown a pronounced effect of smoking on platelet aggregation, which is 

involved in the blood clotting mechanism and can increase the risk of heart attack and stroke 

(293). Short-term smoking cessation can reduce platelet number and aggregation in long-term 

smokers (294). This has been cited as the reason for reduced myocardial infarction (heart 

attack) rate after the implementation of smoke free legislation (295).  

Evidence from the systematic review in chapter two, concerning the effects of smoking on 

health in relation to winter season or cold exposure, are as follows. Active smoking 

prevalence was significantly associated with increased winter IHD hospital admissions across 

health regions of Quebec (94) (evidence rating = moderate). Passive smoking was associated 

with significantly increased sympathetic nerve activity, which could increase the risk of 

cardiac events, in response to the cold pressure test amongst pre-menopausal women from the 

USA (106) (evidence rating = moderate). In relation to the respiratory system, active smoking 

was associated with significantly increased prevalence of respiratory symptoms over the 

winter period amongst Finnish adults (130, 131) (evidence rating = moderate for both 

studies). Another study found increased number of winter hospital admissions for respiratory 

illnesses amongst patients from central England, who consulted medical services with lower 

respiratory tract infection or exacerbation of chronic respiratory disease (117) (evidence rating 

= weak).  In a study from Scotland, poorer respiratory health status was found amongst COPD 

patients who smoked, in relation to exposure to cold housing (126) (evidence rating = weak). 
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Alcohol consumption was associated with significantly increased diastolic blood pressure 

response to the cold pressure test amongst adults from the rural north of China (99) (evidence 

rating = weak). Increased blood pressure is a cardiac risk factor.  

Obesity and related factors, including reduced physical activity, high saturated fat intake and 

high LDL cholesterol profiles are associated with adverse circulatory health outcomes. It is, 

therefore, possible that individuals with these risk factors are at higher risk of experiencing 

adverse circulatory health events during the winter season or in relation to cold exposure. 

Studies from the systematic review in chapter two found that winter increase in saturated fat 

intake was associated with significantly increased serum total and LDL cholesterol amongst 

male industrial employees from Israel (113) (evidence rating = moderate). Another study 

found that BMI was significantly, positively associated with winter total cholesterol 

concentrations, amongst a sample of community dwelling elderly men and women from 

England who were aged 65-74 years (100) (evidence rating = moderate). In a different study, 

physical activity was associated with significantly reduced blood pressure in response to the 

cold pressure test amongst adults from rural northern China (99) (evidence rating = weak). 

This effect could be attributable to reduced atherosclerosis in the arteries of individuals who 

are more physically active.  

Obesity is also associated with increased visceral adiposity, which can mechanically impair 

lung function (296). This reduced lung capacity is a possible mechanism for the association 

between obesity and severe influenza amongst infected individuals (135). However, obese 

individuals are also likely to have other medical complications which increase their risk of 

death. Obesity was significantly associated with increased risk of fatality from severe acute 

respiratory infection among patients from a hospital surveillance scheme in Romania (134) 

(evidence rating = weak).  

Low milk intake was associated with a significantly increased risk of hypertension in males 

from Korea who were exposed to cold working conditions, compared to sex, age and work-

matched participants (109) (evidence rating = strong). This could be due to the high calcium 

content of milk, which may increase smoothness of muscle inside arteries (297), thereby 

decreasing the resistance of blood flow, which reduces blood pressure and cardiac risk. 

Vitamin C intake may be reduced during the winter period, if, hypothetically, individuals are 

less likely to consume fruit and vegetables (sources of vitamin C) during this period. The 

association between vitamin C intake and the incidence of symptoms of the common cold was 

assessed by one study from the systematic review in chapter three but was found to be non-

significant (181).  
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Outdoor exposure could increase cold exposure and potentially therefore, adverse circulatory 

and respiratory health impacts. A cross-sectional study found a significant increase in chest 

pain was found by 7% per every ten hours spent outdoors amongst Finnish adults (116) 

(evidence rating = moderate).  

Compulsory provision of influenza vaccinations for individuals aged ≥65 years in Japan was 

associated with significantly reduced COPD mortality rates (174) (evidence = moderate). The 

overall benefits of this intervention are unclear, due to factors including publication bias and 

potentially the superior health of individuals who receive the influenza vaccination (215).  

Medical condition management may modify the risk of ill-health in cold weather. Lack of 

medical treatment for hypertension was associated with significantly increased risk of hospital 

admission for ICH during the cold period amongst patients from Finland (107) (evidence 

rating = moderate).  
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Figure 4.1: Evidence-based pathway model which illustrates the strength of evidence for relationships between lifestyle-related exposures and 

circulatory outcomes in relation to cold exposure or winter season, based on evidence from the systematic literature review from chapters two-three. 
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Figure 4.2: Evidence-based pathway model which illustrates the strength of evidence for relationships between lifestyle-related exposures and 

respiratory outcomes in relation to cold exposure or winter season, based on evidence from the systematic literature review from chapters two-three.
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4.4.5  Impact of socioeconomic factors  

The current literature indicates inconsistent associations between composite measures of 

socioeconomic deprivation and cold-weather-related cardiovascular and respiratory risk. 

There was evidence from the review in chapter two that composite deprivation indices were 

associated with significantly increased winter IHD hospital admission rates across health 

regions of Quebec (94) (evidence rating = moderate), and with increased cold-weather-related 

cardiovascular mortality rates across Taiwanese townships (95) (evidence rating = moderate). 

It is possible that associations between socioeconomic deprivation and cardiovascular health 

outcomes are mediated by lifestyle factors. 

Low household income and over-crowding, which are individual measures of socioeconomic 

deprivation, have been found to be associated with adverse respiratory health outcomes in 

children during the winter period. An ecological study found neighbourhood poverty level 

and crowding were associated with significantly increased incidence of paediatric influenza-

associated hospitalisations in the USA (120) (evidence rating = moderate). Low household 

income was associated with significantly increased occurrence of otitis media during the 

winter amongst children in a different study, from Brazil (121) (evidence rating = moderate). 

This is possibly due to the fact that children from low income, over-crowded households have 

greater exposure to infectious agents, including viruses, from other household occupants.  
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Figure 4.3:  Evidence-based pathway model which illustrates the strength of evidence for relationships between socioeconomic exposures and 

circulatory outcomes in relation to cold exposure or winter season, based on evidence from the systematic literature review from chapters two-three. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Evidence-based pathway model which illustrates the strength of evidence for relationships between socioeconomic exposures and 

respiratory outcomes in relation to cold exposure or winter season, based on evidence from the systematic literature review from chapters two-three. 
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4.4.6 Impact of housing-related factors  

Indoor temperatures are influenced by outdoor environmental temperatures and internal 

housing conditions, including the standard of thermal insulation and the presence and usage of 

a functional central heating system. Indoor and outdoor temperatures could influence the level 

of personal cold exposure and circulatory and respiratory health outcomes via the mechanisms 

described in section 4.4.2, above. Exposure to weak room heating was associated with 

significantly increased systolic blood pressure amongst healthy adults from Japan (169) 

(evidence rating = moderate). Low living room temperature was associated with total 

cholesterol in elderly persons from England (100) (evidence rating = moderate).  Low 

predicted indoor temperature (colder hall temperature) was associated with EWM from 

cardiovascular disease in England in another study (83) (evidence rating = moderate). In 

relation to respiratory health, having fewer days with at least nine hours of warmth at 210C 

was associated with significantly worse health amongst COPD patients from Scotland (126) 

(evidence rating = weak). Cold housing was associated with significantly increased incidence 

of asthma amongst postnatal women from New Zealand (127) (evidence rating = weak) and 

with worse self-reported respiratory health amongst elderly persons from across Europe (104) 

(evidence rating = weak). Increased bedroom temperatures were associated with significantly 

reduced self-reported wheezing amongst occupants of low income households from New 

Zealand (172) (evidence rating = strong).  

Increased household thermal efficiency was associated with significantly reduced incidence of 

self-reported wheezing amongst individuals from low income households from New Zealand 

(evidence rating = strong) (172). Low thermal efficiency was associated with significantly 

increased EWM from CVD in England (83) (evidence rating = moderate). This is possibly 

because thermally inefficient housing is colder if residents do not, or are not able to, 

counteract heat loss with heat generation through central heating usage.   

Evidence from the systematic review in chapters two-three identified that receipt of a new 

central heating system was associated with significantly reduced blood pressure and 

occurrence of heart disease in Scottish householders (170) (evidence rating = moderate). 

Presence of central heating was associated with reduced EWM rates from CVD in the English 

population (83) (evidence rating = moderate). Dissatisfaction with the central heating system 

was associated with significantly increased self-reported respiratory problems in children 

from regions of eight European countries (104) (evidence rating = weak). Evidence in relation 

to beneficial effects of central heating from studies in the reviews presented in chapters two-

three was mixed (102, 104, 128, 167). This could be due to the fact that individuals with 
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functioning central heating systems are reluctant to use them for financial reasons (i.e. living 

in fuel poverty), for practical reasons (e.g. the central heating system is non-functional), 

attitudinal reasons (e.g. valuing prudence and / or misunderstanding the adverse health 

impacts of cold-exposure) or cognitive reasons (e.g. decline in thermal perception 

mechanisms) (286).  

There is limited evidence concerning the effects of ventilation and dampness on circulatory 

and respiratory health outcomes in relation to cold weather or during the winter season (59, 

104, 129). Unventilated housing could support the spread of communicable respiratory 

diseases, particularly in highly insulated properties and in over-crowded housing in which 

individuals have high contact rate with fellow inhabitants. Dampness supports mould growth, 

which can release spores that may cause or aggravate respiratory health conditions, by 

triggering an immune response that creates respiratory symptoms. The causes of damp 

housing include leaking pipes, penetration of housing by rainwater and rising damp caused by 

the lack of an effective damp proof course (298). Respiration and indoor activities including 

bathing and clothe laundering also generate moisture in cold houses. Cavity wall insulation 

could increase dampness, by providing material which can be used by rainwater to track from 

the outer wall to the inner wall of housing (299) and preventing drying airflow to enable 

evaporation of water within the cavity before it reaches the internal wall. Reductions in cold, 

damp housing conditions were associated with significantly decreased diastolic blood 

pressure amongst residents of flats from Scotland (168) (evidence rating = moderate). Damp 

housing conditions were also associated with significantly increased EWM from CVD in 

England (83) (evidence rating = moderate). However, it is likely that the association between 

damp housing and circulatory risk is confounded by the fact that damp housing is indicative 

of low indoor temperatures. 

An intervention study from the review in chapter three found that a thermal efficiency  

intervention that aimed to increase household thermal efficiency in households from New 

Zealand was associated with reduced humidity, which was associated with significantly 

reduced odds of self-reported wheezing amongst recipients (172) (evidence rating = strong). 

This is likely to have been related to increase warmth in intervention households.  

Older property age was associated with significantly increased diastolic blood pressure (101) 

(evidence = weak) and EWM from CVD in England (83) (evidence = moderate). This is 

likely to reflect the adverse cardiovascular health impacts of various aspects of housing 

condition associated with property age, potentially including reduced thermal efficiency.  
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Significant associations were found between living in privately rented and owner-occupied 

accommodation and EWM from CVD in England (83) (evidence rating = moderate). The 

nature of this association could be explained in terms of reduced thermal efficiency levels in 

privately rented and owner occupied housing, and increased fuel poverty amongst individuals 

from these housing tenures. 

Living in a rural area was associated with significantly reduced risk of being hospitalised for 

lower respiratory tract infection or exacerbation of chronic respiratory disease, in a study of 

English adults from central England who sought healthcare consultations for respiratory 

conditions (117) (evidence rating = weak).   

It is possible that urban dwellers were more likely to seek healthcare consultations due to their 

relative ease of access to medical facilities, compared to rural dwellers; this is supported by 

evidence from the wider literature (300). Increased exposure to air pollution could also 

explain part of the increased risk of hospitalisation from respiratory diagnoses in urban 

compared to rural areas. Rural dwelling was associated with significantly increased risk of 

post-cold-surge cardiovascular mortality across Taiwanese townships (95) (evidence rating = 

moderate). This may be attributable to lower environmental temperatures in rural areas and 

also reduced medical access, meaning that individuals are more likely to die following cardiac 

events.  

4.4.7 Impact of Fuel Poverty 

Fuel Poverty is associated with cold housing, which can increase personal cold exposure, and, 

therefore, the risk of respiratory and cardiovascular illnesses through the biological 

mechanisms described in section 4.4.2. In support of this, three studies found that a ‘Fuel 

Poverty Risk Index’, which comprised several fuel poverty risk factors, namely energy 

inefficient housing, low income, householder (older) age and under-occupied housing, was 

associated with significantly increased risk of being a respiratory hospital admission amongst 

older people (4, 119, 128) (evidence ratings = weak, moderate and weak, respectively). A 

different study found that individuals from fuel poor households were more likely to have 

more lifestyle-related risk factors for cardiovascular and respiratory diseases, which indicates 

an additional pathway between fuel poverty and adverse health outcomes (301).  

Fuel poverty is caused by a broader combination of factors than originally identified by 

Boardman (30), including the general availability of fossil fuels, low household incomes, 

thermally inefficient housing, household under-occupancy, access to energy networks and 
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energy tariffs. These factors are issues which can be addressed, or interventions targeted 

towards a broader range of ‘at-risk’ groups, based on action at the political level.
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Figure 4.5: Evidence-based pathway model which illustrates the strength of evidence for relationships between housing-related 

exposures and circulatory outcomes in relation to cold exposure or winter season, based on evidence from the systematic literature 

review from chapters two-three. 
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Figure 4.6: Evidence-based pathway model which illustrates the strength of evidence for relationships between housing-related exposures and 

respiratory outcomes in relation to cold exposure or winter season, based on evidence from the systematic literature review from chapters two-three.
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4.5 Summary 

In this chapter, I developed evidence-based pathway models of associations between 

exposures and interventions, and circulatory and respiratory health outcomes in relation cold 

exposure and winter season, using evidence from the systematic literature review in chapters 

two-three. I also considered possible mechanisms by which different exposures and 

interventions could modify the risk of circulatory and respiratory health outcomes in relation 

to cold exposure.   

The information in figures 4.1 to 4.6 illustrate that existing evidence has focused on the 

effects of individual factors. Very few studies identified in the systematic literature review 

from chapters two-three considered the mechanisms by which different factors interact to 

influence health. Consequently, I am unable to produce an evidence-based model of pathways 

between cold exposure and adverse health outcomes moderated and mediated by various 

environmental, social and biological factors that shows interactive effects of different 

explanatory variables on health.   

Figures 4.1 to 4.6 illustrate the evidence concerning associations between exposures or 

interventions and outcomes in relation to cold exposure and winter season. However, the 

evidence is drawn from a large number of heterogeneous studies differing in terms of 

populations of interest, whether the data were collected at individual or ecological level and 

the exposure and outcome measures used. It is therefore, inappropriate to assume that the 

same pathways exist in different populations and ecologic levels. More insightful information 

regarding the effects of different factors on cold-related health outcomes could be gleaned 

from conceptual models based on evidence derived from specific population groups. 

The conceptual work presented in this chapter provides information about the potential 

mechanisms through which various factors could impact on circulatory and respiratory health, 

and may therefore influence morbidity and mortality rates, in relation to winter season and 

cold weather. This information is used to inform the analyses in chapter eight, concerning the 

relationships between explanatory factors and spatial and temporal variations in morbidity and 

mortality rates across England and between winter seasons.  

 In chapter five, I identify and examine data sources which can be used to represent variables 

from this chapter in the analyses.
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Chapter Five.  

Methods (i): Identification and selection of suitable data for the analyses 

5.1 Chapter outline 

In chapter four, I developed evidence-based pathway models of associations between social 

factors and circulatory and respiratory symptoms, disease risk factors and health outcomes, in 

relation to cold exposure and winter season. I also considered the mechanisms through which 

various environmental and social factors could impact on circulatory and respiratory health, 

and may therefore influence spatial and temporal variations in health across England in 

relation to cold weather and between winter seasons. This information is used to inform the 

analyses in chapter eight, to identify factors associated with spatial and temporal variations in 

cold-related-and excess winter morbidities and mortality.  

In this first of three methods chapters, I explain how data were identified to represent 

variables from the evidence-based pathway models, which were then used in the statistical 

analyses presented in chapter eight. In chapter six, I describe the methods that were used to 

format each data source and build a linked dataset containing explanatory and outcome 

variables for the analyses. In my final methods chapter (chapter seven), I introduce the 

statistical methods used to explore associations between individual and combinations of 

explanatory factors and spatial and temporal variations in excess adverse circulatory and 

respiratory health outcomes, in relation to periods of cold weather and winter season. The 

results from these analyses address research questions three (i.e. which factors are associated 

with spatial and temporal variations in winter- and cold-weather-related morbidity and 

mortality rates) and four (i.e. does the same combination of variables drive spatial and 

temporal variations in cold-weather-related morbidity and mortality rates) from the 

introduction (section 1.2). 

5.2 Criteria for locating and selecting suitable data for the analyses 

I identified data to represent variables from chapter four using internet searches and 

communications with individuals from academic, public and third sector organisations. Data 

on a range of health, social and environmental factors are routinely collected by organisations 

within the UK. Most of these data are publicly available via the internet.  The wealth of 

secondary data available are mostly collected for specific purposes, and, consequently, it is 
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not always possible to access appropriate data to address a specific research or policy question 

(302).  

Each data source that I identified to represent variables from chapter four in the analyses had 

limitations, and in situations where multiple data sources were available to represent a 

particular variable, a decision had to be made to select the most suitable data. In order to 

ensure that the process of data selection was as systematic as possible, I developed the 

following criteria, based on my consideration of what constituted a ‘model’ data source in 

relation to the aims of this project. Firstly, the data should be available at, or convertible to, 

the spatial units of interest in this study, which are local authority districts, 2011 boundaries 

(LAD11). Secondly, the data should be available at, or convertible to the temporal units of 

interest, which are months. Thirdly, the data should be available for the whole study area, 

which is England. Fourthly, the data should be available for the whole study duration of 2001-

12. Finally, the data should be representative of the populations of the spatial areas of interest 

(Local Authority Districts (LADs) for the whole of England). My rationale for identifying 

these criteria, are as follows: 

1. Availability at the spatial units of interest (LADs) 

The spatial areas of interest in this study are LADs. Local authorities are government 

administrations that operate at two levels in many parts of England. The two levels are county 

councils (upper tier) and district councils (lower tier). County and district councils have 

responsibility for the provision of different services to their populations (303). Some parts of 

the UK have a one tier system, which are referred to as ‘unitary authorities’. English LADs 

include (metropolitan and non-metropolitan) districts, unitary authorities and London 

boroughs. The upper tier of English local government (i.e. counties) are not included in LAD 

boundaries (304, 305). In 2011 there were 326 LADs in England.  

Limitations of using LADs as the spatial units of interest in the analyses in chapter eight are 

that LAD boundaries change regularly, as a result of attempts to improve efficiency of local 

government for different areas (306). This is problematic for targeting interventions towards 

areas with high hospital admission and mortality rates, as LADs often only exist for short 

periods of time. Also, LADs also have relatively large (compared to other small spatial units, 

e.g. Census output areas) and variable population sizes, ranging from 2,200 – 1.072 million 

(307), with a national average population size of 5,500 (308) for 2011 boundary codes, and 

incorporate socially heterogeneous populations, which differ in relation to their demographic 

and socioeconomic attributes. The use of LADs as the spatial units of interest in this study 

prevents the identification of health inequalities and associated risk factors within these areas. 
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I originally intended to use middle layer super output areas as the spatial units of interest in 

this study. There are two tiers of super output area in England, namely lower layer super 

output areas (LSOAs) and middle layer super output areas (MSOAs).  These are aggregations 

of census output areas, which are the smallest geographic units in which UK Census data are 

reported. English output areas were created in 2004 (following the 2001 Census), in order to 

improve the reporting of small area level statistics, by creating areas of approximately equal 

population sizes, containing adjacent and socially homogenous (in relation to tenure and 

accommodation type) postcodes (309). The boundaries of individual output areas are 

relatively static compared to other small area geographies (e.g. LADs), as they are only 

changed (merged or divided) between censuses in situations whereby (i) their population sizes 

deviate from maximum or minimum population thresholds (ii)  in order to improve an output 

area or super output area’s social homogeneity or (iii) to align with changed local authority 

boundaries (309). Just 0.11% of MSOAs were changed between the 2004 and 2011 systems, 

and the ONS provides a geographical conversion tool which allows data to be mapped 

between these classifications. There are currently 171,371 output areas, 32,844 LSOAs and 

6,791 MSOAs in England. Each MSOA has a population size of between 5 and 15,000 people 

(309).   

The temporal stability of Census output and super output areas makes them appropriate for 

exploring changes in disease prevalence through time, in relation to explanatory factors. In 

addition, their small and socially homogeneous nature enables identification of health 

inequalities within local authority areas and associated risk factors, and also potentially 

reduces the ecological fallacy. For example, in situations whereby individual households are 

assumed to be in fuel poverty, due to being located in areas containing a high proportion of 

thermally inefficient housing; this may lead to the delivery of costly interventions (e.g. 

financial support during periods of cold weather) to the whole population, including non-fuel 

poor households.  

Despite the advantages of using MSOAs as the spatial scale of interest for the analyses in this 

thesis, there is greater availability of data at LAD compared to smaller area levels, for most of 

the variables identified in chapters two-four. LAD level data are also generally of better 

quality, due to being directly measured. Data for many of the variables at MSOA level are 

estimated from data collected at a larger ecological scale (e.g. LADs or regions), applied to 

MSOAs using modelling techniques. For example, if smoking prevalence data are collected at 

LAD level, but not MSOA level, whereas income deprivation data are available at both 

ecological levels, information regarding the association between smoking and income 
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deprivation at LAD level can be used to estimate smoking prevalence at MSOA level. 

However, the estimates are unlikely to be accurate.  

I initially obtained some datasets for the analyses at MSOA level; however, I made the 

decision to aggregate up or re-locate these data at LAD level, due to the lack of robust data on 

a comprehensive range of factors of interest at smaller area levels. Responsibility for public 

health was conferred on local authorities by the Health and Social Care Act 2012 (310). It is, 

therefore, useful to describe data at LAD levels to inform improvement and protection of 

health. However, health disparities are often pronounced within LADs and the reduction of 

these health inequalities is a measure on which different LADs are compared (311). It may, 

therefore, be more informative to use smaller ecologic units in further research to investigate 

health disparities in specific LADs.   

As discussed, LADs are subject to boundary changes through time. However, the names and 

numbers of LADs were the same between 2011 and 2014. At the time when analyses for this 

thesis were undertaken, 2014 boundaries were the system currently used, therefore results 

from this thesis are relevant to existing LADs.  

2. Availability at the temporal units of interest (months) 

I chose months as the temporal units of interest in this study. This enabled me to assess 

associations between explanatory factors and outcome variables for specific months in the 

analyses.  The acquisition of data for smaller temporal units (e.g. days and weeks), would be 

likely to produce missing data for areas with small populations during non-winter months, 

when mortality counts are generally lower. In addition, mortality counts of very small 

numbers may jeopardise confidentiality as individuals could be identified from these data.  

3. Availability for the study duration (2001-12) 

I chose to analyse data for the time period 2001-12 in this study, for the following reasons. 

First, as from 2001 onwards, specific policies, legislations and guidelines were developed to 

reduce the adverse health and social impacts of cold weather (see chapter one for a 

discussion) (312-314). Also, in the winters of 2009/10 and 2010/11, the UK experienced 

unusually cold weather conditions. The political and climatic events which occurred from 

2001 onwards make this an interesting period to assess temporal variations in cold-weather-

related population health outcomes across England. Also, the period 2001-12 is the most 

recent period for which complete data are available. The analysis of data within a twelve year 

period in this study does not enable modelling of associations between exposures and 

outcomes that occur over longer time durations, which are particularly useful when modelling 
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the effects of lifestyle-related factors on chronic health outcomes and mortality, as these 

associations generally occur over decades (i.e. there is a lag effect).  

4. Availability for the study area (England) 

I chose to use England as the area of study in this study as it has a relatively strong political 

interest in reducing the excess adverse health and social impacts of cold weather. Also, 

England has population data available on a wide range of health, social and environmental 

indicators, including those which are of interest in this research. There is a lack of comparable 

data on many of the variables of interest in this research in Northern Ireland, Scotland and 

Wales, which is a main reason for not including other parts of the UK in the analyses.  

5. Representativeness of the populations of English LADs 

Another factor which influenced the selection of data for use in this project was their 

representativeness in relation to the social characteristics of each area. Data sources collected 

from samples that were representative of the populations of English LADs were preferred, in 

order to ensure that inferences regarding exposure-outcome associations are valid at this 

ecological level.  

In sections 5.3, I describe data sources that were identified to represent the required variables 

and the process of selecting data sources based on the five criteria outlined above.  

5.3 Data to represent identified variables for analyses 

5.3.1.  Morbidity and mortality data 

The health outcomes of interest in this research, based on the discussion in chapter four, are 

morbidity and mortality from circulatory and respiratory conditions. The Office for National 

Statistics (ONS) is the UK’s national repository for social statistics. The ONS holds electronic 

details of all deaths registered in England and Wales from 1959 onwards and information 

about the post code of usual residence of deceased individuals became available from 1981 

(315). The ONS publish mortality statistics on their website as standard outputs, and are able 

to produce bespoke tabulations containing specific variables.  

Hospital Episode Statistics (HES data) are commonly used in epidemiological research to 

measure the occurrence of medical conditions within the English population. English HES 

data are available from the Health and Social Care Information Centre from 1989-90 onwards 

(316). The Health and Social Care Information Centre is a public body which delivers 

information to improve patient services, care and outcomes across England. As with the ONS, 

the Health and Social Care Information Centre provides a service from which applicants can 

obtain datasets containing variables of interest for specific research projects. The Health and 
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Social Care Information Centre also has access to ONS data and offer to provide linked HES 

and ONS mortality statistics in bespoke tabulations.  

Initially, I consulted the websites of the ONS and the Health and Social Care Information 

Centre, to investigate whether any suitable data were available for my analyses. I was unable 

to locate morbidity and mortality data that were broken down by small areas and months for 

the time period of interest (2001-12). I therefore, applied for bespoke data tabulations of HES 

and mortality data. Initially, I contacted the Health and Social Care Information Centre to 

discuss my requirements in October 2013 and, after a delay in being provided with the 

relevant information to complete my application, I submitted my data request on 13 January 

2014. I requested the data for MSOAs as I originally intended to perform analyses at this 

ecological level. The data which I applied for were monthly mortality and hospital inpatient 

counts for English MSOAs from 2001-12, broken down by condition group (circulatory 

conditions and respiratory conditions, ICD-10 codes I000-I999 and J000-J999, respectively), 

five year age groups and sex. I was informed by the organisation that this bespoke data 

request should be completed within six weeks from application. However, during my PhD, 

restructuring of health and social care functions in England took place, following the 2010 

election. These changes impacted on the management and release of patient data. A brief 

overview of the changes is provided in the following paragraphs. 

The Health and Social Care Act 2012, specified major changes to health and social care 

functions in England, including the introduction of several new health bodies. One of the new 

bodies, NHS England, which aims to improve health outcomes for people living in England, 

identified the need to provide better, more joined up information regarding the care that 

individuals receive within different parts of the English NHS (317). This increased use of 

patient information raised public concerns about the use of health data, including possible 

abuse by insurance companies, who could potentially use patients’ data to calculate personal 

insurance premiums. However, the Care Act (2014) restricted the flow of potentially 

identifiable health data solely for purposes of benefit to the health and social care systems 

(318).  

On 5 March 2014, a review was commissioned to investigate the release of data by the Health 

and Social Care Information Centre’s predecessor organisation, the NHS Information Centre 

(318). The results of this investigation were released on 17 June 2014 and concluded that the 

handling of medical data by the NHS Information Centre was unacceptable (319). In order to 

restore public confidence regarding the use of personal health data, the Health and Social Care 

Information Centre undertook a review of processes for handling and releasing information. 
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On 17 June 2014, the Health and Social Care Information Centre set out a procedure that 

would involve stricter regulation of data release and usage.  

In order to practice my analyses whilst waiting for outcome data from the Health and Social 

Care Information Centre, I contacted the ONS in May 2014 to enquire whether I could obtain 

a reduced dataset, containing mortality data. ONS was able to provide monthly mortality data 

for English MSOAs from 2001-12, by condition group, however they were unable to provide 

the mortality data broken down by sex or age group, unless in the first instance, I applied to 

become an approved researcher, a process which could take six months. As these data were 

only intended to be used for preliminary research, so that analyses could be undertaken 

quickly when the data from the Health and Social Care Information Centre arrived, I accepted 

the reduced dataset, without age group and sex breakdown. The ONS are unable to provide 

HES data.  

The Health and Social Care Information Centre did not fulfil my data application during my 

PhD. I cancelled my application in May 2015 as at this time I was still awaiting information 

about when the data might become available. Consequently, I was required to use the 

mortality data that I obtained from the ONS in my final analyses.  

The characteristics of data which the Health and Social Care Information Centre and the ONS 

hold and those which I was able to obtain from the ONS are presented in table 5.1 in relation 

to my suitability criteria from section 5.2. 
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Table 5.1: Sources of data to represent morbidity and mortality variables in statistical analyses assessed against five suitability criteria† 

 

Data  Variable Sources Time period 

available 

Temporal units 

available 

Geographic area 

available 

Spatial units 

available 

Representativeness  

Data held by the 

organisations 

Mortality counts Office for National 

Statistics, (ONS);  

Health and Social 

Care Information 

Centre  

1981 onwards Various, including 

English Middle 

Super Output 

Areas (MSOAs) 

and Local 

Authority Districts 

(LADs) 

England and Wales Various, including 

months 

Representative of the 

populations of England and 

Wales and their constituent 

areas (e.g. MSOAs / LADs) 

Morbidity 

(hospital 

inpatient) counts 

Health and Social 

Care Information 

Centre 

1989-90 onwards Various, including 

English MSOAs 

and LADs 

England and Wales Various, including 

months 

Representative of the 

populations of England and 

Wales and their constituent 

areas (e.g. MSOAs / LADs) 

Data obtained  Mortality counts ONS 2001-12 MSOAs England Months Representative of the 

populations of English 

MSOAs, and LADs once 

aggregated  

Morbidity 

(hospital 

inpatient) counts 

Health and Social 

Care Information 

Centre 

None None None None None 

 

                                                           
† Cells shaded green indicate that the variable of interest (e.g. mortality count data) fulfils the requirement in the column in relation to the criteria 

specified in section 5.2 (e.g. the data are available for the study period, 2001-12). This coding is used in all tables in this chapter. 
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5.3.2.  Influenza data 

Influenza is considered to contribute to spatial and temporal variations in cold-weather- 

related mortality in England (5). It is therefore, important to include a measure of influenza 

activity in the analyses for this project. Influenza is not a notifiable disease, meaning there is 

no legal requirement for cases to be reported to health authorities. In addition, most cases of 

influenza do not result in healthcare consultations, therefore only a small proportion of cases 

are recorded and even fewer cases are confirmed from lab samples. As most cases of ILI go 

undetected, measures of influenza activity are proxy measures rather than true incidence data 

(320).  

Influenza surveillance in the UK is coordinated by Health Protection Agency (HPA) Influenza 

Surveillance Section, Respiratory Disease Department, HPA Colindale (321). The HPA 

website lists sources of UK influenza data under the following categories: i) clinical 

surveillance through primary care, ii) microbial surveillance and iii) disease severity and 

mortality data. Some influenza data sources were developed following the 2009 Swine Flu 

Pandemic (322). 

I contacted organisations including Public Health England, to enquire about accessing 

influenza data for this project. I intended to decide which data were most suitable for my 

analyses, in relation to my inclusion criteria as specified in section 5.2, once I had determined 

which data were available. In the following paragraphs, I discuss the suitability of the 

influenza data sources and my attempts to access them.  

Influenza surveillance data are collected from GP practices around the country which provide 

data on infectious diseases that are used in syndromic schemes. However, these data are based 

on GP consultations in a small number of practices. The Royal College of General 

Practitioners (RCGP) spotter practice scheme provides the only community-based influenza 

incidence data which are available throughout the year and for the whole study period of 

interest in this research (2001-12) (320, 323). The data are collected from over 100 GP 

practices in England and Wales and act as an early warning to changes in the incidence of 

common illnesses, including influenza activity. Weekly communicable disease reports are 

published by the HPA, which present influenza data from various sources including the 

RCGPs spotter practice scheme, at national and supra-regional (north, central and south of 

England) levels (324), but not for smaller areas of England. The RCGP spotter scheme also 

does not have good coverage of the whole country - for example, it includes very few North 

East practices. It is also not based on laboratory-confirmed influenza cases. The data are from 

an aggregate practice population of >900,000 people, which represents about 1.5% of the 
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population of England and Wales (320, 323). I applied to the RCGP in January 2014 to obtain 

influenza data from the GP spotter practice scheme for my study. The organisation refused to 

release the data until a policy review scheduled in spring 2014, had been completed. I 

submitted a second application to the organisation, including a full protocol for my study, in 

autumn 2014, but I received no data or further communication from the organisation, despite 

my efforts to contact the team who were dealing with my request.  

An alternative GP surveillance scheme is Q Surveillance, which is the world’s largest real-

time infectious disease surveillance system and produces weekly reports on the prevalence of 

infectious diseases like influenza and pneumococcal infection (325). These data are obtained 

through monitoring GP consultations and deaths from infectious diseases on a daily basis for 

an aggregate population of 23 million patients at Primary Care Trust (PCT) level (325). PCTs 

were established across England between 2000 and 2002 as commissioners and providers of 

health services amongst local populations, but were abolished in March 2013 and replaced by 

clinical commissioning groups following the publication of the 2012 Health and Social Care 

Act (219). However, as PCTs existed for the duration of my study, they are potentially an 

appropriate administrative boundary to use in this project. Q Surveillance data are derived 

from a larger number (3,400) of UK GP practices than the RCGP scheme, but do not cover 

the whole time period of this study (the data are available from 2008). There are additional 

limitations of this data source. Firstly, researchers wishing to obtain these data are required to 

be employed by a UK research institution, which I am not. Secondly, the number of 

observations it is permitted to access in a dataset is limited to 1,000. This would mean I would 

only able to access data from 2008 onwards at national level. Nevertheless, I attempted to 

contact the custodian of these data to enquire about obtaining Q Surveillance data to include 

in my project, but I received no response to my e-mail. I was unable to locate alternative 

contact details (e.g. a telephone number), to follow-up my e-mail.  

NHS Direct provided a 24 hour telephone helpline service for the general public to access 

health-related advice, from its establishment in 1998 to its dissolution in March 2014. In 

partnership with the HPA, the NHS Direct Syndromic Surveillance System, which covered 

the whole of England and Wales, recorded data on certain symptoms with a winter focus on 

cold/flu and fever calls (321). In relation to the aims of the project in this thesis, data from the 

NHS Direct Syndromic Surveillance System has the advantage of running since 1998 and 

therefore it covers the whole period of my study. However, it is based only on people who 

contacted the NHS Direct service with ILI symptoms. I contacted the NHS information 
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governance team to enquire about the availability of NHS Direct influenza syndromic 

surveillance data, but I was informed that the data were unavailable at area levels. 

The National Pandemic Flu Service was a telephone and internet service that ran in England 

between 23 July 2009 and 11 February 2010, which the general public could contact if they 

had symptoms of influenza, following which, individuals were taken through a series of 

questions to determine if they should receive antiviral drugs (321).  Like the NHS Direct 

syndromic surveillance scheme data, the National Pandemic Flu Service only holds 

information about people who used the service. Also, these data were only collected for a 

seven month period.  

Flu Survey is an internet-based influenza surveillance project which is run by the London 

School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (326). The aim of the system is to provide an up-to-

date robust system which captures influenza activity amongst individuals who would not have 

consulted health services. The system is based on participants from the general population, 

who are asked to report any flu-like symptoms each week during the influenza season. The 

scheme was established in 2009 and was in its fifth year of reporting at the time when I 

acquired data for this project. This data source has the limitations of being based on voluntary 

reporting and being unavailable for my study duration, from 2001-12. I contacted the Flu 

Survey team twice by e-mail to ask if they could provide data for my project, but received no 

response.  

The Medical Officers of Schools Association / HPA scheme is based on the collection of 

weekly data on various illnesses including ILI from boarding schools which are enrolled in 

the scheme, each week during the school terms (321). The scheme includes up to 42 schools 

and the report covers a population of approximately 12,000 pupils. Most of the children are 

located in the southern half of England, with pupils aged between 5 and 18 years, although the 

majority are boys aged from 13 to 18 years (321).These data are unrepresentative of the study 

populations of interest in my research and therefore I considered this an inappropriate source 

of influenza data.  

Outbreaks of acute respiratory illnesses in institutional setting (e.g. schools, care homes and 

hospitals) are reported to the Respiratory Diseases Department at Public Health England- 

Colindale (321). However, as with the Medical Officers of Schools Association system, data 

from institutional settings are unrepresentative of the whole population of England.                                                                                                                                                     

Public Health England has also started to conduct a community influenza telephone survey to 

monitor influenza circulation in England, based on a sample of approximately 800 
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households. However, this survey only began during the 2013/14 influenza season (321), 

which is outside of my study period. The HPA also monitors influenza using microbial 

samples obtained from patients in healthcare settings, but these data are unavailable at 

aggregate level.  

Hospitalisation and mortality data are used to monitor cases of severe influenza in the English 

population. As discussed in chapter one of this thesis, influenza is often incorrectly diagnosed 

and it can aggravate other medical conditions, whereby influenza hospitalisations and deaths 

are likely to be under-recorded  (327, 328).  

The UK Severe Influenza Surveillance System involves the mandatory reporting of lab 

confirmed hospitalised cases of influenza within NHS hospitals and Trusts in England. This 

scheme was piloted in 2010/11 and ran in 2011/12 (321). The data are collected on a weekly 

basis, broken down by age group and influenza type, and are disseminated by the HPA 

through weekly influenza reports (321). I contacted the custodian of these data to request 

access to the full dataset and was told that I could not be allowed access to the data as they 

were currently being used in analyses.  

The weekly influenza report, which contains data from the RCGP GP spotter practice scheme 

and UK Severe Influenza Surveillance System, is only available online from the publication 

released on 13 October 2011, which is less than two months before the end of my study 

duration. I requested back-issues of this report from the custodian of the UK Severe Influenza 

Surveillance System data and from the RCGP, but these were not provided. However, the 

weekly influenza reports would be unsuitable to use in my analyses due to the fact that, as 

already explained, they only provide data at national and supra-regional levels. These data are 

unlikely to provide accurate information about influenza activity for individual LADs.   

An alternative option for obtaining proxy influenza data was to apply to the Health and Social 

Care Information Centre or ONS for monthly hospitalisation and or mortality counts, 

respectively, broken down by LAD of residence and specific influenza disease codes. This 

would provide influenza data for the entire duration and geographical area of interest in my 

study and at the spatial and temporal units of interest. However, there are various problems 

with using these data, as follows. Firstly, inaccurate diagnosis and the presence of co-

morbidities means that influenza is often under-recorded as the cause of hospital admission 

and death. Secondly, the Health and Social Care Information Centre were not releasing data, 

as discussed in section 5.3.1. Thirdly, the ONS would be unlikely to release data specifically 
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for influenza disease codes at monthly and LAD level, as the number of deaths would be 

extremely small and individuals could potentially be identified from information regarding 

their cause and month of death and their area of residence. The small numbers would also 

undermine the reliability of the data, although this is dealt with in my analyses by using 

Bayesian approaches (see chapter seven for details). Influenza mortality data are also highly 

unrepresentative of community level influenza activity. Fourthly, mortality data for the 

influenza disease codes are included in the outcome data for respiratory deaths. Including the 

same influenza data in statistical analyses twice could introduce the problem of mathematical 

coupling, which refers to the situation whereby part of an association between two variables is 

due to a common component which is included in both variables (329). This can lead to 

invalid results and conclusions. 

I contacted various other individuals and organisations throughout 2014 for advice about 

obtaining influenza data from the sources listed on the HPA website, but no data were 

provided and I received feedback from a member of staff from Public Health England that 

organisations were not releasing any influenza data at this time. 

Influenza activity has complex aetiology that is not well understood (330), therefore I was 

unable to identify any other appropriate indicators which could be used as substitute measures 

of influenza activity.  

A summary of the influenza data sources that I consulted for this project are presented in table 

5.2, below.
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Table 5.2: Sources of data to represent influenza circulation in statistical analyses assessed against five suitability criteria† 

 

 

 

Data Source Time period  Temporal units  Geographic area  Spatial units  Representativeness  

GP consultation rates 

for influenza-like-

illnesses (ILI) 

Royal College of 

General Practitioners 

(RCGP) 

1966 onwards Weekly  England National and supra-

regional 

These data are based on GP 

consultations and are 

therefore not a true measure 

incidence of ILI. The data 

are also unavailable at Local 

Authority District (LAD) 

level and are geographically 

and socioeconomically 

unrepresentative (324) of the 

study area (England) 

 

Q Surveillance 

infectious disease data 

University of 

Nottingham 

2008 onwards Daily UK Primary Care Trust These data are not a true 

measure of influenza 

incidence as they are based 

on GP consultations. 

However, they are collected 

from 3,400 UK practices and 

are therefore a more 

representative proxy for 

circulating influenza 

compared to the RCGP 

spotter practice scheme data 
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Table 5.2 (continued i)† 

 

Data Source Time period  Temporal units  Geographic area  Spatial units  Representativeness  

NHS Direct 

Syndromic 

Surveillance Scheme 

consultation data 

NHS Data Protection 

Service 

1998-2014 Not specified England and Wales Not specified These data are based only on 

calls from the general public 

with symptoms of cold and 

flu to the NHS Direct 

Service. These data are 

therefore unlikely to be 

representative of influenza 

activity in the population 

National Pandemic 

Flu Service 

consultation data 

Listed on Health 

Protection Agency 

(HPA) website, no 

contact details 

available 

Jul 2009-Feb 10 Not specified England Not specified These data are only from 

people who contacted the 

service 

Flu Survey data Contact form available 

on Flu Survey website 

Flu seasons from 

2009/10 onwards 

Weekly  England Not specified These data are based on 

people who participate in 

weekly online symptom 

reporting 
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Table 5.2 (continued ii)† 

 

Data Source Time period  Temporal units  Geographic area  Spatial units  Representativeness  

Medical Officers of 

Schools Association / 

HPA scheme 

Listed on HPA 

website, contact 

details unavailable 

Not specified Weekly England Not specified These data are based on 

reporting of ILI from 42 

boarding schools, located 

mainly in Southern England 

Institutional outbreak 

data 

Respiratory Disease 

Department, HPA 

Colindale 

Not specified Not specified The UK Not specified These data are based on ad-

hoc reporting of acute 

respiratory illness outbreaks 

from institutional settings 

Public Health England 

(PHE) Community 

Telephone Survey 

PHE Contact email 

address provided on 

HPA website 

2013/14 influenza 

season onwards 

Not specified England Not specified These data are based on 

individuals aged ≥18 years 

from 800 households per 

season who agree to 

participate 

HPA microbial 

surveillance 

HPA Colindale / 

RCGP 

Not specified Not specified England Not specified These data are based on 

samples collected from 

participating GP Practices 

UK Severe 

Surveillance System 

HPA / Department of 

Health 

2011/12 onwards Weekly England NHS hospitals /  

Trusts 

These data are  based on lab 

confirmed samples from 

hospitalised patients 

Influenza 

hospitalisation data 

Health and Social 

Care Information 

Centre  

1981 onwards Various, including 

months  

England and Wales Various, including 

English Local 

Authority Districts 

(LADs) 

These data are based on 

patients hospitalised and 

diagnosed with influenza 

Influenza mortality 

data 

Office for National 

Statistics (ONS) 

1989-90 onwards Various, including 

months  

England and Wales Various, including 

English LADs 

These data are based on 

patients who died and were 

diagnosed with influenza 
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5.3.3  Environmental factors 

i.   meteorological variables 

The position of the North Atlantic Jet Stream is operationalised in this thesis using North 

Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) Indices, which are available as monthly measurements from the 

National Climatic Data Centre (331) on a daily and monthly basis, from 1950 onwards. 

The Met Office is the UK’s National Weather Service and provides monthly data for a grid 

covering the UK at 5 by 5 km resolution for various meteorological variables, most of which 

are available for the whole of my study period, from 2001-11(332). I obtained the 2012 data 

via personal communication with the Met Office, as these data were unavailable on the 

internet. All of the meteorological data are freely available for use in non-commercial 

research. Gridded data were obtained for three measures of monthly mean air temperature, 

namely: 1) mean daily maximum temperature, 2) mean daily minimum temperature and 3) 

mean air temperature. A recent analysis, conducted using data for English Government Office 

Regions, found that most excess cold-weather-related deaths in England occurred at modestly 

cold temperatures, of around 4-80C (270). I therefore decided to obtain data for three climatic 

measures to compare the strength of association between each of these factors and the 

outcome measures at LAD level.   

Most investigations on cold-weather-related deaths have relied on measures of temperature. In 

order to explore associations between different climatic factors and circulatory and respiratory 

mortality rates, I obtained data for the following meteorological variables: number of days of 

air frost (count of days across the month when the minimum air temperature is below 0°C); 

sunshine duration (duration of bright sunshine during the month (hours per day)); mean wind 

speed (hourly mean wind speed (knots) at a height of 10 meters above ground level averaged 

over the month) and mean relative humidity (hourly (or 3-hourly) relative humidity (%) 

averaged over the month).  

All of the meteorological data were averaged across English LADs (2011 boundaries), using 

the R statistical software programme (333). The main limitation was the presence of large 

proportions of missing data within each of the datasets, which could affect the accuracy of 

monthly values for meteorological variables assigned to LADs.  

ii. measures of air pollution 

Various sources of air pollution data are available, each with their own limitations. The 2004-

10 Indices of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) provide data on individual as well as composite 

aspects of deprivation, for English LSOAs and regions (334). The IMD contains an ‘outdoor 
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living environment’ domain, which includes air quality data, based on estimates of the 

concentration of four pollutants, modelled across LSOAs. However, the outdoor living 

environment domain also incorporates data on the number of road traffic accidents in LSOAs. 

IMD data are also only available for the years 2004, 2007 and 2010 and each dataset includes 

data that were collected during previous years, which makes it difficult to link these data to 

other data used in this project on a temporal basis. Also, different data sources were used to 

calculate IMD domains between years, although the IMD scores from 2004-10 are 

comparable (334). However, IMD scores for individual domains are also unsuitable for 

regression analyses, particularly temporal analyses of changes in indicators within areas 

through time as the IMD data are provided as ranks or scores, neither of which are interval 

level data. For example, the IMD rank scores are calculated relative to other areas, meaning 

that changes in IMD rank scores overall and on individual domains within a particular area 

(e.g. area X) through time may be caused by changes on that domain within other areas (e.g. 

areas Y and Z). This would change the rank position of area X, even when its actual 

performance on an indicator of deprivation has not changed between years.    

An alternative potential indicator of exposure to air pollution, which is increasingly used in 

epidemiological studies, are road types (335). UK roads are classified using a letter and 

numbering system (336). ‘A’ roads are generally the busier than ‘B’ roads and are therefore 

generally associated with the generation of more air pollution (335). Information about A and 

B density could therefore, provide an indicator of variation in mobile sources of air pollution 

between areas and through time (335). Road network data are available from the EDINA 

National Data Centre database (335). However, A and B road density does not necessarily 

provide an accurate indicator of area level traffic flow and air pollution levels as there is 

likely to be a high level of variation in traffic flow on the same road types between areas (e.g. 

B roads in the London area may have greater traffic flow compared to A roads in Northern 

England).  

Road traffic data, which are available from the website of the Department for Transport (337), 

could be used as an alternative proxy measure of mobile air pollution. These data are 

available from the year 2000 to present and consist of quarterly and annual reports of road 

traffic levels for English Local Authorities and Regions. However, these data do not provide 

information regarding estimated levels of individual air pollutants, which is problematic, due 

to the differential effects on various health outcomes of individual air pollutants. 

Daily historical air pollution data are publicly available for key UK air pollutants at national, 

regional and local authority levels, dating back to 1961 from the Department for Environment, 
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Food and Rural Affairs’ (DEFRA) UK-AIR Archive data selector tool (338). However, the 

monitoring stations are sporadically distributed between and within areas. Consequently, the 

data are not provided for every English local authority.  

DEFRA also provide modelled annual mean estimates for several air pollutants across 1 by 

1km grid squares of the UK, from the Air Information Resource (338). These data can be 

modelled over small areas of England (e.g. MSOAs and LADs). PM2.5 (particulate matter 

(PM) with fractions ≤ 2.5μm) data are available for the years 2002-12 and PM10 (PM with 

fractions ≤ 10μm) data are available from 2001-12. Disadvantages of these data include that 

they are incomplete due to inconsistent monitoring between stations, over time and in relation 

to different air pollutants.  

The sporadic distribution of monitoring stations (e.g. some are situated near roadsides, others 

in rural locations) of data from DEFRA’s Air Information Resource also undermines the 

representativeness of these data for assessing the level of exposure of populations from each 

LAD to air pollution. These data are also not provided for the temporal units of interest in this 

study (months), which means that the seasonal effects of air pollution on cold-weather-related 

deaths cannot be assessed in the analyses. Finally, the methods used to measure the PM data 

were changed from 2004, from tapered element oscillating microbalance (TEOM) to 

gravimetric analysis. Differences have been found between air pollution measurements from 

the results of co-located TEOM and gravimetric devices. The change in measurement devices 

used to collect air pollution data during my study period is problematic for comparing the 

effects of air pollution on cold weather related adverse health outcomes through time. 

Previously, a factor of 1.3 was applied to all TEOM-measured concentrations to estimate the 

gravimetric equivalent. However, this was considered un-robust as the factor would vary 

geographically and throughout time (339). I was advised by researchers from the London 

School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (personal communication), that the 1 by 1 km 

modelled annual air pollution data were the most suitable for use in this project (340). 

Although earlier maps (pre-2005) may show lower concentrations of PM than more recent 

ones (2005 onwards), there is no agreed method to scale them to be comparable. There is an 

increasing trend for researchers to measure the impacts of air pollution on human health based 

on smaller particles of air pollution, which are more able to penetrate deeper into the lung 

tissues. I therefore used the PM2.5 data in my analyses.  

Also from DEFRA’s Air Information Resource, I obtained data for nitrogen dioxide (N02), 

which were available as annual mean values modelled over 1 by 1 km grid squares of the UK 

from 2001-12. I obtained these data as it is possible that these emissions, which can adversely 
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impact on the cardiovascular and respiratory systems, have increased since 2001, due to 

increased reliance on diesel cars.  

The characteristics of data that were considered to represent environmental variables from 

chapter four in statistical analyses are shown in table 5.3, below. 
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Table 5.3: Sources of data to represent environmental variables in statistical analyses assessed against five suitability criteria† 

Data Source Time period  Temporal units  Geographic area  Spatial units  Representativeness  

Position of the North 

Atlantic Jet Stream, 

North Atlantic 

Oscillation (NAO) 

indices 

National Climatic 

Data Centre 

1950 - Daily and monthly North Atlantic Ocean N/A N/A 

Meteorological 

variables  

UK Met Office  1910-2012 Daily and monthly 

values 

UK 5x5km gridded 

datasets which can be 

modelled to Middle 

Super Output Area 

(MSOA) and Local 

Authority District 

(LAD) levels 

Missing data and sporadically 

distributed monitors 

undermines the 

representativeness of these 

data to LADs for the study 

period 

Air Pollution Department for 

Environment, Food 

and Rural Affairs  

2001-12(for PM10 and 

N02) and 2002-12 

(for PM2.5) 

Annual mean values UK 1x1km gridded 

datasets which can be 

modelled to MSOA 

and LAD levels 

Missing data and sporadically 

distributed monitors 

undermines the 

representativeness of these 

data to LADs for the study 

period 
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5.3.4  Biological factors 

In chapter four, I suggested biological pathways through which proximate exposures are 

hypothesized to exert their adverse impacts on the health outcomes of interest. 

The Health Survey for England is an annual cross-sectional survey commissioned in the early 

1990s by the Department of Health, to monitor the health of the English population (341). 

The Health Survey for England is now commissioned by the Health and Social Care 

Information Centre. The Health Survey for England collects data on a range of variables in 

relation to mental and physical health, objective health and biological measures, 

demographics, housing and lifestyle factors and socioeconomic circumstances (341).  The 

Health Survey for England has a nationally representative annual sample size of 

approximately 8,000 individuals from private English households. These data are readily 

accessible to academics registered with the UK Data Archive (342). The emphasis of the 

Health Survey for England changes each year, meaning that some of the variables included in 

the survey change between years.  

Biological variables that were included in surveys for some of the years between 2001 and 

2012, which could be used to represent some of the biological mediator variables from 

chapter four, include: fibrinogen (a measure of blood clotting potential), high density 

lipoprotein and total cholesterol, angina (as a measure of atherosclerosis), systolic and 

diastolic blood pressure measurements, presence of a cardiovascular disease, presence of 

diabetes and presence of respiratory problems including lung function and wheezing (the 

latter as a measure of bronchospasm). Immunoglobulin (an antibody) levels were measured in 

some Health Survey for England surveys. I considered whether this could be used in my 

analyses to measure the association between cold weather and immune function (low immune 

function could increase susceptibility to respiratory infections). However, immunoglobulin is 

generally used as an indicator of allergies (343), rather than immune function. 

The Health Survey for England data are only representative of the English population of 

private households. Also, the data are collected at individual household level and can be 

aggregated to regional level, but details about LAD of residence are not included in the survey 

data. Consequently, the publicly available data cannot be aggregated to LAD level. I excluded 

Health Survey for England data from my analyses due to the lack of availability or 

convertibility of these data to LAD level.  
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I could not find any suitable alternative sources of data for the biological variables that are 

listed in the previous paragraphs of section 5.3.4, at LAD level. I therefore decided to exclude 

these variables from the analyses. 

Obesity is a biological risk factor for various health problems, including conditions of the 

cardiovascular and respiratory systems. The most widely used indicator to classify individuals 

as being underweight, normal weight, overweight or obese is BMI. Obesity is defined as the 

situation where a person’s BMI score is ≥30. BMI provides an indicator of total adiposity (i.e. 

the amount of fat around the body) (344). However, some evidence suggests that the 

accumulation of body fat around the waist (central, or abdominal adiposity) presents a greater 

risk to circulatory health than fat deposition on other parts of the body (344). Guidance from 

the National Obesity Observatory, Public Health England, specifies that the best evidence to 

date suggests that measures of general and central adiposity should be used together, in order 

to best identify individuals at increased risk of obesity-related ill health (344). Waist to hip 

ratio is a measure of central adiposity. However, most data sources use BMI as the official 

obesity indicator (344).  

Several sources of aggregate data on overweight and obesity are available. The main sources 

are listed on the website of the National Obesity Observatory (345), which is Public Health 

England’s resource for providing data and information about obesity and its determinants in 

England. The Health Survey for England measured waist circumference for adults in 1993-4, 

1997-8 and 2001-7, and has collected data on participants’ height and weight from 1997 

onwards (346). These data are available at individual level and can be aggregated to GOR 

level. In addition, Health Survey for England data from 2006-8 are available at LAD level as 

a modelled dataset. Limitations of these data include that only one dataset is available, which 

prevents them from being included in temporal analyses. Also, these data are estimates, 

modelled from individual level data to MSOA level and aggregated to LAD level (347, 348). 

Consequently, these data may not be entirely robust.  

The Active People Survey is a large annual telephone survey of sport and active recreation, 

commissioned by Sport England. The survey provides data of how participation in sport and 

recreation varies geographically and between demographic and socioeconomic groups in 

England (349). The first wave of the Active People Survey took part in 2005/6. It is 

representative at LAD level. It also has a large sample size, with 363,724 adults (aged ≥16 

years) participating in the Active People Survey in 2005/6 and 157,100 in the 2011/12 survey 

(350). However, the response rate is around 28%, which is substantially lower than for other 

large scale surveys (351). The Active People Survey began collecting data on adult weight 
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and height, from which BMI is calculated, in January 2012 (349). All data from the Active 

People Survey are self-reported, which could introduce a bias into the results. Self-report data 

can be inaccurate due to factors including memory lapses, misinterpretation of questions 

asked, simplification of question responses and modification of answers to make them more 

socially desirable (352). Self-report bias occurs when certain population groups are more 

likely to provide inaccurate answers in a given direction. For example, if there is geographical 

variation in the tendency to overestimate height and underestimate weight, this could 

undermine the validity of results and subsequent inferences about the association between 

BMI and mortality rates across LADs. However, BMI data from the Active People Survey are 

corrected for self-report bias using individual level data for 2006-10 from the Health Survey 

for England (349), in which the height and weight of participants were measured by 

interviewers.  A disadvantage of the Active People Survey in relation to this study is that their 

BMI data are only available for one year of my study (2012) and therefore cannot be used to 

assess changes in obesity prevalence through time in relation to cold-weather-related 

mortality. However, only one dataset containing adult obesity data are available at LAD level 

from the Health Survey for England data, which also precludes temporal analysis of these 

data. I therefore included LAD level BMI data from the Active People Survey in my analysis, 

which, unlike the Health Survey for England data, are measured at, rather than modelled to, 

LAD level.  

The Active People Survey does not include data on children who are under 16 years of age. I 

included a measure of child obesity in my analyses, to determine whether this was associated 

with adverse cold-weather-related adverse health outcomes, especially in relation to 

respiratory deaths. The National Child Measurement Programme began in 2005/6 and 

involves the measurement of height and weight in children in reception class (aged 4-5 years) 

and year 6 (aged 10-11 years) in order to determine obesity prevalence (353). Participation 

rates for the National Child Measurement Programme are high (1,076,824 children and 93% 

participation in 2012/13) (354). These data are currently available at LAD level from 2006/7 

to 2012/13.  

The characteristics of data considered to represent biological variables that were identified in 

chapter four are shown in table 5.4, below. 
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Variable Source Time period  Temporal units  Geographic area  Spatial units  Representativeness  

Fibrinogen levels (a 

measure of  blood 

viscosity and blood 

clot formation) 

Health Survey for 

England dataset,  

Available from the 

UK data service 

2003–04, 2006 and 

2009. 

Annual England Individual level, can 

be aggregated to 

regional and national 

levels 

Not representative below 

Government Office Region 

(GOR) level 

Blood pressure Health Survey for 

England dataset,  

Available from the 

UK data service 

2001-12 Annual England Individual level, can 

be aggregated to 

regional and national 

levels 

Not representative below 

GOR level 

Wheezing (measure of 

bronchospasm) 

Health Survey for 

England dataset,  

Available from the 

UK data service 

2001-2; 2010 Annual England Individual level, can 

be aggregated to 

regional and national 

levels 

Not representative below 

GOR level 

Lung function Health Survey for 

England dataset 

2001-2, 2004 and 

2010 

Annual England Individual level, can 

be aggregated to 

regional and national 

levels 

Not representative below 

GOR level 

Table 5.4: Sources of data to represent biological variables in statistical analyses† 
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 Table 5.4 (continued)† 

 

Variable Source Time period  Temporal units  Geographic area  Spatial units  Representativeness  

Angina (measure of 

atherosclerosis) 

Available from the UK 

data service 

2003-6; 2011 Annual England Individual level, can be 

aggregated to regional 

and national levels 

Not representative 

below GOR level 

Serum LDL and total 

cholesterol 

Health Survey for 

England dataset 

2003–04, 2006, 2008-

12 

Annual England Individual level, can be 

aggregated to regional 

and national levels 

Not representative 

below GOR level 

Adult obesity 

prevalence (BMI) (%) 

PHE Local Health 

webs 

Active People Survey 

2012 

Annual England MSOA and LAD 

 

The data are weighted 

to be representative of 

the population of 

individuals aged 16+ in 

each LAD 

Waist circumference Health Survey for 

England , accessed 

through the UK data 

archive 

2001-7 Annual England GOR level  

Child (reception and 

year 6) obesity 

prevalence (%) 

Public Health 

England’s Local 

Health website, source: 

the National Child 

Measurement 

Programme 

One dataset, Oct 2010 - 

13 

Annual England MSOA and LAD 

 

These data are 

representative of 

children in reception 

class (aged 4-5 years) 

and year 6 (aged 10-11 

years) only 
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5.3.5  Vulnerability factors 

There is no strong evidence to suggest that gender and ethnicity are associated with an 

increased risk of cold-weather-related deaths (59). However, most EWM occurs amongst 

elderly people (355). Ideally, causal pathways for cold-weather-related deaths would be tested 

in specific age groups, as this could provide information to enable interventions to be 

developed and targeted most effectively to reduce these deaths. The availability of age- 

specific mortality data would also allow me to control for differences in age profile between 

LADs and within LADs through time in the analyses, which are likely to influence spatial and 

temporal variations in mortality rates, using standardisation techniques. However, as indicated 

in section 5.2., I was unable to obtain mortality data broken down by age group.  

In order to identify associations between population age profile and spatial and temporal 

variations in cold-related mortality, I therefore included a variable measuring the proportion 

of older persons (individuals aged ≥65 years, considered as the most vulnerable age group for 

cold-weather-related mortality, the outcome of interest in the analyses, compared to younger 

persons) in each LAD for each year from 2001-12. I created this variable using population 

data from the 2001 and 2011 censuses and 2002-10 and 2012 mid-year population estimates 

(356). The data from 2001 and 2011 I derived from the censuses, based on questions about the 

ages of the inhabitants of members of each household. On consecutive years, in between 

censuses, the number of individuals in one year age bands are calculated by adding one year 

to the age of each individual from the previous year (each year runs from 1 July to 30 June the 

next year), therefore three year olds become four year olds etc., adding births and removing 

deaths occurring during the year and allowing for migration to and from each area using 

proxy data (357).  

UK censuses are social surveys of the entire population of the UK which have been carried 

out every ten years since 1801, except for 1941 due to World War II (358). They provide 

information regarding demographic and socioeconomic characteristics of the population, 

which are used for a variety of purposes, including academic research. Data from UK 

censuses are released at different levels of aggregation (359). As it is a legal requirement to 

complete the UK Census every ten years, participation rate is high at individual level (person 

response rate was 94% for England and Wales in 2001 and 2011) and within local authorities 

(range of response rate by local authority was 64-99% from the 2001 census and 82-98% from 

the 2011 census) (360).  
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The characteristics of data that were used to represent variation in age (n ≥65 years) between 

LADs and years in the analyses are shown in table 5.5, below. 
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Variable Source Time period  Temporal units  Geographic area  Spatial units  Representativeness  

Proportion of the 

population of each 

Local Authority 

District (LAD) aged  

≥65 years 

Office for National 

Statistics Census and 

mid-year population 

age structure 

estimates 

2001-12 Years England Middle Super Output 

Areas aggregated to 

LADs 

Range of response rates by 

local authority was 64-99% 

from the 2001 census and 82-

98% from the 2011 census   

Table 5.5: Sources of data to represent variation in age (proportion of the population aged ≥65 years) in statistical analyses†  
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5.3.6.  Socioeconomic factors 

Socioeconomic deprivation is a multi-faceted concept and not easily defined. Health and 

social researchers use various composite and individual measures of socioeconomic 

deprivation. Associations between socioeconomic deprivation and health outcomes are 

generally complex, moderated and mediated by various factors. The results of the systematic 

literature review of epidemiology studies, presented in chapter two of this thesis, indicates 

that there are inconsistent associations between measures of socioeconomic deprivation and 

cold-weather-related adverse health outcomes. The most consistent associations were found 

between two individual measures of socioeconomic deprivation, namely low income and 

household crowding, and adverse health outcomes in relation to cold weather and winter 

season.  

The UK Census data contains an occupancy variable, which is a measure of overcrowded and 

under-occupied households in England and Wales. There are two measures of household 

occupancy, based on the number of (i) rooms and (ii) bedrooms, in relation to inhabitants. 

Household occupancy is calculated as the number of rooms and bedrooms which are required 

in a household, based on the number, age and relationships between its inhabitants, subtracted 

from the number of rooms/bedrooms available in the household accommodation. An 

occupancy rating of -1 indicates that a household has one fewer room/bedroom than needed, 

whilst an occupancy rating of +1 implies that the household has one more extra 

room/bedroom than required (361).  

The measure of occupancy that is based on the number of bedrooms is only available from the 

2011 Census. This is because it was developed after the 2003 publication of The Housing 

(Overcrowding) Bill, which defined situations where a separate bedroom is required for 

inhabitants based on their age, sex and relationship (361). The household occupancy measure 

that is based on the number of rooms in relation to inhabitants of a household is available at 

LAD level from the ONS, based on data from the 2011 Census (361). These data are 

unavailable at LAD level from the 2001 Census. I obtained the 2001 occupancy data at 

MSOA level from the UK data service’s INFUSE website (362) and aggregated these data to 

LAD level. However, there were missing data for LADs from the 2001 data, which meant that 

I was unable to include these data in the analyses because the statistical programme will not 

analyse data with missing values. Consequently, I used only the 2011 Census data in the 

analyses.  
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Questions regarding household income are not included in UK Census questionnaires, due to 

their unpopularity, which is likely to undermine response rates and validity (363). The UK 

Census contains a question on economic activity, but this is not necessarily an accurate 

indicator of household income, for reasons including that it does not take into account income 

received through welfare support, nor provide information about savings derived from being 

economically active.  

The English Indices of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) are an alternative source of aggregate data 

on household income. These were developed in 2000 at Oxford University’s Social 

Disadvantage Research Centre (334). IMD data are calculated using small area level 

administrative data sources and the purpose of these data are to rank small geographical areas 

across England, from most deprived to least deprived on different dimensions of deprivation 

and a composite measure of multiple deprivation (364). The IMD includes an ‘income 

deprivation’ domain, which measures the proportion of the population of English Lower 

Super Output Areas (LSOAs) that live in income deprived families, calculated by adding the 

proportion of each area which is in receipt of various social welfare allowances (364). IMD 

income deprivation data are available for the years 2000, 2004, 2007 and 2010. However, 

there are various problems associated with using IMD data to assess the potential impacts of 

aspects of deprivation, including income deprivation, on health in temporal regression 

analyses. Firstly, different methodologies were used to calculate deprivation indices between 

years. There were no changes to the Income Deprivation domain between 2007 and 2010. 

Changes to the social welfare system between 2004 and 2007, including the introduction of 

Pension Credit, Working Tax Credit and Child Tax Credit, caused significant changes to the 

indicators included in the 2004 and 2007 Income Deprivation domain (334). However, the 

research team that created the IMD aimed to maximise comparability between 2004 and later 

years and IMD 2004 - 2010 scores broadly comparable (364). Significantly different methods 

were used to calculate IMD 2000, which contains fewer domains compared to later IMDs and 

changed indicators within domains, which include changes to the Income Deprivation 

domain. Also, IMD-2000 data were released at ward, as opposed to LSOA level, unlike later 

IMDs (364).  

IMD data are also arguably unsuitable for use in temporal regression analyses, which measure 

changes in deprivation between years as they provide rank scores that measure aspects of 

deprivation relative to other areas (364). Consequently, a change in rank score of one area 

may reflect that income deprivation has changed in other areas. This can alter the rank 

position of areas for which the proportion of income deprived households has remained the 
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same over time. In addition, IMD guidance indicates that changes in IMD income data 

between years may reflect changes in population estimates over time rather than indicating 

real changes in deprivation (364). Income deprivation scores, as opposed to ranks, are also 

available from the IMD. Index of Multiple Deprivation scores represent the actual number of 

deprived people in an area, meaning that they can potentially be used to measure absolute 

change in deprivation within areas through time (364). However, IMD guidance advises 

against using IMD scores in regression analyses as they are not true interval level data – they 

have been transformed to an exponential distribution to allow better identification of the most 

deprived areas (364).  

IMD data are available at ward level for IMD-2000, at LSOA and regional levels for IMDs 

2004-10 and at MSOA and LAD levels for 2010 (calculated using population weighted 

averages from the LSOA data) (364). The MSOA and LAD data are unavailable for earlier 

years.  

Based on the limitations of including the IMD data in temporal analyses, I used only the LAD 

level IMD-2010 data in my analysis. The data that I obtained were from the website of the 

Department of Communities and Local Government and provided number of income deprived 

people per LAD (334). I used these and population data from the ONS to create a variable that 

measured proportion of income deprived people per LAD in 2010.  

The characteristics of the data considered to represent socioeconomic variables in the 

statistical analyses are summarised in table 5.6, below. 
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Data Source Time period  Temporal units  Geographic area  Spatial units  Representativeness  

Household crowding UK Data Service, 

INFUSE Census 

Support 

2001 and 2011 Decennial  England 2001 data available at 

MSOA level, which 

can be aggregated to 

LAD level; 2011 data 

are available for 

LADs in England and 

Wales 

The most representative data 

source in England for this 

variable as all UK households 

are legally required to 

complete and return their 

Census questionnaire; 

however, non-response rate 

for the 2001 and 2011 

Censuses were estimated to 

be 2% and 4%, respectively. 

The 2011 data for this 

variable are currently 

unavailable at MSOA level. 

Income deprivation Indices of Multiple 

Deprivation 

2000, 2004, 2007 and 

2010 

Approximately 

triennial 

England 2010 data are 

available at MSOA 

and LAD level 

The Department of Work and 

Pensions data used to 

calculate population income 

have 100% coverage 

Table 5.6: Sources of data to represent socioeconomic variables in statistical analyses† 
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5.3.7.  Housing-related factors 

Housing-related factors discussed in chapter four are: rural/urban location, fuel poverty and 

household occupancy, tenure and thermal efficiency.  

Following the 2001 and 2011 Censuses, the UK Department for Communities and Local 

Government characterised small areas of the UK as being urban or rural using two ordinal 

classification systems. The first system classifies areas as being rural if the population of the 

area its wider surroundings is <10,000 people. Areas are classified as being urban if their 

population and the population of their wider surroundings is ≥10,000. The second 

classification system categorizes areas based on the proportions of residents living in different 

types of physical settlements (i.e. town, village and urban fringe), and also in relation to the 

population density of each area and its surroundings. The assignment of areas as rural or 

urban occurs at output area level. Super Output Areas are allocated rural or urban status in 

reference to the status to which the majority of their constituent output areas are assigned 

(365).  

LADs were classified in relation to their rural-urban status in 2001, 2009 and 2011 (Rural-

Urban Classification for LADs (RUCLAD) 2001, 2009 and 2011) (365). LADs are generally 

larger in relation to their geography and population sizes, compared to super output areas and 

output areas. Consequently, many LADs incorporate urban and rural areas and due to 

population growth, urbanisation, house building and infrastructure development, there is a 

strong tendency to find a preponderance of urban residents in most LADs. In order to reflect 

this, the 2011 Rural-Urban classification system categorizes LADs on a scale from one to six 

in relation to the percentage of the total resident population living within rural areas, urban 

areas and areas with rural and urban interdependence (365). The RUCLAD 2001, 2009 and 

2011 systems are broadly comparable, however there are some differences between the 

methods used to classify areas in 2011 compared to earlier years, which underlie changed 

assignments in some areas. The RUCLAD 2011 data are available on-line, from the 

Department for Energy, Food and Rural Affairs’ website. These data apply to the 2011 LAD 

classification, which most other data in this project relate to. The 2001 and 2009 RUCLAD 

relate to previous LAD boundaries which are unavailable on-line. I therefore decided to use 

data from the RUCLAD 2011 in my analyses.  

I also included a second variable, namely ‘population density’, defined as the population 

count of each LAD per square km, to measure urban-rural dwelling. This was created using 

annual data (from 2001-12) on the population count of each MSOA (2011 boundaries) (the 

numerator), from census and mid-year population data (see section 5.3.5 for details). I 
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aggregated these data across LADs and divided by the number of square kilometres of each 

LAD (denominator), which were calculated using standard area measurement data from the 

ONS Geography Portal (366). Unlike the RUCLAD 2011 data, population density could be 

measured for each year of interest in this research, from 2001-12, which enabled the temporal 

association with cold-related mortality and other explanatory variables to be measured. Also, 

although not interval level data, population density values enabled increased potential for 

modelling associations with other variables, compared to the ordinal RUCLAD 2011 data. 

Fuel poverty data are available from the website of the Department of Energy and Climate 

Change (DECC) (367). However, annual fuel poverty prevalence data which are calculated 

using the new definition of fuel poverty are currently only available at sub-regional levels for 

the years 2011 and 2012.  

Sub-regional fuel poverty data are modelled estimates, using data on household composition, 

characteristics and self-reported household income, from the English Housing Survey and 

energy price data from sources including the DECC and the ONS and Sutherland tables (367). 

These data are available at LSOA and LAD level. The LAD data have been found to be 

robust, therefore accurate estimates of fuel poverty prevalence, although the data have been 

found to provide unreliable estimates at LSOA level. Despite LAD data based on the new 

definition of fuel poverty only being available for two years during my study period, I used 

these data as opposed to the data based on the old fuel poverty definition, which are available 

for more years. This was in order to ensure that the results of my research will be relevant to 

current and future English policies, which use the new definition of fuel poverty. 

Low household thermal efficiency has been identified as a risk factor for fuel poverty and is 

associated with cold-weather-related adverse health outcomes. Household thermal efficiency 

is officially assessed in the UK using Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP) criteria, which 

were developed by the Building Research Establishment in 1992, in order to support the 

development of energy policies (368). The English Housing Survey is a national survey of 

people’s housing circumstances, housing condition and thermal efficiency, commissioned by 

the Department for Communities and Local Government, which has taken place annually 

since 2008 (369). The English Housing Survey has two components, an interview survey of 

approximately 13,300 households and a physical inspection of a sub-sample of around 6,200 

of these properties, which is conducted by a qualified surveyor (369). Data from the English 

Housing Survey are nationally representative and are available at national, regional and 

LSOA levels. From 1991-2008, the English Housing Condition Survey collected SAP data, 

for the years 1991, 1996, 2001 and annually from 2003 (369); consequently, these data are 
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available for most years of this study.  SAP data are available on the UK Data Archive 

website, from the English Housing Condition Survey/English Housing Survey biennially for 

the years from 2001-12 at LSOA level. However, these data are only available through a 

secure access system and I would have been required to obtain permission to import data for 

each of my other datasets into the system and to perform data linkage and analyses within the 

system. SAP data are used in the calculation of sub-regional fuel poverty statistics from the 

DECC. I therefore decided to exclude the SAP due to the impracticability of including these 

data and in order to avoid mathematical coupling by including the same variable twice in my 

analyses. Also, different methodologies were developed to calculate SAP ratings in 2001, 

2004 and 2009 and although the data are broadly comparable over time, I considered this to 

be a further justification for excluding SAP data from my analyses.                                                                                                    

Cold housing is associated with cold-weather-related excess adverse health outcomes. Data on 

indoor temperatures and indoor energy behaviour are unavailable for the study period (2001-

12). The English Housing Condition Survey collected hall temperature data during physical 

property inspections up until the mid-1990s but this question was removed in 1996, as it was 

not considered to provide a good indication of general indoor temperatures. Research studies 

have generally used external temperature data and thermal efficiency ratings, assessed using 

the Department of Energy and Climate Change’s Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP) to 

approximate indoor temperatures, but homes can be insufficiently warm for health and 

wellbeing even when outdoor temperatures are mild. As part of the 2011-12 English Housing 

Survey there was an Energy follow-up survey which monitored indoor temperatures and 

electricity use in 1000 households. However, these data are unavailable below regional level 

(370).  

Research suggests that privately rented households have increased risk of fuel poverty and 

cold-weather-related adverse health outcomes, which is likely to be attributable to less 

stringent building regulations for private compared to social housing landlords (371). I 

obtained data on the percentage of privately rented households per LAD from the ONS. These 

data came from the 2001 and 2011 Censuses. The 2001 data were based on the 2001 LAD 

boundaries. The ONS does not provide geographical lookup tool to match data between LAD 

2001 and 2011 boundaries. Consequently, it was not possible to assign a value for the 

percentage of privately rented households for six LADs areas for 2011 in the linked dataset. I 

could not analyse the data from 2001, as the statistical programme used for the analyses 

requires complete data. I therefore, used only data for this variable from the 2011 Census.  

The characteristics of housing variables from section 5.3.7 are summarised in table 5.7.   
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Data Source Time period  Temporal units  Geographic area  Spatial units  Representativeness  

Rural and urban 

dwelling 

Office for National 

Statistics (ONS) 

website 

2011 Decennial  England Local Authority 

Districts (LADs) 

Yes 

Population count 

(used to measure 

population density) 

ONS website 2001-12 Annual England Middle Super Output 

Areas (MSOAs), 

aggregated to 

Local Authority 

District (LAD) level 

Yes 

Thermal efficiency 

performance (SAP) 

scores 

UK Data Service, 

2001-7 English 

Housing Condition 

Survey; 2008-11 

English Housing 

Survey 

2001-12 Biennial (2001-3), 

annual from 2003 

onwards 

England National data are 

readily available on-

line; regional data are 

available through the 

UK Data Service 

website. Lower Super 

Output Area (LSOA) 

data are available via 

secure access, these 

data can be aggregate 

to LAD level 

 

Fuel Poverty 

prevalence (High 

Cost, Low Income 

measure) 

Department for 

Energy and Climate 

Change (DECC) 

website 

2003-12* 

 

2011 and 2012** 

Annual England *Regional **LAD 

and LSOA level data 

(LSOA data un-

robust) 

LAD modelled estimates 

have been found to be robust 

Fuel Poverty 

prevalence (10% 

measure) 

DECC website 2006, 2008-11, 2012 Annual England LAD  

Table 5.7: Sources of data to represent housing variables in statistical analyses† 
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Data Source Time 

period  

Temporal 

units  

Geographic area  Spatial units  Representativeness  

Household 

occupancy (no. 

rooms) and tenure 

UK Data 

Service, 

INFUSE Census 

Support 

2001 and 2011 Decennial  England 2001 data available at 

MSOA level, which can 

be aggregated to LAD 

level; 2011 data are  

available at LAD level 

The most representative data 

source in England for this 

variable as all UK households 

are legally required to 

complete and return their 

Census questionnaire; 

however, non-response rate 

for the 2001 and 2011 

Censuses were estimated to 

be 2% and 4%, respectively. 

Also, the 2011 data for this 

variable are currently 

unavailable at MSOA level. 

Table 5.7 (continued) † 
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5.3.8.  Lifestyle-related factors 

i. Physical activity 

Moderate intensity physical activity has been associated with increased thermo-genesis and 

reduced blood pressure, which reduces cardiac risk. In order to assess the potential impact of 

physical activity on cold-weather-related health outcomes, I used data from Sport England’s 

Active People Survey, which is described in section 5.3.4. The dataset that I used measured 

participation in 30 minutes of moderate intensity physical activity at least once per week in 

the 28 days prior to being surveyed. These data were collected during the years 2005-6 and 

2007-8 to 2012-13.  

As discussed in section 5.3.4., a general weakness of data collected from lifestyle surveys, 

potentially including the Active People Survey, is the potential for bias. It has been suggested 

that tendency to exaggerate participation in physical activity has increased over recent years, 

due to increased media coverage of diet and fitness issues over this time period  (372). This 

potentially false upward trend in physical activity levels over time could affect the results and 

subsequent interpretation of analyses of temporal variations in physical activity levels in 

relation to cold-weather-related mortality rates. A systematic review of the literature reported 

no clear trends in disparities between objective and subjective measures of physical activity 

and no clear differences between population groups (373).  

ii. Saturated fat intake 

High intake of saturated fat is associated with high blood levels of low density lipoprotein 

cholesterol, which is a risk factor for cardiac events. Data on saturated fat intake data are 

available from various sources, as follows. The National Diet and Nutrition Survey is a 

national survey of the dietary habits and nutritional status of individuals in private households 

across the UK population, which was initially started in 1992 and included four cross-

sectional surveys (374). In 2008, a new annual survey was initiated that collects data from a 

cross-sectional target population of 1000 individuals each year, half of whom are adults and 

half are children. Data on self-reported (food diary based) saturated fat intake are available, 

collected from a stratified random sample of the population. The combined survey response 

rate for the first two years of collection of the new continuous National Diet and Nutrition 

Survey (2008-9 and 2009-10) was 55% (374). Results are nationally representative and are 

available at national and regional levels from 2008. However, the data are unavailable at LAD 

level or for lower geographic units. 
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Additional sources of data on saturated fat intake are available also from the Expenditure and 

Food Survey (up to 2007) and from the Living Costs and Food Survey (from 2008 onwards), 

from the Health and Social Care Information Centre and the UK Data Archive (375). Up to 

2007, the data are available at post code and ward levels, but they are only available at 

regional levels from 2008 onwards. The Expenditure and Food Survey is an annual survey of 

spending and living costs that has been conducted in the UK since 2001 by the ONS, and 

includes an annual sample of around 6,000 people (375). In 2008, it became known as the 

Living Costs and Food Survey and was incorporated into the Integrated Household Survey, 

which is an amalgamation of ONS household surveys which collects data from over 400,000 

respondents (376).  Data on household saturated fat intake are available from this data source 

from the Health and Social Care Information Centre, at national and regional levels from 2001 

to 2013 (375). However, these data are only collected from private households, and crucially, 

the data are unavailable at LAD level or for lower geographic units, which make these data 

inappropriate for inclusion in my analyses.  

The Low Income Diet and Nutrition Survey was commissioned by the Food Standards 

Agency (377). It provides nationally representative data in relation to the diet and nutritional 

status of the population from low income households. This survey is based on a sample of 

3728 adults and children (aged 4 and above) from 2477 households across the UK who were 

surveyed between November 2003 and January 2005 (378). However, these data are not 

provided at geographical small area levels. 

Saturated fat intake is associated with adverse circulatory health outcomes via cholesterol and 

with circulatory and respiratory adverse health outcomes via obesity, which is a cardiac risk 

factor and is associated with reduced lung function. Obesity data have been identified to 

include in the model (see section 5.3.4), therefore I decided not to include data separately on 

saturated fat intake. 

iii. Smoking 

The General Lifestyle Survey (known as the General Household Survey pre 2006), was a 

multi-purpose inter-departmental survey carried out by the Office for National Statistics and 

collected information on a range of topics from private households in Great Britain until its 

discontinuation in January 2012 (379). Smoking questions were included in the survey every 

year since 2000 and were answered by 13,488 individuals in 2009. Smoking data from these 

sources are available from Public Health England at national and regional levels only.  

The Integrated Household Survey provides the biggest source of social data after the UK 

Census, in relation to its number of respondents (376). Robust smoking data are available at 
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regional and local authority levels, albeit with wide confidence intervals, but not at MSOA 

level. These are surveyed, rather than modelled data, unlike data from the Health Survey for 

England, and are used by Public Health England to assess smoking prevalence across small 

geographic areas (LADs) of England. The survey commenced in 2009 and data for earlier 

years are therefore unavailable. Public Health England use data from the Health Survey for 

England to provide smoking estimates for earlier years (380).  These smoking data are 

available as modelled estimates at MSOA level for the 2006-8. However, these data are 

modelled estimates. I used the integrated household survey data due to their availability at 

LAD level and because these are surveyed data. 

The characteristics of the lifestyle data discussed in section 5.3.8 are summarised in table 5.8, 

below. 
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Data Source Time period  Temporal units  Geographical 

coverage 

Spatial units  Representativeness  

Saturated fat intake The National Diet and 

Nutrition Survey  

1992-1993 (survey 

covered 1.5-4.5 year 

olds) 

 

1997 (survey covered 

4-18 year olds) 

 

1994-6 (survey 

covered ≥65 year 

olds) 

 

2000-2001 (survey 

covered 19-64 year 

olds) 

 

2008 onwards (adults 

and children) 

 

Four cross-sectional 

surveys conducted 

between 1992 and 

2001; annual surveys 

conducted from 2008 

onwards 

National (UK); the 

data are available for 

English regions 

National and regional 

levels 

Representative at national 

(UK) but not smaller area 

levels 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5.8: Sources of data to represent lifestyle-related variables from chapter four in statistical analyses† 
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Data Source Time period  Temporal units  Geographical 

coverage 

Spatial units  Representativeness  

Saturated fat intake Expenditure and Food 

Survey (up to 2007) 

and from the Living 

Costs and Food 

Survey (from 2008 

onwards) 

2001 onwards Annual National (UK); the 

data are available for 

English regions 

National and regional 

levels 

These data are only collected 

from private households 

The Low Income Diet 

and Nutrition Survey 

2003-5 (one dataset) One-off survey National (UK); 

the data are available 

for English regions 

National and regional 

levels 

These data are representative 

at national, but not smaller 

area levels 

Adult smoking 

prevalence (%) 

 

Integrated Household 

Survey (IHS) 

IHS 2009 onwards Annual England LAD Representative of the UK 

population 

Health Survey for 

England  

2003-5 (un-available) 

2006-8 

One available dataset 

which is modelled to 

small area (MSOA) 

level   

 

 

England MSOA 

 

 

 

 

 

Physical activity Active people survey Data are available for 

2005-6 and 2007-8 to 

2012-13 

Annual England LAD 

 

Response rate is low  

 

 

 

Table 5.8 (continued) † 
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5.3.9 Medical access data 

During the analyses presented in chapter eight, I observed counterintuitive findings of strong, 

inverse associations between measures of air pollution and mortality. In relation to the 

discussion in chapter four (section 4.4.6), it is possible that closer proximity to hospitals in 

urban compared to rural areas contribute to reduced winter- and cold-related mortality rates in 

areas with high population density. Urban areas also generate higher levels of air pollution 

compared to rural areas. Consequently, increased medical access could confound the inverse 

association between air pollution levels and mortality rates.  In order to test this hypothesis, I 

created variables to measure medical access to include in the analyses. I obtained spreadsheets 

containing the names and addresses of organisations that provide (i) cardiology services, (ii) 

respiratory medicine and (iii) Accident and Emergency departments in England, via personal 

communication with staff from NHS Choices (381). These data were only available for the 

year when I applied, namely 2015. I used these data to calculate variables that measured the 

number of organisations providing each type of medical facility per square km of each LAD 

using Standard Area Measurement data from the ONS (366). The characteristics of the 

medical access data are presented in table 5.9, below. 
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Data Source Time period  Temporal units  Geographic area  Spatial units  Representativeness  

Names and addresses of 

organisations providing: 

 

(i) Cardiology services 

(ii) Respiratory 

medicine 

(iii) A&E departments 

NHS Choices; 

sourced from the  

Organisation Data 

Service, which is 

part of the Health & 

Social Care 

Information Centre. 

2015 N/A England Postcodes, can be 

aggregated to 

calculate numbers 

per local authority 

district 

These datasets contain 

details of all organisations in 

England (in 2015) providing 

each medical service 

Table 5.9: Sources of data to represent medical access variables in statistical analyses† 
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5.4 Summary 

In this chapter, I have presented the problems I encountered in obtaining data for the variables 

identified in chapter four and required for the analyses (chapter eight). Difficulties obtaining 

data were due to limitations in data availability at various levels of spatial and temporal 

aggregation and significant changes to the release of data for research purposes also impacted 

on the availability of data on influenza and hospitalisations. The inability of various systems 

to provide access to data for research on important health and social problems, including cold-

weather-related morbidities and mortality, undermines the ability to conduct robust research 

to investigate the aetiology of these issues. This undermines the capabilities of health and 

social commissioners and providers to develop effective interventions and to target these 

where they will be most effective.  

It is essential to identify the limitations of each data source selected.  The available outcome 

data do not include a measure of morbidity and are not disaggregated by age and sex. 

Consequently, I am unable to compare factors associated with spatial and temporal variations 

in excess morbidities and mortality, and between demographic groups. These analyses may 

have provided information to develop and direct interventions more effectively.  

The main limitations of the covariate data were their general lack of availability at the 

temporal units of interest (months).  As a consequence, I will need to assign annual data to 

constituent months in my analyses and will be unable to model the seasonal effects of most of 

the data. The meteorological and air pollution data that I obtained also contain a large 

proportion of missing values reducing the validity of modelled estimates of these data across 

LADs and time points and potentially, the results of associations between explanatory and 

outcome variables in the analyses.  None of this is unique to my study and is a generic 

problem for modelling complex phenomena. It is therefore crucial that the outputs are 

interpreted with these caveats in mind and the implications of this are picked up in the 

discussion (chapter nine).  

In chapter six, I describe the procedures used to format and link the data identified in chapter 

five in order to prepare for the statistical analyses. 
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Chapter Six. 

Methods (ii): Linking data from routine sources 

 

6.1 Introduction 

This second methods chapter describes the procedures that I used to format and link the data 

identified from chapter five, which represent variables identified in chapter four.   

6.2 Creating a spreadsheet for data linkage 

I created linked datasets containing LAD level data for the variables identified in chapter four 

as comma-separated value (CSV) files in Microsoft Excel (382). Microsoft Excel was used as 

this software includes functions to sort, link and format data. I chose to use CSV files to 

produce and store the linked datasets because most of the data used in this project were 

available in that format.  

As a basis for data linkage, I created a spreadsheet containing columns to identify the spatial 

and temporal identifiers of interest in this research, namely Government Office Region 

(GORs, boundary codes used were from 1999 onwards) and Local Authority District 2011 

(LAD11) names and codes, year and month of observation. Although I performed all analyses 

at LAD level, the inclusion of GOR codes enabled me to identify regional variations in 

explanatory and outcome variables from the datasets. This allowed me to conceptualise the 

processes by which some of the exposures were associated with spatial variations in mortality 

rates across LADs, which I attributed to processes that could be generalised to regional level 

(e.g. in relation to the association between measures of air pollution and mortality in 

predominantly urban regions, see chapter eight).  

In addition, although months were the temporal unit of interest in the analyses, I included a 

column to identify the year of observation in order to include data that were only collected 

annually or for specific years. The values of data collected for specific years, which were 

either calendar years, academic years or financial years, were assigned to constituent months. 

This does not allow the assessment of the associations between exposure and outcome 

variables across the year, but reflects the limited availability of some of the data.  

I produced the spreadsheet for data linkage using a GOR to LAD conversion tool from the 

ONS (383). I transformed the file so that the GOR and LAD codes and names were repeated 
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for the temporal units of interest this study (months 1-12 (January – December) from 2001 to 

2012). This was performed in R Studio (384). I also created a column containing month 

identifiers in the format 1-144, to enable linkage of variables with months listed in this 

format.  

A screen shot of the top of this file is shown in appendix C. After creating the file, I was able 

to link explanatory and outcome variables, consisting of data that were referenced in space 

(LAD 2011) and time (months 1-12, years from 2001-12; or months from 1-144).   

6.3 Formatting and linking the data 

6.3.1  Mortality data 

A summary of the method that I used to format the ONS mortality data and link these with 

other variables is provided below. Technical details are presented in table 6.1.  

The mortality dataset I received from the ONS is described in chapter five (section 5.3.1) and 

can be viewed online (385). These data were aggregated from MSOA level, which I was 

originally going to use as the spatial areas of analysis, to LAD level, using a geographic 

MSOA2001 to LAD11 conversion tool from the ONS (383). I formatted the data to include 

columns for: LAD11, year of observation, month of observation, circulatory mortality counts 

and respiratory mortality counts. The mortality count data could then be linked to the 

spreadsheet described in section 6.2, by LAD11 area, year and month of observation. All 

formatting and linkage of the mortality data was performed in R Studio.  
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Data Format received Transformation performed Data for the 

model 

Temporal 

linkage   

Spatial linkage   Variable name(s) 

Mortality counts for all-

causes, circulatory and 

respiratory conditions by 

MSOA and month, from 

2001-12 

CSV file with the 

following columns:  

Region, MSOA01, 

Cause, Month, 2001,  

2002, 2003…etc. 

 

Rows 1-13 of the ONS mortality count 

dataset, which contained descriptive 

information about the data, were deleted.  

 

 ‘Stack’ command used to stack multiple 

year columns into one column. 

 

‘Unstack’ command used to create a 

separate column containing mortality 

counts for each cause of death (condition 

group). 

 

LAD11 area codes linked with 

MSOA2001 area codes in the ONS 

mortality count dataset, using ONS 

geographic conversion tool and ‘v 

lookup’ command in Microsoft Excel.  

 

The data were aggregated from MSOA to 

LAD level for each year and month using 

the ‘aggregate’ command in R Studio. 

 

 

 

CSV file with 

the following 

columns:  

Region code,  

Region name, 

LAD11code, 

LAD11 name, 

Year,  

Month,  

all cause death 

counts, 

circulatory 

death counts, 

respiratory 

death counts 

 

Linked  to other 

LAD11 data by 

year (2001-12) 

and month (1-

12)  

Linked to other 
data by LAD11 
code  

   

Circ_count 

Resp_count 

Table 6.1: Summary of the formatting and linking of mortality data 
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6.3.2  Environmental data 

A summary of the method that I used to format the data for environmental variables and link 

these with other variables is provided below. Technical details are shown in table 6.2. 

I downloaded North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) Indices from the National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration website (386), in ASCII file format. The file contained NAO 

index values for each month and year of interest in this study. I copied these data into a CSV 

file to facilitate linkage with other data. There is evidence that the NAO is linked to the 

frequency of weather types in Northern England on a monthly and annual time scale (267). 

However, I anticipated that there may be a time lag between NAO index values, 

meteorological parameters and mortality, so I created a lead variable to explore the 

association between NAO indices from the previous month with mortality. The NAO data 

were linked to the dataset described in section 6.2, by month and year of observation. NAO 

indices are not measured over different areas of England. Consequently, this is not a spatial 

variable and the same values were applied to all LADs for each month of this study (January 

2001 – December 2012).  

The weather variables used in the analyses are described in chapter five (section 5.3.3). I 

obtained monthly values for each variable in text files for the whole study period (2001-12). 

Each file contained average values for the data for each variable in 5 by 5 km grid squares. In 

R Studio, I used a graphical overlay tool to produce average monthly values for each weather 

variable for 2011 LADs, and I exported the data as CSV files in Microsoft Excel. Each 

spreadsheet, one for each weather variable, was linked to the spreadsheet described in section 

6.2 by LAD11 code and month of observation (from 1-144).  

I obtained the data for annual mean modelled levels of PM2.5 and N02 from DEFRA’s UK-

AIR website (338). These data were available as CSV files, one for each year from 2001-12 

(for N02) and 2002-12 (for PM2.5), and contained values for air pollution concentrations 

averaged over 1 km by 1km grid squares, with corresponding spatial coordinates. In R Studio, 

I used a graphical overlay tool to produce average annual values for air pollution 

concentrations for each LAD11. I collated the data from each year into one file and linked 

these data to the spreadsheet described in section 6.2 by LAD11 code and year.  

 

http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/precip/CWlink/pna/norm.nao.monthly.b5001.current.ascii
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Data Format received Transformation 

performed 

Data for the 

model 

Temporal linkage   Spatial linkage   Variable name(s) 

Monthly mean NAO indices January 

2001-December 2012 

ASCII format with 

columns for year, 

month and NAO 

index value (no 

column headers) 

The data from Jan. 2001 – 

Dec.2012 were copied into 

Excel; a lead (month (t) -1) 

variable was created; 

column headers were 

created.  

 

CSV file with 

the following 

columns:  

Year, Month, 

NAO index, 

NAOt-1 

Linked to other data 

by  year (2001-12) 

and month (1-12) 

Not applicable NAO 

NAOt-1 

Annual mean modelled levels of 

PM2.5
 and N02 across 1 x 1 km grid 

squares of the UK, from 2001/2-12 

CSV files, one per 

year of data from 

2001-12 for N02 and 

2002-12 for PM2.5, 

each with columns 

for spatial 

coordinates and 

associated values of 

PM2.5
  or N02 

The data were averaged 

over English LADs (2011 

boundaries); data for each 

year and pollutant were 

collated into one file with 

data from 2001-12 (for 

N02) and 2002-12 (for 

PM2.5) 

CSV file with 

the following 

columns:  

LADs 2011, 

Year, air 

pollutant 

(PM2.5 or N02) 

 

Linked  to other LAD 

data by year (2001/2-

12) 

Linked to other 
LAD data by LAD 
code (2011)   

 

N02 

PM2.5 

Table 6.2: Summary of the formatting and linking of environmental data 

 

http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/precip/CWlink/pna/norm.nao.monthly.b5001.current.ascii
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Data Format received Transformation 

performed 

Data for the 

model 

Temporal linkage   Spatial linkage   Variable name(s) 

Mean minimum daily temperature 

(0C) per month for 5 x 5 km grid 

squares 

 

Mean air temperature (0C) per 

month for 5 x 5 km grid squares 

 

Mean maximum daily 

temperature (0C) per month for 5 

x 5 km grid squares 

 

Days of air frost - count of days 

when the air minimum 

temperature is below 0°C 

 

Sunshine duration - duration of 

bright sunshine during the month 

(hours per day) 

 

Mean wind speed at 10m - Hourly 

mean wind speed (knots) at a 

height of 10m above ground level 

averaged over the month 

 

Mean relative humidity - Hourly 

(or 3-hourly) relative humidity 

(%) averaged over the month 

text file format, no 

defined columns 

The data were averaged 

over English LADs 

(2011 boundaries) and 

stacked by year; column 

headers were created.  

 

CSV file 

with the 

following 

columns:  

LAD11, 

Year, Month, 

Mint, Mea, 

Max, Fro, 

Sun, Win, 

Hum 

Linked  to other 

LADs data by  

month (1-144)  

Linked to other 
LAD data by 
LAD code (2011)   

 

Min 

Mea 

Max 

Fro 

Sun 

Win 

Hum 

Table 6.2: (continued) 
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6.3.3  Population data 

A summary of the method that I used to format the population data and link these with other 

variables is provided below. Technical details are shown in table 6.3. 

I downloaded annual mid-year population counts by one-year age group for English MSOAs 

(2011 boundaries) from the ONS website (387). One file contained the data from 2002-11 and 

two individual files contained the data from 2001 and 2012 as CSV files. I summed the 

number of people aged ≥65 years for each area, each year. I then produced a file containing 

MSOA area code, total population count and number of people aged ≥65 years. I divided the 

number of persons aged ≥65 years per year and MSOA (the numerator) by the total 

population count for the same year and area (the denominator) and multiplied the result by 

100 to create a variable which measured the proportion of older people in each population. I 

retained the variable containing total population size for each area, as this information was 

used to calculate the expected number of deaths for the analyses. I aggregated the data to 

LAD11 using an MSOA to LAD11 lookup tool in R Studio. I linked the population data to the 

spreadsheet described in section 6.2 by LAD11 code and year.  

As discussed earlier, there is a lack of consistent evidence that gender impacts on 

vulnerability to cold-weather-related mortality from circulatory and respiratory conditions. 

Consequently, data for the proportions of males and females in each LAD11 were not 

obtained. 

I obtained Standard Area Measurements for Local Authority Districts (area of the realm in 

hectares) from the ONS geography portal (383). I calculated the area size of each LAD in 

square kilometres by dividing the number of hectares in each LAD by 100. I then calculated 

the population density by dividing the annual population count of each LAD by the number of 

square km in each LAD. I linked these data to the spreadsheet described in section 6.2, by 

LAD11 code and year. 
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Data Format received Transformation 

performed 

Data for the 

model 

Temporal linkage   Spatial linkage   Variable name(s) 

Census and mid-year population 

estimates, from 2001-12 

Excel format, one 

file per year of data, 

each containing 

columns with 

following columns: 

MSOA code, 

MSOA name, 

Population count (all 

ages), 

Population count 

(age / age group) 

 

Population counts for 

persons of all ages and for 

persons aged ≥65 years per 

MSOA were calculated for 

each year. The data for each 

year were collated into a 

single file. 

The data were aggregated 

to LAD level using the 

‘aggregate’ command in R 

Studio.  

Data for the number of 

people aged ≥65 years 

(numerator) per year were 

divided by total LAD 

population per year 

(denominator) and the 

answer multiplied by 100 to 

calculate proportion of 

LAD population aged ≥65 

years for each year from 

2001-12 

 

CSV file with 

the following 

columns:  

LAD11CD, 

Year, Month, 

Population 

size (all ages), 

Proportion of 

the population 

aged ≥65 years 

Linked to other LAD 

data by year (2001-

12) 

Linked to other 
LAD data by LAD 
code (2011)   

 

All ages,  

Age ≥65 years% 

Table 6.3: Summary of the formatting and linking of population data 
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Table 6.3: (continued) 

 

Data Format received Transformation performed Data for the model Temporal linkage   Spatial linkage   Variable name(s) 

Population density of 

LADs 

Excel spreadsheets 

containing population 

counts for MSOAs 

each year from  2001-

12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Standard Area 

Measurement data for 

LADs (2013 

boundaries) in Excel 

CSV file format 

Total population count data 

for separate years were 

collated into one Excel CSV 

file, with columns for: 

MSOA, year and population 

count 

MSOA to LAD lookup tool 

used to add an LAD11 

column  

The population count data 

were aggregated to LAD11 

level, for each year 

 

LAD (2013) boundaries 

mapped to LAD 2011 

boundaries. Area of the 

realm in hectares converted 

to sq km for each LAD 

sq km for each LAD mapped 

to population count data for 

each LAD / year, using LAD 

code as spatial identifier 

Population counts per LAD 

per year were divided by 

number of sq km per LAD 

CSV file with the 

following columns:  

LAD11 code, Year, 

population density 

Linked  to other LAD 

data by  year (2001-12) 

Linked to other 
LAD data by 
LAD code  

 

Popdens 
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6.3.4  Income deprivation data 

A summary of the method that I used to format the income deprivation data and link these 

with other variables is provided below. Technical details are shown in table 6.4. 

I downloaded IMD-10 income deprivation data with LAD11 codes as a CSV from the 

Department for Communities and Local Government website (334). I added a column to 

identify the year for which these are applicable (i.e. 2010). I linked these data to the 

spreadsheet described in section 6.2 by LAD11 code and year. I used the population count 

data in this spreadsheet to create a variable that measured the proportion of income deprived 

population for each LAD for 2010. 
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Data Format received Transformation 

performed 

Data for the 

model 

Temporal linkage   Spatial linkage   Variable name(s) 

Number of income deprived persons 

in 2010 for English LADs 

Excel format, with 

columns for LAD 

name and number of 

income deprived 

persons 

 

Columns added containing 

LAD11 code and year. 

 

Numbers of income 

deprived persons were 

divided by the population 

count for each LAD in 

2010. The results were 

multiplied by 100 to create 

a percentage. 

CSV file with 

the following 

columns:  

LAD11 code, 

LAD11 name, 

Year, Month, 

Income 

deprivation % 

 

Linked  to other 

LAD data by year 

(2010) 

Linked to other 
LAD data by LAD 
code  

 

Incomedep% 
 

Table 6.4: Summary of the formatting and linking of socioeconomic data 
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6.3.5  Housing data 

A summary of the method that I used to format the data for housing variables and link these 

with other variables is provided below. Technical details are shown in table 6.5. 

I downloaded data for the percentage of fuel poor households per LAD11 from the 

Department of Energy and Climate Change website (367) as two separate CSV files for 2011 

and 2012. These data were collated into a single file and a column was produced that 

identified the year (2011 or 2012) when each observation was made. I linked these data to the 

spreadsheet described in section 6.2 by LAD11 code and year. 

I downloaded household occupancy data from the 2011 UK census as a CSV file from the 

ONS website (388). This file contained the percentages of households with different 

occupancy levels for LADs. I summed the percentage of households with too few rooms (by -

1 or less). I extracted these data, along with their corresponding LAD area codes and created a 

file which contained columns with LAD codes, reference years and indicator (percentage of 

over-occupied households) values. I linked these data to the spreadsheet described in section 

6.2 by LAD11 code and year. 

I obtained a dataset containing percentages of households by tenure for LADs from the 2011 

census as a CSV file from the ONS website (389). I summed the percentages of households 

from two private-rented tenure categories: i) rented from a private landlord or letting agency 

and ii) privately rented from another source and extracted this variable along with 

corresponding area code into another file, which contained columns for LAD code, year of 

observation and the indicator value. These data were linked to the other data by LAD (2011) 

code and year. 

I downloaded a dataset which contained the 2011 Rural-Urban classification of LADs as CSV 

files from DEFRA and formatted this by adding a column to identify the year for which these 

data were applicable (i.e. 2011). I linked these data to the spreadsheet described in section 6.2 

by LAD11 code and year. 
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Data Format received Transformation 

performed 

Data for the 

model 

Temporal linkage   Spatial linkage   Variable name(s) 

% of fuel poor households per LAD, 

for 2011 and 2012 

CSV format, one file 

per year of data, each 

with columns for 

LAD code (4 digit), 

LAD name, GOR, 

total households (n), 

fuel poor households 

(n), fuel poor 

households (%) 

Columns containing LAD 

code and % of fuel poor 

households were extracted 

from the file containing the 

2011 and 2012 data. These 

data were collated into one 

file, with a column to 

identify the year (2011 or 

2012) of observations. 

CSV file with 

the following 

columns:  

LAD11 code, 

Year, FPov% 

 

Linked  to other LAD 

data by  year (2011 

and 2012) 

Linked to other 
LAD data by LAD 
code  

 

FPov% 

Census occupancy data, for 2011 CSV format, 2011 

data with columns 

for area codes 

(including LAD 

2011), total 

households, and % 

of households with 

each occupancy 

rating 

2011 data: non-LAD area 

codes deleted aggregation 

of % of households with -1 

or less rooms than needed. 

 

CSV file with 

the following 

columns:  

LAD11 code, 

Year, 

Crowded% 

 

Linked  to other LAD 

data by  year (2011) 

Linked to other 
LAD data by LAD 
code  

 

Crowded% 

Table 6.5: Summary of the formatting and linking of housing data 
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Data Format received Transformation 

performed 

Data for the model Temporal linkage   Spatial linkage   Variable name(s) 

Census tenure data, for 

2011 

CSV format, 

2011 data with 

columns for area code 

(including LADs), area 

name (including 

LADs), counts and 

percentages of 

households with 

different tenures 

Percentage of private 

rented households 

(data from two tenure 

categories) were 

collated in a CSV file  

CSV file with the 

following columns:  

LAD11 code, Year, 

%PrivRent 

 

Linked  to other LAD 

data by  year (for 2011) 

Linked to other LAD 
data by LAD code  

 

PrivRent% 

2011 Rural and Urban 

classification (RUC) of 

LADs 

Excel format, with 

columns for LAD11 

code, LAD11 name, 

Year, RUC score, RUC 

score description 

 

LAD11 name and RUC 

score description 

deleted 

 

CSV file with the 

following columns:  

LAD11 code, Year, 

RUC score 

 

Linked  to other LAD 

data by  year (for 2011) 

Linked to other LAD 
data by LAD code  

 

RUC score 

Table 6.5 (continued i) 

 

Table 6.5 (continued) 
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6.3.6  Lifestyle-related data 

A summary of the method I used to format the data for lifestyle-related variables and link 

these with other variables is provided below. The technical summary is on table 6.6. 

Data for the percentage of adults classified as being overweight or obese were downloaded in 

a CSV file from the Public Health England’s Public Health Outcomes Framework website 

(390). This file contained multiple public health indicators. The adult overweight and obesity 

data and their associated LAD code were extracted onto a new file. A column was added to 

identify the year which these data were collected (during 2012). I linked these data with other 

LAD data by LAD code and year. 

Data for the percentage of overweight or obese children aged 10 and 11 years were extracted 

from the same Public Health Outcomes Framework indicator worksheet as the adult 

overweight and obesity data. Child overweight and obesity data are available for years, rather 

than months. However, the data are available for school years (e.g. September 2009-August 

2010) rather than calendar years (e.g. 2009, 2010 etc.), from 09/2009 onwards. I extracted the 

indicator data onto a separate CSV file and linked these indicator data with corresponding 

LAD codes by month (i.e. data collected during the academic year September 2009- August 

2010 were linked with corresponding LADs for months during the same period). I linked 

these data with other LAD data by LAD code, month and year.  

Data on the percentage of adults who smoke were downloaded as CSV files, each of which 

contained annual data for one financial year (e.g. April 2009-March 2010), from 04/2009-

03/2010 to 04/2011-03/2012. As with the child obesity data, adult smoking data were 

unavailable for calendar years. I therefore extracted the indicator data with corresponding 

LAD codes onto a CSV file and linked the adult smoking prevalence data with LADs by 

month. I linked these to other data in the LAD dataset by LAD code, month and year. 

Finally, I downloaded data which measured physical activity in adults from the Active People 

Survey website (391). These were annual data that were available from October one year to 

September of the following year. I extracted the indicator data with corresponding LAD codes 

onto a CSV file and linked the data to LAD codes by month. I linked these data with other 

data in the LAD dataset by LAD code, year and month. 
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Data Format received Transformation 

performed 

Data for the 

model 

Temporal linkage   Spatial linkage   Variable name(s) 

Percentage of overweight or obese 

adults (aged ≥16 years) 

Excel format, with 

columns for 

indicator name, time 

period, LAD code, 

LAD name, value 

(%overweight or 

obese adults), lower 

and upper CIs, count, 

denominator, sex, 

age 

Percentage of overweight 

or obese adults (aged ≥16 

years) data extracted in to a 

separate file with associated 

columns containing LAD 

code, LAD name, year 

(2012) and value 

(%Ad_overwe), 

CSV file with 

the following 

columns:  

LAD11 code, 

Year, 

%Ad_overwe 

 

Linked  to other LAD 

data by  year (for 

2012) 

Linked to other 
LAD data by LAD 
code  

 

Ad_overwe% 

Percentage of overweight or obese 

children (in year 6, aged 10 and 11 

years) 

Excel format, with 

columns for 

indicator name, time 

period (school year, 

e.g. 2009/10), LAD 

code, LAD name, 

value (%overweight 

or obese children), 

lower and upper CIs, 

count, denominator, 

sex, age 

Percentage of overweight 

or obese children (aged 10 

and 11 years) data extracted 

in to a separate file with 

associated columns 

containing LAD code, LAD 

name, year (from 2006 to 

2012), month (1-12) and 

value (%Y6_overwe), 

CSV file with 

the following 

columns:  

LAD11 code, 

Year, Month, 

%Y6_overwe 

 

Linked  to other LAD 

data by year and 

month (from Oct. 

2006 to Dec. 2012) 

Linked to other 
LAD data by LAD 
code  

 

Y6_overwe% 

Table 6.6: Summary of the formatting and linking of lifestyle-related data 
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Data Format received Transformation 

performed 

Data for the 

model 

Temporal linkage   Spatial linkage   Variable name(s) 

Percentage of adults (aged ≥18 years) 

who smoke 

Excel files with data 

from financial years 

04/09-03/10 

04/10-03/11 

04/11-03/12, each 

with columns 

including LAD code, 

LAD name, period, 

indicator value (% 

adult smokers) 

Columns containing LAD 

code, year, month (1-12), 

indicator value (% adult 

smokers) for each financial 

year extracted and collated 

into one file 

CSV file with 

the following 

columns:  

LAD11 code, 

Year, month, 

%smok 

 

Linked  to other LAD 

data by month and  

year (from 04/09 to 

Dec. 03/12) 

Linked to other 
LAD data by LAD 
code  

 

Smok% 

% of adults who participated in 

moderate intensity sport for at least 

30 minutes per week over the last 28 

days from being surveyed 

Excel file with 

columns for LAD 

codes, LAD names, 

%s and numbers of 

the indicator for Oct. 

05-06 and from Oct. 

07-08- Oct. 12-13 

Columns containing LAD 

code, period, indicator 

value (%) from each season 

extracted and collated into 

one file 

CSV file with 

the following 

columns:  

LAD11 code, 

Year, month, 

%sport 

 

Linked  to other LAD 

data by month and  

year (from Oct.05-06 

and from Oct.07-

Dec.12) 

Linked to other 
LAD data by LAD 
code  

 

Activ% 
 

Table 6.6 (continued) 
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6.3.7 Medical access data 

Technical details of the process used to create medical access variables are shown in table 6.7. 

Variables to measure medical access were created during the analyses, in order to make sense 

of counterintuitive findings about the nature of the relationship between measures of air 

pollution, urban dwelling and mortality (see chapter eight). I obtained CSV files containing 

the names and addresses of organisations that provide (i) cardiology services, (ii) respiratory 

medicine and (iii) Accident and Emergency (A&E) departments in England for the year 2015, 

via personal communication with staff from NHS Choices (381). This information was 

unavailable for previous years. I calculated the number of each organisation type per LAD by 

mapping the postcodes of each organisation to English LADs (2011 boundaries) using a 

postcode to LAD lookup, obtained from the ONS geography portal (383).  

Also from the ONS geography portal, I obtained Standard Area Measurements for Local 

Authority Districts (area of the realm in hectares) (383). I calculated the area size of each 

LAD in square km by dividing the number of hectares in each LAD by 100. I then calculated 

the density of A&E departments, hospitals providing cardiology services and hospitals 

providing respiratory medicine by dividing the number of each medical service in each LAD 

by the number of square km in each LAD. I multiplied the results by 1000, so that the 

numbers were large enough to be rounded to one decimal place, without having lots of zero 

values. The analyses in this thesis assess relative differences in the values of data for each 

variable, so multiplication by 1000 would not have affected the results. I linked each medical 

access variable with the other data in the LAD dataset by LAD code.
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Data Format received Transformation 

performed 

Data for the 

model 

Temporal linkage   Spatial linkage   Variable name(s) 

Names and addresses of 

organisations providing: 

(i) Cardiology services 

(ii) Respiratory medicine 

(iii) Accident and 

Emergency (A&E) 

departments 

Excel format, one 

spreadsheet for each 

type of service (i-iii) 

with columns for the 

organisation details, 

including name, 

address and postcode 

Organisation postcodes 

were linked with relevant 

LAD codes 

Number of organisations 

per LAD was calculated 

using the ‘aggregate’ 

command in R Studio. 

ONS standard area 

measurement data were 

used to calculate the 

number of each 

organisation per sq. km x 

1000 per LAD11 

 

CSV file with 

the following 

columns:  

LAD11 code, 

Cardiology 

hospitals, 

Respiratory 

Medicine, 

A&E 

departments 

 

Values from 2015 

were applied to all 

months in the study 

Linked to other 
LAD data by LAD 
code  

 

Cardiology 

Resp. Med 

A&E 

Table 6.7: Summary of the formatting and linking of medical access data 
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6.4 Summary 

In this chapter, I described the procedures used to format and link data to represent variables 

from chapter four in the analyses. In chapter seven, I introduce and describe the statistical 

methods that were used for the analyses performed and described in chapter eight. 
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Chapter Seven. 

Methods (iii): Statistical methods used for the analyses 

 

7.1 Introduction  

In this final methods chapter, I describe the statistical methods that are used in the analysis to 

address two research questions, which have been adapted from the initial questions set out in 

the introduction (section 1.2) as a result of the investigations into data availability: 

Adapted research question three:  Which factors, identified in chapter four, are associated 

with spatial and temporal variations in winter- and cold-weather-related mortality rates across 

English LADs?  

 

Adapted research question four: Are the same factors associated with spatial and temporal 

variations in winter- and cold-weather-related mortality rates from circulatory and respiratory 

conditions across English LADs?  

 

The reason for the modifications to these research questions is the limited availability of data, 

outlined in chapter five. I have, therefore, explored the factors associated with spatial and 

temporal variations in mortality between circulatory and respiratory conditions, rather than 

between general morbidity and mortality.  

In section 7.2 of this chapter, I present an introduction to spatial and temporal epidemiology 

and introduce the two main types of spatial epidemiology study design used in the analyses 

presented in chapter eight. In section 7.3, I discuss methodological challenges associated with 

small area level spatial epidemiology studies and describe how these can be addressed using 

Bayesian inference. In section 7.4, I describe the data analysis methods and provide a 

rationale for this strategy.  

7.2 Introduction to spatial and temporal epidemiology 

Spatial epidemiology refers to: ‘the description and analysis of geographic variations in 

disease with respect to demographic, environmental, behavioural, socioeconomic, genetic, 

and infectious risk factors’ (392, p.998). This approach to public health research originated 

during the 1800s, when disease rates were initially mapped to characterize associations 
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between infectious disease outbreaks and possible causes (392). John Snow’s famous 

mapping of deaths from cholera in London in 1854 demonstrated that cases clustered around a 

water pump on Broad Street. This provided evidence to suggest that cholera was caused by a 

water-borne disease agent, rather than being air-borne, as previously thought (393).  

Since this time, there have been huge advances in the investigation of local geographical 

health variations in relation to environmental and other factors, due to better technology, 

improved statistical methods and the increased availability of geographically referenced data 

on health outcomes and potential risk factors (392). Geographically referenced data refer to 

data that are assigned to a particular location, a point in space (e.g. a geographical coordinate, 

a street or home address, or an area which could be defined by a postcode or LAD etc.) (392).  

Types of design used in spatial epidemiology studies include disease risk mapping and 

geographical correlation studies (392). Disease risk maps are diagrammatic illustrations of the 

spatial distribution of health outcomes or disease risk factors, across defined areas. These 

enable the identification of areas with high risk of disease, which is useful for directing public 

health interventions and other resources to where they are most needed. Public Health 

England’s Knowledge and Intelligence Network produce disease risk maps to assess the 

prevalence (total number of cases of a disease in a population at a single point in time) and 

incidence (number of new cases of disease in a population that occur over a given time 

period) of various health outcomes and health inequalities. One example is the ‘Excess Winter 

Deaths Atlas’, which illustrates excess winter death indices across geographical areas of 

England and through time (394). An EWM reduction scheme that is currently being 

undertaken across County Durham uses area-based mapping of household thermal efficiency 

ratings to identify individuals who are at risk of fuel poverty, in order to provide effective 

targeting of interventions (395).   

Disease risk maps generally show mortality or morbidity incidence ratios for geographic areas 

such as LADs (392). These ratios can be standardised (e.g. for age and sex, when the outcome 

data are broken down by these categories). This produces standardised mortality ratios 

(SMRs). These are used to calculate the rate of a specific outcome (e.g. circulatory deaths) in 

each area using the formula Oi/Ei. In this formula, Oi is the observed number of cases of the 

outcome of interest (e.g. circulatory deaths) in area i and Ei is the expected number of deaths 

in area i, calculated by applying age (and sex, where this is likely to affect spatial variations in 

the number of cases of the outcome of interest) specific death rates to population counts for 

the area (392).  
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Disease risk maps provide accessible information to identify areas at high risk of specific 

health outcomes, to compare disease burden between areas and to monitor changes or disease 

trends through time. They also enable generation of hypotheses about the potential causes of 

diseases. Limitations include that disease risk maps with more areas are often difficult to 

interpret. Additionally, when the geographical size of included areas varies dramatically, 

larger areas can stand out more, whereas smaller areas with high disease risk can be 

overlooked. Also, the way that risk categories are classified influences the appearance of the 

maps (392).  

Geographic correlation studies, also known as ecological regression analyses, involve 

examination of geographic (ecologic) variations across population groups in exposures in 

relation to health outcomes that are also measured at ecologic scale (392). This approach can 

be used to assess the proportion of spatial variation in a particular health outcome (e.g. 

mortality from circulatory conditions) that is accounted for by individual and combinations of 

explanatory factors. However, these analyses are restricted to include data that are available at 

a particular ecological level.  

Ecological data are also generally available with temporal referencing. Most of the data that 

are used in the analyses presented in chapter eight of this thesis are available for multiple time 

points (e.g. mortality count data were obtained by month from January 2001 to December 

2012). Temporal analyses provide information about the temporal trend in disease risk (396) 

in relation to explanatory variables. 

Spatial and temporal information can be combined to provide information regarding the 

linkage between spatial and temporal effects (i.e. spatiotemporal interaction effects) in 

relation to health or other variables. Examples of spatiotemporal interaction effects in relation 

to this thesis, which are analogies from scenarios presented by Brunsdon et al. (2004) (397) 

are as follows. In relation to weather, mean temperatures are generally lower, by several 

degrees, in the North East of England compared to London (i.e. mean temperature shows a 

spatial pattern). Mean monthly temperatures are also generally lower in the winter compared 

to the summer months (i.e. mean temperature shows a temporal pattern). The lowest mean 

temperatures in England are often recorded in January in the North East region (i.e. there is a 

spatiotemporal interaction effect for mean temperature in England).  

Alternatively, there may be an absence of spatiotemporal effect. For example, heart attack 

rates are generally higher in the most socioeconomically deprived LADs of England (spatial 

effect). Heart attack rates are generally higher in the winter compared to the summer months 

(temporal effect). However, heart attack rates are consistently high throughout the year in 
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many deprived areas and do not show seasonal patterns (i.e. there is no spatiotemporal 

interaction effect for heart attack in many areas of England).  

In my analyses, the methods of which are described in section 7.4, I use disease risk mapping 

to identify the spatial distribution of circulatory and respiratory deaths across English LADs 

during colder and warmer periods of 2011. I also use ecological and spatiotemporal regression 

analyses to investigate factors associated with the spatial and spatiotemporal patterning of 

condition-group-specific mortality risk between English LADs and through time, during 2011 

and across winter seasons from 2001/2 to 2011/12. 

7.3. Methodological issues in spatial and temporal epidemiology studies 

Despite the improved potential for undertaking spatial epidemiology studies over the last 

century, these analyses create problems for making valid inferences regarding associations 

between exposure and outcome variables. In the following paragraphs, I discuss the issues 

that are relevant to the data and analyses presented in this thesis and how these problems can 

be addressed using Bayesian inference.  

Data from local populations can produce small numbers. These are potentially unreliable and 

are likely to be influenced by random factors, including local variations in the quality of the 

data (392). For example, in relation to the weather data, I calculated average monthly values 

for meteorological variables across English LADs, based on measurements taken over five by 

five km grid squares of England. However, there were missing values within these data and 

the amount of missing data differed between areas and months. Also, there will have been 

variations in the accuracy of measuring equipment for these variables between recording sites 

and through time. Consequently, the level of error in the accuracy of weather data is likely to 

differ between LADs and across time points.  

There are various reasons why mortality data could also be unreliable. Firstly, due to 

inaccuracies in the cause of death noted by doctors on death certificates; and secondly, the 

mortality data exclude deaths for which the month of occurrence was not registered. Also, the 

ONS mortality data excluded deaths that were not registered during the study period (January 

2001 to December 2012). For example, in the UK, deaths can be registered up to six weeks 

after occurrence. Consequently, deaths that occurred towards the end of 2012 but were not 

registered until early 2013 were excluded from the dataset. The extent to which each factor 

affected, and therefore caused error within, the mortality data, is likely to have varied between 

LADs and months in the dataset. Investigations that are conducted using data at broader 
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geographical scales (e.g. comparisons between regions or countries) normally generate larger 

numbers, which are likely to cancel these random effects (392).  

The unreliable nature of data from small populations can reduce the ability to identify areas 

that are at high risk of a particular health outcome (e.g. mortality from circulatory conditions). 

For this reason, Bayesian approaches are recommended for use in small area level 

epidemiological studies in order to improve the quality of estimates for exposure and outcome 

variables (392, 398).  This provides more accurate information about disease prevalence and 

associations between exposure and outcome variables to inform policies, including those 

aimed at reducing adverse health outcomes (392, 398).  

Bayesian inference provides an alternative to the approach used in classical (Frequentist) 

statistics. The same statistical techniques can generally be employed in the context of both 

Bayesian and Frequentist inference. For example, the use of Poisson regression to quantify 

the association between explanatory variables and mortality counts. An explanation of the two 

approaches, the difference between them and the reasons why Bayesian methods are 

appropriate for spatial and temporal studies that involve the collection of data consisting of 

small numbers, is outlined below.  

Relative risk (RR) estimates are one type of statistic that can be obtained from regression 

analyses to summarise the magnitude of association between exposure and outcome variables. 

These are calculated as the incidence rate of an outcome in a population with a particular 

exposure divided by the incidence rate in a non-exposed population (230). When analysing 

data from an investigation (e.g. to assess the association between various exposures and the 

incidence of respiratory mortality across English LADs), RR values can be generated to 

quantify the variation in risk of the outcome between population with different levels of 

exposure to individual or combinations of variables. Relative risk values of <1, 1 and >1 

indicate, respectively, that there is a reduced, equal or increased risk of an outcome in an 

exposed population. In the context of Frequentist inference, a statistical distribution of RR 

values (or other relevant statistic) is generated, which depicts the probability of obtaining 

specific RR values, based on the number of times that each value would have been obtained if 

the experiment was repeated many times. This is quantified as a probability ‘p’-value, which 

is generated along with an RR value for an exposure-outcome variable association in an actual 

investigation. P-values of ≤0.05 indicate that the observed RR value would have occurred in 

5% or fewer instances if the experiment was repeated many times. This is generally 

considered to indicate that an observed association between variables is unlikely to have 

occurred by chance. In addition, confidence intervals can be produced, which are a range of 
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values around the outcome statistic (e.g. RR estimate) for which there is a defined probability 

(usually 95%) that the true population mean value of the parameter (association) lies within.  

Frequentist inferences are made based on the data themselves. Alternatively, Bayesian 

approaches combine ‘prior’ information about the values of data with the observed data to 

generate ‘posterior’ values to quantify the association between exposure and outcome 

variables. An example of prior information that can be integrated with the observed data in 

the analyses presented in this thesis, are values of exposure and outcome variables from other 

areas and time points (or time periods). This enables calculation of RR estimates (e.g. RR of 

circulatory mortality in a particular LAD relative to the whole of England) that represent a 

compromise between the local observed values for explanatory and outcome variables and a 

mean value for the same parameters in other areas (e.g. neighbouring LADs or the whole 

study area) (392). Similarly, in relation to temporal effects, RR of mortality for specific time 

periods (e.g. winter seasons) are calculated based on the observed values of exposure 

variables and mortality incidence during a single time period and a mean value for the same 

parameters for other time periods (e.g. preceding and subsequent winters, or across all winter 

seasons in the analysis). This is achieved through specification of the neighbourhood and 

temporal structure of the data before the analysis is undertaken.  

The process of integrating prior and observed data is called ‘smoothing’. Values for the 

observed data in each area and for each time point can be overwhelmed by data from adjacent 

areas and time points. This can reduce the ability to detect areas with high risk of a health 

outcome of interest (a process that is termed ‘over-smoothing’) (392). The level of smoothing 

can be controlled by specifying different types of prior data. In the analyses that are presented 

in chapter eight, I use a ‘minimally informative prior’. This means that the observed data are 

the principal force in producing the statistical estimates (399) with minimal influence from the 

values of the data in other areas and during other time periods.   

A second issue that arises from spatial epidemiology studies is serial dependency effects, 

which are also referred to as ‘statistical autocorrelation’. Statistical autocorrelation refers to 

the association between values of a statistical parameter (e.g. mortality rates from circulatory 

conditions) between areas (spatial autocorrelation) and time points (temporal autocorrelation) 

(400). Data that are from areas in closer spatial proximity and time are likely to be more 

similar compared to data from areas and times that that are further apart.   

Statistical autocorrelation is mainly caused by unmeasured confounding, where variables that 

are spatially and, or temporally correlated and affect the value of the dependent variable (i.e. 

mortality rate), are not formally included as explanatory variables in the statistical regression 
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model. However, the influence of these variables is picked up in the residual (error) variance 

of the regression equation (399).  

An example of spatial autocorrelation is that suicide rates in London LADs are likely to be 

more similar to each other than more distant LADs, due to similar social, economic and 

cultural characteristics associated with suicidal behaviour (e.g. high deprivation, low social 

cohesion) between neighbouring London LADs (399). An example of temporal 

autocorrelation is that influenza rates are likely to be more highly correlated between 

neighbouring winter months (e.g. December and January) than between a winter and a 

summer month (e.g. December and June), because factors including indoor crowding that may 

facilitate influenza transmission occurs more in winter than summer months.  

The spatial (and, or temporal) structure of relevant covariates induces spatial (and, or 

temporal) autocorrelation into the values of the dependent variable between areas (or time 

points), which cannot be accounted for in the regression model (399). This creates ‘noise’ in 

the data, which needs to be controlled for in order to provide more robust estimates of the 

effects of predictor variables which are formally specified in a statistical model, on disease 

risk.  

In addition, the validity of the output from regression models are based on the assumption that 

values for each parameter included in the regression models are independent between areas 

and time points. The outcome parameters that I used for the analyses in chapter eight are 

condition-group-specific mortality ratios, which are calculated using observed mortality 

counts divided by the expected mortality counts for each condition group. Expected mortality 

counts are calculated using observed mortality counts from the whole study area and time 

period in each analysis (see section 7.4 for more details about this calculation). Consequently, 

the outcome data are not independent.  However, in order to address this, statistical 

dependency effects between exposure and outcome data can be controlled for using Bayesian 

methods. This is achieved by defining the neighbourhood and temporal structure of the data 

and including measures of space and time effects as explanatory variables in the regression 

models. The effects of space and time can be estimated in the regression equation using 

different types of statistical model. Each model makes a different assumption about the spatial 

and temporal structure of the data. For example, in a besag model, the spatial effect in the 

regression analysis is calculated on the assumption that the value of the outcome variable (e.g. 

mortality ratio, ‘y’) in each area is a function of the average values of y in physically adjacent 

areas in relation to the number of neighbouring areas (401). Details of the spatial and 
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temporal effects included in the regression models in chapter eight are presented in section 

7.4, below.  

7.4 Analytic strategy to investigate associations between explanatory factors and spatial 

and temporal variations in mortality from circulatory and respiratory conditions across 

England, in relation to cold weather and winter season.  

7.4.1  Methods to identify temporal and spatiotemporal variations in mortality from 

circulatory and respiratory conditions between years and winter seasons in England from 

2001-12 

The analyses presented in chapter eight were undertaken in stages. I initially investigated the 

changing incidence of annual mortality rates from circulatory and respiratory conditions 

across English LADs over the study period from 2001-12. I also calculated excess winter 

mortality indices to identify spatiotemporal variations in mortality from all-causes, circulatory 

and respiratory conditions for the whole of England, over the winter seasons from 2001/2 to 

2011/12, using the ONS’ method (402).  

Excess winter mortality indices control for potential bias from factors including differences in 

age structure and population size between areas and through time, by scaling the data to 

express the number of excess winter deaths as a percentage change compared with the number 

of non-winter deaths (402).  

The changing incidence of condition-group-specific mortality from 2001-12 and of excess 

winter mortality indices from all-causes, circulatory and respiratory conditions are presented 

graphically in chapter eight, section 8.2.  

7.4.2  Methods to identify spatial variations in mortality from circulatory and respiratory 

conditions between cold and warm periods  

In the next stage of my analysis, I used disease risk mapping to explore the spatial patterning 

of mortality from circulatory and respiratory conditions across English LADs between the 

coldest and warmest 3-consecutive month periods of the year, using data from a five year 

period (from 2008-12). I identified the months January to March as being generally the 

coldest consecutive 3-month period and June to August as being generally the warmest 

consecutive 3-month period, by calculating values for the mean daily minimum temperatures 

(°C) for each month across England for the years of interest (i.e. 2008-12). The methods I 

used to create the disease risk maps and to implement ecological regression analyses 

(described in section 7.4.3), are from Blangiardo and Cameletti (2015) (396, p.179-188).  
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I used Poisson regression models for the disease risk mapping, ecological and spatiotemporal 

regression analyses that are presented in chapter eight and described in this chapter. These are 

appropriate when outcome data are counts and consist of small numbers (rare events), or for 

larger numbers when offset against an exposure variable (e.g. in relation to the time period in 

which the data were collected, population size or expected number of events relative to other 

areas and times) (403). This creates rate data, defined as number of events (e.g. condition-

group-specific deaths) in relation to exposure (e.g. expected number of deaths) (403). Rare 

event data are positively skewed, with the bulk of the statistical distribution being 

concentrated to the left of the histogram and with a longer tail to the right. These data are 

inappropriate for analysis using an ordinary linear regression model, for which the data should 

be normally distributed. 

Poisson regression models can be used to analyse spatial and temporal data (i.e. data that are 

aggregated over areas and time units, respectively). The outcome variables used in the 

analyses presented in chapter eight are condition-group-specific mortality ratios. The 

mortality ratio is calculated as the proportion of observed to expected deaths (Oi/Ei). 

Mortality ratios of <1, 1 and >1 indicate, respectively, that observed mortality is below, equal 

to, or in excess of, the expected mortality in relation to mortality rates across the whole study 

area. In order for the mortality ratio to be calculated in the analyses, I provided the condition-

group-specific observed and expected death counts per area (LAD) per time unit of interest. 

For the disease risk maps, observed deaths were condition-group-specific mortality counts for 

each of the 3-consecutive month periods of interest (i.e. January to March and June to 

August), aggregated for the years 2008-12. Expected deaths were calculated for the disease 

risk maps using the following formula:  

Expected number of deaths per condition group in area LADi over the time period of interest 

(i.e. Jan-Mar 2008-12 or Jun-Aug 2008-12) = (total number of condition-group-specific 

deaths in England that occurred over the three month period of interest from 2008-12 / 

aggregated annual population sizes of England from 2008-12) x aggregated annual population 

sizes of LADi from 2008-12 

The mortality data that I obtained from the ONS were not broken down by demographic 

groups. Consequently, I was unable to produce SMRs and therefore my outcome variables are 

condition-group-specific crude mortality ratios.  

I conducted the disease risk mapping exercise, and ecological regression analyses (described 

in section 7.4.3), using a Bayesian approach, to address the methodological issues of small 
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numbers and statistical dependency effects identified in section 7.3, using Integrated Laplace 

Approximation (INLA) methods in R (R-INLA). This programme provides a computationally 

efficient method for estimating of the effects of covariates on outcome variables from 

epidemiological data with a spatial and, or temporal structure, whilst accounting for spatial or 

temporal effects within the model (404).  

I performed the disease risk mapping exercise separately for circulatory conditions and 

respiratory conditions for each 3-month period of interest (using data from 2008-12), so that 

results could be compared.  

Before generating the disease risk maps, I produced an adjacency diagram to define the 

neighbourhood structure for the study areas (i.e. to assign neighbours to each LAD). Two 

LADs, namely the Isles of Scilly and Wight, were excluded from the analyses as they do not 

have physical neighbours. Consequently, a spatial effect could not be calculated for these 

areas. The remaining 324 English LADs all had physical neighbours and were included in the 

analyses.  

The basic formula statement for the disease risk map model is: 

>formula <- y ~ 1 + f(ID, model="bym", graph=England.adj)  

(Adapted from Blangiardo and Cameletti (2015) (404), page no. 182).  

In this equation, ‘y’ represents the outcome variable, namely the proportion of observed to 

expected deaths (condition-group-specific, crude mortality ratio). The symbol ‘f’ specifies the 

inclusion of a function in the regression model.  The f function was used to include 

parameters for spatial dependency effects in the disease risk maps, and ecological regression 

models (described in section 7.4.3). This function is used to specify different types of model, 

each of which introduces parameters that assume specific types of spatial (temporal and 

spatiotemporal) structure and dependency effects exist within the data (396).  

I used a ‘bym’ model (405) to specify the spatial effect for the disease risk maps, and the 

ecological regression analyses (described in section 7.4.3). This calculates the spatial effects 

for each area (ID) in relation to the neighbourhood structure of the data (404).  The ‘bym’ 

model includes two types of effect, namely i) spatially structured (statistically dependent) and 

ii) spatially unstructured (statistically independent, area-specific) effects as covariates in the 

model. The spatially structured effect assumes that there is a pattern within the outcome data, 

whereby the value of y in each area is assumed to be a function of the average values of y in 

physically adjacent areas in relation to the number of neighbouring areas (401). The spatially 
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unstructured effect accounts for the residual (remaining) variance that is statistically 

independent between areas.  

In Poisson regression analysis, the parameters in the model are transformed onto the 

logarithmic scale for analysis. The basic regression equation for the Poisson regression 

analysis that was used in the disease risk mapping exercise is: 

Log (y) = b0 + ui + vi 

= Log (observed / expected deaths) = b0 + spatially structured residual + spatially 

independent residual 

(Adapted from Blangiardo and Cameletti (2015) (396), page no. 180). 

In the equation shown above, b0 is the intercept, where the regression line crosses the y axis. 

The symbols ‘ui’ and ‘vi’ represent the spatially structured and unstructured effects, 

respectively.  

Variables in the statistical model are converted onto the log scale using the ‘scale.model’ 

function in R Studio.  I used a minimally informative prior (described in section 7.3) for the 

analyses. This was in order to prevent ‘over-smoothing’ and consequent dilution of excess 

risk estimates for individual areas. This type of prior was specified in the model statement 

using the ‘hyper’ function. The formula used to create the disease risk map, adapted from 

Blangiardo and Cameletti (2015) (396) (page no. 183) was: 

formula.disease_risk_map <- y ~ 1 + f(ID, model="bym",graph=England.adj, 

scale.model=TRUE, 

                     hyper=list(prec.unstruct=list(prior="loggamma",param=c(1,0.001)), 

prec.spatial=list(prior="loggamma",param=c(1,0.001)))) 

In the disease risk maps, I classified areas as having lower than average risk of excess 

mortality (RR 0.1-0.9), average risk (RR 0.9-1.1) or higher than average risk (RR 1.1-1.9).  

7.4.3  Methods to identify spatial variations in mortality from circulatory and respiratory 

conditions between cold and warm periods in 2011, in relation to explanatory factors 

In the next stage of my analyses, I performed ecological regression analyses to identify 

individual and combinations of factors associated with the spatial variations in mortality from 

circulatory and respiratory conditions. The methods I used for these analyses are from 

Blangiardo and Cameletti (2015) (396, p.179-188).  
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I chose to use the year 2011 for the initial regression analyses, as most of the covariates of 

interest were available for this year (e.g. data from the 2011 Census). This enabled me to 

implement regression models that included a comprehensive range of factors, allowing 

consideration of the mechanisms by which different factors could interact to influence 

mortality. The periods January to March and July to September were identified as the coldest 

and warmest consecutive 3 month periods for 2011, based on the mean daily minimum 

temperatures (°C) for each month across England.  

The ecological regression analyses from 2011 enabled me to compare spatial variations in 

mortality and associated factors between condition groups and during periods of colder and 

warmer weather. However, these data were only from one year and the results from the 

analyses are unlikely to reflect long-term trends in excess cold-weather-related mortality in 

relation to explanatory variables.  

Expected deaths were calculated for the ecological regression models for the three month 

periods of 2011 using the following method:  

Expected number of deaths per condition group in area LADi over the 3-month period of 

interest (e.g. Jan-Mar 2011) = (total number of condition-group-specific deaths in England 

that occurred over the 3-month period of interest / total population size of England in 2011) x 

population size of LADi in 2011 

The ecological regression analyses to identify individual and combinations of factors 

associated with the spatial variations in mortality risk between colder and warmer periods of 

2011 for each condition group. In R Studio, I adapted the script that I used to produce the 

disease risk maps so that explanatory variables could be included in addition to the structured 

and unstructured spatial effects. The methods that I used are based on those presented in 

Blangiardo and Cameletti (2015) section 6.2 (396, pp.186-188), in which they used a dataset 

from a previous study (406) to investigate suicide mortality across 32 London boroughs in 

relation to two explanatory factors (social deprivation and social fragmentation). The formula 

for the ecological regression analysis is extended from the formula used to generate the 

disease risk maps, by adding covariates, for example: 

Variable (covariate) x1 = prevalence (%) of adult smokers 

log (y) = b0 + b1x1+ui + vi  

Log mortality ratio = b0 + b1 x (value of covariate x1) + spatially structured residual + 

spatially independent residual  

(Adapted from Blangiardo and Cameletti (2015) (396), pp. 186-7). 
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Estimates from the output from Poisson regression models can be interpreted as relative risk 

values if they are converted back to the natural scale (i.e. exponentiated), from the log scale in 

which parameters in the regression model are analysed. This can be performed using the 

exponential (‘exp’) function in R (396).  

The formula statement that was specified in R to implement the ecological regression analysis 

with a single covariate (x1) is: 

formula.eco.reg <- y ~ 1 + x1+ f (ID, model="bym",graph=England.adj, 

scale.model=TRUE, 

                     hyper=list(prec.unstruct=list(prior="loggamma",param=c(1,0.001)), 

prec.spatial=list(prior="loggamma",param=c(1,0.001)))) 

(Adapted from Blangiardo and Cameletti (2015) (396), page no. 187). 

The addition of covariates to the regression model containing spatial effects that I used to 

produce the disease risk maps (null model) adds more information to the model, which 

potentially accounts for more of the variance in excess mortality across English LADs.  

I implemented the ecological regression models separately for the circulatory and respiratory 

data, each for the periods January to March and July to September 2011. In each set of 

analyses, I initially ran the ecological regression models containing the spatial information 

and individual covariates, to derive regression estimates and RR values with 95% credible 

intervals (the Bayesian alternative to Frequentist confidence intervals) and Deviance 

Information Criterion (DIC) values. DIC values provide a measure of how well the statistical 

model explains variance within the data. DIC values take account of the number of included 

covariates in the model and penalize (increases the DIC value) models with increased number 

of covariates. This is because, models with more covariates will generally have lower DIC 

value by nature of the fact that their included covariates in combination explain more of the 

variance within the outcome data compared to a model with fewer covariates.  

I obtained a DIC value for the null model that contained spatial effects (specified using a 

‘bym’ model) without other covariates (i.e. the models used to produce the disease risk maps) 

and for ecological regression models containing individual covariates (the variables described 

in chapter six). I identified models containing spatial effects with individual covariates (e.g. 

smoking prevalence) associated with lower DIC values compared to the null model. 

Ecological regression models containing spatial effects with individual covariates and had 

DIC values that were lower than for the null model were considered for inclusion in 

multivariable regression models. Prior to developing ecological regression models with 
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combinations of factors, I used variance inflation factor (VIF) tests to identify independent 

variables that were highly correlated (collinear) with other exposure variables. Where VIF 

values are above one, this indicates collinearity. The inclusion of co-linear independent 

variables in multiple regression models is problematic due to the fact that these variables 

account for a large proportion of the variance in the outcome variable, which distorts and 

sometimes reverses the direction of effect of other explanatory variables on the outcome 

variable in the model.  This can lead to misinterpretation of the results from the multiple 

regression model (407). For example, by policy makers or public health professionals who 

lack statistical knowledge of this issue and use the results as a basis for developing public 

health interventions.  

Various thresholds have been proposed for excluding variables from multivariable regression 

models based on their VIF values. I chose to exclude variables with VIF values ≥3. This 

threshold was chosen because pilot analyses indicted that inclusion of variables with higher 

VIF values in multivariable models severely distorted the effects of other variables, in 

comparison to their effects in single variable models.  

Once variables with VIF values ≥3 had been excluded, I developed multivariable regression 

models with the remaining variables using a forward stepwise approach for each condition 

group and time period. This involved identifying the single variable (univariable) regression 

model with the lowest DIC value, adding the variable from the univariable model with the 

next lowest DIC value to create a multivariable regression model and observing the effect on 

the DIC value. If this value was reduced, both variables were retained and another variable, 

with the third lowest DIC value, was added. Where an additional variable increased the DIC 

value from the previous model, the variable was removed from the model. This process was 

continued until all eligible variables (with DIC value lower than the null model and VIF score 

≤3) had been tested in the multivariable regression model. Regression output was then 

generated for variables in the multivariable regression model. Variables with 95% credible 

intervals for the regression estimates which crossed one were removed from the model, until a 

final regression model was generated containing only variables with effects for which their 

95% credible intervals were entirely above or below one (taken as an indication of 

significance, an approach adopted in (300)).  
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7.4.4 Methods to identify spatiotemporal variations in monthly mortality rates from 

circulatory and respiratory across 2011, in relation to explanatory factors 

The next stage of analysis involved identifying factors associated with spatiotemporal 

variations in monthly mortality from circulatory and respiratory conditions from January to 

December 2011. I undertook these analyses to identify meteorological and other factors 

associated with year-round excess mortality, as England has a maritime climate and cold-

weather can affect health outside of the winter period.  I calculated expected deaths for these 

analyses using the following method: 

Expected total number of deaths per condition group in LADi per month in 2011 = (total 

condition-group-specific deaths in England over the 12-months in 2011/ sum of population 

sizes of English LADs over the 12 months) x population size of LADi in the month of interest 

in 2011. 

The methods I used to analyse the data in this section are from Blangiardo and Cameletti 

(2015) section 7.1.1 (396, pp.238-245). The formulae used in the temporal and spatiotemporal 

analyses are adapted from that used in the disease risk mapping and ecological regression 

analyses, described in sections 7.4.2-3.  Parameters were included in the temporal and 

spatiotemporal regression equations to model the temporally structured and unstructured 

effects. Temporally structured and unstructured effects are analogous to the structured and 

unstructured spatial effects described in section 7.4.2. The temporally structured effect models 

an autoregressive structure within the outcome data, in which the values of the outcome 

parameter (e.g. proportion of excess deaths) at a specified time are correlated with the 

proportion of excess deaths for previous and subsequent months. Conversely, the unstructured 

temporal effect models the variance within the outcome data that is independent between time 

points. The formula that was used in the temporal and spatiotemporal analyses also included a 

parameter that enables the risk of excess mortality to increase and decrease through time 

(404). Without this parameter, the models would impose a linearity constraint on the temporal 

trend, which would be inappropriate for use with my data, as I would expect excess mortality 

decrease from the winter to the summer months and subsequently increase towards to 

subsequent winter season, rather than to follow a positive or negative linear trend across the 

year.  

I analysed the circulatory and respiratory mortality data from 2011 separately. This enabled 

me to compare factors associated with spatiotemporal variations in mortality between 

condition groups.  
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Initially, I performed temporal analyses, to identify trends in condition- group-specific 

monthly mortality over the year. I generated graphs to illustrate the posterior temporal trend 

of condition-group-specific mortality for the structured and unstructured effects.  

I generated DIC values for regression models containing temporal effects, as well as three 

different types of spatiotemporal interaction effect, for circulatory and respiratory conditions. 

An explanation of each spatiotemporal effect is as follows, based on methods developed by 

Blangiardo et al (396): 

1. Type 1 space-time interaction (ST1) assumes there is no spatial or temporal structure 

in the data. Consequently, there is no interaction between spatial and temporal effects. 

2. Type 2 space-time interaction (ST2) (structured time interacts with unstructured 

space). In this model, there is a temporal structure within the outcome data for each 

area, but the temporal structures of the data are independent between areas.  

3. Type 3 space-time interaction (ST3) (structured space interacts with unstructured 

time). Here, there is a spatial structure within the data at each time point, but the 

spatial structures are independent between different time points.  

 

I ran models for temporal and three types of space-time interaction effect to assess which 

model accounted for the greatest proportion of variation in the morality data. The model 

containing the effect with the lowest DIC value was used as the null model.  

As with the seasonal models, I incorporated individual covariates into the relevant null model 

and generated RR estimates, 95% credible interval and DIC value, to assess the association 

between the factor and spatiotemporal variations in condition-group specific mortality across 

the year. I used the DIC values to assess whether each covariate improved the model from the 

null model.  

After producing these univariable regression models, I produced multivariable models using 

the forward stepwise regression approach described in section 7.4.3. Collinear variables that 

had VIF values ≥3 were not included in the multivariable models. Variables that had 95% 

credible intervals for their regression estimates that crossed one (indicating a non-significant 

effect) were removed from the multivariable models.  
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7.4.5 Methods to identify spatiotemporal variations in excess winter mortality from 

circulatory and respiratory across winter seasons from 2001/2 to 2011/12, in relation to 

climatic factors 

In the next stage of my analysis, I explored spatiotemporal variations in condition-group-

specific mortality, in relation to meteorological factors. Previous investigations of cold-

weather-related mortality have focused on associations between temperature and adverse 

health and social outcomes. However, it is possible that other aspects of English weather also 

contribute to spatiotemporal variations in excess mortality and other adverse outcomes 

between winter seasons (see chapter four, section 4.4.2 for a brief discussion). Large temporal 

variations in excess mortality between winter seasons are likely to be related to factors that 

can vary significantly from one year to the next, potentially including climatic factors.  

Data for the climatic variables were available from January 2001-December 2012. I 

aggregated mortality counts for each condition group and calculated average values for the 

climatic variables over the four month winter periods of each season. Each official winter 

period incorporates months from two different calendar years (e.g. December 2010 and 

January to March 2011), and population sizes are calculated each year and generally vary 

from one year to the next in each area. Consequently, average population sizes of LADs 

across the months of interest from each winter period were used to calculate the expected 

number of deaths, which was used as an offset in the regression models, using the following 

formula: 

Expected total number of deaths per condition group in LADi per winter season = (total 

number of condition-group-specific deaths in England over the winter seasons included in the 

analysis (e.g. 2001-2 and 2011-12) / sum of population sizes of English LADs over the winter 

seasons included (calculated by summing the average population sizes of English LADs 

across the four months of each winter season) * average population size of LADi per winter 

season 

I used the same procedure as described in section 7.4.4 to identify a suitable null model for 

the analyses by comparing DIC values from models including temporal and spatiotemporal 

effects, and to develop individual and multivariable regression models, which contained NAO 

indices and other meteorological variables produced in chapter six.  
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7.4.6 Methods to identify spatiotemporal variations in excess winter mortality from 

circulatory and respiratory causes across winter seasons between 2001/2 and 2011/12, in 

relation to climatic factors and other individual covariates 

Most of the data on non-climatic factors were unavailable for 2001-12, all of the years of 

interest in this investigation. It is possible to assign values from years when data for particular 

variables are available to other years (e.g. linear interpolation of data from the 2001 and 2011 

Census for the non-Census, between years from 2002-10; or, assignment of the values of 

Census data from 2001 to the years 2001-6 and data from the 2011 Census assigned to the 

years 2007-12). However, this involves making arbitrary decisions.  

In relation to the variable proportion of privately rented housing, it is likely that values for 

this variable increased from 2008 onwards, when home purchasing decreased due to the 

‘credit crunch’ as banks stopped lending money. The number of over-occupied households is 

likely to have increased from the same year, as individuals tried to reduce housing costs. 

However, there is a lack of data on the exact trends in these Census variables on which to base 

data linkage decisions. I therefore decided to assess the individual effects of variables in 

relation to climatic factors for the years when the data were available.  

The analyses in this section also enabled comparison with the results from sections 7.4.3-5, to 

examine whether the same associations between variables were apparent from the 2011 

analyses and the winter periods 2001/2 – 2011/12.  

The methods used to analyse the data are based on those used in sections 7.4.2 – 7.4.5. 

Aggregated mortality counts were used for each condition group over the four month winter 

periods of each season. The climatic variables included in the analyses for circulatory and 

respiratory conditions were based on those that were associated with spatiotemporal variations 

in excess mortality from each condition group from the analyses in section 7.4.5. Average 

values for the climatic variables across the four months of each winter season were used. The 

variables for individual non-climatic covariates included in each regression model were 

analysed in relation to mortality and climatic data for the closest winter seasons for which 

data were available. In some cases, the data were only analysed for one winter season. For 

example, the proportion of under-occupied housing from the 2011 Census was analysed in 

relation to excess mortality data from the winter season 2010/11, the closest winter season to 

the collection of the Census data, in April 2011. There were missing data for this variable at 

LAD level from the 2001 Census, which prevented them being analysed by R-INLA. 

Consequently, this variable was only included in an analysis in relation to one winter season. 

Other data were available for multiple or all seasons (e.g. data that measured PM2.5 
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concentrations and proportion of older population data, which were available from 2002-12 

and 2001-12, respectively). Ecological regression models were implemented when the data 

were only available for one winter season, whereas spatiotemporal regression models were 

used when data were available in relation to multiple winter seasons.  

The same procedures were used to develop regression models containing individual and 

combinations of covariates, as described in sections 7.4.3-5.  

7.5 Summary 

This chapter describes the methods used to analyse data to address adapted research 

questions, examining which factors drive spatial and temporal variations in mortality across 

English LADs in relation to cold weather and winter season, and whether the same 

combination of factors are associated with spatiotemporal variations in cold-weather-related 

mortality from circulatory and respiratory conditions. In the next chapter, I present the results 

from the analyses.  
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Chapter Eight. 

Results from analyses to investigate spatial and temporal variations in 

winter- and cold-weather-related mortality from circulatory and 

respiratory conditions across England in relation to explanatory factors 

 

8.1 Introduction  

In this chapter, I present the results from analyses to explore spatiotemporal variations in 

mortality from circulatory and respiratory conditions in relation to cold weather, winter 

season and other factors identified from the systematic reviews and conceptual modelling in 

chapters two-four, for which data were available (see chapter five).  

Section 8.2 shows graphs illustrating temporal trends in circulatory and respiratory mortality 

rates over the study period from 2001-12. Graphs are also used to illustrate spatiotemporal 

variations in excess winter mortality indices from the same condition groups over the winter 

periods selected for this study (2001/2 – 2011/12).  

Disease risk maps that illustrate spatial variations in condition-group-specific mortality ratios 

across English LADs, which incorporate data from climatically warmer and colder periods of 

the year from 2008-12, are presented in section 8.3.  

In section 8.4, I present the results from ecological regression analyses to investigate spatial 

variations in condition-group-specific excess mortality between cold and warm periods of 

2011, in relation to a comprehensive range of explanatory factors. I also present results from 

an investigation of associations between exposure variables and spatiotemporal variations in 

excess mortality from January to December 2011 in this section.  

In section 8.5, I present results from spatiotemporal regression analyses of associations 

between climatic factors and variations in condition-group-specific excess mortality across 

winter seasons, from 2001/2 to 2011/12.   

Results from analyses that investigate associations between combinations of climatic and 

individual non-climatic factors, in relation to spatial and spatiotemporal variations in excess 

mortality between English LADs across winter seasons are given in section 8.6.  
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Finally, in section 8.7, I summarise the results and examine the extent to which the results 

from analyses in the current chapter address adapted research questions three and four, by 

identifying commonalities and differences in relation to factors associated with spatial and 

spatiotemporal variations in excess winter and cold-related mortality between circulatory and 

respiratory conditions.  

 

8.2 Temporal and spatiotemporal variations in mortality from circulatory and 

respiratory condition groups in England across years and winter seasons from 2001-12 

 

Figure 8.1: Temporal trend in mortality from circulatory and respiratory conditions across 

England from 2001-12 

 

Figure 8.1 shows that circulatory mortality rates have fallen over the study period from 2001-

12, whereas respiratory mortality rates have not shown an overall decline over the same time 

period. 
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Figure 8.2: Temporal variations in excess winter mortality indices from all-causes, circulatory and respiratory conditions across England for the 

winter periods 2001/2 – 2011/12 
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Figure 8.3: Spatial and temporal variations in excess winter mortality indices from all-causes (ICD-10 codes A00-Y899) across English regions for 

the winter periods 2001/2 – 2011/12 
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Figure 8.4: Spatial and temporal variations in excess winter mortality indices from circulatory conditions (ICD-10 codes I000-1999) across English 

regions for the winter periods 2001/2 – 2011/12 
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Figure 8.5: Spatial and temporal variations in excess winter mortality indices from respiratory conditions (ICD-10 codes J000-J999) across English 

regions for the winter periods 2001/2 – 2011/12
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Figures 8.2-5 demonstrate spatial and temporal trends in excess winter mortality indices from 

all-causes, circulatory and respiratory conditions across the study period of interest, from 

2001/2 – 2011/12. Figure 8.2 illustrates that respiratory conditions account for a greater 

proportion of excess winter deaths compared to circulatory conditions and all-causes.  

Similar general trends in terms of peaks and troughs in excess winter mortality indices are 

shown for all-causes, respiratory and circulatory conditions across winter seasons in figures 

8.2-5. Spatial variations in excess winter mortality indices are relatively synchronized 

between English regions for most winter seasons. Temporal variations in excess winter 

mortality indices are less synchronized, except for a general trend towards a peak in excess 

winter mortality indices for one winter season, followed by a trough during the subsequent 

winter. 
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8.3 Disease risk mapping of mortality from circulatory and respiratory conditions across 

English LADs using data from warm and colder periods of 2008-12  

The English Local Authority Districts shown in the disease risk maps in figures 8.6 A-D can 

be identified using Public Health England’s interactive mapping tool (408), which shows each 

area in relation to several health indicators and their level of deprivation. The disease risk 

maps in this thesis show a lack of apparent spatial or seasonal patterning in excess mortality 

from circulatory and respiratory conditions across England during warmer and colder periods 

(January-March and June-August, respectively), based on data from 2008-12.  

In relation to the general, non-seasonal and non-condition-group-specific patterning of the 

disease risk maps in figures 8.6 A-D, my interpretation is as follows. Socioeconomic 

deprivation is associated with generally worse health outcomes, including higher rates of 

mortality from circulatory and respiratory conditions, as risk factors for these adverse health 

outcomes (e.g. smoking and obesity), are generally higher in more deprived areas. Figures 8.6 

A-D show that certain LADs with high levels of deprivation (e.g. Carlisle, County Durham 

and Middlesbrough) have consistently high mortality risk, whereas some of the least 

socioeconomically deprived areas (e.g. Harrogate and Hambleton) have lower than average 

mortality risk. However, there are exceptions to this pattern, for example, Sunderland, 

Gateshead, Newcastle-upon-Tyne and South Tyneside are in the highest quintile of 

socioeconomically deprived English LADs, despite having below average (RR 0.1-0.9) or 

average (RR 0.9-1.1) mortality risk in the disease risk maps in figures 8.6 A-D . In addition, 

there are examples of socioeconomically less deprived LADs in the disease risk maps that 

have consistently high mortality risk (e.g. Eden, Test Valley and New Forest). This disparity 

may indicate that the data used to create the disease risk maps in figures 8.6 A-D do not 

reflect long term or year-round trends in mortality risk. Alternatively, different risk factors 

may influence mortality risk within certain English LADs to a greater extent than deprivation.  

Rurality is one factor that may be a key determinant of increased mortality risk. For example, 

Eden (a less deprived LAD) and Torridge (a more deprived LAD), which are rural areas, have 

above average mortality risk in figures 8.6 A-D. Population exposure to cold weather 

conditions is likely to be greater in more rural LADs, which are generally situated in more 

exposed locations (e.g. by the coast). Rural housing stock is also generally older and larger, 

with more solid-walled properties compared to urban areas. In addition, many rural areas also 

have reduced access to gas networks, which provide a relatively economical fuel source for 

household heating. Also, rural areas have less industry, reduced traffic flow and fewer 
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buildings compared to urban areas, which means that less heat is generated and retained by 

the infrastructural characteristics of rural areas. However, the disease risk maps in figure 8.6 

A-D also show examples of rural LADs with consistently low mortality risk (e.g. North 

Norfolk and Waveney). This also indicates that the effects of different factors on circulatory 

and respiratory mortality are likely to vary between LADs.  
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Figure 8.6 A: Disease risk map showing relative risk of excess mortality from circulatory conditions during the coldest average 3-month period 

(January-March) from 2008-12. Areas are classified as having below average risk (RR 0.1-0.9), average risk (RR 0.9-1.1) or above average risk (RR 

1.1-1.9). 
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Figure 8.6 B: Disease risk map showing relative risk of excess mortality from circulatory conditions during the warmest average 3-month period 

(June-August) from 2008-12. Areas are classified as having below average risk (RR 0.1-0.9), average risk (RR 0.9-1.1) or above average risk (RR 1.1-

1.9). 
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Figure 8.6 C: Disease risk map showing relative risk of excess mortality from respiratory conditions during the coldest average 3-month period 

(January-March) from 2008-12. Areas are classified as having below average risk (RR 0.1-0.9), average risk (RR 0.9-1.1) or above average risk (RR 

1.1-1.9). 
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Figure 8.6 D: Disease risk map showing relative risk of excess mortality from respiratory conditions during the warmest average 3-month period 

(June-August) from 2008-12. Areas are classified as having below average risk (RR 0.1-0.9), average risk (RR 0.9-1.1) or above average risk (RR 1.1-

1.9).
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8.4 Regression analyses from 2011 

8.4.1  Associations between explanatory variables 

Correlation matrices were produced to identify associations between explanatory variables for 

each 3-month time period January to March (coldest 3-month period) and July to September 

(warmest 3-month period) from 2011. These data showed similar associations between 

exposure variables during the coldest and warmest periods. During the cold period, the 

correlations between explanatory variables (shown in appendix D) show that values of mean 

daily minimum temperatures (°C) per month, averaged across the 3 months, are most strongly 

associated with PM2.5 (correlation coefficient 0.7); household crowding, population density 

and N02 (correlation coefficients all 0.6); proportion of privately rented households 

(correlation coefficient 0.5) and excess weight in adults (correlation coefficient - 0.5). As 

expected, fuel poverty was moderately, negatively correlated with mean minimum 

temperature (-0.4).  

8.4.2  Results from the ecological regression analyses 

Outputs from the univariable ecological regression analyses to investigate factors associated 

with spatial variations in excess mortality from circulatory and respiratory conditions during 

the coldest and warmest three month periods of 2011 are presented in appendices E-H.  

The outputs from the univariable models (containing spatial effects and individual 

explanatory variables) show that mean daily minimum temperatures (°C) accounted for the 

greatest proportion of variance in the outcome data for circulatory and respiratory conditions, 

compared to other climatic factors during the cold and warmer periods. Most of the non-

climatic explanatory variables in the analyses improved the model fit, in terms of reducing the 

DIC value compared to the null model for circulatory and respiratory conditions, during both 

time periods in the analyses. Measures of air pollution (especially PM2.5), proportion of over-

crowded households and population density were most commonly associated with lowest DIC 

values compared to the null models and other univariable regression models; these variables 

were all associated with reduced excess mortality across condition groups and seasons. 

The final multivariable regression models for each condition group and time period are shown 

in figure 8.7.  

Relative risk (RR) values and associated 95% Bayesian credible intervals (abbreviated to BCI 

in the figures in this chapter) for individual explanatory variables in the multivariable models 

are shown in green cells with row names for corresponding variables. Variables were 
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excluded from the multivariable models, which (i) did not improve the model fit (i.e. reduce 

the DIC value) (white cells), (ii) had a VIF value ≥3 (black cells), (iii) were inapplicable to 

the outcome variables (e.g. organisations providing cardiology services, in relation to excess 

respiratory deaths) (blue cells) or (iv) were not significant (had a 95% BCI that crossed one in 

the multivariable model) (red cells). Comparisons can only be made between variables 

included in the models for respiratory and circulatory conditions and between cold and warm 

periods in relation to variables that were eligible for inclusion (indicated by white, green and 

red cells). 

Excess weight in adults and proportion of older people per LAD were included in the 

multivariable regression models for circulatory and respiratory conditions during the colder 

and warmer periods. Excess weight in adults was associated with increased risk of mortality 

from each condition group and for each period, whereas, counter-intuitively, the proportion of 

older population was associated with reduced excess mortality between LADs.  

The prevalence of adult participation in moderate intensity physical activity and proportion of 

fuel poor households were included in the multivariable model for circulatory conditions 

during colder and warmer periods; physical activity was associated with reduced excess 

mortality and fuel poverty was associated with increased excess mortality from circulatory 

conditions. Neither of these variables was included in the multivariable regression models to 

explain spatial variations in excess respiratory mortality for either period. 

Humidity was included in the multivariable models to explain excess circulatory and 

respiratory deaths during the cold period only and was associated with reduced excess deaths 

for both condition groups. Mean minimum temperature was included in the multivariable 

model to explain respiratory mortality during the cold period only and was inversely 

associated with excess mortality from this condition group. This variable was not significant 

in the final multivariable model for excess circulatory deaths during the cold period.  

Smoking was included in the multivariable model for respiratory conditions only and was 

associated with increased excess mortality during the colder and warmer periods. 
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Variable

Excess circulatory 

deaths Jan-Mar 2011

Excess circulatory 

deaths Jul-Sep 2011

Excess respiratory 

deaths Jan-Mar 2011

Excess respiratory 

deaths Jul-Sep 2011

A&E Colour key

Crowded% Variable included in the multivariable model

Ad_overwe% RR 1.07, 95% BCI (1.04-1.10) RR 1.09, 95% BCI (1.06-1.12) RR 1.10, 95% BCI (1.06-1.13) RR 1.09, 95% BCI (1.06-1.13) Variable excluded because it did not improve the model fit 

FPov% RR 1.05, 95% BCI (1.03-1.08) RR 1.05, 95% BCI (1.02-1.07) Variable excluded because it had a VIF>3

Fro Variable excluded because it was non-significant in the multivariable model

Hum RR 0.96, 95% BCI (0.94-0.98) RR 0.97, 95% BCI (0.95-1.0) Variable excluded because it was inapplicable to the outcome variable 

Income dep%

Max

Mea

Min RR 0.96, 95% BCI (0.93-0.98)

N02

Y6_overwe% RR 0.92, 95% BCI (0.89-0.94) RR 0.92, 95% BCI (0.89-0.94)

Age ≥65 years% RR 0.95, 95% BCI (0.92-0.97) RR 0.97, 95% BCI (0.94-0.99) RR 0.94, 95% BCI (0.92-0.97) RR 0.95, 95% BCI (0.92-0.98)

PM2.5

Popdens

PrivRent%

Cardiology

Resp. Med

Smok% RR 1.04, 95% BCI (1.01-1.07) RR 1.06, 95% BCI (1.03 - 1.09)

Activ% RR 0.94, 95% BCI (0.92-0.97) RR 0.93, 95% BCI  (0.91-0.96)

Sun

RUC score

Win

Variable key: A&E: Number of accidents and emergency departments per sq km *1000; Crowded%: Proportion of over-crowded households; Ad_overwe%: Proportion 

of overweight or obese adults; FPov% Proportion of fuel poor households; Fro: Days of air frost; Hum: Mean relative humidity; Incomedep%: Proportion of income 

deprived households; Max: Mean daily maximum temperature; Mea Mean daily air temperature; Min Mean minimum daily temperature; N02 Annual mean modelled 

concentration of N02; Y6_overwe% Proportion of overweight or obese children aged 10-11 years; Age ≥65 years% Proportion of the population aged ≥65 years; PM2.5 

Annual mean modelled concentration of PM2.5; Popdens Population density, number per sq km; PrivRent%: Proportion of privately-rented households; Cardiology: 

Number of organisations providing cardiology services per sq km *1000; Resp. Med: Number of organisations providing respiratory medicine per sq km *1000; Smok% 

Adult smoking prevalence; Activ% Proportion of adults participating in 30 minutes of moderate intensity physical activity at least four times over the last 28 days; Sun: 

Sunshine duration; RUC score: Rural Urban classification score; Win Mean wind speed 

 Figure 8.7: Combinations of factors included in the final multivariable regression models for circulatory and respiratory conditions during colder (January-

March) and warmer (July-September) periods of 2011. 
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8.4.3  Temporal and spatiotemporal regression analyses from 2011 

Figures 8.8-8.9 show how the RR of excess mortality changes across the twelve months of 

2011 for circulatory and respiratory conditions, respectively. The RR values show variation 

throughout the year for circulatory conditions, but much less so for respiratory conditions. In 

relation to circulatory conditions, the structured effect (explained in chapter seven, section 

7.4) shows a general decline in RR of excess mortality from the winter to summer months of 

2011 and a subsequent increase towards the next winter season.  

 

Figure 8.8: Posterior temporal trend for monthly deaths from circulatory conditions across 

England during 2011, showing structured and unstructured effects of time (dashed and solid 

lines, respectively).  

 

Figure 8.9: Posterior temporal trend for monthly deaths from respiratory conditions across 

England during 2011, showing structured and unstructured effects of time (dashed and solid 

lines, respectively).  
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Output from the regression analyses to investigate factors associated with and spatiotemporal 

variations in excess mortality from circulatory and respiratory conditions across English 

LADs for the twelve months of 2011 are presented in appendices I-J. 

The output in table 8.1 shows the DIC values for regression models that contained temporal 

effects, as well as three different types of spatiotemporal interaction effect, for circulatory and 

respiratory conditions. Spatiotemporal model ‘ST1’ (no spatial or temporal structure or space-

time interaction within the data) had the lowest DIC value, representing the best model fit for 

both condition groups and was therefore used as the null model (an explanation of each type 

of spatiotemporal effect is presented in section 7.4). 

Table 8.1: DIC values for null models (without covariates), with different types of temporal 

and spatiotemporal interaction effect for respiratory and circulatory conditions. The model 

with the lowest DIC value for each condition group is asterisked. 

Condition group Effect DIC value 

Respiratory Temporal 31878.22 

Respiratory ST1 19834.38* 

Respiratory ST2 20504.72 

Respiratory ST3 19844.88 

Circulatory Temporal 34424.31 

Circulatory ST1 24595.76* 

Circulatory ST2 24921.65 

Circulatory ST3 24597.93 

 

The output and RR values for univariable regression analyses, which contain individual 

exposures (shown in appendices I-J), show that more of the included explanatory factors 

account for a greater proportion of the variance in excess mortality from circulatory 

conditions (compared to the null ‘ST1’ model, without covariates), than for respiratory 

conditions, across LADs from January to December 2011.   

The best fitting univariable model (i.e. with lowest DIC value) to explain spatiotemporal 

variations in excess respiratory mortality across English LADs from January to December 

2011 of those tested contained the measure of the proportion of fuel poor households, which 

was associated with increased excess mortality. For circulatory conditions, the model with the 
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lowest DIC value contained the covariate PM2.5, which, counter-intuitively, was associated 

with reduced excess mortality.  

The results of the multivariable regression models are shown in figure 8.10. The prevalence of 

excess weight in adults and of fuel poor households were included in the multivariable model 

to explain spatiotemporal variations in excess monthly respiratory deaths across English 

LADs from January – December 2011. The multivariable model with the lowest DIC value 

for circulatory conditions contained two variables, however, one of which (humidity) was 

non-significant (i.e. has a 95% BCI that crossed one in the multivariable model).  
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Figure 8.10: Combinations of factors in the final multivariable regression models for circulatory and respiratory conditions from January – December 

2011. 

Variable Excess circulatory deaths, Jan-Dec 2011 Excess respiratory mortality, Jan-Dec 2011

A&E Colour key

Crowded% Variable was included in the multivariable model

Ad_overwe% RR 1.13, 95% BCI (1.09-1.16) RR 1.14, 95% BCI (1.10-1.19) Variable excluded because it did not improve the model fit 

FPov% RR 1.08, 95% BCI (1.04-1.13) Variable excluded because it had a VIF>3

Fro Variable excluded because it was non-significant in the multivariable model

Hum Variable excluded because it was inapplicable to the outcome variable 

Income dep%

Max

Mea

Min

N02

Y6_overw%

Age ≥65 years%

PM2.5 

Popdens

PrivRent%

Cardiology

Resp. Med

Smok%

Activ%

Sun

RUC score

Win

NAO

NAOt-1
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8.5 Associations between climatic factors and spatiotemporal variations in excess 

mortality from circulatory and respiratory conditions for the winter seasons 2001/2-

2011/12 

Figures 8.11-12 show the temporal trends in RR of excess mortality for circulatory and 

respiratory conditions over the eleven winter seasons of the study period. The structured 

effect for excess mortality from circulatory conditions indicates an overall decline in excess 

circulatory deaths across the study period; whereas the structured effect for excess respiratory 

conditions shows a shallow wave effect, with a decrease in excess respiratory mortality from 

the first winter season in the analysis (2001/2) which levels off at around 2006/7 and increases 

from 2008/9.  

 

Figure 8.11: Posterior temporal trend for the relative risk of excess deaths from circulatory 

conditions across England over the winter seasons 2001/2 to 2011/12, showing structured 

and unstructured effects of time (dashed and solid lines, respectively).  
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Figure 8.12: Posterior temporal trend for the relative risk of excess deaths from respiratory 

conditions across England over the winter seasons 2001/2 to 2011/12, showing structured 

and unstructured effects of time (dashed and solid lines, respectively).  

 

The DIC values in table 8.2 show that model ST2 explained more of the variance in the data 

compared to temporal and other spatiotemporal models. Model ST2 was therefore used as the 

null model for the analyses.  
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Table 8.2: DIC values for null models (without covariates) containing temporal and 

spatiotemporal interaction effects for respiratory and circulatory conditions. The model with 

the lowest DIC value for each condition group is asterisked.  

Condition group Effect DIC value 

Respiratory Temporal   44486.13 

Respiratory ST1 26964 

 

Respiratory ST2 26947.75*   

Respiratory ST3 27184.18 

 

Circulatory Temporal 71631.95 

 

Circulatory ST1 29870.42 

 

Circulatory ST2 29524.01* 

Circulatory ST3 30063.12 

 

 

The results from the regression models including ST2 space-time interaction effects and 

individual explanatory variables for circulatory and respiratory conditions for the winter 

seasons 2001/2 to 2011/12 are presented in appendices K-L. For circulatory conditions, 

minimum mean temperature, relative humidity, air frost and mean air temperature reduced the 

DIC value from the null model. However, air frost and mean air temperature had VIF values 

>3 and were therefore excluded from the multivariable models. Mean minimum temperature 

and humidity were non-significant (had 95% BCIs that crossed one) in the univariable and 

multivariable models, therefore multivariable models were not created. For respiratory 

conditions, simple regression models that contained the temperature measures: maximum, 

mean and minimum air temperature, had lower DIC values than the null model (ST2), but 

only minimum temperature had a VIF score <3. I therefore, did not create multivariable 

models, because the effects of minimum temperature would be likely to be distorted by the 

two other temperature variables.  
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8.6 Associations between climatic and non-climatic factors and spatial or spatiotemporal 

variations in excess mortality from circulatory and respiratory conditions for the winter 

seasons 2001/2-2011/12 

In the final stage of the analyses, I investigated combinations of climatic and individual non-

climatic factors in relation to spatial and spatiotemporal variations in excess winter mortality 

from circulatory and respiratory conditions, over winter seasons for which the data are 

available. Figures 8.13 - 8.21 show the results of multivariable regression models from these 

analyses.  

Climatic data are available for the whole study period (winter seasons 2001/2-2011/12). In 

situations where data were only available for one winter season for individual explanatory 

variables (e.g. fuel poverty prevalence), I used ecological regression to identify factors 

associated with spatial variations in excess winter mortality across English LADs and used 

‘bym’ as the null model. For analyses which included individual variables that were available 

for multiple winter seasons, I identified an appropriate null model to specify space-time 

effects in the regression model (i.e. temporal, ST1, ST2 or ST3) using the procedure described 

in chapter seven (section 7.4). In each analysis, I included climatic factors in the analyses for 

each condition group which i) were associated with reduced DIC values from the null models 

and ii) did not have VIF values >3 in section 8.5. Minimum temperature was therefore tested 

in models for circulatory and respiratory conditions; humidity was also tested in the models 

for circulatory conditions.  
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Figure 8.13: RR values and 95% credible intervals for variables included in the multivariable 

models including population density and climatic factors, in relation to condition-group-

specific excess mortality across the winter seasons 2002/1 – 2011/12 

Figure 8.13 shows that population density is associated with a significantly reduced RR of 

excess mortality for circulatory and respiratory conditions across LADs for the winter periods 

2001/2-2011/12. Mean minimum temperature was included in the multivariable model for 

respiratory conditions. Increased values for this variable were associated with a reduction in 

excess mortality from this condition group.  

 

Figure 8.14: RR values and 95% credible intervals for variables included in the multivariable 

models including proportion of the population aged ≥65 years and climatic factors, in 

relation to condition-group-specific excess mortality across the winter seasons 2001/2 – 

2011/12 

Increased proportion of older population was associated with increased excess mortality from 

circulatory and respiratory conditions across English LADs based on data from the winter 

seasons 2001/2 – 2011/12. Climatic variables were not included in the final model for either 

condition group. 
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Figure 8.15: RR values and 95% credible intervals for variables included in the multivariable 

models including percentage of fuel poor households and climatic factors, in relation to 

condition-group-specific excess mortality for the winter season 2011/12 

Increased proportion of fuel poor households and reduced mean minimum temperature were 

associated with increased excess circulatory deaths between LADs over the winter season 

2011/12. Fuel poverty was not included in the final multivariable model for respiratory 

conditions during this winter period.  

 

Figure 8.16: RR values and 95% credible intervals for variables included in the multivariable 

models including percentage of overweight or obese adults and climatic factors in relation to 

condition-group-specific excess mortality for the winter season 2011/12 

Excess weight in adults was associated with increased risk of excess mortality between LADs 

for the winter season 2011/12. Climatic factors were not included in the final models for 

circulatory or respiratory conditions. 
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Figure 8.17: RR values and 95% credible intervals for variables included in the multivariable 

models including percentage of income deprived individuals and climatic factors, in relation 

to condition-group-specific excess mortality for the winter season 2009/10 

Income deprivation and mean minimum temperature were included in the final model to 

explain spatial variation in excess circulatory mortality across LADs during the winter period 

2009/10. Income deprivation was associated with reduced excess mortality.  

 

 

Figure 8.18: RR values and 95% credible intervals for variables included in the multivariable 

models including urban score and climatic factors, in relation to condition-group-specific 

excess mortality for the winter season 2010/11 

Urban dwelling, mean minimum temperature and humidity were all associated with reduced 

risk of circulatory mortality in the final multivariable model. The final model for excess 

respiratory mortality contained only mean minimum temperature. 
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Figure 8.19: RR values and 95% credible intervals for variables included in the multivariable 

models including percentage of over-crowded households and climatic factors, in relation to 

condition-group-specific excess mortality for the winter season 2010/11 

Proportion of over-crowded households was also associated with reduced excess circulatory 

and respiratory mortality for the winter period 2009/10.  Humidity was also included in the 

multivariable model for circulatory conditions and was associated with reduced excess 

mortality.  

 

Figure 8.20: RR values and 95% credible intervals for variables included in the multivariable 

models including percentage of privately rented households and climatic factors, in relation 

to condition-group-specific excess mortality for the winter season 2010/11 

Private rented housing, minimum temperature and humidity were associated with reduced 

excess mortality in the final multivariable model for circulatory conditions. Privately rented 

housing and minimum temperature were also in the final model for respiratory conditions. 
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Figure 8.21: RR values and 95% credible intervals for variables included in the multivariable 

models including percentage of adults participating in moderate intensity physical activity 

and climatic factors, in relation to condition-group-specific excess mortality for the winter 

season 2005/6-2011/12 

Increased participation in physical activity alone was the best model of those tested to explain 

spatiotemporal variations in excess mortality from circulatory conditions across LADs over 

the winter periods from 2005/6-2011/12. Only mean minimum temperature was in the final 

model for respiratory conditions.  

8.7 Discussion  

In this chapter, I explored associations between spatial and spatiotemporal variations in excess 

mortality from circulatory and respiratory conditions in relation to cold weather, winter 

season and other explanatory factors. The key findings from each set of analyses are 

summarised below, in relation to the relevant results sections within this chapter. 

8.7.1  Results from graphs depicting the changing incidence of condition-group-specific 

and all-cause mortality in England across years and winter seasons from 2001-12 (section 

8.2) 

The results from figure 8.1 show that circulatory mortality rates have fallen from 2001-12. 

This is part of a longer temporal decline in circulatory deaths that has occurred in the UK 

since the 1970s and is likely to be attributable to factors including a general reduction in 

certain cardiovascular risk factors (e.g. smoking prevalence and blood pressure) and improved 

medical interventions (e.g. increased prescription of cholesterol lowering drugs (statins)) for 

CHD patients (409). 

Trends in excess winter mortality indices across winter seasons, shown in figures 8.2-5, 

illustrate that respiratory conditions account for a greater proportion of excess winter deaths 

compared to circulatory deaths, which are high all year round. These data also show similar 
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general geographic and temporal trends in excess winter mortality indices from all-causes and 

from circulatory and respiratory conditions across the winter seasons 2001/2-2011/12. Spatial 

variations in excess winter mortality indices are also relatively synchronized between English 

regions for most winter seasons. Temporal variations in excess winter mortality indices show 

less synchrony, except for a general trend towards a peak in excess winter mortality indices 

for one winter season, followed by a trough during the subsequent winter.  

8.7.2 Results from the disease risk maps from 2008-12 

The disease risk maps in figures 8.6 A-D (section 8.3) showed a lack of obvious spatial 

pattern in excess mortality from circulatory and respiratory conditions between periods of 

cold and warmer weather, based on data from a 5-year period (2008-12). In relation to 

general, non-seasonal or condition-group-specific mortality patterns, certain local authorities 

with increased socioeconomic deprivation and some rural areas showed above average 

mortality risk. However, examples of socioeconomically less deprived LADs with 

consistently high mortality risk and of rural LADs with below average mortality risk were 

apparent. This may indicate that the data used in the disease risk maps did not reflect long-

term or year round mortality risk for English LADs. In addition, the results may illustrate that 

the key determinants of circulatory and respiratory mortality rates vary between areas.  

8.7.3 Results from the ecological regression analyses from 2011(sections 8.4.1-8.4.2) 

The results from correlations between explanatory factors show mean daily minimum 

temperatures (°C) per month, averaged across the 3 months, are most strongly positively 

associated with measures of air pollution, proportion of over-crowded and privately rented 

households and population density, and negatively with the proportion of overweight and 

obese adults and fuel poverty.  

The results from ecological regression analyses indicated that mean daily minimum 

temperatures (°C) accounted for the greatest proportion of variance in the outcome data for 

excess circulatory and respiratory conditions compared to other climatic factors during the 

cold and warmer periods. Most of the non-climatic explanatory factors accounted for more 

variance in spatial variations in excess mortality from circulatory and respiratory conditions 

during the cold and warmer periods compared to null models without covariates, indicating a 

possible non-seasonal effect of these factors. Measures of air pollution (especially PM2.5), 

proportion of over-crowded households and population density were most commonly 

associated with lowest DIC values compared to the null models and other univariable 

regression models; these variables were all associated with reduced excess mortality across 
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condition groups and seasons. There was an association between greater proportion of older 

people in a population and reduced excess mortality between LADs in the analyses from 

2011. Percentage of fuel poor households was associated with increased risk of circulatory 

and respiratory mortality during the colder and warmer periods of 2011. Smoking was 

included in the final multivariable regression model to explain spatial variations in excess 

mortality from respiratory conditions across LADs during the colder and warmer periods. 

However, it was not included in the final multivariable models for circulatory mortality. 

Humidity was associated with reduced circulatory and respiratory mortality during colder and 

warmer periods of 2011.  

8.7.4. Results from the temporal and spatiotemporal regression analyses from 2011 (section 

8.4.3) 

Factors associated with urban dwelling, including measures of air pollution, proportion of 

crowded and privately rented households, population density, urban score and variables that 

measured the areal density of medical facilities, accounted for most of the variance in 

circulatory deaths from January to December 2011. Each of these variables was inversely 

associated with circulatory mortality. Fuel poverty, income deprivation and excess weight in 

adults were most associated with increased respiratory mortality, whereas medical access and 

aspects of urban dwelling were most associated with reduced respiratory mortality, across the 

same period.  

8.7.5. Results from the analyses that assessed spatiotemporal variations in mortality in 

relation to climatic factors across the winter periods from 2001/2 to 2011/12 (section 8.5) 

The three (minimum, mean and maximum) temperature variables in the analyses explained 

most of the variance in excess respiratory deaths across English LADs over the winter periods 

from 2001/2 – 2011/12. Mean minimum daily temperature was the only temperature variable 

that was negatively associated with excess deaths from this condition group. For circulatory 

conditions, mean minimum temperature and humidity were the two climatic factors that 

accounted for most of the variance in excess mortality from this condition group over the 

study period.  
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8.7.6. Results from the analyses that assessed spatiotemporal variations in mortality in 

relation to climatic factors and non-climatic factors across the winter periods from 2001/2 

to 2011/12 (section 8.6) 

The following results were obtained in relation to the effects of non-climatic factors on spatial 

and spatiotemporal variations in excess mortality from circulatory and respiratory mortality, 

in relation to individual or multiple winter seasons. Population density was associated with a 

reduced RR of excess mortality for circulatory and respiratory conditions across LADs for the 

winter periods 2001/2-2011/12. Increased proportion of older population was associated with 

increased excess mortality from circulatory and respiratory conditions across English LADs, 

based on data from the winter seasons 2001/2 – 2011/12. This is in contrast to the results from 

the analyses from 2011. Increased proportion of fuel poor households was independently 

associated with increased excess circulatory deaths between LADs over the winter season 

2011/12. Excess weight in adults was associated with increased risk of excess mortality 

between LADs for the winter season 2011/12. Urban dwelling was associated with reduced 

risk of circulatory mortality in a multivariable regression model. Household crowding and 

private rented housing were associated with reduced excess mortality over the winter period 

2010/11. Increased sport participation was associated with reduced excess mortality from 

circulatory conditions across LADs over the winter periods from 2005/6-2011/12.  

8.7.7. To what extent have the analyses addressed modified research questions three and 

four?  

In relation to research question three, namely: which factors, identified in chapter four, are 

associated with spatial and temporal variations in winter- and cold-weather-related mortality 

rates across English LADs?, climatically, temperature variables (particularly mean minimum 

daily temperature) and humidity (in relation to circulatory deaths) were most closely 

associated with spatiotemporal variations in EWM across winter seasons. In relation to non-

climatic factors, increases in the following were associated with reduced excess mortality: (i) 

population density, (ii) urban score, (iii) prevalence of physically active adults; the 

proportions of: (iv) over-occupied and (v) privately rented households. The following factors 

were associated with increased excess mortality across winter seasons: increased proportions 

of (i) older population, (ii) fuel poor households and (iii) excess weight in adults.  

 

In relation to research question number four, namely: ‘are the same combinations of factors 

associated with spatial and temporal variations in winter- and cold-weather-related mortality 

rates from circulatory and respiratory conditions across English LADs?’ commonalities and 
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differences were identified. Climatically, temperature variables were most closely associated 

with spatiotemporal variations in EWM across winter seasons from respiratory conditions; 

whereas, from circulatory conditions, mean minimum daily temperature and relative humidity 

accounted for the largest proportion of the variance. The direction and magnitude of effect of 

non-climatic explanatory variables on mortality were similar between circulatory and 

respiratory conditions. Thus, interventions could be developed to reduce excess mortality 

across both condition groups. Most explanatory factors showed similar associations with 

mortality between analyses across (i) winter seasons, (ii) between cold and warm periods and 

(iii) across months of 2011, which indicates non-seasonal / cold-weather-specific effects.  

 

8.7.8 Summary 

In this chapter, I described the results from analyses that explored associations between 

explanatory factors and spatial and spatiotemporal variations in excess mortality from 

circulatory and respiratory conditions across England, in relation to winter season and periods 

of cold weather. Conclusions from my analyses in relation to research questions three and 

four are as follows: 

 

Research question three: which factors, identified in chapter four, are associated with spatial 

and temporal variations in winter- and cold-weather-related mortality rates across English 

LADs? 

 Results from the analyses showed that climatic variables were more strongly 

associated with spatial and temporal variations in excess mortality from circulatory 

and respiratory conditions across English LADs in relation to the winter period, 

compared to non-climatic factors. 

 In relation to non-climatic factors, increased proportions of older people, fuel poor 

households and excess weight in adults were associated with increased excess 

mortality, whereas measures of urbanicity and adult sport participation were 

associated with reduced mortality, in relation to the winter season. However, these 

effects were generally also found non-seasonally. 
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Research question four: are the same combinations of factors associated with spatial and 

temporal variations in winter- and cold-weather-related mortality rates from circulatory and 

respiratory conditions across English LADs? 

 In relation to climatic variables, measures of environmental temperature were most 

closely associated with spatiotemporal variations in EWM across winter seasons from 

respiratory conditions, whereas mean minimum daily temperature and relative 

humidity accounted for the largest proportion of the variance in relation to circulatory 

conditions.  

 The direction and magnitude of the effects of non-climatic explanatory variables on 

mortality were similar between circulatory and respiratory conditions. 

In chapter nine, I discuss the results from each chapter of the thesis in relation to the 

limitations of the data and the methods used, and I relate the research findings to the wider 

literature. I also identify the policy implications of the work in this thesis and propose ideas 

for further research.  
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Chapter Nine. 

Discussion 

 

9.1 Principal findings 

In this thesis, I aimed to answer five research questions (specified in chapters one and seven, 

sections 1.2 and 7.1, respectively). In relation to research question number one (i.e. what are 

the key social factors that affect vulnerability to excess winter- and cold-related adverse 

health and social outcomes, according to current research?), I identified a range of 

socioeconomic, housing and lifestyle-related factors that were associated with modified risk 

of specific outcomes, in relation to cold weather and winter season, from a systematic 

literature review (chapters two and three). Most of the evidence related to the impacts of 

explanatory variables on the circulatory and respiratory systems.  

In chapter four, I conceptualised the mechanisms by which environmental, social and 

biological factors, including those identified from chapters two and three, could moderate and 

mediate associations between winter season, cold weather and morbidities and mortality from 

circulatory and respiratory conditions. This chapter aimed to address research question two, 

namely: what are the mechanisms by which the factors identified from the answer to question 

one moderate winter- and cold-weather-related morbidities and mortality? 

I subsequently identified data to represent explanatory variables from the systematic review 

and conceptual modelling and undertook ecological regression analyses, in which I explored 

associations between individual and combinations of factors and spatial and temporal 

variations in mortality across English LADs, in relation to cold weather and winter season. 

This was in order to address adapted research question three, namely: which factors, identified 

in chapter four, are associated with spatial and temporal variations in mortality rates across 

English LADs, in relation to cold weather and winter season?   

I also identified commonalities and differences regarding factors associated with spatial and 

temporal variations in excess winter-and cold-weather-related mortality from circulatory and 

respiratory conditions, thereby addressing adapted research question four: are the same factors 

associated with winter- and cold-weather-related spatial and temporal variations in mortality 

rates from circulatory and respiratory conditions, across English LADs?  
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The disease risk maps in figures 8.6 A-D (section 8.3) showed a lack of apparent spatial and 

seasonal patterning in mortality risk from circulatory and respiratory conditions across 

English LADs. In relation to non-seasonal effects, certain rural areas and some LADs with 

high levels of socioeconomic deprivation had above average mortality risk. However, there 

were also examples of socioeconomically deprived and rural areas with reduced mortality 

risk.  

The results from the ecological regression analyses indicated that in relation to climatic 

factors, mean minimum daily temperature accounted for the greatest proportion of variance in 

excess circulatory and respiratory mortality during cold and warmer periods of 2011, which 

indicates non-seasonal effects.  In relation to circulatory deaths, mean minimum temperature, 

mean air temperature, humidity and air frost accounted for some of the spatiotemporal 

variation in excess mortality between LADs across winter seasons 2001/2 to 2010/11. 

Regarding respiratory conditions, mean maximum temperature, mean temperature and mean 

minimum air temperature were most influential in explaining excess respiratory deaths 

between LADs across the same winter periods. Each of these meteorological factors was 

inversely associated with excess mortality, except for mean maximum temperature (for 

respiratory conditions) and mean air temperature (for circulatory and respiratory conditions), 

which were positively related to excess mortality rates.                                                                                                                                       

Most of the non-climatic factors in the analyses accounted for more of the variance in spatial 

and spatiotemporal variations in excess mortality from circulatory and respiratory conditions 

compared to null models, without explanatory variables. Variables which theoretically 

characterise the urban environment, including increased population density, urban score, 

measures of air pollution (particularly PM2.5), proportions of over-crowded and privately-

rented households and hospital density per square kilometre, were generally associated with 

reduced excess mortality and accounted for a greater proportion of the variance in excess 

deaths compared to other variables. These effects were observed across condition groups and 

time periods investigated (i.e. in analyses between winter seasons, cold and warm periods and 

months of 2011, for circulatory and respiratory conditions), which indicates non-seasonality.  

9.2 Strengths and limitations of the methods 

The exploratory research in this thesis represents a novel contribution to the evidence base 

concerning associations between environmental and social factors and winter-and cold-related 

illnesses and mortality. It also offers useful insights concerning the strengths, weaknesses and 

accessibility of secondary data in England for public health and social science research; it 

represents a novel linkage of a wide range of health, social and environmental variables, and 
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demonstrates the application of modelling to address questions regarding spatial and temporal 

variations in health and social outcomes.  

Many of this study’s limitations stem from the unavailability of data. It was not possible to 

obtain morbidity data for the statistical project. Mortality data are commonly used as a proxy 

for health and wellbeing, as they are generally more accessible compared to other health and 

social outcome data. However, risk factors for cold-related mortality and illnesses may be 

different. It is estimated that for every excess winter death, there are eight additional hospital 

admissions (2). Therefore, knowledge about the determinants of excess winter morbidities 

could enable the development of more effective interventions for reducing cold-related 

medical consultations and the associated economic costs.  

The lack of demographic breakdown of the mortality data prevented me from standardising 

the outcome data for age. This may have reduced the accuracy results concerning associations 

between explanatory factors and mortality in regression models without a measure of 

population age profile, as mortality rates are likely to be higher in areas with a higher 

proportion of older persons. Lack of demographic breakdown of the mortality data also 

prevented investigation of the effects of cold-weather and other explanatory variables on 

mortality in specific demographic groups. This information could have provided useful 

insight for developing and targeting interventions more effectively to reduce cold-weather-

related excess deaths in LADs. However, I included a measure of older population as an 

explanatory variable in the analyses, the results of which could provide evidence to inform 

interventions which target resources towards LADs with an increased proportion of older 

persons, during the winter period.  

Most of the explanatory social factors analysed in the statistical project were non-seasonally 

associated with excess mortality across LADs during the time periods for which the data were 

available and analysed. This could reflect data limitations, for example, the lack of year-round 

data on most non-climatic explanatory variables prevented seasonal changes (e.g. in physical 

activity levels) from being assessed. Also, the data obtained for this project may not be 

adequate indicators of what they aim to measure (e.g. air pollution measurements in each 

LAD may not reflect population exposure). In addition, more disaggregated data (e.g. to 

MSOA level) may have revealed seasonal effects of more of the explanatory factors (e.g. 

between obesity prevalence and increased risk of excess mortality during cold-weather 

periods).  

Alternatively, the non-seasonal or cold-weather-specific effects of most explanatory variables 

in the analyses may indicate that factors not considered in the analyses, may determine spatial 
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and temporal variations in excess winter mortality across English LADs. The explanatory 

variables considered were predominantly social factors, identified in the systematic literature 

review from chapters two and three. The prevalence of many socioeconomic, housing and 

lifestyle-related factors are unlikely to vary significantly across the year or between winter 

seasons. However, the temporal fluctuations in EWM indices shown in chapter eight (figures 

8.2-5) indicate that factors likely to change between years, potentially including climatic 

factors, in addition to influenza and other infections, may contribute to the temporal 

patterning of excess winter mortality indices. Infectious disease data would need to be made 

available to test this hypothesis.  

A further limitation is that statistical work in this thesis was conducted at LAD level. LADs 

are heterogeneous areas in terms of their socioeconomic, demographic and geographical 

characteristics. More informative results about the nature of cold-related adverse health 

outcomes could have been derived from research at a smaller area level. However, data for a 

wide range of indicators of interest were unavailable below LAD level.  

Finally, I was unable to test the conceptual pathways described in chapter four due to a lack of 

longitudinal, individual level data on the exposure status of population sub-groups to a 

comprehensive range of climatic and non-climatic factors identified from the systematic 

review.  

9.3 Interpretation of findings in relation to study limitations and existing knowledge 

The ecological regression analyses in chapter eight indicated a potentially protective urban 

effect. This may partly explain why some of the least deprived rural LADs in Northern 

England (e.g. Eden) had a high risk of mortality from circulatory and respiratory conditions in 

the disease risk maps in figures 8.6 A-D.  

The reduced mortality risk in relation to indicators of urban dwelling, particularly air 

pollution levels, from the analyses in chapter eight may reflect a limitation of the data and 

analyses in this project. This is because London, which is England’s capital city, has very 

high levels of air pollution compared to other LADs, due to its heavier traffic flow and 

industry. However, London also has a small resident population, with most of its daily 

inhabitants commuting from other areas, for employment and tourism. The mortality data 

used in the analyses in chapter eight were death rates per LAD of residence; consequently, the 

City of London had very high levels of air pollution, but very low circulatory and respiratory 

mortality rates. The analyses in chapter eight calculated the mean effects of explanatory 

variables on mortality rates across England. However, the use of mean average as a measure 
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of central tendency can be problematic, as anomalous data can produce severely distorted 

results, potentially including a strong inverse association between air pollution and mortality 

across England, due to the situation in London. In relation to this methodological 

consideration and a large, expanding evidence base on the detrimental circulatory and 

respiratory health impacts of air pollution (described in section 4.4.2), I am unable to 

conclude that the air pollutants PM2.5 and N02 are beneficial to population health.  

In relation to respiratory conditions, mean minimum temperature was inversely associated 

with mortality rates across winter seasons, whereas mean maximum temperature and mean air 

temperature were both positively related to respiratory mortality rates for the same period. 

This may indicate that distinct processes increase respiratory mortality rates at different 

temperatures. For example, very cold and dry conditions are likely to increase the occurrence 

and detrimental health impacts of bronchospasm, whereas warmer and more humid 

environments may promote the survival and reproduction of respiratory pathogens, thereby 

increasing the occurrence of respiratory infections. The causes of variations in the incidence 

of respiratory infections between winter seasons are not well understood. However, there is a 

growing body of literature in support of an association between temperature, humidity and 

influenza morbidity rates (e.g. (410, 411)).   

In addition, the non-seasonal or cold-weather specific effects of explanatory social variables 

on circulatory and respiratory mortality, and significant temporal fluctuations in EWM rates 

between years, may indicate a casual role of factors which fluctuate between winter seasons, 

potentially including infectious disease activity, on temporal variations in EWM indices. I 

was unable to obtain data to test this hypothesis, however, an association between influenza 

activity and seasonal variations in EWM was found in an alternative study (251). Also, the 

relatively high EWM rate in England during the 2014/15 winter season (shown in chapter 

one, figure 1.1) was attributed to the fact that the predominant strain of circulating influenza 

was particularly virulent in older people, an already high risk group (5). There were also a 

high number of influenza outbreaks in nursing homes for the elderly and the influenza vaccine 

against the circulating strain of the virus was less effective compared to previous years (5).  

Mortality displacement (‘cull effect’) may also be relevant to temporal variations in excess 

winter mortality, whereby exposure to cold weather during one winter season hastens 

mortality amongst elderly and clinically vulnerable individuals. This could produce a more 

robust population, with increased likelihood of survival during subsequent winter seasons. 

However, once the population of vulnerable individuals increases (e.g. due to population 

ageing), EWM rates increase once again (412). This theory is supported by the increased risk 
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of excess mortality in relation to the proportion of persons aged ≥65 years across winter 

seasons, found in the analyses in chapter eight, which is consistent with existing knowledge 

that increased age is a risk factor for EWM.  

Regarding the association between urban characteristics and reduced excess mortality across 

LADs that was observed in chapter eight, a previous study found increased EWM in rural 

areas of England, particularly in relation to increased deprivation (88). Rurality is also a risk 

factor for fuel poverty (14). Thus, decreased cold exposure and increased wealth, resources 

(including medical) and healthier populations (urban score was associated with reduced adult 

obesity and increased physical activity in the correlations in appendix D) may contribute to 

this apparently protective ‘urban effect’. With regards to medical access, individuals from 

urban areas may be more likely to seek and receive medical treatment sooner following 

cardiac events or exacerbations of respiratory conditions, compared to rural dwellers. Thus, 

urban areas may have reduced circulatory and respiratory mortality rates (observed in chapter 

eight) but increased medical consultation rates (illustrated in a different study (300)).  

There was an inverse association between the proportion of older people and excess mortality 

between LADs in the analyses during cold and warm periods of 2011. This may reflect 

confounding, as areas with the highest proportions of older people in 2011 were generally 

socioeconomically less deprived (e.g. Windsor).   

Percentage of fuel poor households was associated with increased risk of circulatory and 

respiratory mortality during the colder and warmer periods of 2011, possibly due to the fact 

that low income, an aspect of deprivation, is associated with fuel poverty and also with 

adverse health outcomes on a non-seasonal basis.  

The increased mortality risk in rural compared to urban parts of England that was found in 

relation to winter and non-winter seasons, may partly reflect the adverse health impacts of 

social isolation, which tends to be more prevalent in rural areas (413). The potentially 

detrimental health impacts of social isolation in relation to the winter season are currently 

under-researched. However, a study from England which explored the nature of vulnerability 

to fuel poverty, found that financial support between family members enabled some study 

participants to pay household energy bills during periods of cold weather (414). 

9.4 Strengths and weaknesses of the available evidence  

The systematic review in chapters two and three, and evidence that I have located since 

completing this review, indicates there is a large and expanding evidence base in relation to 

the associations between winter season, cold-exposure and adverse health outcomes.  
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Since 2013, a number of international ecological studies have been published, from countries 

including  Africa Asia, and Spain, which have explored associations between cold weather 

and mortality, in relation to demographic and socioeconomic factors (e.g. (415, 416)).  A 

study from France, a country in which research on EWM is lacking, found evidence that fuel 

poverty is a major determinant of perceived health (417). In addition, the authors of a recent 

study from Spain, which found that cold weather was associated with increased mortality and 

that the risk increased with age (418), called for the development of a national Cold Weather 

Plan for Spain. The increased international awareness of the detrimental health and social 

impacts of cold exposure is positive from a global health perspective. It also indicates that the 

relatively sparse body of international evidence that was located for the systematic review in 

chapters two-three, which included evidence that was published up until 2013, was unlikely to 

have been due to the fact that my search strategy only identified studies that were published in 

English.  

Within the UK, an increased number of individual level intervention evaluation studies have 

been commissioned since 2012, which have evaluated, or are currently evaluating, the health 

and social impacts of housing and economic interventions aimed as reducing cold exposure. 

These investigations, some of which are ongoing, include several cohort studies, which are 

generally regarded to provide stronger evidence of potential causality compared to alternative 

observational research designs. In addition, the new studies investigate a broad range of health 

indicators and outcomes, including various measures of physical and mental health and health 

inequalities. This indicates an increased awareness of the scale of the detrimental impacts 

associated with cold weather and cold housing. There are also new studies which explore the 

mechanisms by which receipt of household thermal efficiency interventions influence indoor 

climatic conditions and thereby impact on health. By investigating pathways between 

household warmth interventions and improved health, this new research could provide 

stronger evidence that household thermal efficiency interventions cause a reduced risk of 

adverse health outcomes. The results from UK studies that have been published since I 

completed the systematic review in chapters two-three are summarised in the following 

paragraphs. 

In relation to the issue of mortality displacement, described in section 9.3, a recent time-series 

analysis found evidence that most cold-weather-related deaths in London occurred among 

individuals who would not have died within six months (419). This finding supports the 

continued implementation of cold-weather-related public health interventions in order to 
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increase life expectancy. However, the results of this study may not generalise to populations 

outside of London. 

Literature on the mental health impacts of exposure to cold housing has also increased. A 

review that was published in 2014 developed frameworks for pathways between household 

warmth interventions and improved mental health and wellbeing, based on evidence from 

intervention studies from a Cochrane review of the health impacts of housing improvements 

(192). This review considered the impacts of household thermal efficiency interventions on 

two aspects of mental health, namely (i) positive mental health, which refers to a person’s 

wellbeing, resilience and ability to contribute to society, and (ii) mental disorders, which are 

diagnosable medical conditions. The review presented positive but mixed evidence that 

household warmth interventions had a beneficial impact on mental health. However, the 

studies included in the review generally had short-term follow-up periods, of approximately 

one year each.   

A weakness of the available evidence is the lack of information regarding the nature of cold-

weather-related mortality from dementia and Alzheimer’s disease, which are highly seasonal 

with winter peaks (252). However, a recent study from the UK investigated causal pathways 

for EWM in relation to these medical conditions, using qualitative and quantitative evidence 

(a triangulation approach) (420). This study identified a wide range of biological and 

behavioural factors that could contribute to EWM from dementia and Alzheimer’s disease,  

including reduced thermal perception, which made individuals less likely to increase their 

level of clothing in relation to temperature decreases; reduced ability to manage household 

bills in relation to fuel consumption, and inadequate nutrition, with individuals with 

Alzheimer’s disease and related disorders being reported to forget to eat during the winter 

period, as increased darkness made it more difficult to identify meal times.  

There is also currently a lack of information regarding the differential impacts of cold 

exposure between population sub-groups. Some evidence indicates that the effects of 

exposure to cold housing differs between age groups (14), although most research has focused 

on risk factors for cold-related mortality, which mostly affects the elderly and young children. 

Interventions have also focused on reducing EWM amongst older persons, as this population 

sub-group is the most vulnerable to winter mortality. This might explain why EWM rates 

have generally not increased following austerity measures that were implemented across 

England from 2010 (except during the 2014/15 winter period, in which higher EWM rates 

were caused by influenza), as older persons continue to be key recipients of cold-weather-

related financial subsidies and household warmth interventions.  
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9.5 Implications for policy and practice 

Research question five from the introduction is: what are the implications of the answers to 

questions 1-4 (see section 9.1), for policy interventions to reduce winter- and cold-weather-

related morbidity and mortality? I am unable to make policy recommendations for reducing 

morbidity due to the unavailability of these data for the analyses. In relation to mortality, I 

address this question in the following paragraphs.  

Inconsistencies were observed in relation to the associations between exposures and outcomes 

between studies in the systematic review in chapters two and three of this thesis. In addition, 

the disease risk maps in figures 8.6 A-D indicated a lack of apparent spatial patterning in 

mortality risk across English LADs. This suggests that the nature of EWM may vary between 

demographic groups and LADs, and highlights a possible need for policy interventions 

targeting the needs of specific population groups and specific areas, in order to improve health 

and wellbeing. Some LADs have already adopted this approach. County Durham, in the North 

East of England, comprises towns with relatively large population settlements and also 

remote, rural areas that contain households with low thermal efficiency ratings that are at risk 

of fuel poverty, which may contribute to excess winter morbidity and mortality rates in this 

LAD. Durham County Council locates households that are likely to be at high risk of fuel 

poverty using disease risk mapping to identify SAP ratings of homes within small areas of the 

County; ‘at risk’ households are targeted and householders are referred to fuel poverty 

reduction schemes for which they are eligible (395). Consequently, the development and 

implementation of cold-weather-related interventions within LADs, which reflect risk factors 

for adverse health outcomes in specific areas (e.g. in relation to the characteristics of local 

housing and the demographic profile of the population), may reduce cold-related adverse 

health and social outcomes, including health inequalities, in relation to cold weather. 

The results from my analyses indicate geographical variation in excess mortality during 

periods of cold weather across English LADs. Local authorities are now responsible for 

public health in England, but are not obliged to address EWM. Therefore, political and public 

health interest in tackling cold-weather-related adverse health outcomes will be required to 

reduce spatial variations in EWM across LADs.   

Public health research is important for providing information on the potential causes of 

adverse health outcomes and ways of improving health in population groups. However, as 

demonstrated in this thesis, a necessary pre-requisite is access to data on a range of health and 

social indicators, in order to generate evidence-based knowledge regarding the causes and 

solutions for population health issues. Although a wide range of health and social data are 
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collected in England, accessing much of these data for research purposes is highly 

problematic and presents a significant barrier to research. It is necessary for appropriate 

guidelines to be in place in order to protect against abuses of these data (e.g. by criminal or 

profiteering organisations). This is also important to uphold public confidence in order to 

support the continued collection of the data. However, my inability to obtain and link certain 

data appeared to be related to system factors. These included unreliable information about the 

time scale in which data could be obtained; lack of guidance about procedures for accessing 

data and the apparently arbitrary decisions made by members of staff not to respond to data 

requests that were, or would have been, made in accordance with specified guidelines. I 

consider that it is unethical for data to be collected from the public, but not made unavailable 

for purposes that are in the common interest of population, including for improving health and 

reducing inequalities in relation to cold-exposure.  

The results from chapter eight indicated that minimum temperature was the most consistent 

climatic determinant of spatial and spatiotemporal variations in mortality from circulatory and 

respiratory conditions between English LADs and winter seasons. This information supports 

the use of temperature data for initiating a public health response in relation to the Cold 

Weather Plan, and for triggering the distribution of Cold Weather Payments in England.  

The analyses in chapter eight also identified an increased risk of circulatory and respiratory 

mortality in relation to rural characteristics (e.g. reduced population density). Consequently, 

increased medical provision in rural communities (e.g. increased ambulance services in 

remote areas), particularly during the winter period, may reduce mortality rates in rural 

locations.  

In summary, my investigation has identified the unavailability of data in relation to a range of 

health and social indicators across small areas of England, which undermines the ability to 

develop and implement interventions based on robust evidence, in order to protect population 

health. Strategies for overcoming barriers to data sharing need to be considered within the 

public health community, in consultation with data providers. The results from my analyses 

also indicate that the development of public health policies and interventions based on the 

needs of local populations may be more effective at reducing adverse health outcomes across 

England compared to national policy interventions.  

9.6 Unanswered questions and future research 

The final research question (number six) for this thesis is: what further research is needed to 

identify ways to reduce winter- and cold-weather-related morbidity and mortality? I address 
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this question as follows.  The spatial pattern in mortality risk shown in figures 8.6 A-D 

indicated that risk factors may influence circulatory and respiratory mortality rates 

differentially between LADs. In addition, preliminary analyses not reported in this thesis 

indicated different risk factors were associated with spatial variations in excess mortality 

between LADs in each English region. Knowledge regarding the different risk factors for 

spatial variations in cold-related excess mortality between LADs could inform the 

development and implementation of area-specific intervention across the country.  

Despite there being a large and expanding body of evidence concerning risk factors for cold-

related excess mortality and a relatively well developed and evolving legislative framework 

for reducing excess adverse health and social outcomes in England, EWM remains higher in 

the UK compared to many other Northern European countries. The analyses in this thesis 

identified predominantly non-seasonal or cold-weather-specific effects of most of the 

explanatory factors investigated, on spatial and temporal variations in excess mortality. This 

may indicate that factors that were not included in the analyses in chapter eight drive 

spatiotemporal variations in excess winter- and cold-related mortality across English LADs.  

The inclusion of a measure of social networks in further investigations may provide 

information regarding risk factors for circulatory and respiratory mortality in relation to the 

winter season and during periods of cold weather. Various ecological measures of social 

isolation/ cohesion exist in relation to small areas of England, including indicator 1.18 from 

the Public Health Outcomes Framework (percentage of adult care users who have as much 

social contact as they would like) (421) and the Social Fragmentation Index, which is derived 

from census data on the proportions of privately rented households, single person households 

(aged <65 years), unmarried persons and mobility in the previous year (422). In addition, 

investigations regarding the contribution of infectious diseases and mortality displacement 

(the latter of which could be assessed using measures of disability-free-life-expectancy and 

the proportion of very old people in the population) to temporal variations in EWM rates may 

provide additional insights concerning the nature of EWM.  

It is possible that data on seasonal variations in health-related behaviours (e.g. physical 

activity levels, calorie and alcohol intake) may inform our knowledge regarding the causes of 

seasonal variations in circulatory and respiratory health outcomes, including mortality. Data 

on seasonal variations in these variables are unavailable for English LADs. However, a 

follow-up study using individual level primary data on cold exposure and engagement in 

health-promoting behaviours across the year may verify the potential influence of these 

factors on winter- and cold-related health outcomes. 
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Finally, increased research on pathways for specific cold-related health outcomes among 

population sub-groups may inform the development of policies and interventions to reduce 

the impacts of cold weather between demographic groups, thereby reducing cold-generated 

health inequalities. 
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Appendix A: electronic search strategies for the systematic review presented in 

chapters two-three 
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Appendix A (continued) 
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Appendix B: inclusion and exclusion criteria for the systematic review presented in chapters 

two-three 

 

Titles and abstracts (where available) of located references were screened against the review 

inclusion criteria (see below). The full texts of any references considered potentially eligible 

for inclusion were obtained in full. Unobtainable references were excluded.   

Studies were included either in the review of vulnerability studies or the review of 

intervention evaluation studies if they met the following inclusion criteria: 

The following factors were considered relevant exposures or interventions*, based on 

previous, extensive reading of the literature: 

i. Cold exposure, assessed using direct measures of personal cold-exposure, data on 

meteorological factors considered to characterise ‘cold-weather’ (e.g. measure of 

temperature, precipitation and sunshine duration) or temporal indicators, including 

month(s) of assessment being during the winter period.  

And 

ii. Socioeconomic factors, including any individual or composite measures that were 

deemed appropriate by the reviewer. 

Or 

iii. Measure of housing conditions relating to low indoor temperature, house location 

(rural-urban status), occupancy level and tenure. 

Or 

iv. Measure of fuel poverty. 

Or 

v. Lifestyle-related factors, including active or passive smoking, alcohol intake and 

consumption of prescription or non-prescription drugs; measures of diet and nutrition, 

influenza vaccination status, clothing protection, personal cold-exposure, physical 

activity and indoor energy behaviour. 

Or 

vi. * Interventions which addressed the exposures specified in sections i and ii-v. 
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Appendix B (continued) 

Outcomes included measures of physical health, mental health and wellbeing; biological 

factors known to be involved in disease pathways; nutritional status; measures of quality of 

life and social function; impact on everyday activities; slips and falls; measures of healthcare 

utilisation; educational attainment; school and work attendance; economic impacts and 

quality-adjusted life years.  

The following studies were excluded from the review of vulnerability and intervention 

evaluation studies: 

i. Non-primary studies  

ii. Studies which measured only environmental outcomes (e.g. carbon dioxide emissions 

associated with thermally inefficient housing). 

iii. Studies which identified only risk factors relating to winter sporting or recreational 

activities (e.g. sledding and snowboarding). 

iv. Risk factors of not considered to be of contemporary relevance to the UK. 

v. Studies not presenting evidence of the synergistic effects of exposure to cold and any 

of the other exposures outlined in the inclusion criteria (sections ii-v). 

 

Exclusion reasons were recorded during the second screen, of full texts. 

Included studies were separated into those which identified vulnerability factors associated 

with cold-related adverse health or social outcomes and those evaluating the effects of 

interventions on these outcomes. These two categories of evidence were synthesized 

separately in the review presented in chapters two-three.
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Appendix C: screen shot of the Excel file used to link LAD-level data 
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Resp.Med Cardiology A&E Ad_overwe%Incomedep%Smok% Crowded% Activ% Y6_overwe%RUC score Fpov% PrivRent% Age≥65yrs%Min Mea Max Win Hum Sun Fro PM2.5 N02 Popdens

Min 0.4 0.4 0.4 -0.5 0.1 0.0 0.6 0.1 0.2 0.4 -0.4 0.5 0.3 1.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.6 0.6

PM2.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 -0.5 0.1 0.0 0.8 0.2 0.2 0.6 -0.3 0.5 0.4 0.7 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.9 0.7

Crowded% 0.6 0.7 0.6 -0.6 0.4 0.1 1.0 0.1 0.5 0.6 -0.2 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.8 0.9

Popdens 0.7 0.6 0.7 -0.6 0.5 0.2 0.9 0.1 0.5 0.6 -0.1 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.8 1.0

N02 0.6 0.6 0.5 -0.4 0.4 0.2 0.8 0.1 0.5 0.8 -0.1 0.6 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.9 1.0 0.8

PrivRent% 0.5 0.6 0.6 -0.6 0.4 0.2 0.8 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.0 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.6 0.7

Cardiology 0.7 1.0 0.7 -0.4 0.2 0.1 0.7 0.1 0.3 0.4 -0.2 0.6 0.3 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.6 0.6

RUC score 0.4 0.4 0.4 -0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.1 0.4 1.0 0.0 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.8 0.6

Resp. Med 1.0 0.7 0.9 -0.4 0.3 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.0 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.6 0.7

A&E 0.9 0.7 1.0 -0.5 0.3 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.0 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.5 0.5 0.7

Age≥65yrs% 0.4 0.3 0.5 -0.4 0.3 0.2 0.6 0.1 0.3 0.4 -0.1 0.5 1.0 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.4 0.6

Y6_overwe% 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.6 0.4 0.5 -0.4 1.0 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 -0.2 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.5 0.5

Activ% 0.1 0.1 0.1 -0.4 -0.3 -0.4 0.1 1.0 -0.4 0.1 -0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.1

Hum 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 -0.2 -0.2 0.0 0.2 -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0

Incomedep% 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.0 1.0 0.6 0.4 -0.3 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 -0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.5

Sun 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.0 1.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

Fro 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.3 -0.1 0.2 0.1 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Mea 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 1.0 0.9 -0.1 -0.1 0.1 -0.3 -0.1 0.0 0.0

Max 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 -0.1 0.1 0.0 0.9 1.0 -0.1 -0.1 0.3 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0

Smok% 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.6 1.0 0.1 -0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 -0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.2

Win 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 1.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

Fpov% 0.0 -0.2 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.3 -0.2 -0.2 0.2 0.0 1.0 0.0 -0.1 -0.4 0.0 0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.1 -0.3 -0.1 -0.1

Ad_overwe% -0.4 -0.4 -0.5 1.0 0.0 0.2 -0.6 -0.4 0.1 -0.3 0.1 -0.6 -0.4 -0.5 0.1 0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.5 -0.4 -0.6

Variable key: A&E: Number of accidents and emergency departments per sq km *1000; Crowded%: Proportion of over-crowded households; Ad_overwe%: Proportion 

of overweight or obese adults; FPov% Proportion of fuel poor households; Fro: Days of air frost; Hum: Mean relative humidity; Incomedep%: Proportion of income 

deprived households; Max: Mean daily maximum temperature; Mea Mean daily air temperature; Min Mean minimum daily temperature; N02 Annual mean modelled 

concentration of N02; Y6_overwe% Proportion of overweight or obese children aged 10-11 years; Age ≥65 years% Proportion of the population aged ≥65 years; PM2.5 

Annual mean modelled concentration of PM2.5; Popdens Population density, number per sq km; PrivRent%: Proportion of privately-rented households; Cardiology: 

Number of organisations providing cardiology services per sq km *1000; Resp. Med: Number of organisations providing respiratory medicine per sq km *1000; Smok% 

Adult smoking prevalence; Activ% Proportion of adults participating in 30 minutes of moderate intensity physical activity at least four times over the last 28 days; Sun: 

Sunshine duration; RUC score: Rural Urban classification score; Win Mean wind speed 

 

Appendix D: correlations between explanatory variables for the period January-March 2011 
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Appendix E: individual factors associated with spatial variations in circulatory mortality 

ratios across English LADs during the period January-March 2011 
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Appendix F: individual factors associated with spatial variations in circulatory mortality 

ratios across English LADs during the period July-September 2011 
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Appendix G: individual factors associated with spatial variations in respiratory mortality 

ratios across English LADs during the period January-March 2011 
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Appendix H: individual factors associated with spatial variations in respiratory mortality 

ratios across English LADs during the period July-September 2011 
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Univariate model (variable abbreviation) Model ID DIC value Regression est. RR

PM2.5 19 24579.49 -0.1982 0.82026 0.7997690, 0.8410419

N02 20 24579.83 -0.1958 0.822248 0.8009795, 0.8438299

Crowded% 8 24588.7 -0.1908 0.82639 0.8050025, 0.8480931

Cardiology 3 24589.33 -0.1631 0.849644 0.8204368, 0.8793307

PrivRent% 13 24591.57 -0.1234 0.883991 0.8575450, 0.9109006

Popdens 21 24592.73 -0.1784 0.8367 0.8150548, 0.8586869

RUC score 11 24593.04 -0.1374 0.871741 0.8466122, 0.8973134

Ad_overwe% 5 24594.32 0.1183 1.125689 1.092350, 1.159659

Fpov% 12 24594.33 0.0722 1.075027 1.040963, 1.109834

A&E 4 24594.72 -0.1218 0.885415 0.8592787, 0.9120473

Win 25 24595.22 0.0094 1.009488 0.9952964, 1.0238144

Smok% 7 24595.4 -0.0099 0.990154  0.975076, 1.005354

Hum 24 24595.73 -0.0243 0.976082 0.9537247, 0.9988386

Null (ST1) 0 24595.8

Incomedep% 6 24596.76 0.0189 1.019264 0.9864272, 1.0528067

Sun 23 24597.53 -0.0031 0.996942 0.972460, 1.022127

Min-1 18 24597.92 -0.1007 0.904429 0.8699202, 0.9412465

NAOt-1 15 24598.08 0.0175 1.017851 0.9758045, 1.0615055

NAO 14 24598.53 0.0074 1.007851 0.9552227, 1.0638060

Age≥65years% 16 24598.76 -0.0169 0.983429 0.9516676, 1.0158860

Mea 1 24598.9 -0.0075 0.992833 0.9474313, 1.0439285

Max 2 24599.17 0.0058 1.006011 0.9646658, 1.0492595

Fro 22 24600.66 0.0056 1.005634 0.990592, 1.020809

Activ% 9 24600.69 -0.0117 0.988359 0.9747378, 1.0020969

Y6_overw% 10 24601.15 -0.0194 0.980836 0.9629965, 0.9989292

Min 17 24602.2 -0.0742 0.928589 0.9006593, 0.9585259

RR 95% BCI

Appendix I: individual factors associated with spatiotemporal variations in monthly 

circulatory mortality ratios across English LADs from January-December 2011 
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Appendix J: individual factors associated with spatiotemporal variations in monthly 

respiratory mortality ratios across English LADs from January-December 2011 

 

Univariate model (variable abbreviation) Model ID DIC value Regression est. RR

Fpov% 12 19833.46 0.0988 1.104039 1.059461 1.149853

Incomedep% 6 19833.85 0.0723 1.075237 1.031454 1.120245

Ad_overwe% 5 19833.9 0.1443 1.155416 1.110940 1.201029

Resp. Med. 3 19833.91 -0.1203 0.886818 0.8518487 0.9227026

PM2.5 19 19834.02 -0.2039 0.815705 0.7870136 0.8450812

Age≥65years% 16 19834.21 -0.0141 0.986268 0.9453317 1.0283690

PrivRent% 13 19834.26 -0.1236 0.883903 0.8489539 0.9197806

RUC score 11 19834.31 -0.0792 0.924059 0.8864869 0.9626677

Popdens 21 19834.38 -0.1642 0.848774 0.8169472 0.8813997

Null (ST1) 0 19834.43 0.4753 1.608913 1.542230 1.677341

A&E 4 19834.45 -0.0974 0.907402  0.8709879 0.9448007

N02 20 19834.52 -0.1676 0.845846 0.8135731 0.8789609

Mea 1 19835.37 0.0018 1.001861 0.9825852 1.0221427

Min 17 19835.37 -0.004 0.996027 0.9766344 1.0139957

Sun 23 19835.45 0.0006 1.000671 0.9872926 1.0142368

Hum 24 19835.52 -0.0004 0.999663 0.9835277 1.0159072

Max 2 19835.57 0.0021 1.002154 0.9830564 1.0222635

Mint-1 18 19835.7 -0.0052 0.994904 0.9718967 1.0170821

Y6_overw% 10 19835.84 -0.0052 0.994887 0.9738946 1.0161546

NAOt-1 15 19835.96 0 1.000012 0.9904921 1.0095601

NAO 14 19835.99 0 1.000014 0.9898406 1.0102222

Win 25 19835.99 -0.0001 0.999886 0.9897403 1.0100648

Fro 22 19836 0.0002 1.000176 0.9894824 1.0109159

Smok% 7 19837.43 0.0125 1.012646 0.9943411 1.0311163

Activ% 9 19837.53 -0.0107 0.9894 0.9738721 1.0050707

Crowded% 8 19838.01 -0.1896 0.827448 0.7971081 0.8585365

RR 95% BCI
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Appendix K: individual climatic factors associated with spatiotemporal variations in circulatory mortality ratios across English LADs and winter 

periods from 2001/2 to 2011/12 
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Appendix L individual climatic factors associated with spatiotemporal variations in respiratory mortality ratios across English LADs and winter 

periods from 2001/2 to 2011/12 
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